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Supervisor:  Brian Stross 

 
This dissertation examines politics and poetics of food, memory and ‘home’ among 

Dominican immigrants in New York City. Through a framework of ‘foodmaps’ it traces 

cultural histories of seven Dominican families from the gendered perspectives of the 

cooks in each household. Examining translocal food paths reveal the crucial role of 

migrant food relations in gendered production of home, place-making and community 

formations.  

‘Migrant seasonings’ (the way immigrants season their foods and lives and the 

way they are ‘seasoned’ into new social relations) could be understood as contested sites 

of power negotiations, as strategic reclamation of ‘small measures of autonomy’, socio-

political action, and historical visibility. Dominican foodmaps respond to culturally and 

historically specific ‘roots’ and ‘routes’ shared with other Afro-diasporic populations in 

the Americas. Food-place-memory becomes hence a continuum between geopolitical 

‘seasonings’ in sending societies and new racializations in the US.  

Some findings of this project are: 1) food paid-unpaid labor are critical in 

negotiations of labor-time, places and social relations within households and in relation to 
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the City and US state; 2) food is a key mediation for the way Dominican migrants learn 

to navigate and orient themselves in new environments; 3) cooking practices are 

inseparable from the narrative memories that give them meaning, constituting complex 

memory-work strategies, communicative and expressive means; 3) Food practices are 

crucial for the way cooks (especially women) claim value and autonomy for their life 

projects, produce senses of ‘home’, and re-inscribe through food-narratives their migrant 

history of struggles in Dominican Republic and the U.S.  

Basic contributions of this work are: 1) filling gaps in critical ethnographic 

research on food, gender and migration in Dominican and Caribbean studies; 2) 

development of a ‘foodmaps’ framework (a method-analytic frame to trace boundaries of 

‘home’ through food relations); 3) examining food practices beyond ‘ethnic foodways’ 

tradition and nostalgia, but instead as critical and traumatic place-memory sites of 

implicit resistance, and as narrative spaces that re-inscribe working-class histories into 

hegemonic national narratives; 4) problematizing notions of private/public, 

personal/collective, memory/history in Afro-Caribbean socio-cultural formations; and 5) 

‘native’ ethnography usage of interdisciplinary feminist, collaborative and media-based 

methodologies.  
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INTRODUCTION 

DOMINICAN MIGRANT SEASONINGS IN NYC 
 

 
 

“To find what these [food] substances come to mean is to reunite their availabilities with their 
uses in space and in time...”  Sidney W. Mintz 

 
 

  A struggle for food, memory, and home have been pivotal in the histories of 

Dominican and Afro-Caribbean populations, and in the historical "engenderings" and 

”seasonings" that have conditioned their survival, access to land and resources, and to 

political and cultural representation. Growing up in DR and being a migrant in the US I 

had opportunity to appreciate the emotional and political importance of food in the daily 

configuration of home, self and community. Such personal and collective histories shape 

my focus on food as a main portal to approach the process of Dominican migration to the 

US and my ethnographic readings of working-class Dominican immigrants' creative 

survival practices. I have chosen to research these personally relevant areas of concern 

because they have been the most puzzling and challenging in my personal history and 

have left profound marks in my ways of knowing and experiencing the world.  

          Popular imagination and academic studies coincide on the centrality of food in the 

experience of being human.  Food has the power to ground us in-place and at the same 

time (through memory) helps us transcend our present moment. Our early food 

socialization leaves deep marks in the ways we perceive, relate, consume and imagine a 

sense of ‘home’ in the world. The power of food as communicative resource, as site of 
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narrative performance and as mediator in cultural encounters is particularly important for 

immigrant communities. By examining the way Dominican immigrants navigate place, 

re-member/re-imagine their histories, and claim spaces of home and community through 

food relations, this ethnographic account shows examples and testimonies of such power. 

          Dominican ‘ethnic’ foodways when examined within Afro-diasporic social 

formations reveal food relations entanglements in local/global, past/present and 

public/private cartographies of power. The island of Hispaniola (where the Dominican 

Republic –henceforth DR- is located, together with Haiti) and the rest of the Caribbean 

were the experimental territories of the first colonial formations in the Americas where 

complex encounters of food systems, food practices and food meanings seasoned 

syncretic meals, peoples and places through colonization and slavery (Mintz 1996, Ortiz-

Cuadra 2006).  

         These food ecological and socio-political entanglements are what I refer to as 

migrant seasonings. The word ‘seasoning’ refer to the forced enculturation and training 

of the first enslaved Africans in the Caribbean. It refers metaphorically not only to such 

violent practices but also to the creative contestation and agency of these Afro-Caribbean 

populations as they seasoned their foods, lives, and homes in relation to colonial and 

post-colonial situations.  Plantains were introduced as a food plant and as a staple food 

for ‘pigs and slaves’ (Vega 1986) during Hispaniola's colonization. Beans and manioc 

testify to how indigenous food subsistence practices and affective relations to certain 

crops became deeply entrenched in the mutual seasonings among the few Tainos left 

(mestizos and amulatados already), African slaves and their descendants, free or 

cimarrón-and Spaniards and creoles. These foods figure still prominently in present 

Dominican food practices in New York City (henceforth NYC) neighborhoods. This 

dissertation engages these spatial-temporal regimes that shaped populations in the region, 

and that remain central sites of present struggles for food, home, and historical visibility 

for Dominicans in the US.  

         Dominican migrants find in NYC new environments, new languages, and new 

social relations. When all grounds seem to be shifting, there is a need to find something 

to steady a sense of self and community, to find a sense of familiar 'home'.  Among first 
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and second-generation immigrants within the same family, two languages only partially 

shared further complicate the communicative and emotional ruptures of displacement. 

Food interactions and sharing food narrative memories seem to bridge this impasse by 

functioning as communicative spaces and expressive resources. Yet food practices and 

representations are also contested sites of tensions and negotiations between generations 

and among diverse sectors of the Dominican population. 

         A whole translocal network of producers, suppliers and consumers are involved in 

the maintenance of ‘traditional’ ethnic foodways. Public Dominican food sites give 

familiar images and flavors to local neighborhoods, re-creating a sense of place and 

cultural identifications with the Dominican Republic. Dominican public foodscapes (such 

as restaurants and supermarkets) are also labor sites for Dominican immigrants and for an 

assortment of other NYC residents. Through food paths to find jobs and procure 

ingredients to prepare staples, individuals and family learn how to navigate their urban 

places and create networks of survival.         

         Main Dominican dishes such as la bandera (rice and beans), sancocho (meat and 

roots stew), and mangú (boiled and mashed green plantains) seem to have become 

markers of national belonging and ethnic difference, but these dishes also function as 

sites of cooking and cultural transformations. Mangu, for example, figures in national 

cuisine representations in DR only after la bandera and sancocho. This former slave 

cuisine and present working class fare is a good example of a Dominican food whose 

meaning and prestige is shifting through the new experiences of Dominicans in NYC.  In 

the new localities it is becoming one of the main indexes of Dominicanness chosen even 

to name Dominican neighborhoods such as ‘Plátano City’ and ‘Mangú Heights’ 

(Washington Heights in Manhattan).   

         These staples and other foods in the Dominican culinary repertoire have become in 

public spaces (such as restaurants, grocery stores, supermarkets, street food vendors) not 

only ‘ethnic’ boundary markers but also sites of cultural encounters, and standardization 

of a new Dominican-American cuisine. Nevertheless it is from contested domestic 

spaces, through preparation and meanings of such staples, through food-unpaid and paid 
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labor that one can best question the role of food in cultural and community formation and 

in the production of local histories.  

First and subsequent Dominican migrant generations go through the process of 

performing boundaries of belonging to negotiate cultural politics in households, within 

particular sectors of the Dominican population, and with diverse neighborhoods and city 

they inhabit. In relation to the production of a local sense of home, the most immediate 

networks of survival appear to delimit which alliances are formed, and what kinds of 

“communities of practice” (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1997) arise. I consider food 

practices as one of the most concrete cultural resources and venues of network formation 

that Dominican working-class migrant women and their families use to create such 

alliances, to navigate domestic/public spaces, and to ‘suture’ (Hall 1996) -this is to heal, 

to repair-  their shifting sense of selves, dwellings and identifications.  

SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
         As my research into food-plants and environments in the history of Dominican 

populations progressed to actual cooked meals, which required spaces of households to 

be prepared, issues of how people make home in new places came to the forefront. Being 

interested in material culture as well as in representation, I needed to approach senses of 

food, memory and home not from abstract concepts such as national or ‘ethnic’ identity 

but from actual experiences of cooking practices as labor and representation sites through 

which food artifacts are handle. These sites are central to reproduction of daily life and 

gendered narrative performances, and they implicate particular historical contexts that 

made possible for these Dominican foods and homes to be present in NYC. A focus on 

place-memory as cultural spaces of relations in time, literal and conceptual mappings of 

places and spaces of kitchens, and of household and neighborhoods, thus became crucial 

to this reframing. 

   This dissertation is not a study of ‘ethnic identity’ even though data here presented 

could be useful to shed light on such an approach in relation to Dominicans in NYC. 

Instead, this dissertation focuses on where, when and how Dominican immigrants create 

local homes through food relations, the implications for gender, community, and racial 
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formations and for the creation of new pan-ethnic networks and ‘survival networks’. To 

venture away from the usual tropes used to examine migration, I had to concoct my own 

combination framework in order to examine processes of individual, family and 

community cultural histories, and to trace through food the complex cultural strategies of 

these particular Afro-Caribbean communities.  

   Through a ‘follow the money’ scheme, I sought to discover how food was used and 

performed in domestic spaces, but also how food paths were employed by individuals to 

ground a sense of place in the City, to claim presence and re-imagine their migrant 

histories. Instead of describing bounded ethnic foodways, I focus on how key staples and 

cooking practices are being re-invented, on the uses of food as site to negotiate socio-

cultural actions and relations, and on food practices as strategic memory-work to claim 

local spaces of homes and histories. This grounding shifts the discussion beyond 

maintenance of traditions (invented after all) and colorful neighborhoods, into the 

historical re-imagination of food as site of ruptures and encounters. This way we can go 

from migrant food nostalgia to the critical and traumatic aspects of memory processes as 

active cultural strategies articulated through food-narratives of home.  

          I examine the formation of local "ethnoscapes" (Appadurai 1996), focusing on how 

places are experienced and spaces negotiated by immigrants through food relations and 

the implications of such lived experiences in their life projects. I don’t directly address 

globalization nor transnationalism, but any examination of Caribbean populations and 

themes is of necessity embedded in such processes. My main concerns here are how such 

historical processes are experienced from local grounds by specific people. The 

transnational aspects of Dominican migration have already being addressed by 

Dominican studies scholars, although as Silvio Torres-Saillant has pointed out, there is 

restricted mobility for the majority of Dominicans in the US, either for lack of resources 

or migration status, even if translocal routes of exchanges are maintained by other means. 

As will be explained in Chapter I, a ‘diaspora’ (Brah 1996) framework has been more 

useful in addressing lived experiences of specific migrant communities and the 

contextual global forces that condition them. In terms of globalization, I think the notion 

of "ongoing re-globalization" (Allen 2005) as a constant re-structuring of neo-colonial 
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formations is much more appropriate for understanding the Caribbean region and its 

population diasporas in the US, which have been de-territorialized and global at least 

since 1492.  

          I attempt with this project to test intermediate spaces between cultural 

anthropology and linguistic anthropology, using what we could call a critical ethnography 

of representation approach, informed by semiotic and image-based approaches 

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblet 1991, Banks 1998, Prosser 1998), black cultural studies (Hall 

1996, hooks 1992, Allen 2005), post-colonial and black feminist theory (Mohanty 2003, 

Haraway 1991, Cohen 2004, Collins 1999, Lorde 1984). Through this focus on 

representation I propose that accountability for primary sources should be important 

aspects for all ethnographic studies, the same way that nuanced socio-cultural 

contextualization and historization should be important for linguistic anthropologists.   

  Since no one can have access to people’s experiences except through these 

mediations which are not transparent, a linguistically informed attention to discourse and 

representation is needed. It requires that we realize that the choices people make of what 

to tell, when and how are crucial for the kinds of transcription, interpretation and 

textualization we can attempt later (Paredes 1966, Rosaldo 1986, Sherzer 1987, Briggs 

1985). A feminist ethnography (Viswesvaran 1994, Kondo 1986) approach proposes a 

similar level of care with data, but also recognition that our collaborators are complex 

historical subjects with their own practical theories, consciousness and agendas 

responding to our presence from their own social locations.  

            I approach my work with Dominican communities as a ‘native’ anthropologist 

and as an Afro-Caribbean ‘feminist’ ethnographer. I am mindful that my engagement 

from these social locations requires critical and reflexive awareness and extra care in both 

fieldwork and analysis. I have faced this challenge with an ethical commitment to the 

communities I work with and a dedication to academic integrity. The effects of such 

locations will be discussed reflexively, at different points in this document when I 

consider it relevant to situate my fieldwork approach and data analysis. This dissertation 

project exemplifies one form of critical and ‘engaged scholarship’, not necessarily an 
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‘activist’ modality, since the topic was chosen based on my own personal and 

professional priorities, and the outcomes do not have direct implication for policy.  

PROJECT OVERVIEW  
          Focusing on food practices, cultural memory and narratives of home, this 

dissertation examines how food is central to political economic and cultural production of 

Dominican homescapes, how food as sites of ‘commemorative vigilance’(Bardenstein 

1999) and means of ‘memory-work’ (Kacandes 1999) participates in the shaping of 

Dominican-American cultural formations. Through my analysis I reveal how food-

narratives of home are important to understand experiences and narratives of migration, 

making a contribution to the understanding of how the majority working-class 

populations speak of the political, racial, class, and gender regimes that made possible for 

them to prepare their staples within particular neighborhoods in NYC.  

          Through food mappings I gathered primary sources through the eyes, hands and 

narratives of those that still cook Dominican foods, in order to understand the role of food 

in the production of migrant narratives of  ‘home’, in re-imaginings of cultural memory, 

and in tactics of gender and community formation of Dominican communities in NYC.  

In my analyses I focus on domestic spaces as they are transversed by the public politics 

of place, migration and power maps of NYC. I address the implications of these gendered 

experiential maps for the way first generation migrant women produce their lives in a 

new society.   

          Through participant-observation and feminist methodologies such as oral histories 

and vernacular mappings (Hayden 1997, Christie 2003), I traced (in collaboration with 

participants) food paths from the miniature spaces of the plate to the expanding contexts 

of kitchens, households, and public foodscapes they frequent in their neighborhoods.  I 

documented daily food cycles of seven working-class Dominican families (living in the 

Bronx, Manhattan and Brooklyn) as they engaged with local places and translocal 

networks in the Dominican Republic. As part of my methodological approach I produced 

a food-centered ethnographic exhibition and a short ethnographic film shown in 

Washington Heights in December 2006.  
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       Since my prospectus proposal, this study has undergone certain transformations. I 

was proposing initially to do a multi-site research (NYC-DR), due to lack of funding and 

shrinking time needed for in-depth explorations of both sites, the core of fieldwork 

occurred only in NYC.  My research questions have also evolved as I experienced ‘the 

field’ for an extended period of time. I previously phrased my concerns through these 

three research questions: 1) how are Dominican food staples and cooking practices 

transforming in NYC, and which kinds of acts of remembrance are articulated through 

food? 2) How does food help Dominican cooks navigate local routes in the City, and how 

is it implicated in the production of networks of survival (community)? 3) What is the 

place of foods in Dominican immigrant women's experiences and narratives of ‘home’, 

and what kinds of dialogues do these domestic food-narratives establish with national 

narratives of migration and citizenship in relation to both DR and US?  As it turned out 

these questions served as concrete ways to gather data and to propose ethnographic 

readings that address one central question: What is the place of food practices and 

narratives for the way Dominicans (particularly first generation immigrant women) re-

imagine and produce a sense of ‘home’ in a new society.  

        The way that Dominican migrant women in NYC transmit cooking knowledge and 

food memories to new generations of Dominican-Americans points to important cultural 

transformations that need careful ethnographic research, as will be seen. The Dominican 

population in NYC is already a politically recognized ethnic group, with close to a 

million inhabitants by the 2000 census (Torres-Saillant & Hernandez 2001). Dominican 

working-class women are the main agents of socialization, and represent a demographic 

majority of this population, yet they are usually studied within larger sociological and 

economic samplings that do not leave room to examine their cultural practices. A focus 

on women in the context of their family relations is necessary, in my opinion, to 

understand how food helps produce a sense of home and place, and to understand the role 

of migrant domestic spheres in the production of new forms of gendered subjectivities, 

communities, and cultural representations. Some of the findings of this dissertation 

confirm the usefulness of such emphasis as it also reveal problematic aspects of a priori 

gender emphasis that privilege the category of women.  
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          This dissertation offers evidence for the central role of food  in the way immigrants 

produce ‘home’ in a new society, and it also describes the specific ways in which food is 

used, showing that such examination could be best carry out ethnographically through the 

situated perspectives, experiences and narratives of specific individuals, families and 

social networks. The centrality of food for the way marginalized immigrants re-claim 

place and presence in the US can also be examined by tracing the geopolitical forces, 

personal and historical trajectories that made the present uses of food possible in specific 

places.  

          ‘Foodmaps’ as a framework (a way to trace boundaries of ‘home’ through food 

relations) was useful to examine the culturally specific ways in which the political 

economy and semiotics of foods are articulated in the lived experiences of particular 

communities. Tracing such food relations from the vantage point and miniature scale of 

the domestic, as a crucial site of negotiations between private and public projects, we can 

understand how through their food paths Dominicans create place and re-invent their 

histories in a new land. Through widening exploration of food contexts we can also 

appreciate the politics and poetics that condition migrant lives, in the shifting gendered 

maps of relations to specific places and in particular ethno-historical relationships.  

SIGNIFICANCE  
Even though most research on Dominican migration recognizes the crucial role of 

households in socio-economic processes, the importance of such domestic spaces as 

grounding for cultural formations and as sites of negotiations between personal and 

collective socio-political projects has not been addressed. In their book The Dominican 

Americans, Hernandez and Torres-Saillant (1997) suggested that studies focusing on 

Dominican foodways are lacking, yet to date no studies on any aspect of Dominican food 

practices have come forth, even when food-based formal and informal economies are 

some of the fastest growing and most visible sectors of the Dominican migrant economy 

in NYC. Dominican cultural memory and the production of home, even though crucial in 

immigrants trajectories and in the production of localities in the US, has also being 

neglected.  
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         These oversights extend beyond Dominican studies to include gaps in our 

knowledge about Spanish speaking Caribbean immigrants’ practices and narratives of 

food, memory and home in the US.  In the field of Latino food studies in the US, which is 

still in his infancy, with few exceptions (Abarca 2006, Lee-Perez p.n., Melissa Salazar 

n.p.), most research tends to focus on diet and health. Such studies are indeed important, 

yet we also need fine-grained ethnographic research that can unravel cultural processes 

implicated in domestic and public Latino food practices. My research offers theoretical 

and methodological contributions to such explorations by specifically addressing food 

practices among working-class Latino women. This dissertation, in focusing only on 

Dominicans (and tangentially on networks they create across ethnic labels) will, it is 

hoped, inspire interest in recognizing the fruitfulness of food studies for researching 

cultural processes of Hispanic Caribbeans and more generally, Latino cultural formations 

in the US.   

         Dominican migration studies are many, and of direct relevance to this dissertation 

are those focused in NYC conducted by Dominican scholars (Torres-Saillant & 

Hernandez 1997, Toribio 2002, Hernández and López 2001, Grasmuck & Pessar 1991, 

Georges 1991). As case studies they describe Dominican migration flows and 

sociological processes in the US. They have identified working-class sectors as the 

majority of the Dominican population in NYC, and one of the immigrant groups with the 

lowest income levels.  Since the 1970’s Dominican women have been the fastest growing 

flow of immigrants into NYC both through legal and illegal entries (Hernandez & Lopez 

2001). All this ground-breaking work has been crucial for understanding the socio-

economic, and general social patterns of this population. Yet these explorations can now 

be taken further, to understand Dominican cultural formations in depth and detail, going 

beyond issues of adaptation or integration. Similarly, by these means it is possible to 

better understand the reclamation of localities created by diverse communities within 

such populations as they engage with mainstream ‘American’ society and as they 

participate in the production of specific neighborhoods in major US urban areas.  

This research also contributes descriptive ethnographic data to inform studies that 

focus on gender, labor and migration (Hernández and López 2001, Grasmuck & Pessar 
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1991, Georges 1991), by investigating everyday gendering practices in domestic spaces 

through unpaid and paid food labor, and through the informal networks and survival 

strategies of working-class women. Data from this dissertation contribute additional 

comparative information to case studies and debates in feminist ethnography and feminist 

theory (Ahmed 2000, Brah 1996, Massey 2001, Visweswaran 1994, Kondo 1990), and to 

black and third world feminist scholarship (Mohanty 2003). I expand on these theoretical 

and methodological debates by spatial-temporal examinations of ‘home’ as a historical 

relation, as an experience, and as a narrative site from which to question the negotiations 

between women’s domestic and public histories through food relations.   

    The larger significance of this exploration for cultural anthropology more broadly 

resides in the fact that every individual, when moving from one locality to another 

undergoes a similar process of displacement and re-invention of food, home and personal 

histories. The process of international migration tends to magnify these key aspects of 

survival, particularly for marginal populations, and especially for women within such 

groups. In a way, the history of humans in this planet could be seen as an ongoing 

journey in search for culturally appropriate food, memory and home by means of which 

we have not only domesticated environments but in the process have drastically 

transformed ourselves as a species. 

WHY ‘MIGRANT SEASONINGS’?   
My initial interest in what I call ‘seasoning selves’ was related to the way I 

conceive of the significance of Dominican foods and food practices in flavoring ways of 

knowing and performing Dominicanness. Sazón (sasón in Dominican Spanish) as 

flavoring of cultural understandings, refers also to present and historical practices of 

seasoning bodies and relations through multiple social categories of class, gender, race, 

sexuality and even age; the process of becoming ‘social food’ for some particular others, 

in certain particular ways, and the contested ways of ‘consuming such differences’.1 

Playing with the polysemic implications of seasoning selves, as selves who season, and 

                                                 
1 A double meaning of consuming refers for me to ingesting but also extinguishing or being eaten 
away passion or by illness, both with associated bodily and symbolic pain and pleasure.  
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selves that are being seasoned, I want to point to a preparing of bodies (be it of plant, 

animal o human) for certain functions, for certain modes of consumption.  

 To understand the historical emergence and transformation of ‘seasoning’ as 

practice and discursive effect I want to juxtapose some sources to keep in mind specific 

instances of its materiality in the Americas as it is portrait by some authors. A search for 

‘seasoning’ on the internet rendered these interesting findings: 1) seasoning foods (you 

can have too much or too little of it, giving flavors to dishes, special touches to the ‘right’ 

point); 2) seasoning of souls (nourishing the internal, flavors of a higher order (I found a 

very intriguing ecumenical agreement of diverse religious texts encouraging nourishment 

of the spirit, and others from new age or natural healing spiritual practices); 3) seasoning 

as experience (coaching, training, practices and disciplines)  and 4) seasoning of 

discourse (sounding as a ‘seasoned speaker’, “one way in which we can be ‘seasoning’ is 

through gracious speech”). 

         Taking these above definitions –and my discussion below--of ‘seasoning’ (of foods, 

of bodies, of speech) as departures I suggest there are some productive angles to re-

conceptualize Dominican social formations as ‘migrant seasonings’. They can help us 

think about place-memory and home as revealed through food’s transits and negotiations 

across domestic/public seasonings. Using this chance list of possible seasonings as a 

provisional context I suggest three angles of entry: how do definitions of seasoning, (in 

terms of domesticating bodies, practices and expressions) are relevant to food, memory 

and home practices? What is the relevance of this questioning for daily survival projects 

of healing/suturing ‘selves’ for Afro-Caribbean migrant subjects in the US? How could a 

focus on food reveal productive implications for the seasoning of self, community and 

citizenship experienced by Dominican immigrants in NYC? I will elaborate a preliminary 

discussion here, re-taking it as closing in my conclusion. 

  Seasonings associated definitions of flavoring, softening systematically, 

transforming, ‘breaking’, molding, shaping, point directly to practices and knowledges of 

making-slaves in the Americas, but also to gendered processes of socialization and to past 

and present cultural ways of Afro-diasporic ‘self-making’ (Hall 1996, Allen 2007).  The 

material and symbolic ways of consuming foods, people, environments, and discourses of 
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‘those others marked as forces of production’ (Lorde 1984) has its apotheosis 

exaggeration in the African slave trade and system. This encompassing enterprise took 

place through particular regional modalities in relations to the environments, 

demographics and the everyday survival of slaves, masters and everyone else in between 

the bondage scale.  

Alex Bontemps (2001) discusses how Africans and their descendants responded to 

the process of enslavement in the Americas. He proposes that a remarkable “creative 

adaptation to survive in hostile environments” was generated by these individuals and 

groups to confront the “systematic assaults in their sense of self” create by the middle 

passage, the seasoning process, and the consequent silence and “erasure of black 

subjectivity” on the part of slave owning societies. This erasure of equal grounds to claim 

rights was inherent to racial supremacy (and to justify to planters’ consciousness) a 

violent but profitable enterprise was necessary to turn Africans into laborers; ‘outlandish 

negroes’ into ‘sensible negroes’.   

   Bontemps draws the conclusion that if Africans survived the middle passage and 

the ‘seasoning’ they had to accept this silence and learn the double consciousness game. 

But through revolts, runaway individuals and full gangs (including women with their 

children with and without male companions according to Morgan (2004) were as much 

the norm as compliance. This infra-politics (Scott 1987) of daily acts of reclamation of 

small space of autonomy in some cases lead to eventual organized resistance. In a social 

mess of such proportions, slaves “built a life for themselves in the narrow margins 

between total submission and open defiance” (Bontemps 2002:133). 

  Uhuru Hotep (2002) discusses the persistence of the material and political effects 

of intergenerational psychic slavery or ‘conceptual incarceration’ resulting from the 

seasoning and ‘instructions of containment’ of Africans and their descendants in the 

Americas since the first slave ship got to Jamestown in 1619. The tribulations of the 

Middle passage brought Africans to new hostile environments for the ‘seasoning’-forced 

acculturation through forced labor, language, and forced instruction in the use of labor 

tools - for one to three year, in most cases initiated in the West Indies. According to his 

interpretation, this inherently violent process and self-perpetuating system was frequently 
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facilitated in the first stages by already ‘seasoned’ slaves; this situation must have created 

internal ruptures at the onset, even as slaves were trying to reconstitute some form of 

community. Hotep asserts that by the end of the three years of direct seasoning Africans 

were either murdered or converted into slaves, but until emancipation the daily ongoing 

re-seasonings continued and its material and psychological ripples are still with us today.  

   More relevant to gender/sexuality seasonings, the book Laboring Women, by 

Jennifer Morgan (2004) brings forth understudied aspects of the importance of physical 

reproduction and the labor production of women slaves in the South. Morgan presents 

convincing arguments in support that in Virginia, for example, women’s “reproductive 

experience as mothers and laborers shaped their roles in communities and helped them 

resist the effects of slave life”. Through careful analysis of plantation records she found 

that “reproduction and labor were the twin pillars of female exploitation in slavery”, 

creating slave children and future maroons and runaways was a direct gendering mark of 

racialization central in the creation representations --as different, dangerous yet desirable 

others’ for labor and pleasure-- of Afro-American women.   

   We could think about slavery as “a system of personal relationships” (Patterson, 

1982); as multiple sites of diverse ‘seasonings’ that in particular places and through 

specific networks (of masters, slaves and ‘free’ persons) created hegemonic and counter-

hegemonic struggles and aspirations with repercussions felt by many generations until the 

present. The first reported uses of Cimarron emerged in Hispaniola to name runaway 

chivos –goats- (see Price 2001). Cimarronaje (maroonage) is an important concept in 

relation to Morgan’s discussion --not necessarily in the sense that Hotep define it, as ‘a 

POW or freedom consciousness to create sovereign nationhood’--but in practical ways of 

maroon as smaller ad hoc communities of struggles and sheer survival. These contingent 

coalitions (of great relevance still in DR) have a long history of collective bargaining to 

re-group, collaborate and create spaces of solidarity in awareness of their partial 

alliances, partial shared political projects and always unfinished and contingent strategies 

of identification. Lets keep in mind this maroonage, to which I will return through 

another route. 
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  Taken the above discussion on ‘seasonings’ and ‘middle passages’ I suggest 

thinking about today’s ‘diasporic spaces’ (Brah 1995) and Afro-diasporic contexts as 

moments and movements of experiences through technologies of seasoning, that from the 

miniature to the gigantic have conditioned, for example, the lives of Dominican 

populations in DR and now in the US.  In the past and present such populations have 

been ‘seasoned’ by the same hands and with similar ingredients. 

          The particular geopolitics, demographic flows and cultural passages that made 

Dominicans possible have been deeply entwined with slavery seasonings of Hispaniola’s 

population both in Haiti and DR. Mintz (1986) careful analysis of food and power and the 

way that global and local relations of production were deployed in the Caribbean are 

useful here to consider the historical contexts of Euro-American empires’ and local elites 

successive seasonings of social majorities in DR, especially through the control of land 

and food production creating a large disposable citizenship. 

Since 1519 with the first sugar mills in Hispaniola, the extermination of most 

Tainos and the first carimbo markings of African flesh, in spite of multiple petite acts of 

savotage and covert resistance, revolts, cimarronaje and out right revolutions, there was a 

massive conversion of former slaves into proletariat, ready-made transnational labor 

surplus hands, and for ‘development’ projects of the local quasi-bourgoisie in DR (Bosch 

1986). The U.S. trained, supported and later destroyed Leonidas Trujillo’s dictatorship 

that for 30 years murdered and disappeared thousands of individuals that challenged him 

and his group’s project of domination. Trujillo’s brought the first free trade zones to the 

country and his army helped expropriate most of the lands from campesinos. Not only did 

he masacre Haitians in 1937, but also left as legacy an entrenched racist and anti-Haitian 

ideology which effects we are still experiencing today (see Cassá 1984).  
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Political repression and the repeated failures of national projects for social justice has 

helped condition the shape and extend of emigration to the US. Food has been a nodal 

point in negotiations and confrontations to claim spatial and social mobility even if in 

doing so familiar grounds of home need to be abandoned. DR migration has been hence a 

contingent and long entrenched strategy in the calculated ruling class and state tactics, but 

also in the political and economic survival projects of the marginal social majorities.  

In these current ‘voluntary’ and cyclic middle passages of migration, individual 

decisions (negotiated among family and extended kin) to where, when, how, with whom 

and why to migrate are important, because it exposes what people do with official and 

sponsored opening and closings of borders, but also how they learn to go around them. 

After the 1970’s the legal border containments of visa and residencia entailed a long 

process of legal negotiation mostly by Dominican men to escape destitution and/or 

political repression. These legal portals were increasingly closed, especially to poor 

women, yet these containments became detoured and marooned by Dominican women 
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and men leaving illegally in yolas (makeshift boats) to PR and ending up years later in 

NYC.   

         The enslaved women that Morgan (2004) speaks of in her account as escaping 

bondage taking their children with them, sometimes alone, sometimes in teams, tempt me 

to find echoes in working-class Dominican women and their families migration to the US 

(or to just about anywhere they can get to) and the generational waves of separations, 

encounters and displaced dwellings. In both cases it seems to me they run in search of 

fields of survival more akin to their intentions and life projects. Could it be that some 

leave not only to avoid hunger and destitution but because there is no ‘home’ to loose 

when one is written out of national projects and where there is no more clear option for 

autonomous maroon communities?  

           The struggles and projects of home as ‘discontinuous moments of consciousness’ 

(Mohanty 2003) in global/local configurations, can be traced through food production in 

the Caribbean since 1492, these moment have not changed much in the ethnographic 

‘present’ of the majority of Dominicans in DR, but has changed somewhat for Dominican 

immigrants in NYC (for example, most families don’t go hungry and have some form of 

shelter). Struggles for ‘home’ become grounds of poetic and political negotiations of 

everyday pasajes2 through cooking practices and “practices of remembering” (Ahmed 

2000). Food politics and poetics are crucial in these ongoing seasonings in the new 

grounds of US society as the majority of first generation immigrant Dominican women 

and men (also a considerable sector of 2nd and 3rd generation) earn their plátano in low-

paying jobs, still struggle for shelter, and are racialized and marginally positioned in 

respect to mainstream American ‘white’ society and in relation to other ‘ethnic’ 

communities.  

In the good tradition of cimarrón strategies, Afro-Caribbean migrants find ways 

of re-constructing their lives. In this sense, what Robin D.G. Kelley calls (1994) 

                                                 
2 The word pasaje = passage, has many connotations in Dominican Spanish; it can mean any kind 
of ticket for any sort  of traveling, by any means of transportation, also means duration, transition, 
but it is especially associated since the 1970’s with migration to the US, ex. pasaje de ida, pasaje 
de la mona (to PR). For a theoretical discussion of other connotations of the word passage -as 
transitions that implicate power and affect-- see Brian Massumi (2002).   
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alternative measures of autonomy and ‘spaces of pleasure’ are useful to think about food 

practices and informal Dominican women networks as they claim new spaces of 

autonomy and difference in NYC. “These daily acts have cumulative effects on power 

relations” (Kelley 1994:34) regardless of subjects’ overt political intentions, such daily 

acts have effects at least in their ordinary and immediate spheres of action.  

I find that the concept of ‘acculturation’ does not take us far in understanding 

these ‘migrant seasonings’. Ortiz concept of ‘transculturation’, suggests instead a two 

directional process, as simultaneous destruction and creativity of unions; he insists that 

this concept is indispensable to understand Cuba “whose history...is an intense, complex, 

unbroken process of transculturation of human groups, all in states of transition... an 

intermeshed transmigrations of people” (Ortiz 2003:103). In spite of the plentiful fluid 

and fuzzy concepts we have today within anthropological frames and through other 

critical approaches, the genesis of this ‘transculturation’ concept in the Caribbean --and 

the way Ortiz used it to analyze the poetics and politics of contrapuntal Caribbean social 

processes-- makes it still relevant to understand contemporary Caribbean populations and 

their diasporas in the US. 

           A rescue of this concept can be productive, particularly if updated by ‘re-

seasoning’ it with race, gender, and sexuality critical contrapunteos3.  I find this concept 

of  ‘transculturation’ very similar in intention to my use of ‘seasonings’, as both point to 

a contrapuntal process of mutual seasonings that seem to occur in trying to convert 

migrants into available -yet contained- human resources locally or abroad, but also how 

immigrants shape their multiple positionings, alliances and belongings, giving specific 

flavors to their cultural histories. Both concepts attempt to point to the limits and 

potential of binary oppositions we inherited from colonization and capitalism, and their 

consequent race/gender/class/ national formations. I don’t think Ortiz used in his work 

(1940) sugar and tobacco only as ‘productive metaphors for relations of production’ 

(Coronil 2003), but in placing loving emphasis in the life-cycles, production, 

consumption, and in the historical, social and cultural implications of such ‘food’ plants, 

                                                 
3 For example as Jafari S. Allen, Antonio Benitez-Rojo and others are so promisingly doing in 
their work. 
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he points to the material and imaginative mediations through which Caribbean cultural 

processes are experienced by subjects, becoming simultaneously agents and objects of 

their histories.   

           This exploration of ‘seasonings’ attempts to engage definitions, locations and 

spatial practices to point to the shaping of local grounds through food relations. 

Seasonings of food, place-memory and home point also to material-semiotic 

choreographies and affective relations between people and environments (weather urban 

jungles like NYC or in the barrio ‘Quijá Quieta’ (quiet jaw) in Santo Domingo. 

Visualizing my conceptual filters through metaphoric means such as ‘migrant seasonings’ 

is right now important for me, to be able to address the mess and beauty of daily passages 

--transitory yet deadly concrete-- in the politics and poetics of eating, speaking, 

remembering, and migrating.   

ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION DOCUMENT  
I have organized this dissertation document into this introduction, seven chapters 

and a conclusion that I hope can stand by themselves, but that taken together offer 

expanding contexts of significance for the role of food in Dominican immigrants’ 

production of home and local histories in NYC. I am using abstract concepts to illuminate 

relations and processes, along with some theoretical rest stops, while finding ways to 

ground the discussion with concrete examples. Since I used an image-based 

methodology, a lot of images and graphics accompany each chapter, not as illustrations 

but as other data sources, counterpoints that expand or anchor the text, pointing to 

contexts I address -or sometimes miss- within and outside of their frames. I hope these 

visual sources can also help readers get a sensory idea, at least visually, of the ‘flavors’ of 

the field. Unless otherwise specified, all photographs, composites and graphics are by the 

author. 

In Chapter I, a more detailed overview of theoretical and methodological 

approaches is offered. That chapter aims to explain the academic formation and lenses 

that shaped the way I have visualized the project, in light of existing transdisciplinary 

literature, theoretical and methodological approaches, and to explain how some sources 
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helped me to develop a suitable framework for my ethnographic fieldwork and 

subsequent data analysis. First I review a history of the topic, addressing food 

significance in Dominican socio-cultural formations. I discuss a history of the research 

problem in the context of anthropology of food through three main conceptual areas food, 

memory and home. Next I explain the genesis of my ‘foodmaps’ framework and why this 

approach was appropriate. I describe the method, how I implemented it during fieldwork, 

and how is used in analysis.  

          Chapter II, is a more ‘literary’ or informal description of the ‘field’ and what I 

found there, including first impressions on field interactions, fieldwork vignettes of each 

participant, a description of field and community sites, group profiles (sampling), and a 

brief discussion of field procedures. Each vignette presents the cooks in the contexts of 

their households and neighborhoods, and how I went about documenting participants’ 

food paths. The purpose of sharing these impressions as a separate description is to offer 

basic information about people, places and trajectories, in order to present more in depth 

details in subsequent chapters. I close with a discussion of my ‘insider’ ethnographer 

status, and how my own foodmaps influenced this dissertation project.  

          Chapter III traces foodmaps for each participant (in alphabetic order), taking as a 

point of departure the staples they cook, how they earn their income and how they 

produce spaces and senses of home in NYC through food relations. I trace each 

participant's food paths using key passages from their narratives to identify food routes 

within widening socio-cultural and historical contexts. These tracings and preliminary 

analysis of each cook's foodmaps is a practical application of the framework proposed in 

Chapter I, testing its usefulness for organizing description and analysis. 

         Chapter IV continues tracing food practices within wider food contexts by 

contrasting and bringing into the conversation both the individual (domestic) foodmaps 

and Dominican national cuisine, contextualizing them within Afro-Caribbean food 

systems and regional cuisine from which they emerged. Using three main Dominican 

staples, la bandera, mangú and sancocho and participants food narratives about such 

dishes, I try to reveal some contested versions of the ‘plate’ pointing to socio-cultural 

tensions and resonances. I proceed to a discussion of the emergence of a new Dominican-
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American cuisine in NYC, and of Dominico-Mexican food alliances and their 

implications.  

         Chapter V gives a summary of findings focusing on each area of the dissertation 

topic. I ground these findings with a focus on domestic and public foodscapes and how 

these become experiential spaces to re-imagine migrant lives in a new environment. I 

give an overview of findings in terms of gender, class, race re-significations through a 

discussion of domestic relations, and the intentional and accidental formation of pant-

ethnic families, social networks and communities that arise through participants’ food 

alliances. I focus part of the discussion on the way immigrants search for shelter and how 

they navigate the City through their food relations, by using the concepts of 

‘imaginability’ and ‘temporalities’ which helps us understand how present daily cycles 

articulate with their migrant histories. I close with a discussion of Dominican racial 

experiences and racial formations as it relates to the formation of networks and 

communities. 

           Chapter VI explores how the narrative passages encountered in Chapter III express 

Dominican migrant narratives of ‘home’. The core focus are the food-narratives and what 

they tell us about Dominican gendered place-memory making in NYC, as individual 

cooks struggle and re-imagine places and senses of home. First I propose a wider 

contextualization of participants narratives within Afro-Caribbean narrative conventions 

and expressive practices. I think this detour may be useful to understand the historical 

imagination and experiences of Dominican immigrants in NYC. Then, I offer some 

summary-interpretations and appraisal of my collaborators food-narratives of home by 

teasing out confluences and divergences of each cook’s personal history. Questioning 

‘home’, as contested narrative site between public/private projects, self and community, I 

contrast these miniature narrative histories with gigantic narratives of migration and 

citizenship in NYC. To close, I return to Caribbean narrative practices by exploring 

shared grounds between the cooks narratives and wider historical imagination that 

emerged within Afro-diasporic social formations.  

           Chapter VII offers a description and discussion of the food exhibition and film 

presented to participants and their communities at the end of fieldwork. In this Chapter, I 
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evaluate the usefulness of such tools as part of my fieldwork methodology, as outcomes 

and reciprocity gifts, but also as creation of public narrative spaces (a brief ‘counter-

public’) that gave us one more strategy to re-inscribe Dominican working-class local 

histories. 

           The Conclusion outlines findings, outcomes and implications of this research. I 

offer a summary of the main findings and an examination of how well the ‘foodmaps’ 

framework holds as a model for this project, of how it helped answer my research 

questions and some implications and challenges of its use. I discuss briefly which 

findings are relevant as case study, theoretical and methodological outcomes, and which 

ones offer as contributions to food studies, to Dominican and Caribbean studies, and to 

ethnography and cultural anthropology more generally. I identify some areas that require 

further exploration, and propose future research agendas generated from this project. To 

close I come back to this first spiral, by asking, are these Dominican ‘migrant seasonings’ 

examples also of ‘Afro-diasporic seasonings’?, taking this  opportunity to ask if, and 

how, African Diaspora paradigms can be useful to understand Dominican cultural 

processes in the US, in the Hispanic Caribbean and in DR in particular. 

           My intentions for the tone of this document have been to transmit a sense of 

spatial movement of these choreographies of food, memory and home, and a bit of the 

flavors of my collaborators food cultural histories. I don’t claim to have produced an 

‘ethnography’, but rather an ethnographic account that addresses the ways Dominican 

immigrant communities in NYC produce local senses of ‘home’ through food relations. I 

am not under the illusion that I am giving ‘voice’ to my collaborators or that through this 

academic document in English (which they can’t read) I am making justice to their 

migrant histories. More than re-presenting the food, memory and home for which they 

struggle, I feel I am a witness reporting on my impressions of our encounters, and as any 

witnessing or testimonial document this account is situated, partial, and interpretive. This 

document is sprinkled with reflexivity, yet I don’t wish for a self-flagellation critique of 

my ethnographic tools to get in the way of discussing the materials or offering useful 

readings.  
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I conceive of this document as a convergence of presences, my academic and 

personal ones that gives it shape, and the presences of my collaborators that appear not 

only through their narratives but also through the mediated impressions of the visual 

materials created by all of us, that I have chosen to accompany each chapter. I have 

placed emphasis on my collaborators' own food-narratives not only as primary sources 

and ‘data’, but also for the poetics, politics and valid theorizations about their lives with 

which they are embedded. I use Spanish transcriptions and English translations of 

narrative fragments for a number of reasons (further explained in Chapter I), among them 

to re-inscribe the flavors of their ways of speaking which is inseparable from the flavors 

of their foods.  

Maybe one of the clearest contributions of this dissertation might be the way it 

brings so many disparate knowledges and practices to bear on a relatively narrow food 

study. Here readers will find dancing Rolph-Michel Trouillot’s serious discussion of 

deadly historic productions with souvenir miniatures of Susan Stewart; Sidney Mintz' 

dialectical materialities with radical feminist testimonial focus, and so on in an eclectic 

virtual Caribbean stew. Even though this was more a consequence than a design 

intention, I think it reveals the author’s inability to separate beauty from terror, drama 

from humor, food from hunger. 
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CHAPTER I 

VISUALIZING THE FIELD:  

OVERVIEW OF THEORY AND METHODS 

 
 
Fig.1.1: Left, hand-drawn food route map (by Josha), center Elsa’s photos from DR, right subway 
map of the Bronx.  
 
 

This dissertation project is the culmination of years of personal and academic 

search that have helped me understand some of the shared collective grounds in the way 

food relations have inscribed my family’s and my own cultural history.  As my 

framework will clarify in this chapter, my own foodmaps as a researcher influence the 

choice of and attention to, certain theories and methods, the ‘data’ I have generated and 

my readings of them for this document. My interest and commitment in Dominican 

communities (as other ethnographers -native or not- tend to develop) is explained in my 

case due to the fact that I grew up in DR, lived in NYC for long time, and through my 

family I am linked to Dominican communities for the rest of my life.  

Eating Dominican foods transports me to my former ‘land’, but this plate is not a 

map to take me to a ‘place’, a country called DR, but to an already mediated and revised 

map, to a re-imagined familiar space, a digested experience that if one tries to re-turn to 

by going back physically, one finds that it is not there, since the people and 

circumstances, the context, has changed and so have I. Nevertheless, food interactions 

and the constant sharing of food memories have helped me regain a lost connection to my 
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family and Dominican communities as it became a shared space of recognition beyond 

our differences. We share food memories and stories on the phone, my sisters even send 

me cooked foods whenever they can, they give me cooking instructions or send them by 

mail, and there is a constant teasing and enticing me to visit them by describing what they 

are cooking or would cook when I get there. Invariably they ask,  have you eaten? as we 

talk about el diario (the daily budget), what they were eating, and if everyone had shelter; 

and all this is sprinkled with memories and evaluative contrast to the life conditions we 

had in DR.  

Through my previous research on food plants, I realized the importance of food in 

defining home landscapes in DR and the ethnohistorical implications of food production 

in the emergence of Afro-Caribbean populations in the Hispaniola island. Through my 

personal experience, visual arts projects and now through academic research I have 

discovered a curiosity and commitment to explore the political and poetic power of food 

as it marks roots (as points of departure, not as origins) and routes of migrant home 

experiences.  

OVERVIEW OF CONTEXT 
  In this chapter I offer a contextual overview of the topic, and discuss some of the 

theoretical and methodological research that has shaped my visualization of the project 

and of this dissertation, of the ethnographic ‘field’ as a ground of engagement, as well as 

my motivations for such choices. In choosing concepts to shape my research design and 

this ethnographic account,  I was looking for ways to foreground place, space, experience 

and narratives, ways to challenge naturalized, depoliticized and nostalgic definitions of 

migrant food, memory and home, by problematizing past/present, personal/political, 

self/community, and other similar oppositions that I now think can be understood in 

summary as diverse aspects of how private/public histories generate each other.  

My choice of secondary sources paid special attention to how theoretic proposals 

inform methods of research as well as to the practical and political implications of these 

practices.  In so doing I am aware that I am claiming for my ethnographic practice certain 

‘strategic formation’ (a term used by Edward Said) that bridge tensions in these 
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transdisciplinary sources to approach the three themes as a continuum of food-place-

memory. This triad of food-place-memory is proposed here to foreground experiential 

narrative spaces and spatial-historical contexts of food in relation to bodies, spaces, and 

place production, that could bring us closer to movements and moments in producing a 

sense of ‘home’.  

Since anthropological works on the specific confluences of food, memory and 

narratives of home in Dominican communities and Hispanic Caribbean populations are 

lacking, I discuss whichever sources have relevance to any of these areas. I will also give 

an overview of key concepts relevant to food practices, cultural memory, and migrant 

narratives of home that helped me envision Dominican immigrant place experiences. I 

proceed then to explain how, informed by these sources, by the specific communities and 

by my ethnographic praxis aims, I developed the framework of ‘foodmaps’ as an image-

based field methodology and as an ethnographic frame of analysis. In closing I discuss 

the scholarly and practical significance of the dissertation research. I have moved the 

detailed descriptions of fieldsite, field communities, and fieldwork procedures to Chapter 

II, where I also discuss the effects my presence as a ‘native’ ethnographer produced 

during fieldwork, and where I share some vignettes of my personal foodmaps to give an 

idea of how these experiences have influenced my readings.   

THE ROLE OF FOOD IN DOMINICAN SOCIAL FORMATIONS 
Struggles for food, places of home, and rights to historical memory have been 

crucial for inhabitants of Hispaniola at least since 1492, and for their later diasporas to 

the US. Migrant flows and diverse encounters of food, cultures, and places, have been 

central to the whole Caribbean region in pre-contact times and through European 

colonization. The Caribbean region has been a theater for migration before and after the 

conquest and colonization by European nations Independent Caribbean nations also 

emerged through intraregional and international migrations (Wilson 1997). These food 

ecological and socio-political entanglements are what I refer to as migrant seasonings. 

This concept encompasses also the contestation and agency of Afro-Caribbean 

populations as they also season their foods, lives, and homes in relation to colonial and 
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post-colonial situations. This dissertation engages these spatial-temporal regimes that 

shaped populations in the region, and that remain central sites of present struggles for 

food, home, and historical visibility for Dominicans in NYC.  

The Caribbean is a region of amazing ‘transculturation’ (Ortiz 2003) first among 

indigenous populations from the mainland and the islands, through the formation of the 

first Afro-diasporic cultural formations and the first flavors through complex encounters 

of food systems, food practices and food meanings in The Americas, and such ‘mosaic’ 

transformations continue until the present. Through the crucial role that slaves played in 

food production, food processing, local markets and cooking, for both slaves and their 

masters, the "taste of food" generated a "taste of freedom" that was to become the seed 

for new communities even before emancipation (Mintz 1996:45). Collective and 

individual encounters, sometimes violent, of foods, people, and socio-cultural processes 

are hence at the core of Caribbean geopolitical and historical formation. Such 

displacements were and still are at times sponsored by those in power and are usually 

seized upon as alternative strategies of survival by marginalized majority sectors of the 

population. Cimarronaje (marronage) was one of such startegies, and in a way we could 

speak of present wave of migrations from the Caribbean into former metropolis as a 

continuation of this search for better living conditions4. 

  The developing European capitalist economies used the region as sources of 

capital and for the first experiments in colonial management through slave plantations 

(Bosch, 1986, Moya Pons 1995). In this turbulent history the great majority of the 

population was shuffled between imperial forces and local elites with very narrow 

opportunities for national social justice projects. Interventions and occupations by the US 

military has more than twice put a quick end to any progressive government or 

movements toward real sovereignty as a republic extinguishing all aims for social 

equality. Together with the criollo (persons born in the colonies of Spanish descend) 

local elites achieved the consequent massive proletarization of its inhabitants by mid 19th 

century (Cassá 1984, Bosch 1986).  

                                                 
4 I discuss this parallelism, especially in relation to Dominican working-class women, in my paper 
Seasoning Selves: Middle Passages of food, Gender, and Dominican Self-Making (2005b) 
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 In DR subsistence agriculture and informal economies continued to be central 

production strategies of marginalized populations way into mid- 1970’s. Under 

Balaguer’s Government a drastic privatization of lands, together with global re-

structuring of capital, became central to class and state projects of the national quasi-

bourgeoisies. Among the majority of Dominicans in DR food events have continue to be 

tangled in struggles and violence. On the other hand, they have also become celebratory 

spaces for cultural productions, leaving traces of liberation struggles.   

The significance of certain aspects of food practices in Dominican social formations 

resides for me in the cultural focus that the perception, experience and negotiation of 

food have produced in livelihood negotiations, experiences of place and in their narrative 

performance since colonial times. Certain foods are associated with political, economic, 

and personal context, becoming for most working-class individuals and families one of 

the few evidential archives of past encounters and social relations. Food helps to create 

internal and external landmarks of belonging in the present and it is a  reminder of past 

relations. Food displays through bodegas, restaurants and street vendors serve also as 

mirrors for ‘visual identity’ (Novaes 1995), as resonating signs that refer not only to an 

abstract ethnic identity but also to concrete relations of past and present. This constant 

presence of diverse proposals of Dominicanness, and its performance through 

foodspaces, seems to me to represent more than nostalgia for the lost homeland, or for 

lost former selves, but rather a direct continuity of strategies of survival that proved 

useful and meaningful to these communities before.  This is not unique to Dominicans.  

Such experiences are shared with other third world Afro-diasporic communities and other 

Afro-Caribbean populations in NYC.    

  Food from production to consumption is a web of relations and of signification.  

Food practices engender, mold and shape bodies, of animals and plants, of those that 

produce it, those who distribute it, and those who cook it and consume it. This shaping is 

sometimes quite literal and our bodies respond to labor and interactions with places and 

objects. But practices are never only about doing. They are also about knowing and 

communicating. This aspect of food practices and food narratives as “privileged sites of 

archives, laboratories and alchemic transformation (Christie 2002:26), is particularly 
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important for Afro-Caribbean populations that have been otherwise restricted from 

hegemonic spaces and technologies of cultural and political representation.   

   Throughout my research I have noticed not only the comfort role of food, but also 

the contested proposals that arise when speaking of and sharing food.  Food practices and 

memories can also become sometimes the only repositories of past cultural encounters 

and social relations. For example, certain foods are associated by individuals with 

political, economic, cultural and personal experiences before migration. Food experiences 

are linked deeply to place-memory, and food plants seem to define landmarks in place-

memory with respect to natal localities among other things. Food plants -and cuisines 

utilizing them- have great indexical force, pointing to la patria not as a nation but as a 

relationship to the land as they are associated with certain cultural environments in DR. 

The translocal relations and memories of foodscapes seem to be experienced then in 

contact not from nation to nation but from locality to locality.   

The process of becoming "seasoned" as a Dominican outside of DR occurs 

through cultural memory and narratives of former homescapes.  Home borders become 

then projects to bound and delimit, by constantly having to suture these shifting 

boundaries, through concrete practices and discourses, repetitions and re-signifying of 

food and its associated gendered seasonings. This mingling of food, language and home 

makes them transformative, contested spaces, where tendencies to essentialize ‘identity’ 

and ‘tradition’ seem necessary. Parents' need to maintain some control over their 

children’s life projects related to their own migrant agendas and projects for the family.  

It seems also important, for mothers especially, to be able to share their cultural 

knowledge with their children in order to rescue common grounds, even if only in partial 

Spanish and English codes and through emotional attachments to sounds and flavors. 

DOMINICAN MIGRATION TO NYC 
Significant numbers of Dominican immigrants to NYC can be traced back to the 

1940’s (Hernandez & Rivera-Batiz 1997) arriving initially as small groups of exiled 

intellectuals and dissidents looking for refuge from Leonidas Trujillo's dictatorship. 

Initially, the majority of these immigrants were male (light skinned-indio claro) and from 
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the educated middle class. Many prominent Dominicans such as musicians, writers and 

other groups active in Dominican popular culture also came since at least the 1930s to 

reside in NYC. As they overstayed their visa term when visiting for performances, they 

joined a burgeoning art scene with Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and other Latin Americans, 

eventually legalizing their status. Another wave of migration happened during the 1950-

60s, many migrants coming from rural regions. These two initial groups created already a 

migration link as some brought their families and a slow wave of migration and 

remittances began.  

After the assassination of Trujillo, and specifically after the 1965 civil war and 

consequent US invasion of the Dominican Republic a significant number of men, women 

and whole families got legal visas and permanent residence status allowing them to move 

to Puerto Rico and NYC. This wave of Dominican migration (specifically to NYC) were 

made possible by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1965 that increased 

significantly the quotas of immigration into the US from many third world countries, 

including the DR and newly independent Caribbean nations (Murata 2006).  It has been 

suggested by Dominican social analysts that this might have been a strategic move to get 

rid of "rebel" sectors that were struggling internally against Joaquin Balaguer’s repressive 

regime, installed by the U.S. These "insurgents" were asking for a national reconstruction 

project, agrarian reform, release of political prisioners and a more just society.  Instead, 

many of them emigrated from DR to the U.S, and some to Puerto Rico and Cuba.   

           A third wave of migration, mostly of working-class surplus labor, came from the 

DR during the 1970 through the 1980s. This flow of migration, comprising mostly 

women as part of a chain process (referred by Dominicans as la cadena-- facilitating 

reunion of whole families and even regional communities), significantly increased the 

visibility of Dominicans in NYC and created a concrete territorial and communal (and 

consumer base) support system for others who have been following the same routes ever 

since.   

Neo-liberal re-structuring that began in the 1960s visibly showed its drastic 

effects in the 1980’s (both in DR and the US), working-class (and usually dark) 

immigrants and minorities have been relegated to the most marginal places of the City. In 
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the case of Dominicans, after they rescued areas of otherwise urban decay, by occupying 

residential buildings and opening small businesses, they are now being pushed out to give 

room to urban renewal and corporate real estate interests. This internal displacement is 

happening all over NYC, but especially in Washington Heights in Manhattan and 

Williamsburg, Brooklyn (see Smith 1995).  

The Dominican population, like other immigrants before them, inherited grocery 

stores, restaurants, and street food vending spaces.  As workers, they also navigated areas 

where garment factories were located, around 28-38 St. and in lower Manhattan, where 

women could find piece-work (pisué) in such factories. Often they were already 

experienced in such work in DR through the free trade zones (ironically called zonas 

francas). Unlike other Afro-Caribbean immigrants who have become maids (domesticas), 

for Dominican women such jobs were difficult to get since they did not speak English. 

After the factories left NYC (between 1980-90), they have found work as nannies and 

elder care givers, cleaning offices and houses, and also within their own communities as 

cooks in restaurants, as well as through food-centered informal economic enterprises 

from home.  Those who could not find work became entangled in the notoriously corrupt 

welfare system5.  

These contexts of migration and labor, condition where and how Dominicans find 

housing, procure food, and raise their children. Other conditioning factors include from 

where they migrated and in which years they arrived. For social positioning across 

citizenship locations in the City (Buff 2001) it matters not only gender, class, race, 

nationality (and even sexuality and age), but also where they came from, when, how, and 

through which alliances they negotiate places in local neighborhoods. Another crucial 

factor is how they were received according to the socio-economic situation they found in 

the City at that time of their migration6. It is important to consider also life projects, this 

is, what kinds of failed projects immigrants left in DR, what aspirations they brought with 

them to the US, through which social networks they learned to survive in NYC, and 

                                                 
5 See Hondagneu-Sotelo 1999 &  Pessar 1986 for detailed studies of migrant women labor in NYC. 
6 For example there is a big difference immigrating to NYC (or the US more broadly) during 1960-70s, the 
1980s Reaganomics years or in the 1990s and 2000s. 
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which opportunities in labor and quality of life they are able to create for themselves and 

their families.  

PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
I have not found scholarly sources on Dominican food practices and narratives, 

nor on the cultural dimensions of migrant households in NYC, nor on food and/or 

cultural memory of Hispanic Caribbean immigrants. Scholarly sources also appear to be 

lacking  with respect to working-class Dominican migrant narratives of home, and little 

can be found about how Dominicans experience and narrate their migrant experiences. 

Evidence of the importance of food for Dominican social and cultural formation is 

documented, but this documentation is found in cookbooks, touristic brochures, popular 

culture and literature, and in a few nutritional, and economic studies.  There is a need for 

studies focusing on the anthropology of food in DR and for that matter the rest of the 

Spanish speaking Caribbean and their diasporas in the US. Veloz-Maggiolo (1992) and 

Vega (1981) have published brief works on Dominican food production systems 

analyzing mostly archeological and historical records. They describe Dominican food 

production as a syncretic mix of indigenous Taino and Spanish agricultural practices and 

crops, emphasizing the legacy of Taino in present food systems in DR, and only 

tangentially acknowledging African ‘influences’.   

Veloz-Maggiolo has published a brief literary essay (2000:142) where he 

reminisces about the food vendors in local neighborhoods in Santo Domingo, and some 

short essays on famine foods such as Zamia sp. (guayiga, a kind of cycad) and earth balls 

eating in DR (2000: 156). Lynne Guitar (2000) in her studies of population genesis in 

sixteen century Hispaniola, have pointed to the importance of mestizo and mulatto 

women as "cultural mediators" in their struggles to form and sustain communities 

through their creative seasoning of scarce staple foods and their maintenance of dooryard 

gardens.  Torres-Saillant & Hernandez (1998:29) in The Dominican-Americans recognize 

the public visibility food creates in Dominican neighborhoods and they suggest that 

studies of Dominican foodways in NYC are needed. Dominican food businesses, for 
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example, as economic enterprises and as sites of group representation have become 

political index of Dominican immigration growth and community consolidation.    

  While Dominican migration to the US, especially to NYC, has been studied since 

the 1980’s (see Pessar 1982, Grasmuck & Pessar 1991, Duany 1994, Georges 1991, 

Hernandez & Rivera-Batiz 1997, Torres-Saillant 2000), these studies, while useful for 

sociologic contextualization, do not address cultural aspects of migration in any 

ethnographic detail. There is a need for anthropological case studies and theoretical 

contributions that focus on “Dominican local community consolidation and diasporic 

formations especially by Dominican scholars” (Torres-Saillant 2000:16).   

  More nuanced studies that look at the cultural dimensions of Dominican migrant 

women’s lives are needed to contribute to more recent sociological studies on gender and 

migration (Pessar 1982, Hernandez & Lopez 2001, Grasmuck & Grosfoguel 1997).  My 

research addresses these gaps through an examination of gendered experiences of food-

place-memory in the context of migration, by examining the production of local homes 

and domestic paid and unpaid food-labor implicating gender, class, race and generational 

negotiations in domestic spaces. More generally, we need to address the cultural 

dimensions of this growing population of Dominicans in NYC, as they have already 

become a politically recognized ethnic enclave in diverse neighborhoods within US 

society, as well as influential agents of economic, political and cultural change in their 

natal localities in DR.   

Dominicans have been studied as one monolithic group residing in the entire City, 

now we need more specific research in particular neighborhoods, examining the multiple 

groups and forms of community that exist within this population, and the new kinds of 

power diverse groups are negotiating to claim legal and political rights to represent this 

growing constituency. 

 My contributions are aimed at advancing our understanding of the cultural 

dimensions of everyday lived experiences of Dominican communities as part of a larger 

Afro-Caribbean migration to the US.  Researching these social processes through the 

food domain is particularly important to understand how working-class Dominicans 

procure the most basic aspects of their survival, make local homes in new places, and in 
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the process transform themselves and future generations. I consider studies on the 

anthropology of food to be good portals into Dominican and Caribbean studies since it 

has been an under-theorized area for critical readings and understudied ethnographically.     

 

THE CULTURAL PRODUCTION OF FOOD, MEMORY AND ‘HOME’ 
 
Food Practices 

 

  Food's cultural significance and its role in the articulation of group identity have 

been well researched in Anthropology (Keller-Brown and Mussell 1984, Mintz 1997, 

Douglas 1997, Counihan and Van Esterik 1997).  Food significance in the formation of 

gendered subjectivity (Counihan 1997, Miegs 1997, Christie 2002, Weismantel 1986) 

and ethnic foodways in the US (Keller-Brown 1986, Sobo 1997, Shortridge & Shortridge 

1997)   have also been addressed.  Mintz (1986), Appadurai (1997) Wilk (1997) and Bell 

(2002) help contextualize and trace global food entanglements and national cuisine 

discourses in relation to which particular domestic food practices frame their meanings.  

   My approach to food practices draws from classical works, especially of two 

anthropologists; Sidney W. Mintz (1986, 1997) and his findings on the centrality of time 

and power in the local/global political economy of food, particularly in the cultural 

emergence of the Caribbean region, and Mary Douglas (1997), whose semiotic attention 

to the deciphering of meals in their domestic contexts sought a new level of structural 

analysis. From Mintz I take the suggestion of historically “decoding the process of 

encoding” (Mintz 1997:96), as a way of questioning how certain foods acquired their 

present meanings in their local cultural contexts. Douglas stresses “decoding a meal” 

(Douglas 1997:38) at the level of consumption in the present. My work bridges these 

tensions between ethnographic present and historical contextualization, representation 

and political economy by conceptualizing their perspectives as complementary angles of 

entry into the significance of food for understanding cultural processes of specific 

communities.  
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   Paying attention to semiotic aspects of foods is important to understand how food 

is produced culturally and discursively. Attention to the historical emergence, poetics and 

politics of food (Mintz 1996) is necessary to research and analyze the significance of 

food in cultural, gender, class and racial formations (Williams-Forson 2006) of Afro-

diasporic populations.  Instead of only deciphering a meal in the abstract (Douglas 1997), 

or only tracing, for example, the history (Mintz 1973) of how plátano came to be eaten by 

Dominicans, I examine specific meals and what they entail in economic and cultural 

processes that link them to local/global formations, and to roots and routes of Dominican 

communities in NYC. Through this approach I want to question the apparent naturalness 

and innocence of food issues, and show the politics of its cultural production and the 

domestic cartographies that food makes possible.   

      Some of the most intriguing and revealing aspects of food and eating are for me 

how food is encoded and decoded through social relations, how it mediates cultural 

categories that set discursive and material boundaries not only of food, but of bodies, 

events and environments, and how it helps us to problematize binary oppositions of 

in/out, us/them, here/there, past/present. It is because of this ubiquity of food that we can 

use it for mapping routes to understand how human groups perceive, navigate and relate 

to their environments, to others, and to themselves.  

  My approach to migrant foodways is informed by other food studies, such as 

Abrahams (1984), Theophano & Curtis (1984), and Keller-Brown & Mussell (1984), 

whose findings and analyses recognize food as a powerful marker of group and ethnic 

boundaries, and foreground class, gender and power. Maria Elisa Christi’s (2003) food 

studies in Mexico focus on gendered identity in domestic spaces as performed through 

food, through her use of small samplings, in-depth oral histories and vernacular 

mappings, have been influential in the design of my dissertation field methods. More 

specifically I have built on cultural geography studies of food and place (Bell and 

Valentine 1997, Shortridge & Shortridge 1998) and on the politics of food as social 

action (Bentley 1998, Gutierrez 1984). My research also joins more recent works 

bringing fresh approaches to food studies, on the one hand foregrounding food and place 

(Duruz 2002, Cook & Crang 1998), food and memory (Sutton 2001), and particularly 
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those addressing food practices of Latino women (Abarca 2006, Lee-Perez p.c.), and 

food-centered social history of African-American women (Williams-Forson 2006). The 

methodological contributions of these later works, such as ‘charlas culinarias’ (Abarca 

2006), ‘kitchen table ethnography’ (Lee-Perez c.p.) and food as both empowerment tool 

and ‘cultural work’ (Williams-Forson 2006), have an investment in field engagement 

from a feminist perspective that recognizes the poetics and politics of food stories in the 

daily practices of ordinary women.   

  In conceptualizing food practices I am not looking for a grammar of food as model 

for or of social relations (cf. Levi Strauss 1966, Douglas 1997, Weismantel 1989). 

Emphasizing food's semiotic, emotional and spatial qualities (Barthes 1975, Bell 2002, 

Christie 2003, Bentley 1997) in everyday life, yet recognizing its shifting meanings (and 

material mediation) permits inclusive consideration of the manifold sensorial, political 

and artistic choreographies that food implicates. Stressing ‘indexical’ (Pierce 1985, 

Turino 1967, Stewart 1993) aspects of food signs as they acquire meaning through 

juxtapositions is productive in examining how personal food-narratives are produced 

within larger political and discursive modalities in domestic and public spaces. Sidney 

Mintz, writing about the importance of the anthropology of food suggested that we need 

to ‘decode the process of encoding’ in order to understand the articulation of present food 

practices and meanings. I think this is necessary also for understanding the production of 

home and cultural memory among Afro-diasporic populations.  

 

Cultural Memory 

Social memory processes in their collective aspects have been well researched 

across social sciences and humanities (Nora 1989, Hallbachs 1980, Sturken 1997, Stewart 

1997). More relevant to this project, and less well studied, are personal remembrance 

processes as active re-imagination and recall from the present (with few excellent 

exceptions such as Yoneyama 1999, Sturken 1999,  Bal 1999), as they are embedded into 

collective memorialization processes. This ‘private’ individual memory is crucial to 

understand how collective histories and public discourses are produce and interpreted, 
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since even institutional and state memorial processes are managed and produced by 

individuals through complex negotiations.  

There are some operations, discourses and tropes that intersect both sites 

(personal and collective) since they are not dichotomous but deeply entangled. For 

example, even though all cultural productions are generated from specific perspectives, 

experiences and social locations, remembrances and memorializations are narrative 

performances that produce their meanings with reference to certain available public 

discourses. Also both individual and collective memory exclude/include in a conscious 

and unconscious forgetting inherent to such practices, generating silences, gaps and 

exaggerations. Both personal and collective memorializations occur within specific 

historical production of histories, as part of practical projects that, more than referencing 

the past, express and re-invent present and future aspirations. In this sense cultural 

memory is always place-specific and  strategic, simultaneously personal and collective, 

public and private. 

Eating, hygiene and linguistic competence seem to weave together our domestic 

and public socialization with respect to things of the mouth, of potential ‘pollution and 

danger’ (Douglas 1966). Food has an unconscious power similar to linguistic 

socialization (Lévi-Strauss 1969, Barthes 1978), through its cyclic routines, and its 

sensual immediacy becomes crucial in our memory processes and cognitive activities (De 

Certeau 1986, Stross p.c.).  In spite of its clear connections to memory, food has not been 

directly utilized to theorize memory processes. Cultural memory specifically in relation 

to food remembrances has not received much theoretical attention in Anthropology, 

memory or food studies, except for the works of Sutton (2001), and Narayan (1995), and 

indirectly through other discussions Douglas (1997) and Seremetakis (1995).  

Sutton in particular in his study of Kalymnian food practices, has revealed the 

importance of food sensory memory in the ‘construction of worlds’, this refers to the way 

food evokes "worlds of home, family, community and cultural definitions" (2001:82). 

Through a sort of ‘synesthesia’ (union of the senses and emotional evocation) a 

"symbolic transfer" occurs, where embodied food memories bring to presence past 

experiences of place, of social contact, and even of who we were in the past.  Most 
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important in relation to my approach in this dissertation is his assertion that "food 

narratives become crucial elements in the construction of personal history" (2001:51).  

Selected aspects of the past and memory activities are launched from specific points 

or strategic locations in the present, linked to collective identity construction and projects 

for new imagined communities “to recognize themselves through time” (Halbwachs 

1980:45). “Collective memory involves active memory work” according to Bardenstein 

(1999:156) as the imagination invests these sites with “commemorative vigilance,” taking 

many forms in specific contexts and in particular social histories. Even though these 

authors still seem to be talking about collective memory as generators and receptors of 

memory processes, it is through individuals that memory recall is produced, as becomes 

clearer below.  

Susan Stewart (1993) suggests characterizing narratives as “relations between 

language and experience”. She defines narratives as “structures of memory and desires” 

that “invent and distance its object, and inscribe it repeatedly” (1993:65). I find 

particularly useful in relation to food narratives her assertion that “narratives typify the 

structure of memory and desire, of childhood…[and have] a secondary relation to 

history…”(Stewart 1996:82). The core effect of such narratives is ‘longing’ (as yearning 

and nostalgia) in the direction of ‘origins’; an “engendering and transcending of the 

relation between materiality and meaning” (Stewart 1993:84). She proposes that 

narratives and narration through artifacts such as souvenirs (but we can include here 

food) are ‘miniatures’ in the sense of personal, private, ‘piecemeal temporality’ of the 

everyday in relation to the ‘gigantic’ as the collective, the public, the state (and we could 

also extend this to empire and history).     

 As a contrast to the above miniature narratives, Michel-Rolph Trouillot's work on 

the production of history, power and historical narratives in the Caribbean (1995), is very 

fitting as it to expands food narrative memory context, especially his analysis of the 

centrality of power in the construction of discursive hegemonic ‘truth’ and of national 

archives.  Historic narrative representations are contested sites of diverse storytelling that 

create their narrative authority through silencing, inclusions/exclusions as do all other 

cultural representations. Food narratives as self and group representation could be seen as 
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parallel versions of individual and collective memories, collaged, repackaged, circulated 

and consumed by specific audiences. Official cuisine and marginal food narratives and 

the memories they encode propose their own versions, silences, and gaps, but usually 

leave traceable resonances to past places, events and relations.   

 This key point of the inseparability of narrative from memory processes, has been 

addressed clearly by other scholars, although not in relation to food (Bal,1999, Crewe & 

Spitzer 1999). Mieke Bal asserts that ‘cultural recall from the present’ is something “we 

perform not that happens to us,” and she defines “memory as active and situated in the 

present.... as action of telling a story” (Bal 1999:45).  Nostalgia and longing as routines 

have a ‘narrative chain’ that goes from habitual memories to narrative memories, from 

remembering to recall and remembrance. Repetitive routines such as domestic routine 

activity (cooking, eating, etc.), can have associations and investment with trauma. In the 

case of some migrants’ hunger and struggles for food, and the trauma of the conditions of 

departure are two examples, among many others. Food practices and narratives become 

hence affectively invested in the most basic aspects of everyday survival. Food sites and 

uses as nostalgic discourse “structure relation to the past.” mixing ordinary and traumatic 

memory, and become culturally productive in the performance of subjectivities and group 

belonging, but most importantly as a creative strategy to restore an internal/external re-

drawing of boundaries, and narrative re-inscription into new landscapes and histories.  

  The ‘integrative effect’ of narrative memory consists in the “restorative potential 

of speech acts and expressions” (Sturken 1999:238); through present memory as the 

“object of narrative activity” gets evidenced the importance of individual memory 

processes since such private acts reveal the “agency of subjects that do the 

remembering”.  I think also that it is important to consider the artifacts and strategies 

employed in such acts, and especially their expressive modalities. All this implies that 

“the self is relational, based on language and culture for its expression, and depends on 

others for substenance” (Sturken 1999).  

  Food memories need the concrete support of cooking, or at least consuming 

practices, and with a certain frequency, since “it is precisely their ordinary status that 

makes ordinary narrative memories powerful sites in cultural processes” (Bal 1999: xi). 
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Bardenstein (1999), speaking of trees in contested Israeli-Palestinian cultural recall 

(1999), and Spitzer’s discussion of memory processes in post-Allende Chile, ground 

these views on narrative memories by specifying how the performance of ‘memory-

work’--or as Ahmed (2000) calls it, ‘acts of memory’--needs concrete sites such as 

objects, places, substances, or even representations (such as artworks) to invest with 

‘commemorative vigilance’. For Dominican immigrants in the US food (and in minor 

ways music-dance), has become such a site. Spitzer suggests that specifically for 

migrants the "geographic distance of the object" is invested with narrative memory of the 

break (rupture) between people and the land. This distance is problematized for memory 

investments in food practices, since the physical foods are present, but they are still a 

proxy, not being the same foods. Migrants are forever complaining about how they need 

to increase seasonings of their foods since the produce in the new society seem to them 

bland. This culturally produced taste of food seem to be learned not through the foods 

themselves but through contextual events that marked emotionally such substances and 

commodities.   

  As will be discussed under my framework explanation, attempting to “reconstruct 

memory maps” with which to do memory-work, spaces, places and artifacts are activated 

as “sites of collective memory” (Bardenstein 1999:157), that I suggest can be researched 

also focusing on individual memory processes, since (like any part of a holographic 

image) each subject expresses and reveals many aspects of collective processes and 

histories. Food memories seem to be clear “embodiment of memory in certain sites where 

a sense of historical continuity persists” (Spitzer 1999:92). Versions of meals get fixed at 

“certain points of break with the past”, a rupture of people-land that, regardless of its 

conflicts, creates a mark of absence felt as a wound sometimes, especially when there is 

also a break in language. Affective memory "landmarks" such as foods become hence 

key elements of mental maps of past and present localities, embedded in political 

projects, and in re-foundational mythic narrative-making.  

 

Where is ‘Home’ and how do we get ‘there’? 
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  In order to understand narratives generated from peoples’ experiences of place and 

sense of home we need to question and examine notions of ‘home’, its relation to shelter, 

place and to social relations. My approach to Dominican migrant home and localities is 

informed by the anthropology of place and space (Stevens 2004, Rodman 2004, Clifford 

1997) and by post-colonial and third world feminist theory (Ahmed 2003, Cohen 1992, 

Mohanty 2003, Duncan 1996, Massey 2001, Hayden 1997). Dolores Hayden's focus on 

gendered perceptions of place in urban communities utilizes ‘place-memory’ and ‘body-

memory’ to point to the ‘persistence of place’ in women narratives.  Her research departs 

from a social history approach to the study of local histories by mapping out, 

collaboratively, specific spatial and relational social layers of multicultural 

neighborhoods in Los Angeles.  

Hayden explores how marginal subjects (especially African-American women) use 

situated memories and stories to narrate their participation in building communities, and 

to articulate personal histories as they navigate multicultural neighborhoods. Her 

collaborative and participatory methodology of cognitive mappings and oral histories 

from individual residents’ points of view has been very influential in the design of my 

project. This approach to local histories of ordinary individuals is very useful in 

researching and understanding how Dominican migrants, both women and men, perceive 

and navigate local spaces through their food routes as they re-inscribe their food narrative 

memories to find spaces of home in specific neighborhoods in NYC.   

   Mohanty’s definitions of gendered experiences of home and community as 

"relational contested and emergent grounds" and as "strategic locations of specific 

people" reveals how individuals negotiate daily passages between individual and 

collective projects and struggles. It addresses forms of citizenship, the production of 

social agency, and the creative practices and consciousness of "third world women’s 

narratives" as they become subjects of their histories. This way of defining the shifting 

boundaries of home seems crucial to me to understand the production of migrant homes 

and subjects. Such an approach to the material and cultural production of notions of 

home, self and community is helpful in conceptualizing the concrete relations that define 

Dominican migrant homes and experiences in NYC.   
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Places are produced by multiple groups through time, creating layers of 

overlapping uses and cultural transformations of space. I define place as a geographically, 

historical, socially and culturally specific location. Since places are experienced and 

perceived from culturally and personally situated histories, one place (such as a 

neighborhood in the Bronx or Manhattan) has many possible definitions and 

representations. A place is also not equal to itself through historical transformations in 

time; layers of multiple histories cumulate and overlap, many local marginal histories 

dissappearing in the process. A definition of space as ‘social relations’ (Massey 1997, 

McLouis 1997) seems to be the most productive in analyzing how cultural places from 

kitchens to streets are produced in the present through historically specific interactions 

between people, architectures, and artifacts within power relations.  

 ‘Home’ defined as a dialectics between place, space, time-history experienced 

through contested narratives, rest on Mohanty (2003)’s definition of home as ‘socio-

historical relations’. Where home begins or ends is hard to delineate, as it is produced 

through specific social relations in-place. We also need to take in consideration 

ecological environments even in urban landscapes, since these have implications for our 

daily practices. It is from the specificity of our sense of ‘home’ -of the locations we 

perceive we occupy on the planet- that we become part of the flow of our bioregions, 

relating in specific ways even to the weather. These ecological relations (of people, 

places, buildings, and to the few flora and fauna as scarse patches of ‘nature’) are rescued 

by bioregional literature, defining home as regional movements and relations to 

bioregions (see Aberley 1996).  

     Home is not a place nor a bounded inhabitation, but a space of experience and 

representation, a permeable dimension that extends in all emotional and geographic 

directions we have lived. Such lived experiences deeply mark not only spaces of 

residence but through traumatic, violent, dangerous and conflictive events boundaries of 

home are drawn persisting as embodie memory years after the events. Like scattered 

pieces of our histories, multiple and partial senses of home are attached to local and 

translocal spaces and past times. Each of these kaleidoscopic pieces are however not 

preexisting but re-imagined, re-invented from the present through our struggles and 
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memorializations of past and present homes.  Households even if they don’t coincide 

with ‘home’ are places (even a street corner for a homeless person) of daily reproduction 

of our humanity, they are also spaces we all have in common in spite of the staggering 

diversifications of inequality and of the cultural specific ways we produce our lives. A 

shelter is a common ground of return to a place where we all need to go everyday to 

reproduce our daily lives, rest, eat, sleep, hygiene, companionship, communication. 

      I speak of ‘home’ hence in the sense of search for shelter; in the sense of domestic 

spheres, of the private spaces where all the collective generalities are decided and sorted 

out. A place of household is needed as pre-condition for a sense of home, or does it? If 

we accept the definition of ‘home’ as relations to places, peoples, and meanings, as 

historical, political and poetic negotiations (Mohanty 2001, Ahmed 2000, Brah 1996) that 

frame an individual or group’s daily survival in-place, then home is not a given but a 

project implicating as much states of imagination and practices as actual roofs, beds and 

kitchens.  

     Home as a refuge, in the sense of finding familiarity, affinities, networks of 

solidarity, of community, even though is a constant aspiration is also fraught with 

conflicts and negotiations. This ‘safe space’ of home (not separated from home as nation) 

has been well critiqued by feminists of all persuasions and by gender, racial and class 

analysis (hooks 1992, Lorde 1984, Mohanty 2003, Fraser 1993). Many working-class 

women of color (and immigrants in particular) experience a double displacement tinted 

with diverse forms of violence within and outside households; theirs is a long and 

continuing journey to find a sense of place, to find a piece of ground from where to 

justify their presence. For such racialized groups in the US this journey takes generations 

into the future, until there remains no explicit desire for a memory of a homeland in a far 

away place.   

‘Home’ hence includes vast fabrics, territories, tangled memories and relations to 

environments, bodies, and consciousness as well as to extended nets of institutional 

locations. ‘Self’’ and ‘community’, instead of polarities, form an extended continuum of 

space (this is, of social relations) that shape our notions of ‘home’. Such complex webs of 

experiences could be mapped then not as a priori realities but as emergent historical and 
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situational maps of relations. Migrant sense of home implicates internal and external 

trajectories through which multiple forms of displacements occur. In this sense 

movements towards or/and away from home become ‘boundary projects’ (1991) in need 

of constant vigilance, careful repetition and performance in everyday life.  

These conceptualizations of home seem useful to me because they  resonate with 

how immigrants live and re-imagine their personal and cultural histories through 

consecutive ‘homes’, movements and routes through neighborhoods, cities, countries and 

interconnected bioregions.  Through an ethnographic approach it may be possible to get a 

glimpse of which migrant re-imaginings, memory-work, and material productions of 

place are generated through food in their reclamations of cultural regions of home.  

 

Food-Narratives  

 These areas of concern discussed above, food, memory and home intersect at the 

point of migrat narrative practices.  To investigate Dominican migrants’ food-narratives 

of home in NYC, I pay attention to the life projects of individuals within families, and to 

their responses to gender, class and racial maps that condition the kinds of shelters they 

can have access to in NYC urban spaces (Buff 2001). In this sense, home is a form of 

spatial embodiment that gets translated through our active imagination. In interpreting 

migrant place experiences through food, such sites are already "inscribed and inscribing" 

(Abarca 2006) by specific foods, memories and former homes.  

We don’t have direct access to a ‘sense’ of home -which refers abstractly to an 

emotional state- but through what people express about their lives. We experience such 

sense and communicate it to ourselves and others through narrative mediations, through 

what is expressed indirectly about place and space of relations and history-memories of 

where we have been and where we are, as we evaluate our personal and our community's 

survival. Our bodies are situated in specific places, topographically and spatio-temporally 

(this is through social relations to other people, objects, environments and to self) and 

such relations are already untados (soiled) with cultural memory. Body-place-memory is 

then a useful triad to ground analysis about such home relations.  
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 Giving food-narratives historical depth, departing from present layers of food 

relations, one can trace how food is implicated in migrant trajectories and the work it is 

made to perform in the production of personal histories.  A focus on the poetics and 

politics of food as a tool for ‘social action’ (Bentley 1998) but also as ‘cultural-work’ 

(Williams-Forson 2006) helps us examine food-narratives bridging diverse theoretical 

contributions to link narrative performance to memory and cultural studies (Sturken 

1999, Hall 1996, Hayden 1997) by investigating "migrant acts of memory" (Ahmed 

2000) beyond tradition/nostalgia, emphasizing instead the critical and traumatic 

experiences that inscribe narrative memories as contested sites of re-invention of family 

histories in the gendered production of food and ’home’.   

  Claude Levi-Strauss' classic work on mythology (Levi-Strauss 1970) proposed 

food as a model sign system within which to discover underlying structural categories 

and correspondences. His object of study was not food per se; however his approach is 

useful to think with myth about food, by reading food practices as cultural myth-making. 

This usefulness becomes clearer through Douglas’s tangential consideration of memory 

in the recall of previous meals. Foregrounding narrative memories, we could propose that 

meals (almost as myths) are re-inscribed in the present in a narrative sense; each meal 

version pointing to past and future meals and to the social context in which they are 

produced. In this way migrant food practices are re-invented semiotically and materially 

around such food-narrative transformations. 

   Maria Elisa Christie (2002) through her study of three communities in Mexico 

proposes kitchenspaces as "gendered spaces of cultural reproduction”, as sites of 

“situated knowledge, labs and archives” of cultural transmission, and as households sites 

from where women and their families negotiate relations to environments.  I expand this 

insight to speak of cooking and food-narrative performance as sources and strategies for 

cultural and political action and for re-imaginings of cultural histories. Kitchens as 

‘contradictory spaces’ (Lefebvre 1992) put in evidence the gendered spatiality of power 

that does not begin or end in a plate of food.   

   Among working-class Dominican immigrants such practices become also 

repositories of their histories that reveal traces of alternative struggles before and after 
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migration. Memory of past food scarcity that threatened their very subsistence seem to 

become privileged in food narratives as cultural strategies to re-imagine their capacity for 

creative survival. By focusing on food-centered narratives as stories we tell ourselves and 

others through food, and as “coherent” proposals which individuals and communities 

(and even nations) produce through their survival experiences, we leave room to conceive 

of food performance as both form of action and representation site.   

  There is a cultural coding of food at different levels of non-linguistic memory-

socialization that rests on the sensual qualities of food as visual and sensory consumption. 

These aspects of food seem to be important for the special power of food in relation to 

environments and as ‘artifacts’ in social exchange and gift-giving. This force seem to 

reside also in the investment in time and energy that foods require for production and 

preparation, pointing to ‘time as work’ (Mintz 1973).  This power of food as gift 

‘obligates’ people into relations of reciprocity and solidarity (Mauss 1960) even if not 

consciously intended. Yet, as Sutton (2001) has suggested, within some communities it is 

not an immediate reciprocity, or material exchange, or even prestige that is obtained, but 

what we could call ‘memory capital’, to be able to produce from present food exchanges 

future food-narrative memories and remembrance.  

   The foodmaps framework explained below is useful for reading food practices, 

cultural memory and narratives of home as ‘boundary projects’ (Haraway 1989, Marte 

2005), and it can reveal how individual food narratives and agendas of ‘home’ become 

political, spatial, and cultural limits in need of daily and careful negotiations. I ask the 

reader to be patient as I share some necessary context that to me reveal the need for the 

foodmaps framework (at times I re-iterate certain points echoing previous discussion). I 

am aware that I am risking too large a promise for this framework, and that the reader 

may have to wait for concrete examples more explicitly found in Chapter III.  
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FOODMAPS: TRACING RELATIONS, CONTEXTS, AND HISTORIES  

 
Figure 1.2: Left, Dominican woman in the Bronx creating a foodmap; right, a memory-map of  
her kitchen, 2006. (Photos by the author) 

 

           To trace means ‘to draw’, but as a noun it is also ‘a mark of a former presence or a 

small amount’. It is in this sense that tracing boundaries of ‘home’ through a foodmap 

points to producing a graphic depiction of food-place connections and -through 

ethnographic analysis- can reveal the former presence of cultural histories, as re-imagined 

from the present through the unnoticed threads that food relations create. To trace a 

foodmap, for me as a researcher, is to track the role of food in the way immigrants find 

home in a new society. For individuals that agree to work with me in the field it might 

mean to place themselves as visible subjects in the social maps of a city in which they are 

almost anonymous. 

            In this section I explain foodmaps as an ethnographic framework useful to 

research and analyze the role of food for the way immigrants re-imagine and narrate 

specifically experiences of home, self and community. I explain its implementation 

during fieldwork, and I discuss its implications and contributions for future research on 

Afro-Caribbean and ‘Latino’ food-centered research. Foodmaps is a way of tracing 

boundaries of ‘home’ and experiences of place-memory through food relations. It is a 

methodological device (a way to organize the gathering of food related primary sources), 

but it could also be used as a theoretical framing to edit and analyze such materials as 

data. Food mapping as a methodology pays attention to the way people relate to food in 

the interaction of senses, emotions and environments. Through food mapping it may be 
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possible to get a glimpse at the way migrant memory-work helps to produce a sense of 

place through food roots and routes7 as they re-invent new cultural regions of home. 

The entanglements of food, memory and home are shaped by particular socio-

cultural and historical locations that condition the boundaries of our daily survival, but 

also by the experiential narrative maps we produce to make sense of our lives.  

Experiences of body-place-memory8 are important for how we inhabit and claim spaces 

of home and action. In our search for grounding we leave traces of our specific and 

situated experiences of place; such incidental –and accidental- traces could appear in 

explicit and implicit narratives.  

         Because narrative memory and acts of remembrance occur through the confluence 

of nostalgic (affective), traumatic, and critical memory (Sturken 1999, Bal 1999, Spitzer 

1999), we could use food-narratives to re-think migrant foodways as practical aspects of 

memory-work not as a nostalgic exercise, but also as critical-traumatic historical 

imagination with important implications, particularly to examine Dominican and other 

Afro-Caribbean cultural formations in the US. Food mappings are useful in tracing these 

Afro-diasporic landscapes of body-place-memory (Hayden 1997, Low & Lawrence-

Zuñiga 2004) through the connections participants have to specific food sites.  

A sensation of shifting homemaps is experienced when in a short period of time 

we need to change residence. Such sensations get magnified in particular through 

migration and displacement, as material-semiotic grounds (the way we support ourselves 

                                                 
7 For a similar usage see, Barndt (2002), Tangled Routes: Women, Work, and Globalization on 
the Tomato Trail.  Informed by African Diaspora theory, I mean by roots not origins, but points 
of departure, in this case specific food practices (that in the Caribbean emerged through slavery 
and colonization routes) that Dominican families bring with them as they struggle for spaces of 
home in NYC. Routes are actual geographic and historical trajectories, movements within and 
outside of neighborhoods and households, as well as the narrative memories and relational traces 
left by migrants as they search for shelter and senses of home.  
8 See Sutton for a discussion of food, memory and the senses, also Nadia Seremetakis’ book The 
Senses Still. Sensory fields around food create a synergy involving all the senses, through these 
experiences we associate moments, places and the space our bodies occupy. For third world 
immigrants, the place-body-memory relations are problematized even further, since their bodies 
are experienced as out of place, under the surveillance of the new state and its institutions. This 
marks deeply the way they are able to feel or not at ‘home’, and may have an effect for the way 
memory of former selves, former households and countries are constantly recalled and re-
invented.  
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economically and the way we represent and make sense of our experiences) are 

renegotiated in a new society especially when confronting a new language and new social 

relations. Such re-drawing of boundaries ‘re-season’ all experiential aspects of migrant 

lives as individuals and their communities witness how they become different to 

themselves, and realize the impossibility of return to a place-time that is not there 

anymore. Food mappings can help us trace and analyze the role of food in such 

immigrant ‘boundary projects’9.  

           

Definitions of Foodmaps 

Foodmaps are maps of relations; they are perceptual models of how people 

experience their boundaries of local home through food connections. Foodmaps thus 

reveal areas of an extended shifting map of the multiple locations anyone needs to 

navigate in order to feel at home. The word foodmap could be assigned to any 

representational trace related to food, produced by a specific person: a plate of food, an 

actual map (hand drawn) emphasizing food connection, a food narrative, or audio-visual 

documentation related to food (photographs, video clips, sound-recordings). 

As thematic ethnographic maps, foodmaps can be used to explore and represent 

actual places, but also to explore spaces (social/racial relations, community networks, 

local food paths, etc) and place-memory (sense of place and home, relations to homeland, 

linguistic landscapes, etc). Food mappings can be also produced by descriptively tracing 

food relations to state, institutions, organizations, local neighborhoods, social networks, 

and family histories, paying special attention to how and where individuals earn their 

‘bread’. Tracing material and symbolic home choreographies through the production of 

foodmaps offers a perspective that emphasizes body-place-memory recognizing the 

ecological, cultural and historical predicaments of our relations to food and the cultural 

narratives –in many shapes- that we generate as responses to such predicaments. 

                                                                                                                                                 
  
9 ‘Boundary projects’ is Donna Haraway’s term (1989), one she uses to discuss scientific discourses in 
defining and representing human ‘nature’. The way I interpret and use it here means that socio-cultural 
boundaries do not pre-exist but are produced consciously and unconsciously by the life projects and 
aspirations of situated subjects, in daily interactions and negotiations within institutional and power 
regimes.  
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I consider a range of food-related events, discourses and representations as 

foodmaps layers. With this flexible definition we can include ‘mapping’ produced 

through diverse expressive media, analyzing such food layers as shifting locations 

immigrants need to travel in order to feel at home. Working with small samplings and 

more in depth field research we can study food through miniature ethnographies from the 

grounds and cultural perspectives of specific people in relation to specific foods. From 

this apparently narrow focus we can trace, for example, food relations through the 

choreographies of daily survival of families and individuals, from their homescapes 

within cities and regions. Materials generated this way are useful in looking at the 

gendered landscapes that food helps inscribe in migrant experiences.  

I propose we could map (in collaboration with participants in ethnographic 

studies) experiential and perceptual boundaries of home through food practices and 

narratives (for example, memory maps of kitchens, and food routes maps indicating 

where they purchase their food supplies). Even though food mappings are concerned with 

localities, tracing those immediate relations reveals the global connections of personal 

histories, households and neighborhoods through the political economy that connects 

labor, commodities and geopolitics.  

The visual foodmaps that appear in this dissertation (especially in Chapter III) are 

in themselves sources and representations subject to analysis, not just illustrations. Their 

visual poetics are not necessarily artistic statements, but rather they aim to show the 

impressions and sensory moments that food helps generate, and serve to anchor the 

expanding context of food rleations from the plate to the nation and beyond.          

 

Genesis of Foodmaps as a Framework 

Like many methodological innovations, the genesis of foodmaps happened 

through a mix of chance, intention and interaction in the field. In my pilot projects with 

Dominican communities in NYC, I noticed that women expressed often how no 

aparecemos en el mapa –we don’t appear on the map-(implying their invisibility in both 

the Dominican Republic and in the US). I wanted to find an approach that did not leave 

out these spatial aspects of food that seem crucial to understanding Dominican and Afro-
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Caribbean food cultural histories. I asked myself: whose foods, memories and homes am 

I trying to understand? How could I research the present encounters of foods, people and 

cultures coming from the Caribbean mosaic, and the centrality of place-memory for 

populations that emerged from conquests, slavery and colonial regimes?  

To ground this gigantic scale I focused on the miniature--the performance of food 

practices in households and kitchen spaces, the sensory-visual aspects of daily food uses. 

The apparent subtly gendered dichotomies of the ‘miniature’ personal-domestic and the 

‘gigantic’ political-public implicate each other as they dwarf and magnify matrixes of 

power and agency, as Susan Stewart (1996) has suggested for other kinds of narrative 

memory-work such as keeping souvenirs and collecting "things" such as miniatures.    

 In my search for suitable theoretical and methodological frameworks, I arrived at 

an approach to research that engages transdisciplinary food research methodologies, 

paying attention to the emergence and transformation of food substances and their 

meanings in social context, as they are produced through cultural histories of specific 

people and from particular places (Mintz 1997, Douglas 1997, Counihan 1999, Christie 

2003, Bentley 1998, Williams-Forson 2006). My use of food mappings through narrative 

sites was also inspired by decolonizing methodologies through space-place-memory 

studies (Hayden 1996, Duncan 1996, Massey 2001) third world feminist and post-

colonial theory (Ahmed 2000, Mohanty 2003, Scott 1992) and feminist ethnography 

(Visweswaran 1994, Narayan 1992, Kondo 1990).  

Afro-diasporic feminist approaches were especially relevant since they pay 

attention to race/gender in the historical trajectories and present struggles of Afro-

diasporic communities (Allen 2005, Cohen 1992, William-Forson 2006). These works 

intersect and are concerned with spatial-historical aspects of marginalization. They 

foreground personal gendered experience as mediated through self-representations and 

testimonial practices, as they recognize the agency and creative strategies of ordinary 

individuals. The need for a grounding of food relations in-place and for a method to 

research place movements led me to discover a big gap in the anthropological uses and 

theorizations of mapping methodologies. The mapping work of feminist cultural 

geographers, social historian and bioregionalists, especially in relation to gender, offer 
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practical applications and greatly helped in the developing of the framework. I found that 

mapping has been used successfully by cultural geographers, especially by feminist 

political ecology (Rocheleau 1995) studying women's agricultural and environmental 

local knowledge of food production, and in food-centered cognitive and memory 

mappings of women kitchenspaces and their relations to nature (Christie 2003).  

Additionally, a new wave of social history scholars have been mapping local 

neighborhood histories and senses of place, revealing through multiple voices the many 

layers of one single area (Hayden 1997). Scholars and practitioners of bioregionalism 

(Aberley 1993) have developed participatory and collaborative regional and home 

mappings mostly focusing on ecological environments. In these cultural geography and 

social history studies it is not made explicit how these projects used the data from the 

maps they generated or how they read them into their analyses, beyond showing 

perceptions of local ‘natural’ relations to environments and urban regions. Even though 

ethnocarthography (Chapin 2001) and bioregionalists focus on the practical production of 

ecological maps and their uses to mediate land reclamations and political negotiations 

among diverse sectors, their work has theoretical and practical implications for other 

works if one tailors this kind of mapping ethnographically. That is, if one problematizes 

them as narratives of historical imagination produced from specific social locations in the 

present. 

Informed by these sources, by my training and practice as a visual artist, and by 

the need to render visible the food cultural histories of participants in my research, I have 

used a combination of place-memory mappings and food mappings during fieldwork to 

gather materials on memory and space perceptions of kitchens and neighborhoods (past 

and present). I placed emphasis particularly on tracing food paths—including how 

individuals navigate households, local place and their translocal relations through food-

labor, food shopping and preparation, food exchanges, and food-centered community 

networks.   

          My use of food mappings differs from the above mentioned approaches thusly; I 

use such mapping as ethnographic framing device to organize gathering of data, as guide 

to collaborative engagement in the field, but also as a conceptual framework of analysis. 
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Taking present food-place-memory relations as departures I follow traces of expanding in 

domestic and public spaces to understand how present practices and meanings emerged 

historically and are re-invented in the present in specific places. This mapping is guided 

by food-narratives from individual perspectives, paying attention to expanding contexts 

of food relations from the meal on a plate to its translocal routes, and the socio-cultural 

relations of foods, people and places implicated in these passages.           

            Food mapping has been useful to research Dominican family cultural histories, by 

focusing on migrant food-memory and home as a continuous narrative site about 

gendered experiences of survival10. Foodmaps were instrumental in my being able to 

research, document and understand the migrant food, memory, and home seasonings of 

my fieldwork collaborators, and the effects that my own foodmaps have in my research 

approaches. This tool helped me, for example, to find which aspects of gendered 

boundaries of ‘home’ were relevant by paying attention to which food relations are 

significant to both women and men. Following these paths made it easier to identify how 

Dominicans that are the main cooks in the family placed more emphasis on food sites as 

landmarks to navigate their local places, to re-imagine their cultural memory and sense of 

home, and as narrative sites and communicative spaces to suture the ruptures created in 

language and by the cultural difference of their offspring.                     

                             

Gathering Foodmaps: Tracing Dominican Boundaries of ‘Home’ in NYC  

          I initiated my food mapping by observing how certain foods are used and 

expressed in the present in kitchens and domestic spaces where collective/personal, 

public/private, past/present are negotiated. For example, I elicited foodmaps in domestic 

and public spaces by traveling with participant-collaborators their daily, weekly and 

monthly food cycles, gathering primary sources and life histories of Dominican 

immigrant families and their communities11 through the perspectives of women or the 

                                                 
10 Understanding by survival not only meeting basic needs and preserving physical integrity but a 
daily semiotic-material process of negotiation and re-invention of our personal priorities, needs 
and desires as we maneuver the collective limits and potential of our place-specific contexts. 
11 The emphasis on communities, instead of ethnic group points to the diversity of formal and 
informal networks that arise across ethnic and neighborhoods lines, cities and states that have a 
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cooks (regardless of gender) in each household. I traced these experiential narrative maps 

to understand how Dominicans (especially first generation immigrant women) ‘season’ 

their foods, themselves and the places they inhabit. I wanted to understand how they are 

‘seasoned’ in the process into new socio-cultural and racial locations within a new 

society.    

           During fieldwork I used a combination of audio-visual recording for oral histories 

and fieldnotes, food journals to produce a second variety of data, and ethnographic 

mapping as a third kind of data elicitation/analysis, all within the ethnographic 

participant-observation techniques of "deep hanging out". Formal or informal interviews 

are rigid frames that do not work well to engage with these communities that have oral-

centered practices and whose story-telling is not lineal, but contrapuntal. I gathered 

collaged segments of oral histories through informal interactions around food 

preparation, shopping, and consumption, and as I helped with household chores and 

occasionally at their job sites. The narratives arose spontaneously as we engaged in 

conversation; sometimes I asked questions when appropriate. My task was to be attentive 

and gadget-ready to document such interactions through video and sound recordings.  

           I documented food practices and narratives starting with participants' main staple 

meals, kitchens and homes, and extending to what they consider the boundaries of their 

homes to be (including other states in the US, PR, and DR in the cases when they still 

maintain networks there). Each food trace gathered became part of the many layers of 

context of their ongoing foodmaps of ‘home’. For documenting home boundaries through 

local food paths I worked with two kinds of mapping. Mappings from my perspective 

were useful for studying local food relations, neighborhood and community boundaries 

across translocal and extended networks. First I created a base-map of the area where the 

families live, using a pre-existing map of NYC. Over it I marked their food paths, such as 

grocery stores, supermarkets, street food vendors, restaurants, and people and 

                                                                                                                                                 
sizable Dominican population. The Dominican population for example, in NYC is very diverse; 
among the seven families I worked with only two had intersecting networks. They navigate 
different food routes in the city, socialize and create communities with different sectors of 
Dominican and other Latino public culture and local organizations.  Each individual cook 
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organizations they share food or resources with, in order to have an idea of how they 

move through the city and create social networks.  

The other kind of mapping was produced by the participants in the study. I 

provided collaborators with disposable cameras and asked for a range of hand-drawn 

memory maps. These maps were especially useful for identifying perceptions of place-

memory, how women and men express senses of ‘home’ through visual means, and as 

additional visual narratives for analysis. Once I explained once more to participants the 

project and my approach, I distributed drawing papers, pens, and disposable cameras. 

However, given the daily tasks people face, especially in NYC, the time required for 

elicitation of maps was unpredictable. Only three participants actually used the 

disposable cameras, the rest seemed either intimidated by them or in some cases their 

schedule and hectic job duties were overwhelming (working as a cook in a restaurant 

seven days a week, for example).  

Some participants were comfortable with reading my guide questions to produce 

maps in my absence. With others I needed to negotiate brief moments here and there 

(between food preparations, shopping, and documenting them at their job sites) to get 

hand-drawn maps, oral histories, and sound narratives as part of the food mapping 

documentation. Initially, asking for ‘memory maps’ was confusing, until it became clear 

that recuerdo (remembrance) was a more appropriate word to use in explaining the kinds 

of drawings I was requesting.  

            I waited for appropriate moments to ask for the different hand-maps throughout 

the year. I gathered eight kinds of maps in total for each cook. 1) A map of a plate of their 

main staple food with names of the ingredients, 2) a food route map of where they shop 

for food in the city (including eating out), 3) a set of kitchen maps (before migration and 

a current one), 4) a set of neighborhood maps (before migration and present), and 5) a 

community map (people, organizations, etc they considered key networks of survival, 

including to whom they send remittances).  

                                                                                                                                                 
participates in specific informal networks of survival11 that in time becomes a de facto 
‘community of practice’. 
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I also asked for three other kinds of maps to explore senses of place and home.  6) 

A map of ‘your country’ to elicit which national territory they feel more attached to. This 

depiction (like all the others) needed to be contextualized and critically read against what 

they expressed through other primary sources, since a ‘national sentiment’ did not 

necessarily mean that DR was their primary residence.  7) A ‘map of NYC’, which gave 

me a sense of  their ways to navigate the City; in most cases it corresponded to the food 

sites and social networks as places they frequented the most, for example NYC becoming 

a map of the Bronx or Manhattan. The last in the sequence was 8) a map of ‘home’ 

(hogar), to elicit which kinds of meanings this concept had for participants. I expressed to 

them that I was interested in their open interpretations of these three requests, unlike the 

more direct food-related maps, for which I explained in more detail what I was looking 

for. 

 

Using Foodmaps as Theoretical Frame of Analysis  

          Through these food mappings I ventured critical ethnographic readings to reveal 

the cultural poetics and politics12 of food among the participants. Ethnographic readings 

of foodmaps begins with a semiotic pointing to elements readily visible, then proceeding 

to ethnographic contextualization situating them as expressive strategies within their 

cultural specificity, and finally identifying how they narrate their testimonial poetics and 

politics as primary sources.  I examined gathered foodmaps-in whatever medium- asking 

through them, what these food narrative memories and practices reveal about food 

socialization and kitchens as gendered spaces of subjectivities and community formation.  

           In another moment of analysis I examined gathered visual and sound mappings as 

narrative layers of personal and family migrant trajectories of each household. I 

compared the kinds of narrative suggestions that arose from each kind of map and 

contrasted it to the oral histories. I examined which movements (’roots’ and routes) are 

                                                 
12 By poetics I mean the linguistically specific expressive resources as they appear in narratives 
primary sources, when taken as not only ‘data’ but also as self-representations and testimonies. 
The politics points to the inherent power relations in all human interactions and to the 
transformation of food within geopolitical histories implicating bodies, and places. 
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named and referenced through food, and how far immigrants need to travel physically 

and socially in order to feel a sense of ‘home’ in their localities. I asked also how they 

enter into conversation with wider public discourses (for example of Dominican national 

cuisine and national belonging) as Dominicans are drawn (and position themselves) on 

the racial, class and state maps of NYC.  

I propose these ethnographic readings to question how all these food traces 

(conscious and unconscious marks left in the wake of food-paths) help us understand how 

Dominican immigrants (particularly working-class first generation immigrant women) 

experience, re-imagine, and claim their presence in NYC, as they engage in dialogue with 

US institutional practices and narratives of migration and citizenship. In Chapters III, I 

attempt to show concrete descriptive and analytical discussions of individual foodmaps, 

and in Chapter IV through the mapping of a plate I explore how they contrast with  

Dominican national cuisine discourses. 

FOODMAPS: IMPLICATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
The first challenge of using foodmaps, specifically as an analytic framework is 

that it requieres the use of many images and primary sources to organize the expanding 

contexts clearly, and such visual sources also require analysis inside and outside of the 

frames. This unfortunally I have not being able to do satisfactorily in this document since 

it was becoming a huge file, and could cause many problems when uploading it and 

submitting it to complete my degree. After accepting this fact with some sadness, I 

realize that this challenge has given me the opportunity to understand that one of the 

limitations of foodmaps, is that it works best in short paper-length analysis, otherwise the 

threads and routes get lost and clarity suffers.  

 The use of foodmaps has many implications and some contributions to make 

primarily for ethnographic studies of Afro-Caribbean food, memory and home, but also 

more generally for ethnographic studies on food, place and gender. Food mappings could 

be useful in this respect to trace negotiations of counter-spaces of calle/casa 

(home/street) through food paid and unpaid labor in the context of the socio-historical 
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relations that made these foodmaps possible in the present, revealing the tangled 

trajectories of domestic and public histories.  It can help ground food studies in place-

memory and show how localities are experienced and transformed through food relations. 

Mapping literally and conceptually the spatiality of power in urban spaces may reveal 

small claims to autonomy, as well as self- and community-making practices that 

immigrant individuals, families and networks have to generate and negotiate in order to 

produce daily a sense of ‘home’.   

           Mapping local neighborhoods and translocal relations from the perspective of 

migrant experiences of home through foodmaps, we can utilize an assortment of visual 

and participatory tools to gather and disseminate cultural aspects of food's entanglements 

in human survival, in gendered subject and community formations and in the narrative 

performance employed in such processes. Food mapping of any type of community of 

practice, not only migrants, could be useful for anyone that wishes to pay attention to the 

power of food in the way we experience and value place-memory, without stripping this 

process from its poetic, political and traumatic aspects.  

          For me, the beauty and productiveness of foodmaps resides in this capacity to 

encompass so many experiential, representational and geopolitical layers, and still allow 

one to focus on specific aspects of food relations. Even though we may end up with more 

information on our plates than we can chew, one could leave aside totalizing ambitions 

(such as used to be so common among ethnographers). The idea is to use many spatial-

temporal aspects to contextualize food relations, yet to place the emphasis on a particular 

layer we wish to understand.  The limits will clarify themselves if we focus on tracing the 

boundaries of such home maps through the perspectives and food relations of those 

individuals working with us. Foodmaps (as relations to food in place and through social 

relations) transform through time; as we change and keep moving, our food relations 

acquire new map routes and meanings and delete some old ones, pointing to the complex 

re-inventions of our boundaries of home. 

           One of the most important implications of foodmaps is the way they can help 

ground research from specific narrative points and marginal histories.  Mapping home 

trajectories through food helps us re-inscribe in national (and transnational) maps those 
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local histories, neglected in official archives and mainstream public culture, even when 

they are central to the survival of communities, neighborhoods, regions and nations. We 

can try all the thick descriptions we want, but we can not accurately re-present from our 

academic accounts and analysis what a narrative passage from our collaborators can 

transmit. Through food narratives we may be more likely to trace the effects of global 

forces and spatial regimes on the lives and movements of migrant families and 

individuals. These same forces, for example, made possible, and in some cases necessary, 

for Dominican women today to be in NYC cooking their staples.  

            Through food mappings we can work with marginalized communities and 

individuals, in appreciation of their creative strategies of survival, recognizing how they 

narrate to themselves and to us what it means for them to be ‘human’, which has been 

sometimes an unfulfilled promised of ethnography.  I found that by using food mapping I 

become more sensitive to my collaborators' layered and complex lives and histories, and 

their sophisticated ways of analyzing and expressing their own interpretations of their 

realities. I came to especially appreciate how the act of drawing foodmaps opens up a 

stream of consciousness through remembrance of former homes and kitchens, while also 

provoking critical evaluations of their present search for ‘home’.  

           The processes and products under the umbrella of foodmaps are particularly suited 

to develop collaborative research, as well as to share with local communities the primary 

sources that they are helping us to create. We can make these accessible through diverse 

venues and different media, such as exhibitions, films, and websites. This way the 

outcomes of fieldwork are not only ‘data’ for academic studies but reciprocity gifts, and -

-as documents and artworks-- testimonies that become family and community archives. 

We can create immediate products of research to share with our collaborators; for 

example, as will be explained in Chapter VII, copies of a film and hand-made books 

exhibited during fieldwork were given to participants at the closing of the public 

exhibition.   

           A wider contribution of this experimental framework is to encourage further 

ethnographic research and community engagement usage of mapping methodologies. 

Ethnographic mappings as place-based tools can help us understand the choices people 
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make according to concrete social and spatial relations, to produce, for example, a sense 

of ‘home’. Through thematic maps of relations we can explore not only food, but 

education and even health issues, by tracing the ecological, socio-economic, poetic and 

political relations that delimit where, when and how we survive. We can use ethnographic 

mapping not only for academic research projects, but also to trace alternative histories of 

struggle by excavating invisible layers of local histories in the transformations of specific 

places, and for producing local community archives that reveal the intersections between 

public and private histories. Foodmaps could be useful for other kinds of research beyond 

a focus on food or material culture. For example, race-mapping, mapping learning 

trajectories (through formal and informal education) and exploring local conflicts through 

specific themes, events or even disputed places and borders negotiated by specific 

communities.  

            Food mapping could be especially appealing to feminist and Afro-diasporic 

feminist researchers, and to ‘native’ or ‘insider’ ethnographers.  It may entail rethinking 

the ways we define the ‘field’ and clarifying what kind of labor-intensive interactions we 

want to develop with specific communities. However, if we consider it as an 

experimental, partial and provisional framework, one or another aspect of it may be 

useful to other scholars and cultural workers. Foodmaps seem to preserve the emotional 

complexity, political and poetic charge that food has in our human experiences. It may 

also have the effect of making individuals (both researchers and collaborators) more 

aware of their surroundings, of living in-place and of being directly responsive to our 

local relations (even if only for the duration of a project). By transforming an 

‘indifference to place’ (Meyeroff 1976) to place-awareness one can indeed reduce 

personal sufferings and perhaps re-learn (in spite of the challenges) to be more at ‘home’ 

in this planet.  

           As I have experienced through my own auto-ethnographic explorations, the 

practice of ethnographic mapping may become in itself an act of transformation. It might 

re-awaken a sense of place and attention to daily textures and sensual landscapes, and 

restore certain grounding (even for migrants) in our local neighborhoods and in the 

personal/collective relations that shape our sense of home. This approach can help us 
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understand how we, as humans, survive through our search for ‘home’, and how in this 

process we perform and transform subjectivities, places, histories and ways of knowing. 

 

SCHOLARLY AND PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH  
Examining the production of Dominican local histories through food reveals the 

diversity of Dominican communities through points of alliance and ruptures through food 

exchanges. For example, there are diverse forms of communities of practice; within each 

community there are even smaller networks also claiming a ‘Dominican’ difference that 

each individual or group perceives as ‘authentic’.  As Ahmed has pointed out in her 

work, it is in the new grounds ‘away from home’ that these communities of immigrants 

arise, communities that otherwise may not have come together before migration (Ahmed 

2000).  It is not productive to assume communities, it could be better to examine how 

they form. One of my disagreements with some studies about Dominican migration is 

concerning the assertion that Dominicans in NYC represent one single ‘community’. I 

propose there are diverse communities, marked by waves of different migrations from 

DR, and corresponding to specific migrant seasonings and life projects.  

My findings reveal that Dominican families form communities of practices 

through social networks, or what I call networks of survival, that might overlap each 

other or might not. For larger reclamations of rights and representation, a strategic 

agglutination of a given population by naming it as a single community is used by those 

engaged in City and state politics, often for the purpose of creating a broad constituency. 

In practice such unity is more difficult to achieve. According to income, type of jobs, 

educational levels and language skills, Dominicans participate in diverse networks, 

including across ethnic lines, some even within mainstream NYC spheres of interest.  For 

example, not even my own two sisters living in NYC belong to the same survival 

networks, nor do they perform their ‘Dominicanness’ in the same ways. It is worth asking 

who benefits from such monolithic definitions and whose specific projects and agendas 

are advanced.   
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           In migration studies working-class individuals do not stand out as subjects, but as 

population data on social problems. It is important to bring into official discourses 

narrative experiences, as testimonies of migration from within marginal spaces, with the 

linguistic and regional flavors of their specificity, as they occupy place-specific areas of 

cities and regions. This is important not only to understand the cultural shapes of such 

processes but also to identify them as re-entries (Trouillot 1996) into the colonizing 

discourses of erasure, invisibility and silences generated by national and ‘ethnic’ 

discourses. 

Many food studies on immigrant working-class groups tend to focus on diet, 

nutrition, and health. Working-class diets are usually represented as a problem in need of 

intervention from experts to teach immigrant and minority families "proper healthy ways 

to eat". Other studies focus on food as traditions that people bring with them until the 

‘traditions’ are diluted when they ‘adapt’ to US society.  Still others deal with foodways 

as ethnic markers.  I don’t deny the importance and necessity of such studies; however 

there is a need for parallel studies that focus on place-making aspects in terms of cultural 

politics and new racial formations. A focus on food in spatial and historical movements, 

and in the lived experiences of immigrants, helps us research the formation of immigrant 

communities as they emerge within complex domestic/public negotiations in the new 

society, not as preexisting groups. 

Ethnic foodways are usually perceived as colorful remnants of migrant traditions, 

cultural adaptations, or creations of exotic ghetto-landscapes, and are frequently seen as 

conscious choices people make to bring and maintain their food traditions (together with 

other tropes such music, religiosity, family values, etc.). Throughout this document I 

attempt to problematize such perceptions, by examining the poetic and political relations 

woven by food in domestic and public spaces. I do this first by showing how food 

practices permeate every aspect of daily survival of working-class first generation 

immigrants. Second, I bring forth the political implications of food-memory and narrative 

performances in the production of migrant 'home' through personal and communal 

histories. Food narratives and visual documentation of meals are often collected in 

foodways, gender and migration studies; however they are much less frequently used 
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critically in descriptive accounts or examined to understand the poetic shapes they take, 

and the cultural and political projects they convey in their contents.   

     To my knowledge, this is the only study of its kind addressing the anthropology of 

food, memory and home of Dominicans using African Diaspora paradigms of analysis. 

Even though Dominican populations that emerged from colonial encounters since 1492 

are almost 99% of some African descent, this Afro-diasporic context, history, and 

cultural specificity has only rarely been addressed –both in DR and now in the US- 

(Torres-Saillant 2000, Fradique Lizardo 1972, Safa, Aparicio 2007), and at times has 

been erased or denied entirely both in scholarly studies and in public culture.   

     This work takes on such needed focus as yet it proposes Dominican racial 

experiences shared wider context with other Afro-diasporic populations in the US and 

abroad. This dissertation expands a gender and migration focus (Hernandez & Lopez 

1997) again problematizing an ‘ethnic’ boundary that could mask intersectional social 

categories arising from similar social formations in the Americas. As a case study this 

project addresses also the multiple networks of ‘Latino’ women in NYC across ethnic 

labels, as noted by Ricourt and Dana (2002), by revealing for example, food and marriage 

alliances among Dominicans, Mexican and Chinese immigrants.  

     Even though questions of home, place-space-time and memory-history are at the 

heart of migration flows they have only recently been addressed in migration studies 

(Laguerre 2005), and they are rarely addressed in regional studies. They are absent from 

Dominican studies. Theorization of such issues and methodological innovation to address 

migration processes has gained some recent fresh perspectives (Lowe 1996, Brah 1996, 

Ahmed 2000), but again such perspectives are absent from Dominican studies. 

Dominican working-class immigrants' lived experiences and cultural formations in the 

US have also been neglected areas that are addressed by this dissertation.     

     The contributions of this dissertation are focused more specifically on Dominicans 

in NYC, but also on diaspora processes common to Caribbean and Latin American 

immigrants to the US, and especially of Afro-diasporic populations. One of these 

contributions is taking on the challenge of re-entering gaps (Trouillot 1996) in knowledge 

production for questioning the creation of sources, archives, and narrative histories, and 
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also finding those gaps to rescue marginalized communities from the ‘savage slots’ 

usually assigned to them in academic studies.  

      This dissertation joins recent conversations by re-placing and politically re-

situating, local Dominican cultural formations in the US, foregrounding gender, class, 

race, education and generation. I approach Dominican migration within wider context of 

‘diaspora’ (Brah 1996, Mohanty 2003) as processes of displacement that include yet are 

not limited to nation-states but are embedded in global formations. A specific Afro-

diasporic focus (Gordon & Anderson 2000, Mintz & Price 1992, Gilroy 1993, Allen 

2006) is necessary for particular Afro-Caribbean communities that have been ‘seasoned’ 

in particular ways through similar regimens in their cultural and historical formations.   

      Combined theoretical insights from third world and black feminist ethnography 

(Cohen 2004, Collins 1999, Lorde 1984), and from post-colonial feminists social theory 

(Mohanty 2003, Scott 1992, Ahmed 2000, Brah 1996, Visweswaran 1997) informs my 

analysis of gendering practices and gendered performance of food as they emerge in 

interaction and as they emerge contigently. These grounded theories pay attention to the 

complex subjectivity of ordinary women and can be further expanded for women of color 

through a focus on representational mediations in Afro-diasporic self-making practices 

(Hall 1996, Scott 1999, Allen 2005, hooks 1992).   

    This critical look at identity politics beyond agency and subordination 

dichotomies recognizes limits and potentials of local grounds that frame how particular 

individuals self-make and survive. Looking at cultural practices and discourses beyond 

acculturation or resistance allows us to appreciate daily performative ‘infrapolitics’ and 

‘alternative modalities’ (Kelley 1996, Cohen 2000, Scott 1987) as a contingent mix of 

chance and intention.  It helps us identify the mediations (such as food) that Dominican 

migrants use to claim ‘small spaces of autonomy’ (Cohen 2000), pleasure and presence.   

   A historical approach to the production of knowledge and narratives (Trouillot 

1996, Mohanty 1996, Ahmed 2000) may reveal more nuanced ethnographic readings of 

specific food relations in the present, the way they came to be and the narratives 

produced in response to such relations. This ‘view from somewhere’ (Haraway 1989) can 

also reveal the specific journeys and histories from which these families originated, and 
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their interpretations of forced and voluntary migrations that made possible their relations 

with certain foods, people and places, including interpretations of their present status in a 

new society.  

An approach to culture that is mindful of representation (Hall 1996) is productive 

because it facilitates looking at practices and discourses through which food meanings 

and categories emerge. An ethnographic approach to representation (Strong 1997) 

requires paying attention to situated experiences and their mediations such as narratives 

and other artifacts through which people experience and express their actions. A "critical 

ethnography of representation" framework offers to go beyond textual discursivity vs. 

‘raw’ experience, and instead recognize the mediated articulation of narrative 

performance.  

My media-based approaches are influenced by my previous professional practices 

that find confluences now with my training in cultural anthropology. My use of visual –or 

media- ethnography is a contribution, and also a critical response to the necessary debates 

in the field (see for example,  Prosser 1998, Taylor 1994, Grimshaw 1997, Kirshenblatt-

Gimbett 1991); methodological as well as theoretical proposals that foreground the 

‘visual availability of culture’ (and I suggest other sensorial availability as well). This 

necessary conversation includes also an examination of means of representation used by 

anthropologist since the early history of the field, yet rarely presented or analyzed as 

sources explicitly.  

In spite of valid critiques about the problematic anthropological and ethnographic 

gaze, some ‘native’ and feminist ethnographers like me, are claiming that there are 

dignified and less exploitative ways of using media, the same way that the colonizing 

literary resources have been transformed to produce more critical textual accounts. Even 

if in traditional publications and documents we need to restrict media use, we could still 

produced parallel multimedia accounts based on the same fieldwork and use those to 

share in classrooms and with wider audiences outside of academic spaces.  

Considering present and future technological domestication of young audiences 

in the US, their short attention span, and impatience with the linearity of reading, I 

predict that in time, not far from our days, media-based ethnographic accounts will 
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become the ‘norm’. The visual and media literacy that seem to be a choice now, will 

become a necesity inherently linked to the methodological training of future 

anthropologists. 

   I find the theoretical/methodological perspectives explained above important for 

my research practice, because it helps me focus on the particular without loosing sight of 

more general contexts and historical relations. These also satisfies at once many of my 

interests in the shapes and contents of the way people deal creatively with constraints in 

their daily conditions of existence, and the simultaneous processes through which we as 

humans make and leave traces of our cultural histories.  
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CHAPTER II 

FIELDWORK VIGNETTES:  

THE ‘FIELD’ AND WHAT I FOUND THERE 

UPON ARRIVING 

 
Fig. 2.1: Four views of street and subway, my transit routes in NYC (Photos by the author). 

 

Armed with my field-guide and what I thought were clear goals, I got to NYC. 

From JFK airport I took a yellow taxi-cab to my sister Josha’s apt. in Brooklyn (Clinton 

Hill). On my way to Brooklyn I had a conversation with an Irish cab driver (from 

Dublin). He happened to be in a relationship with a Dominican woman, they had a 

daughter together. When I asked if she has cooked Dominican food for him, he said yes, 

rice & beans. The interesting part of our long chat in relation to my project is how the 

seasonings of Dominicans in NYC happens through these exchanges (of food and bodies) 

with diverse other immigrants. According to this person Irish-Caribbean (especially 

Dominican) coupling constitutes a common trend. Through two participants, Flor and 

Bienve, I have realized also that Mexican-Dominican alliances are also quite common in 

terms of family formations. I knew of these alliances in the area of labor and friendships 
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between Dominican cooks/employees in Mexican and Dominican restaurants in NYC 

since the early 1990s.  This is also portrayed in the film Nueba Yol III.   

My first disappointment occurred as I called from the airport; none of my sisters 

had Dominican foods ready for my arrival (I had such arrogance!) no habichuelita, ni 

aguacate, ni nada, ni un sancochito [no beans, no avocado, not even a bit of sancocho]. 

The expectations fell from then on. Once I arrived in Brooklyn, Josha’s husband 

suggested to order food from El Cofre Restaurant (rice, beans, y un animalito -roasted 

chicken-), and of course avocado-the aguacate, that became later a motif of our 

exchanges. Soon I realized that Josha couldn’t cook that day because she was working so 

hard hauling garbage at the basement which was her job, and I also came to realize that 

the restaurant El Cofre was part of Josha’s and her husband almost daily food paths. Flor 

was not in good health, depressed with her housing insecurity, and could not cook either.  

This episode (after the minor emotional guilt I felt for my arrogance) made me 

aware of the power of labor-time to organize people’s food choices and food cycles. 

Ganarse el plátano (to earn the bread) takes precedence over the actual eating of the 

plátano. This is no small issue, and it is not an exclusive Dominican issue. Anyone that 

works for a living becomes shaped by, and in turn shapes, the food access around these 

job routines. I remember from the 1990’s my own job experiences (40 to 60 hours a 

week) in New York; stealing five minutes here and there for a coffee, for a photograph, 

for a few lines in my notebook, for a pizza eaten on the street on the way to somewhere.  

For the first few days I followed the flow of Josha’s household, discovering the 

conditions of staying at my nieces’ room, and at that time without keys to the building, it 

was difficult to move about. Once I found the first few obstacles of shelter, distractions, 

and phone calls not resulting in actual meetings with the project’s participants I felt a 

desire to take a plane back to Austin, and started questioning why was I doing this work 

after all. These feelings I came to interpret as my unwillingness to land, to be present (as 

Milton Meyeroff suggests, a common practice when one is confused and afraid is to 

become ‘indiferent to place’).  

My moods shaped the ways I perceived and experienced the city as a non-resident 

now, and it felt like a harsh place, full of angles that hurt. A police state atmosphere 
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pervaded the streets and even the subways, especially in Manhattan. I was stopped a few 

times for questioning when taking pictures. My attention tended to focus on this 

surveillance, on the constant movements, the dirt, the ‘attitude’ of New Yorker’s 

interaction schemes, and the constant need for spending money. But during those few 

days I also recuperated the illusory freedom of good public transportation (in relation to 

Austin, for example), the non-linear schedules of life and encounters, the magical 

moments of unpredictable recognition of events, places, garbage and organisms, and the 

familiar pulse and strange beauty of the urban life in such a city. 

The ‘field’ was indeed inside me as ethnographer, I became another Dominican 

looking for shelter to survive in the city, even when I had a transient purpose different 

from that of the locals. In time, the survival itself of physical, mental and social 

integrities levels the ground, blurs the distinctions, and so I cared about the maintenance 

of the everyday, trying not to forget what I went there to do. Hanging perilously from that 

meta-language thread to remind me of my wished boundaries of the field, of my life 

(academic and predictable in Austin), of my small, dimly lit "cave-home" in solitude.  

That thread, that narrative thread of my ‘home’ as a separate environment, a wished home 

away from these ex-homes, from the zarpaso del dolor ajeno (from the claw-swipe of 

others' sufferings): that thread pulled me ever so slightly from research that ‘breaks your 

heart’ (as Ruth Béhar as called it), from the ethical predicaments of fieldwork, and from 

my desire to let it all fall, feeling trapped under the similar conditions of existence as my 

collaborators.   

But where is my privilege? My positioning, my power? Yes, it is all there, the 

difference of perspective, the actual condition of being a student conducting temporary 

fieldwork, ‘away from home’; the minimal solvency of credit cards to purchase a ticket 

and leave if things got rough.  This mode of research as our own daily economic and 

cultural survival is common to many ethnographers I assume (at least to native, working-

class ones?). For those of us that do it without separate grant funding, it is a bit more 

risky, restricted, unpredictable. Being less able to feel the illusion of objectivity, to 

‘distance’ ourselves from the shared grounds, combines with challenges of a personal 
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nature; insecurities, fears that leads to questioning what are we doing here/there, deluded 

by petit bourgeois pretensions of scholarly endeavors when we can’t afford it.  

I navigated the specific socio-spatial relations that intercept us and the relational 

categories that I perform (Dominican, woman, single woman in an ocean of families, an 

ex-New Yorker without a ‘real’ job there) as another immigrant brown body in the 

subway melting pots.  More than a gesture of reflexivity, these issues need to be declared 

since they condition my academic narratives (the way I textualize) and the way I digest 

these experiences as I re-present others.  

SETTING-UP MEETINGS  AND "RICH POINTS" 
‘Rich points’, as a productive liminal moment of impasse, is one of the concepts 

that I internalized most vividly of my academic ethnographic training.  As noted, my first 

realization (or rich points) came immediately, as I noticed how fast things change in 

NYC; the cooking of Dominican foods that seemed so ubiquitous in my last trip the 

previous year was not as visible now. The second rich point came with the difficulties in 

arranging meetings with participants in the project. As I have noted elsewhere, the days 

when ethnographers could descend on towns and villages and "go with the flow" deeply 

and sleepily "hanging out" with locals, are over, or perhaps it was always a colonial myth 

of rich merchants and travelers? In NYC I had to make appointments with the 

participants, to be attentive to their work constraints, their appointments with institutions, 

family situations, and to their needs for privacy to conduct their lives without witness.  

Even when it was possible to hang-out for a full day, a focus on the gathering of 

data was sometimes useless, unless I insisted on maps, or questionnaires, etc. So much 

goes on that can’t be recorded and shared as it flows.  I called in advance to set a time 

and place for meetings, usually at someone’s apartment. I also offered to accompany 

them to job sites and to run errands, an offer that was not always accepted. In the case of 

Luis (one of the partcipants), we met on the streets in Washington Heights, talking as we 

walked to his job, and then on his lunch breaks, to his favorite restaurant. In such 

situations the personal interactions take precedence; one does not know when to enter 

research mode and start recording since the personal interactions and the ‘data gathering’ 
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mingled freely. There were also so many food stories, expressions and preparations 

flowing constantly...How to choose?  

A third, and quite beautiful rich point came through contrasting reactions from 

two of my collaborators. On days when I had obstacles to meet with participants my 

emotional landscapes became visible not only to my sisters but especially to Elsa. One 

day, as tears rolled into the cafecito she served me as I finished telling her I didn’t know 

what I was doing (or if the project made sense), about my sadness for my sisters situation, 

about the difficulties in keeping shelter with Josha (since her husband didn’t want me to 

have keys to the building) she told me: “ah, pero yo creia que tu era una guerrillera  que 

no se dá por bencida tan fácil...ese trabajo lo hacemo, no te preocupe” [I thought you 

were a guerilla fighter that does not give-up so easily, don’t worry we will finish this 

work]. This event shook me out of my self-pity; a rich point coming fast and direct. I was 

in awe of Elsa’s strength and generosity, supporting me even when she had more pressing 

survival needs...from that day on she became the official madrina (godmother) of the 

project.   

In contrast, for few months Luis was suspicious of why I needed to know in such 

details about food practices and meanings, about senses of home, etc. He asked directly 

one day: “Cuál e’ la importancia de ete etudio?” [what is the importance of this study?].  

I was aware that as a labor organizer in DR he was framed many times by informants to 

the company’s managers, some of these posing as sociologists. Even though he knew me, 

a remnant of such fears is understandable. This doubtful posture is characteristic of Luis, 

as I have known him for decades, and it is something I learned to appreciate, but in the 

shaky emotional state I was experiencing, it made constant ripples. I explained to him at 

different points the best I could, why I felt a project like this was needed, but I myself 

was not very convinced of my explanations, this document is still trying to answer his 

question.   

There is a wonderful simultaneous resistance and flirting with representation that 

makes Dominican communities fascinating and delicate to work with. My collaborators 

spoke their minds, and would express their suspicions to anyone asking too many 

questions. None of the participants seemed shy about the media equipment (maybe Fifa 
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was more concerned, but she was not disturbed enough to stop her activities), yet I know 

they were all aware of it and choose what to share or comment on. When they knew I was 

recording voice only (not food preparations), they pointed out which parts to leave out–

no ponga eso, pero te bua a decí- (don’t include this, but I will tell you) and kept talking. 

This happened particularly when they mentioned their husbands, partners, or other people 

by name, this is, when chismeando, mormureo (gossiping).  

All the collaborators were kind and attentive to me, to their families (even when 

they upset them) and to guests. They became my teachers in one way or the other, and 

thanks to them many more rich points will keep resonating in my ethnographic practice 

and in my life for many years.  

 

OVERVIEW OF FIELDWORK ENCOUNTERS  

 
Fig.2.2: Views of Elsa’s  kitchen, entrance area-center-, Highbridge, Bronx (Photos by author) 

 

            Elsa is a first generation immigrant woman in her mid-fifties, she migrated to 

NYC in 1988 from El Ejido (Pueblo Nuevo) in Santiago, DR. She lives in the Bronx, 

close to 161 St by Yankee Stadium. This neighborhood has a mixture of Puerto Rican, 

African-American and Dominican ambiance. The household has an assortment of 

permanent residents and transients. It consists of Elsa and her husband, their grown-up 

children (daughter and son in their early 20s) also Elsa’s older son in his 30s (who was 

rarely around, always working) and his friend that stays over during the week. Elsa 

daughter has dropped out of school, and stays on and off at Elsa’s apartment. The 

younger son still attending school to get his GED. Elsa’s father has passed away; her 

mother and three sisters live in Santiago, DR. 
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As I knock at her door, I hear the voices of the children (clients of the day care 

center that she runs in her home), some screaming, and smell the coffee and the boiling 

plantains for the mangú. Elsa opened the door saludando (greeting) and smiling, usually 

telling me what she was cooking, and trying to walk towards the kitchen with two kids,  

pulling at her legs. After greeting all the little ones I sit at a corner of the kitchen (by a 

table) with a nice view of kitchen activities. I hung out at Elsa’s apartment minimum 3 

times a week, (announcing myself the night before by phone) arriving early to catch 

breakfast and leaving a while after dinner.  

The day starts early in this household; Elsa goes to the kitchen and prepares 

breakfast before the seven children she cares for arrive, at different times of the morning 

as their parents drop them off. Elsa shuffles between the kitchen and the living room to 

feed and care for the kids. The constant transit of cocina-sala continues until the children 

leave around 6 pm, sometimes later. Sprinkling the official institutionally prescribed 

balanced diet of the ‘three food groups’ she serves them mangú, her chicken soup, rice & 

beans, etc. From food, water, juice, to bottled formulas, from cleaning to retrieval of 

dishes, from complaints among the children, to crying for a hug; in this multitasking flow 

I don’t see her take breaks even for the bathroom.  Rarely does she sit, and she does not 

eat until all are served, including me (after a while I was grateful when she asked me to 

serve myself).   

I would spend the day interacting and conversing, with occasional breaks to help 

out, either washing dishes (which she finally let me do after few months) or checking on 

the seven children (watching TV, sleeping, playing or fighting sometimes)  in the other 

room while she attended to the stove.  Our conversations would go on --above the noises 

inside and the street sounds coming through the open kitchen window-- throughout my 

visit. I was attentive and a full participant, turning off the equipment if sensitive material 

was shared or making notes as to which part needed to be kept private. Elsa is a great 

storyteller; her ways of speaking are full of wit, gestures and her expressive tonalities. 

Elsa cooks fast, but carefully, always telling stories of how she supported herself, of 

difficult times in DR and of her family still there, and also of difficult family relations 

and life in NYC.  She asks about me and my family, and occasionally about the project.   
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Elsa’s kitchen is spacious for a 2 bedroom apartment; it is a place of gathering 

and constant transit between by the children and herself, and where visitors are received. 

It is nicely painted and spacious considering NYC apt layouts. This window brings light 

into the area, also one can see into the streets, through it street noises and voices--

sometimes full conversations- in Spanish and/or English come from downstairs, also 

music from nearby apartments. Elsa complains that she can also smell marihuana, which 

worries her for her job as a child attendant.   

            Close to the kitchen there is also a small receiving room, beautifully decorated (as 

is the rest of the apartment), with paintings and photographs of Narso, her marido (they 

are not married). Elsa does not seem to place a lot of emphasis in the decorating the rest 

of the apartment, the kitchen is her space where she had to carve out small niches here 

and there for herself, despite the spreading force of her husband's display of his artworks 

(even in their bedroom). Elsa seems to enjoy his artworks, and has a say at least in the use 

of the space around the apartment, placing curtains and cushions here and there, or 

moving a painting when she needs room for the children.  Elsa loves flowers, but does 

not keep houseplants. People who know her, including me, would often bring her cut 

flowers that she lovingly placed in nice vases.  

Narso works three or four days a week as porter at an apartment building 

somewhere far from their neighborhood. The days he is off he helps Elsa by playing with 

the children, distracting them, and sometimes taking them for a walk at a near park (very 

few trees, an image of urban decay) to a or to the stores when he goes shopping for 

avocados and Dominican beers. Occasionally if Elsa needs to go for a quick outing he 

takes care of them while she is away. He does not cook, or feed the children, when they 

get out of hand he gives them soda or candy, which Elsa disapprovingly tolerates.  

Maintenance of the household seems to be the exclusive responsibility of Elsa, including 

cooking, cleaning, buying supplies for all needs, including nutrition, health and hygiene, 

purchasing supplies for the child care job, and keeping the house up to code standards for 

the childcare agency’s periodic inspection. She serves and cares for all family members 

with differing degrees of agreement or enthusiasm, yet caring for them consistently, even 

if they have upset her.  
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The kitchen is the area of the house where she spends most of her day, where she 

and her husband eat, and where the most intimate visitors seat at the small table to eat, 

drink coffee and chat.  Elsa has a particular way of moving around the kitchen while 

preparing and seasoning her foods. She becomes very talkative while in the earlier stages 

of chopping, peeling, washing. As the dishes progress she concentrates more and 

becomes pensive, in this stage her memory seems to stir to the flavors, and she blurts to 

me a particular saying or food metaphor. She takes a bit of the food she is cooking in a 

spoon, tastes it, walks around, as if asking herself what it needs, walks to the sala, then 

comes back and adds a bit of salt, or oregano, or vinegar.  When the food is done she 

starts serving everyone. She is the last to eat sometimes, since she does not like eating 

with interruptions. As is polite for Dominican food manners, I praise her cooking, and 

make appropriate sounds, and I mean it; her foods taste delicious to me. When we are 

close to finishing our mid-day meal (comida) Elsa is already preparing the coffee.  

Elsa’s network of survival extend to DR, mostly through the support she gives to 

her family, but also when she goes to DR her social world seems to include many people, 

in different neighborhoods and provinces. In NYC she seems to share time more 

frequently with a man friend (they knew each other from their same barrio in Santiago) 

and with Fifa, occasionally she visits Bienve, but it does not seem a very close 

friendship.The aroma of the coffee fills the kitchen. Despite my full belly, and under the 

negative influence of MSG and sugar,13 I stand up to keep documenting this interaction, 

but Elsa shouts to me “mi mamá decía que si uno no se sienta a bebé café se le barajan 

lo plane...” [my mother used to say not to drink your coffee standing, your plans will fail 

if you do].    

 

                                                 
13 For an extended discussion of my fieldwork ordeal with these additives, see the upcoming 
paper, MSG and Sugar: Dilemmas and Tribulations of a ‘Native’ Ethnographer. 
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Fig.2.3:Views of Bienve, cooking at her job, and her apt., Inwood, Manhattan (Photos by author). 

 

Bienve is a first generation immigrant woman in her mid-fifties, she migrated to 

NYC in 1996 from Pueblo Nuevo in Santiago, DR. She is a grandmother of three. Her 

parents have passed away. She lives on 204 St. in Inwood, Upper Manhattan, farther 

north of Washington Heights, but still with a large Dominican population.  She works six 

days a week as  a cook for Norberto Deli in downtown Manhattan. A Dominican owned 

grocery store that serves a Dominican food buffet to go, they also prepare continental 

breakfasts, sandwiches, and they have grocery store products and drinks. Bienve is rarely 

at home, but she seems to make at least one Dominican meal a day at her apartment.  She 

usually brings left-over food she has cooked from the Deli. Bienve has four older sons, 

all in DR.  

I visited Bienve three times at her work-place, but had to stop documenting there 

because her boss did not trust that I was doing research for an academic study and was 

suspicious of my recording at his business.  I got most of my footage of her food 

preparations at her job, and due to her lack of time I rarely documented at her domestic 

space. In a way I got from her a fragmentary oral history, but she told her story so clearly, 

fast and at length when we met that it was enough to trace her foodmaps. I was amazed at 

the amount of work she could do at the Deli’s small kitchen.  

 Documenting Bienve’s kitchen work at the Deli was intense; the heat, all the 

burners going, all the heavy lifting, chopping of ingredients and constant washing of her 

kitchen implements, sound of a talk-radio program (by a Cuban ‘doctor’, with all sorts of 

comments on current ‘Latino’ affairs), other employees coming in and out of the tiny 

kitchen to take away the ready foods...and Bienve’s voice telling of her cooking career, 
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her life in DR, how tough is to survive in NYC, all while working non-stop from 6 am to 

have dishes ready by 11 a.m. I was exhausted just from watching, as Elsa had told me I 

would be.   

I visited Bienve at home sporadically because of her job schedule and because she 

had a lot of family issues to solve, including the illness of her partner. She rents half of 

her living room to a Dominican man, when her partner stays for long months at the 

hospital, to help with her income. This tenant sales very fine shirts in a corner of the 

neighborhood, he gives Bienve and Elsa discounted prices. He goes to the apartment to 

sleep at night, though I only saw him there once.  Bienve lives with her Mexican partner, 

they seem to get along well very well, and she puts great care into feeding him. 

Dominican foods he learned to like and these are now his main staples. She speaks of him 

with love and respect, of how hard he worked before he got sick, and of the cruelty with 

which he is treated at the hospital for being undocumented.  I did not have much chance 

to see them interacting nor had I the chance to speak with him, except for once (when 

they came to the exhibition opening); he was in the hospital being treated for kidney 

failure, or recuperating at home during most of my fieldwork .  

Bienve puts great decorative care in her home, especially in her kitchen, where 

her altar resides, and she has house-plants. I have the impression that Bienve feels more 

autonomous in NYC (like all the other women expressed sometimes implicitly), even 

though it is a hard life. Bienve’s kitchen is a small narrow hall in her one room 

apartment, but it is lavishly decorated with Dominican and Mexican motifs. This is also 

where her syncretic altar is located, by the window (which remains closed).   

Bienve starts making her cafecito (coffee) as soon as visitors arrive, which she 

serves -unlike the other cooks- in a demitasse cup with its own plate (maybe only to 

visitors?).  She speaks often about her son bladimir with great love and admiration.  

Sickly since he was born, he has managed to finish his studies and is a teacher in DR. He 

got an operation in NYC that replaced his spine with an aluminum metal one, and he still 

needs medical care periodically, which she works hard to pay for.  

Bienve’s networks of survival are translocal, resting more on the DR side, 

especially her son who seem to inspire her to continue struggling. In NYC her partner, 
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Elsa, and some few friends are, at least in term of socialization, an emotional support 

system. Bienve smiles with a surprising briefness, and then laughs loudly, and just as is 

quickly is back to her semi-tragic face. She cooks and talks, with a certain gravity about 

her, but sometimes bursts out laughing. She asks everyone present how they wish to be 

served, placing the plates and utensils on the table very neatly and carefully. Then she 

says buen provecho (bon appetite). 

   

 
 Fig. 2.4: Views of Fifa in her kitchen, Washington Heights, Manhattan (Photos by author) 

 

           Fifa is a first generation immigrant woman in her late fifties, she migrated to NYC 

1n 1993 from Pueblo Nuevo (same area as Bienve and Elsa) in Santiago, DR. She lives 

on 179 St in Washington Heights between Broadway and Bennet (she calls it el alto 

manjatan) a Dominican area called sometimes Plátano City or Mangú City. Her 

neighborhood is a mixture of Jewish (Eastern European) and Dominican mixed use 

commercial and apartment buildings. It is very close to Broadway, Amsterdam and Saint 

Nicolas avenues, the visual core of Dominican landscapes of stores, restaurants, and side 

walk streets vendors, so similar to la Duarte main shopping street in Santo Domingo. Fifa 

has one son around age thirteen and twin daughters in their twenties, they all live in DR. 

Her parents have passed away.  

The bedroom in the apartment where she lives is a place to crash at night, she 

says, to rest – reluctantly-when she is just too tired to continue working in the kitchen. 

She lives with the family of her step-daughter who is married with two children. To the 

household she contributes a portion of the rent and cooked foods that she brings from her 

job. She does some housework, but especially, she maintains the kitchen in working 
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order. Fifa’s main staples are usually whatever she is preparing for her job as a cook 

seven days a week from 7 am to 8 or so at night (earning a very low salary) for a 

Dominican fast-food mobile van stationed at 183 St. in Washington Heights.  

Fifa does all the preparations in a basement near where the van is stationed, and 

the owner only needs to prepare the sandwiches as they are requested. Sodas are sold as 

drinks. I was very grateful (and felt slightly guilty since I knew how hard she worked and 

how little time she had) when Fifa invited me to visit at least one night a week (I usually 

went to the Bronx to pick up Elsa and we went together) after she got home from work, 

and offered to prepare some of the foods that she makes. She cooked at home to show me 

what she prepares, a cake, some chimichurri, kipes and a beautiful mangú. Initially she 

thought I was interested in how to prepare Dominican foods, she was very precise about 

measuring, and pointing out the steps. Later, I realized that these details may be her way 

of explaining, of telling me about the way she feels about her cooking.  

Fifa is shy, quiet, does not talk unless me or someone present asks her something. 

She comes from a family descendant from English speaking West-Indian who arrived as 

migrant workers to DR in the early 20th century. She speaks with fondness of her father 

who she says was inglé (English), how once he moved to DR he never spoke English 

again, nor taught his children to speak it. Fifa and Elsa consider their fathers were good 

men, hombre de su casa, a rare case among the participants and many other Dominican 

families.   

I was very intrigued and moved by Fifa’s history, yet due to her work schedule if 

was difficult to get to know her and share more time. I have very few narratives from her 

and only a very fragmented oral history. I saw Elsa reprimand Fifa many times for 

allowing people to take advantage of her; “tu te deja cogé de pendeja, dile a ese jefe tuyo 

que me trate a mi asi, pa’que vea" [you let your boss take advantage of you, he wouldn’t 

dare treat me like that]. Fifa got married twice to legalize her immigration status, and 

both times the men took her money and disappeared; she is still struggling to get her 

papers after more than ten years. Fifa has a quiet sense of humor and great generosity in 

relating to others. As one arrives to her place she is already making coffee to greet the 

person, even at night.   
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Fifa’s networks of survival are not too clear to me; it seems that Elsa is the closest 

friend to her. Her family seem to rely on her support but do not seem to give much back, 

even emotionally. In spite of the labor exploitation, her boss (who is a 2nd cousin) seem to 

be not a support but as someone she must be in constant contact with. Fifa’s house-mates 

may be also part of a support system, but I could not spend enough time at the apartment 

to understand how. 

 

 
Fig.2.5: Views of Flor in her younger daughter’s kitchen, Morrisania, Bronx (Photos by author). 

              

Flor is a first generation immigrant woman just turned fifty.  Born in the Santiago 

province of the Dominican Republic, she migrated from Los Mina, Santo Domingoin 

1979 first to Puerto Rico, then to New Jersey and in 1844 to NYC. She has two daughters 

in their 20’s, one boy of seventeen and a younger son of 9. She is a grandmother of four. 

Her parents have passed away. Almost all her immediate family has migrated to the USA, 

where they live in Miami, Puerto Rico and Texas. Flor lived in two areas of the Bronx 

during my fieldwork (both neighborhoods have Dominican grocery stores and 

restaurants) first on Intervale Ave. and then moved to a shelter around 189 St., where no 

visitors were allowed and she had to check in at a guarded gate by 9 pm.   

Our interactions during fieldwork occurred at one of her daughters' apartments in 

the Bronx where she was staying for few months, her oldest son and her younger son 

lived there also.  She suffers from diabetes, high blood pressure and (through social 

workers insistence on medical consultation) she has been diagnosed in the past with 

clinical depression (which she does not admit, nor is she in treatment for it).  She was in 

charge of the household maintenance, from food to hygiene, doing all the domestic labor 
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from cooking to cleaning, washing clothes for everyone in this household, and baby 

sitting for her grandsons.  Her oldest daughter lives in New Jersey with her marido 

(partner) and three children.  

It is hard to tell about her kitchen space since for the whole fieldwork she was 

struggling with shelter issues, so the kitchen was not technically hers, except for all the 

work, that is. At her daughter's apartment she hung-out mostly around the kitchen and her 

bedroom, where most of our intimate talks took place, away from the children. Our 

conversations were interrupted constantly, as we laughed and changed subjects 

accordingly. She cooks at least three times a week, and seems to enjoy every step, putting 

great care into cooking her beans. It was amazing to me that in the midst of her situation, 

in her depressed state, she managed to dedicate herself to cooking her Dominican foods, 

and to laugh and share her memories when I documented her food preparations, 

accompanied her to doctor’s appointments, to the outrageously frequent appointments at 

welfare offices, and sometimes to visit her sister Josha in Brooklyn.   

Most of the food preparation documentations and most of the primary sources I 

gathered were collected in a period of four months while she was living with one of her 

daughters (in the Bronx) before moving to a shelter (with her younger son) where no one 

is allowed to visit (it is a sort of safe-housed for women with children).  After moving, 

she used to go on weekends sometimes to her daughter’s apartment to cook for her, or 

just to visit, and we met there, (her oldest daughter came once from New Jersey to visit 

and the oldest son was living at this apartment also) which was very productive since I 

could see the interactions with all of her children in the kitchen.  

Flor’s local networks of survival link her to her two daughters, her oldest and 

youngest son, and to a Puerto Rican friend. Even though her sister Josha lives in 

Brooklyn, they rarely visit each other, speaking on the phone only sporadically. Flor has 

translocal contact mostly with her sister living in Puerto Rico (who sends her food and 

money a few times a year) and by phone with her other sisters living in the US. She is not 

in contact with the father of her four older children, and only occasionally communicates 

with the father of the youngest one. Flor’s life since migrating (first from Los Mina, 

Santo Domingo to PR in 1979, then to New Jersey in 1984, and to NYC a few years later) 
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has been a rough journey with constant struggles for housing and income to feed herself 

and her four children, and in fear for her physical integrity in abusive relationships.  She 

has been in the welfare system since her residence in NJ. In spite of all the displacement 

and housing insecurity (or maybe because of it?) Flor can get very absorbed and visibly 

happy when she cooks (at least when she cooks with witness).  

Flor’s network of survival are reduced, her two grown-up daughters help if there 

is an emergency, however they have their own delicate domestic issues and sometimes 

disappear for months. Flor’s sister in Puerto Rico and the one in Texas seem ironically 

closer than her sister Josha who lives in the same city. Flor has one Puerto Rican friend 

who in a sense has been a constant presence and support for almost 20 years, yet they live 

so far into different boroughs that they can only visit occasionally. They speak by phone 

very frequently. Being in a similar situation to Fifa but for different reasons, I appreciated 

so much the time and dedication that Flor gave to her collaboration in this project.   

 

 
Fig. 2.6: Views of Josha’s kitchen in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn (Photos by author) 

 

            Josha is a first generation immigrant woman in her mid-fifties, she came  to NYC 

in 1984 from Herrera, an area of Santo Domingo, DR. Josha has five grown up children, 

three boys and two daughters, she is a grandmother of four. Her parents have passed 

away, and she has –like her sister Flor- no immediate family left in DR. She lives in 

Brooklyn (Clinton Hill) a ‘nice’ college area close to Pratt Institute, after many years of 

her family of seven living in a one bedroom apartment. Josha lives now in a three 

bedroom apartment with her husband, and their youngest grown-up son, but at various 
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times of the year one or another of the other four children (with their own children) camp 

there for varied reasons.  

The family can afford to live in such neighborhood thanks to her husband’s job as 

a superintendent (super) of their building where Josha works also, as a porter (cleans and 

maintains the premises but no repair work), which allows them to occupy an apartment 

with rent included.  It is not as good a deal as it seems since they are on call practically at 

all times, whenever something goes wrong, and as is the case with all supers in NYC he 

is slightly (sometimes strongly) despised by tenants. Nene (Josha’s husband) does not 

speak English, so in order to get the job Josha and their five children had initially to serve 

as translators.  

Josha’s kitchen in Brooklyn is not very spacious, it is long and narrow, but with 

enough room to maneuvre. It has plenty of light and is nicely decorated. She is very 

efficient in her cooking, all burners are going in no time, and she is very proud of this 

efficiency. She takes her time cooking though, and many stories emerge as she prepares 

the meals. When she wanted to talk in confidence, we would go to the kitchen, or if she 

was working at the basement I helped her recycling, taking out the garbage, cleaning the 

halls, etc., as she kept telling stories. While eating at the apartment sometimes we sat and 

talked in the comedor (eating table in the living room), but most times when Nene was 

not around we ate by the sofa as we watched her novelas (soap operas) on TV and during 

commercials she continued sharing stories.   

Josha cooks Dominican foods, but not everyday, except when her children or 

grandchildren stay there or visit.  My presence, as a delighted audience for her cooking 

art, and this project had an obvious effect on how she started cooking everyday 

throughout the year. Also while I was there we would work together hauling the garbage 

from the basement, which sped up the task so she could spend more time in the kitchen. 

Both Josha and Nene tell stories of DR during the cooking process, and many other times 

throughout the day. When both of them were in the kitchen they went into an intense 

performance alternatively ‘fighting’ with words, laughing about stories they chose to tell, 

or asking me who had la razón (who had the most reasonable argument) all the while 
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gesturing, cooking, and cleaning. Nene would at times gesture with pointed lips to me 

saying something to Josha para darle cuerda (literally to wind her -to tease her].   

Both Josha and her husband cook, but he seems to do it in emergency mode, when 

he realizes she won’t be cooking for the day.  Nene has been cooking (mostly meats with 

either plantains or roots, and a salad) since Josha taught him a few years ago, first to cook 

spaghetti, then to boil roots and plantains and finally to season meats.  She said he cooks 

well except for the excessive salt, which I can confirm. I think Nene got more interested 

in cooking with me around, to show me his expertise besides giving instructions to his 

wife when she was cooking. When cooking he shares mixed stories from DR and NYC as 

he gives instructions for the right preparation of Dominican foods.  He has a wealth of 

memories of food production in his DR region on Moca.  According to him, his father 

had land, a farm and workers, so he grew up with an abundance of food, living in a lush 

tropical region, a childhood so different from that of Josha. He is a difficult person in 

character, yet a wonderful story teller if he finds a good listener. When cooking or when 

doing anything (even fixing pipes), he can talk seemingly forever, without respite.  

Sometimes in order to avoid the competition for listeners, Josha and I used to hide 

in the basement or we went to El Cofre restaurant in the neighborhood. At this 

Dominican restaurant we ate avena (oatmeal) and mangú for breakfast, or only a cup of 

café. It became one of the hang-outs for Josha and I, to have conversations and coffee, 

and to discuss sensitive matters away from her apartment. On busy days she did not make 

coffee in her kitchen. Instead we would go around 7 am to the café next door to the 

building (a typical NYC Greek dinner with Mexican immigrant employees). As she 

planned her day we would keep up our conversations. At the insistence of their children 

wishing to treat them to something new, Josha and Nene have ventured into the ‘exotic’, 

Thai, African, Italian restaurants on De Kalb Ave, they are not too fond of these 

adventures, preferring one Chinese restaurant on Myrtle Ave. for special outings.   

Josha’s networks of survival include diverse friends and acquaintances in her 

building and in two nearby buildings, based on common experiences as mothers, or co-

workers (some are Dominican, one is Guatemalan, and another is a white woman from 

South Africa).  Her children are the strongest links in her network of survival, and good 
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friends to her, especially her older son. She is a caring grandmother, but does not wish to 

care for the grandchildren on a regular basis, as she says ya terminé de criar (I already 

finished raising children). Josha’s networks of survival are almost exclusively local and 

domestic, her children and only for emergencies her husband. She has two Latin 

American women friends that worked with her at clothing factories when she first arrived 

in NYC, but have since grow distant and only visit rarely. She does have however a good 

network of acquaintances around her neighborhood.  

As with the other participants in this study, it was a pleasure to hear her 

storytelling, full of humor, proverbs, and heart breaking episodes that she would make 

lighter by her wit. Josha (like Elsa) was one of the collaborators I spent the most time 

with. Also like Elsa, she was not only a reliable person to work with but she also became 

a support system that inspired me to continue fieldwork with enthusiasm in spite of other 

obstacles. 

 

 
Fig. 2.7: Views of Luis’ kitchen, walking outdoors, West Harlem, Manhattan (Photos by author) 

 

          Luis is a first generation immigrant man in his mid-sixties, he migrated to NYC in 

1980 from San Pedro de Macoris, DR. He is divorced, father of five grown children; 

three boys and two daughters. Two are in DR, two in NYC and one in Spain. He is a 

grandfather of three. Luis rents a room in an apartment of a Dominican woman, on 141 St 

in Manhattan, close to Broadway. Another Dominican man rents a room there too. I 

never got to meet the woman that owns the apartment lease since she was never around. 

He lives at the heart of Plátano city, a Dominican neighborhood all around, even though 

it is officially considered part of Harlem. In the few blocks - between 141st  and 160th St- 
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around his building there are at least fifteen different Dominican restaurants, as well as 

other stores such as beauty salons, shipping companies, and clothing stores.   

Luis earns a living six days a week not too far from his apartment doing 

maintenance and repairs in three buildings of housing projects, renovated to house 

indigent families and battered women. If the job is too big he hires an improvised crew of 

two other Dominican men and sometimes his own son who lives in the Bronx.  He has a 

flexible schedule according to the repair jobs he is given as a contractor. Luis is also a 

painter and poet, and is an excellent photographer, but his interest in this medium has 

shifted as he gets older. He works on his creative projects in his spare time, painting in 

his kitchen, and writing in his small notebook (or on napkins) whenever his muse 

beckons.  

Luis eats everyday at the same small, one room restaurant Mi Nagua, a few blocks 

from his apartment. The Dominican staples are present in his life not through cooking but 

through daily consumption, mediated by the public sphere, yet he has developed an 

intimacy at this restaurant and seems to get along very well with the two women owners 

and three other the women employees of the restaurant. He says when he is broke they 

give him fiao (credit). Luis kitchen is a space indexed by his coffee maker, which 

accomplishes the only food preparation he does at the apartment. Luis does not spend 

much time in the apartment or in his room; when he is home he is in the kitchen; sipping 

his coffee and working on his paintings in the winter, and he goes to the building’s roof 

to paint murals in the summer. 

Luis has connections with DR through immediate family (he sends a container 

with food, clothing and medicine to San Pedro at least twice a year) and through his art 

practice, which he shares in DR with galleries and with other Dominican visual artists 

and writers. He is also engaged in New York with the local Dominican and Latin 

American art, literature, music scenes; not the official ‘Latino’ one in English, but rather 

parallel Spanish speaking events that happen among certain reduced groups. He gives and 

attends poetry readings often at a Dominican bookstore in 207 St. at least once a month.  

Sometimes his painting are shown at small local galleries. Luis networks of survival are 

very reduced, his son in the Bronx, one sister in DR, and very few friends in NYC. 
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Fig.2.8: Views of Rafa’s kitchen and driving, Soundview, Bronx (Photos by the author) 

 

          Rafa is a first generation immigrant man in his late forties, he migrated to NYC in 

1990 from the area of Villa Mella in Santo Domingo, DR. He lives in the Morrison 

Sound view area in the Bronx, in a mixed housing project that seems to be occupied 

mostly by African-Americans and other non-Spanish speaking tenants. The few 

Dominicans there (maybe five to ten) all know each other, but are not necessarily close 

friends. This is not a Dominican neighborhood, but he has a van so he can go to other 

areas of the Bronx or to Washington Heights to get Dominican products. Rafa is married 

(unlike the other participants who have informal unions) to Maria (a Dominican woman 

from his area in DR) they have two children, a son of nineteen and a daughter of fifteen. 

His mother and part of his extended family lives in DR. He, and sometimes with the 

whole family, visits the country at least once a year.   

Like Josha, he earns his living as a porter four days a week, in an upper-middle 

class co-op, a tall narrow building in Chinatown. He got the job by word of mouth 

through the Dominican super of that building. He also does freelance photographic work 

for local Dominican organizations that can pay, sometimes he donates his work to other 

organizations. As domestic labor, Rafa is the main cook at this household since his wife 

works during the days at a women’s organization office in Manhattan. It seems that he 

and his wife have worked out a good arrangement dividing cooking and domestic tasks 

according to their job schedules, and the children have a calendar of tasks too. At times 

this household seemed to me to be almost too perfect... 

Rafa’s kitchen is clean and spacious for a small two bedroom apt. full of light, 

and with many inspirational decorations and artworks around. Rafa cooks tasty 
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Dominican foods, and he does so with a lot of obvious pleasure.  As a photographer, poet 

and visual artist he has an appreciation for the colors and textures of foods, and 

comments on them.  Even though he is not as expert at peeling and chopping ingredients 

as the women cooks, he manages to produce appropriate meals for his two children, ready 

for when they arrive home from school. Their kitchen exudes caring about what they eat 

and through the meaningful to them decorations showing what he calls their 

‘revolutionary Christian’ values.  

The Dominican "flavors" of their home and the emphasis on cooking Dominican 

foods seem to be a conscious cultural aspiration of the household with deliberate aims of 

maintaining certain aspects of Dominicanness, yet with an internationalist spirit. Rafa and 

his family have large community networks both in DR and NYC and are very aware of 

news and cultural and political events locally and globally.  

 

FIELD COMMUNITIES AND FIELD-SITES 
The seven individuals and their families arrived from different regions in the DR 

between the 1980-90’s, which was a time of great increase in the Dominican population 

in NYC (Hernandez & Torres-Saillant 1998). It is more complicated to delineate when a 

whole family arrived, since it happens as the usual expression goes en cadena (as a 

chain). No working-class family can afford to migrate in groups, as if on vacation; and 

besides one must take into account the long process of organizing the move, the money 

investments, the paperwork (regardless of whether they emigrated illegally or not) and 

the network arrangements for the care of children and elders when women are the first to 

migrate. Due to this uncertainty in dealing with immigration institutions -and/or 

intermediaries that facilitate movements- previous preparation is invested with ritual 

practices, such as offering promesas (religious promises to saints, offering a mass, or a 

protestant gathering called cultos, trabajos -santeria or spiritist work- or simple candles 

and prayers to propitiate good outcomes.  These types of rituals –that in my opinion have 

political significance- is common among Latin American and other post-colonial subjects 

in the Thrid World as they head to the former empire  metropolis. 
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Three of the participants migrated from urban neighborhoods of Villa Mella, 

Herrera and Los Mina in the capital, Santo Domingo, and four from semi-rural provinces 

of Santiago and San Pedro de Macoris in the central north and south central areas of DR.  

 

 
Fig.2.9: Map of DR showing towns from where particpants migrated, right, arrow in map shows 
route from Caribbean to NYC-maps not to scale-(Map composites by the author) 

 

Some arrived directly to their NYC boroughs where they still live such as the 

Bronx, Brooklyn or Manhattan, others have been moving around the City throughout the 

years as rents increase. Manhattan (uptown roughly from 125th St to 207 St, particularly 

along Broadway, Amsterdam and San Nicholas avenues) has become since the 1980’s the 

major Dominican concentration area, especially in terms of Dominican businesses, 

organizations and political representation. 

This area has been named (mostly by Dominicans and other Latinos) as Plátano 

City, Mangú City and/or Quisqueya Heights. Smaller Dominican residential areas still 

exist in Losaida (Lower East Side) in Manhattan, neighborhoods that have been 

progressively ‘inherited’ from previous marginalized immigrants since the 19th century, 

and more resently from Puerto Ricans. The Bronx has various areas of Dominican 

concentration (particularly around Fordham Road, Yanqui Stadium, White Plains, and 

Mushoolu Parkway) but the residents are more dispersed in mixed neighborhoods. Since 
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2000 this concentration has grown quite rapidly due to housing rent increases and city 

gentrification projects in lower and upper Manhattan.  

 

 
Fig.2.10: Map of NYC five boroughs (left) showing participants’s neighborhoods, (right) location 
of neighborhoods in relation to train routes. (Map composites by the author) 

 

 

In Brooklyn the major concentration areas are Williamsburg (los sures), 

Greenpoint, and to a minor degree Clinton Hill east of Myrtle Ave. Due also to city wide 

rent increases, the Reagan years' elimination of rent-controlled residential buildings and 

wide spread ‘revitalization’ projects in all Manhattan, areas of Brooklyn, Queens (and 

more recently even the Bronx) many Dominicans moved to ethnically diverse area of 

Saint George, Staten Island (a 20 minutes Ferry distance from lower Manhattan). Even 

though my fieldwork did not include this borough (nor Queens), I lived there for many 

years noticing in less than three years an increased visibility of Dominican food 

businesses (restaurants and grocery stores), a sure sign of a growing Dominican presence 

in the area.  
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The individual participants in this project are all first generation immigrants 

above 45 years of age. They maintain different relations to the City and federal 

institutions that, as will be discussed later, has an effect on their experiences of home, 

subjectivity and citizenship. There are separate yet intersecting networks among these 

households, and through each member of each household.  By means of a socio-cultural 

profile questionnaire I gathered the following information. Almost all participants 

classified themselves as “gente trabajadora, pobre o clase baja” (meaning roughly 

working-class or poor) yet almost all seem to be aware that in relation to DR they could 

now be considered ‘middle-class’, which for DR standards may be anyone that could 

hold a job for a least a year, can pay rent on time and eat regularly. All the cooks 

considered themselves 'heads of household', in terms of maintenance and administration 

of the home, even in the cases where their partners contributed to the household income. 

In terms of income levels household income (combined from all contributing sources) 

does not exceed $30, 000 a year, and goes as low as $7,000. On average, the cooks said 

they spend aproximately $350-400 a months for food supplies. 

All the women and men responded they were heterosexual. In term of race, they 

kept using the ethnic label of Hispanic to define themselves, when I asked about color 

they used DR categories such as indio claro and indio ocuro (light or dark Indian). In 

terms of citizenship all defined themselves as Dominicans, even the ones that are US 

citizens. These categories will be discussed and questioned in Chapter V, in light of the 

data gathered from oral history narratives and contextual analysis of behavior. The 

reported educational level may or may not correspond to US educational classification or 

levels. With the exception of Rafa (who reported having earned the equivalent of an 

associate degree in DR), non of the participants have attended college, and most have an 

8th grade (by DR standards) instructional level. In terms of language proficiency, except 

for Josha, Rafa and Luis who claimed they could ‘defend themselves’ in English (me 

defiendo-a very telling expression in itself), the other participants have given up in their 

attempts to speak the language. Ye they all have incorporated anglicized words in their 

vocabulary, substituting for numerous Spanish terms [for example, ‘gabissh’ (garbage), 
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‘lunche’ (lunch), bildin (building) among others] some of which are common among 

other Latino immigrants.  

 

Context of Arrival in NYC  

The first challenge faced by Dominican working-class immigrants in NYC is to 

find shelter. Being part of a cadena (chain of migration) offers the provisional solution of 

"crashing" on a kin or fictive-kin household located any where in the City, what is 

referred to as arrimao. Some Dominican households become what are usually referred to 

as embajadas (embassies) that receive immigrants they already knew in DR (or even 

friends of friends) and shelter and feed them until they can fend for themselves. These 

contacts usually determine in which neighborhood an individual will start their struggle 

for jobs and their own shelter.  

         To arrive at a neighborhood with a large Dominican enclave helps tremendously in 

the integration process into the new place. New immigrants find not only an emotional 

comfort zone but also a network of potential help in case of emergency, as in the case of 

grocery store credit (fiao), which is still practiced (but in less measure than in DR). 

Sometimes these businesses are the same places where people may find their first 

informal economy jobs, without need for papers or speaking English. Informal economies 

and networks of support created especially among women exist not only among 

Dominicans, but include pan-ethnic networks in the neighborhoods and through job 

contacts, a more general trend among ‘Latino’ women, as Danta & Ricourt (2003) found 

in their study of Queens. These ‘communities of practice’ are formed by chance 

encounters as women go about their lives in the City, and such encounters occur many 

times in food businesses and schools while waiting for their children.  

Many social, cultural and religious Dominican community-based organizations 

are part of the support systems, some of them (mostly in Washington Heights) having 

been created by the first waves of Dominican migration in the 1960-80’s. Many of these 

organizations disappeared during the closing of Dominican clubs by City authorities 

during the early 1990’s, but some still exist and give support to new immigrants. A few 

of such initially grass-roots organizations (such as Alianza Dominicana) have become 
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‘official’, properly incorporated and receiving funds from the City’s budget. There is 

however a general perception among the most disenfranchised residents in Washington 

Heights that leaders of these organizations (including Dominican and/or Latino City 

council representatives) are trepadores (climbers), indifferent to their needs, taking 

advantage of those they say they represent in order to make money and gain status14.  

Although alliances through religious organizations are pointed out in some studies 

as the most frequent sites of support and socialization for many Dominican women, 

among the networks I encountered this was not the case. With the exception of Santeria 

religious practices (sustained mostly as a private affair with occasional one-to-one 

consultations) and one revolutionary Christian family, I found that most network 

formations were quite secular. Even though some individuals said they were ‘believers’, 

only Rafa and his family attended their Catholic mass on Sundays, and to my knowledge, 

none of the other participants went to church during my fieldwork.   

One form of mixed informal economy-network and shelter option is the renting of 

rooms in Dominican households.  Even small apartments of one room are divided -as are 

living-rooms sometimes- to rent out a portion (as for example Bienve did while her 

partner was in the hospital). These arrangements provide a source of needed income 

(what they call chiripas-making ends meet) and a temporary shelter for those in 

transition. These relationship become not only a source of income for the owner of the 

‘room’ (who many times feeds the ‘tenant’ as a courtesy), but by the time the person 

moves out they often have become part of each other survival networks.   

In spite of the benefits of migrating to a City with a large presence of Dominicans, 

immigrants frequently experience many challenges in finding shelter and secure sources 

of incomes even decades after their arrival. This economic uncertainty, a foreign 

                                                 
14 Another example of contested public spaces are the much advertised Dominican parades (there 
are at least three others in different City boroughs, in addition to the main parade in February in 
Washington Heights). These are perceived as problematic for different reasons. Some families 
find it is too much work to get there, or too crowded for small children.  Others find it in bad taste 
since all they have are Dominican women dancing, and lots of loud music. Still others find it too 
mainstream and not politically aware (sponsored by commercial brand names, with official City 
representatives attending, as well as those aspiring to a piece of the pie). All agree that the 
organizers are profiteering from such events.   
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linguistic universe and even environmental changes, create psychological stresses lasting 

for decades. For some, undocumented status and/or lack of funds are obstacles that create 

a sense of isolation and marginality, and sometimes interfere also with the maintenance 

of direct connections with their families remaining in DR. As Torres Saillant (2000) has 

pointed out the ‘free flow of transnational migrants’ applies only to a minority of 

Dominicans.  

Many are unable to maintain close relations with children, parents and other kin 

members, and are unable to be present at important family events such as funerals.  This 

is talked about with great pain and sadness. Such ruptures add to the longing and 

melancholy of the first few years especially for those that feel they were forced to 

migrate by the lack of economic wherewithal to ensure their survival, or because of 

family ties, or in the case of children because they could not decide for themselves. 

Sometimes melancholic states are made worse by depression associated with the weather, 

especially in winter. As a consequence of the uneven rate of displacement (when each 

member migrates) many families are fragmented (descuartizadas as some expressed) due 

to survival needs and a history of multiple migrations. Among the collaborators there are 

diverse and contrasting examples of the difficulties of raising children in NYC, due to the 

dangers of the urban areas where they must reside out of need (risking that “lo muchacho 

aqui se pierden” -the children here get lost- meaning they drop out of scholl and get 

tangled into illegal drug consumption) exemplifying the predicaments of first-generation 

immigrant parents.  

Another kind of rupture is experienced by immigrant mothers who have to leave 

their children in the care of family members, or sometimes neighbors or even strangers 

(for pay, which is sometimes a major source of support for that family).  Until they 

reunite as a family they are in constant worry, fearing that their children might not be fed 

properly, or otherwise mistreated. With some exceptions, mostly women are the ones 

willing to speak openly of these traumatic situations. To endure this state of displacement 

and separation (which some participants said can last decades), is considered a test of 

strength, but in the process many develop serious depression. Usually what balances such 

burdens is the satisfaction some parents feel for having improved their children's 
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opportunities for a better life, education, and maybe a good job. Having some predictable 

income and thus the resources to help their families, also helps some immigrants to feel 

they have progresado (progressed) and that the sacrifice has paid off. 

Even when the ‘nuclear’ members of a family might all be in the US, Dominican 

extended families are of necessity fragmented among different states. For most of the 

cooks with family members in DR, the latter's well-being becomes part of the former's 

daily preoccupations and they are in contact at least a few times a week by phone. For the 

men (Luis and Rafa) family matters are pressing also, but they don’t express as readily 

their worries. Except for Flor and Josha--who have lost all ties to DR, all the rest have 

direct connections to DR through immediate extended family and friends. These 

translocal relations enter into the organization also of daily time usage and concerns, 

including sending of remittances and frequent shipment of compras, (food supplies, 

clothing and medicines) to their families every few months.   

 One of the most challenging situations to overcome for all the participants and 

for many working-class immigrants that, for whatever reason, could not get an education 

beyond elementary school in their countries, is the language barrier. Some Dominican 

immigrants, like my own mother, die having learned to say only ‘no pico inglé’ (we 

could translate this maybe as –I don’t pick at English).  In less than a year, my mother 

moved from NYC to Miami where she did not feel as much pressure to learn English.  

Linked to job schedules and more urgent priorities, and perhaps also due to 

culture shock, a fear of even trying to learn the new language develops in some 

immigrants, unless they are forced by circumstances, or in some cases by an urge to 

repair the rupture of communication with their children who have already learned 

English. Some individuals struggle for decades navigating a 'second city' landscape 

created out of avoidance of English speaking areas. Some may try to learn after decades 

of residency. During my fieldwork, Josha’s husband, for example, started basic ESL 

lessons through his worker’s union. He told me –laughing- that finally he learned the 

difference between kitchen and chicken.  

For those that have US born children and grandchildren, a smattering of English 

words occurs here and there. For grandchildren and great-grandchildren, older first 
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generation immigrants are the last generation of Spanish speakers, since for the second 

generation, English is usually the primary language, Spanish being a ‘home’ language 

they use only to communicate with their parents.  

 

Places of home: Finding shelter in the urban jungle 

The seven participants in fieldwork migrated from urban and semi-rural marginal 

neighborhoods in DR, and because of this, they come from a history of struggle for 

places and spaces of home. They all migrated to NYC during the 1984-1996 years of 

drastic changes in the US, especially in relation to housing, overseas relocation of 

manufacturing, subtle dismantling of welfare, and the beginning of restrictive 

immigration reforms (Buff 2001). This period was marked by one of the largest 

Dominican migration flows to NYC (Hernandez & Torres-Saillant 2000), and it was in 

part due to such increase in numbers that prompted the consolidation of many Dominican 

grassroots organizations, as well as more participation in official politics for the purpose 

of achieving local representation. These were also times when Dominican visibility grew 

in the City, and many stereotypes circulated (such as drug dealing, drinking/dancing, loud 

music, etc). The increase in population and such public conflicts accelerated the 

displacement of many Dominican businesses from Washington Heights, the closing of 

dance and cultural clubs, and an intensification of cases of police brutality against young 

Dominican men.  

The temporal and spatial relations to NYC, from their present neighborhoods 

where their homes are mapped-in and mapped-out of the local landscapes, vary with each 

participant. In Clinton Hill and Washington Heights areas, including what is designated 

as West Harlem from 125-145 St., where Bienve, Fifa, and Luis live, rent was still 

affordable in the early 1990s. Now both of these areas are in a zone of gentrification, 

which spells future housing insecurity for these families. In Clinton Hill between 1990 

and 2007 rent has more than tripled (from an average of $500 for a studio to $2,500). In 

Washington Heights rent has also increased significantly, since 2000 with the added 

complication of Columbia University's proposed expansion, which will displace more 

Dominicans, African Americans, and other Latinos in the area. A flat compensation fee 
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of $40,000 dollars is being offered to those willing to move now. But there is also 

organized resistance from local community organizations to the mass evictions that will 

result from Columbia’s invocation of eminent domain for purposes of its expansion.  

 

 
Fig.2.11: Hermanas Mirabal Center campaign against residents’s displacement by Columbia  
University eminent domain claims in West Harlem.  

 

The Bronx where Elsa, Flor and Rafa live has been transformed at a slower pace 

than other areas of the City, but even in this historically marginal borough, rent increases 

and full renovation of buildings (with consequent evictions) are occurring. Elsa and her 

family have lived in their apartment around 161 St. for a decade or so paying at this point 

above 40% of their combined income in rent. Rafa through years of struggle and through 

his networking has managed to get a subsidized housing apartment in a city housing 

project, which affords his family a less stressful living without fear of eviction and with a 

lower rent compared to private buildings. As discussed in previous chapters, Flor has 

been struggling for housing for many years, and is still living in a city shelter, waiting for 

her application for subsidized housing to proceed through the long and agonizing 

bureaucratic process. 

 

STUDY PARTICIPANTS AND FIELD ‘SAMPLING’  
The field for this project included seven households in their local NYC 

neighborhoods, as they related to their extended translocal kin networks wherever they 

may be. Field site areas -as all ethnographic ‘grounds’-are hard to delimit, but in terms of 
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where the participants apartments were located and my physical presence I moved 

between Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Manhattan (with excursions to Staten Island and 

Queens for personal contacts). I took one pilot project trip to DR, I also got primary 

sources from Elsa’s trip to DR, however the data gathered this way there will serve 

mostly for food-related contrast. 

Even though in my dissertation prospectus I proposed to do multi-sited fieldwork 

in NYC and the DR, due to lack of funding I had to re-frame the project. This turned out 

to be a ‘rich point’ not only in the terms of the feasibility of the project (it would have 

taken more than a year and much resources to do the detailed documentation I wanted in 

two countries), but it also helped me refine my framework to research production of local 

histories, yet including ways to trace translocal relations. This was a favorable outcome 

since I am mostly interested in the NYC localities which these Dominican families seem 

to have as their primary residence. Besides, in examining the local space of survival of 

individuals and communities food-place-memory implicate already global forces.  

I also proposed to work initially with five Dominican families, specifically 

working closely with the main cooks in each household this also changed as will be 

explained below. I finally ended up working with seven families. This included five first 

generation immigrant Dominican women in their 50’s, and two Dominican men, a 47 

years old who was the main cook in his family, and a divorced man in his 60s who lived 

alone. I was a bit scared but very grateful for these two contrast cases since they came to 

problematize my focus on gender from a ‘woman’ perspective to a gendering one.  

During my first pilot project in NYC in 2003 for the dissertation fieldwork I got 

Elsa’s agreement to work in the project. I knew Elsa from her generous hospitality 

serving us food when our Dominican photography collective met at her apartment many 

years ago in the early 1990s, but I never suspected the powerful stories and struggles she 

had to tell. Elsa suggested that I should work with Fifa and Bienve who cooked for a 

living, and with Bienve in particular because she liked to talk and had a story about 

mangú. I met Fifa and Bienve during my second pilot project for fieldwork in 2004 and 

they agreed to work with me. During that same trip Rafa and Luis gave me tentative hope 

that I may be able to work with their wives.  
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Up until my first month of fieldwork in 2006, I still thought that I would be able 

to work indeed with Luis now ex-wife and with Rafa’s wife. I wanted to work with Luis' 

ex-wife15 because I used to visit Luis when they lived in north Bronx in the early 1990’s 

before they brought their children to NYC. Since their divorce and with grown up 

children gone from the household, I found in 2006 that Luis does not have much contact 

with her (and since I am his friend she may not be to amenable to the idea of working 

with me), so this was not possible. Given the situation I asked Luis if he would work with 

me, being as it was an excellent contrast case, and I was grateful that he agreed 

immediately.  

Rafa’s wife (she cooks only on the weekends) who I did not get to know very well 

when I lived in the City, rejected my request of collaborating in the fieldwork. I think 

maybe I didn’t explain clearly or she may have misunderstood my focus on food and 

gender, maybe as a stereotype she did not want to reproduce. Whatever her reasons were, 

it made me sad, but I was grateful that Rafa agreed to let me document his kitchen since 

he was the main cook during weekdays.  I met Rafa, Luis and Narciso (Elsa’s partner) 

through a common friend when I lived in NYC, as they were all self-taught 

photographers looking for someone to teach them darkroom techniques. We developed a 

friendship from our first meeting in the early 1990’s and we formed a collective of 

Dominican photographers called Tragaluz, which in time dissolved then revived  again as 

a more formal group (Photo Grupo-NY), that  now has yearly exchanges with a Santiago 

(DR) based group of the same name.  

I met their women partners and family networks as we needed places to meet for 

our discussions and print critiques. I was curious and interested in the women' activities 

in their households (about the delicious foods they served us, and why they did not share 

their husbands' passion for art and photography). Yet our hands were full with the 

                                                 
15 Esperanza is a remarkable woman, she suffered much because of the absence of her children, 
working in factories and used to create small paintings at home of great originality. She cooked, 
remembered and shared with me her foods in those visits. In between Luis and my breaks from 
photography conversations and Latin American Nueva Trova music, I used to go into the kitchen 
under the spell of the familiar smells of her foods. We conversed, but I mostly listened to her 
stories of longing and anger for her situation and her conflicts with Luis drinking habits and not 
being much at home, she felt lonely (and expressed that in her paintings). 
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Tragaluz projects, and I was not an anthropologist yet, so I didn’t know what my 

curiosity was about. In time I got to know a bit more of the parallel creativity that it must 

have taken to run those households and about why they needed their own separate 

networks.  

In the first few months of extended fieldwork in 2006, it became clear that in the 

survival priorities of some of these families they could not give me as much time as I 

though I needed. In this re-shuffling of schedules and time two other families ‘entered’ 

the ‘field’, two of my sisters. Also given the situation that I lost two opportunities to work 

with women cooks, it came as a compensatory miracle that my sisters ended-up being 

part of the study. It is important to explain this particular change in the sampling. In my 

frustration for not being able to meet some of the other participants on a regular basis, 

and having to spend the time somewhere I began sharing more time with two of my 

sisters (Flor and Josha).  

It soon became clear to me that, while I hadn't thought of it earlier, indeed they 

were first generation immigrants in their 50’s (just like the other women), that they 

regularly cooked Dominican foods, and that our interactions were full of food memory 

exchanges. I began documenting their food practices and traveling their food paths 

around the city whenever the other families were not available. They were not only 

generous with their time, but also very curious and interested when I explained the 

project, and agreed to sign the consent forms.  My initial reluctance to include them in the 

study was emotional as well as ethical and academic. I though the engagement would 

become even more problematic going from ‘native’ to ‘family’ ethnographer, and that I 

wouldn’t be able to handle the emotional heartache of knowing more in depth what I 

thought I already knew about them. However, I became as close affectively to the other 

families, as I was already to my sisters, so there was not a big difference to deal with.  

To say that because these women are my family members should remain outside 

of the ‘field of study’ would be to deny two basic premises for conducting my research; 

one, that through the movements of our everyday lives we become situated in a particular 

place-time; the other that I could not ignore or pretend I didn’t observe and participate 
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while spending so much time with them. Besides these reasons they happen to fit the 

categories of what I was looking for, working-class Dominican women that still cook 

their familiar staples in NYC. I meditated on all these aspects for a while (and keep 

documenting), and came to the conclusion that indeed my blood ties to them, as my 

personal relations with all the participants, and my relations with myself as a Dominican 

woman, were areas of the ‘field’. Doing this work with then not only gave them, maybe 

for the first time, an idea of what my life is about, but it gave me also an immense respect 

for their strength, creative survival, their intelligence and their endurance of oppressive 

circumstances. In contrasting all of our different food practices and memories as sisters 

that grew-up together, the unique perspective and locations of individuals even within 

one same family became magnified for me. The diverse responses and shaping of agency 

in respect to gendering socialization (and even our different racial perceptions) were also 

very revealing.  

The inclusion of ethnographic materials from two Dominican men, as contrast 

cases to my focus on women, has become a tricky yet important challenge. I think their 

food practices are relevant to how households are maintained, to examine their own 

unpaid-paid food labor, and how they create networks through food relations. Their 

presence is also useful to understand ‘gender’ as an experiential category articulated in 

context and as a situational narrative performance. 

 

FIELDWORK PROCEDURES 
I organized my participant-observation ('deep hanging-out'), around the families' 

schedules through a calendar.  Since they function partially on Dominican or Latin 

American time, I had to re-shuffle and improvise constantly. A cellular phone helped me 

do this on the fly, changing trains as I found out if one or the other could not meet. Since 

I could not find an affordable apartment, and was couch surfing between friends, one of 

my sisters (in this document Josha) offered her apartment as a base-camp (I paid a small 

monthly fee to Josha’s husband to occupy one small room in their apartment). Whenever 

the plans were cancelled with the other collaborators, there was always much 
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documenting to do at Josha’s; I accompanied her from kitchen to basement to help 

around with her porter job, to the supermarket, to visit her grandchildren, etc. My other 

sister (Flor in this document) was as difficult to schedule as the other families, due in part 

to her struggles with changing shelters.  

Armed with my beautifully produced (yet ambitious and naive) field-guide, I 

organized my calendar thusly: The first few months I wanted to immerse myself in the 

food preparations and the home spaces, gathering fragments of oral histories and food 

memories as they arose spontaneously. This approach was very productive, since the 

freeform attention allowed me to get to know more intimately the person and the spaces. 

My collaborators learned pretty fast to anticipate my interest and sometimes called me 

asking if I could drop by since they were cooking something I would like, or complained 

“where is the camera? look what you are missing!...,” when some days -on purpose-I 

would leave my equipment at the base-camp in order to be just present and get more 

rounded impressions. 

With who-ever person I was 'hanging out' with I would explain my focus for the 

day, wire myself up with appropriate gadgets and ask them to let me help with whatever 

they were doing or accompany them to where-ever they were going. As the months 

advanced I got to help more and more with household chores or with their jobs, in the 

beginning they just asked me to sit and converse with them.  As I explained previously, 

the food mapping  were done whenever possible throughout the year.  

As many other novice ethnographers report, data management becomes an issue 

early on. I needed to revise my data gathering approaches while in the field, at times 

abandoning all systematicity, yet once I became clear about my foodmaps framework the 

flexibility became an asset; instead of worrying about what I was getting or not, I focused 

on being attentive to each person’s relations to food, and gathering as many traces of that 

relations (and associate narratives) as I could, including my transmedia fieldnotes.    

 

Tools, Devices and the Noise of Research  

During my fieldwork engagement with each of the participants I gathered 

fragments of their life histories. Sometimes I would ask for more details, but in general I 
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just listened, laughed with them, and made appropriate comments and gestures. Unlike 

more traditional ethnographic studies, I am not necessarily interested in ‘facts’, or in 

lineal and coherent information that I can double check, but  rather in how people 

perceive, how they speak about their experiences, and what they choose to tell and how. 

This uncertainty about the ‘full story’ can be seen as an unavoidable condition of social 

studies research, and it is by no means necessarily a weakness. For the purpose of my 

project and of this dissertation I was able to gather not only enough, but maybe even too 

much data. It was certainly sufficient to weave together personal histories of each 

participant, and to address their food, memory and home experiences.   

The narratives used (mostly in Chapter III) arose in the context of food shopping, 

preparation and consumption in domestic and public spaces, and  as I visited, walked or 

traveled by bus with participants, sometimes to their job sites, or to doctors offices, 

welfare agencies, etc., I video-still photos-or sound-recorded, choosing according to the 

situation.  Sometimes I had a notebook only and wrote some quotes here and there. I was 

fortunate that many of these narratives were recurrent features in their storytelling, and I 

could document at least one version, in some cases as many as three, of the same reported 

memory or event. 

For doing research with Dominican communities (and with most working-class 

Afro-Caribbean and Latino also) interviews are out of the question. The deep hanging-

around (as I followed participants daily food-paths and routines in domestic and public 

spaces) means that one is present and attentive to the communicative events going on, 

and uses appropriate methods (respectful of the situation) to record what is going on; for 

example, sound-recording narratives as they arise, or else taking fieldnotes. Video taping 

food preparations also yielded the core of materials. Such flexible mapping was hence a 

useful strategy, because in the messy realm of daily life, which is not different than the 

‘field’, things arise spontaneously. 

Data that I collect in this way creates a sort of contrapuntal oral history, in the 

sense that fragments gathered throughout the year are later put together to understand a 

particular personal history of one individual. Afro-Caribbean communicative strategies 

are indeed contrapuntal in the sense that conversations do not follow a linear sequence, 
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and turn taking in conversation is not demarcated rigidly. Everyone present participates, 

and different voice pitch and other aspects of intonation (e.g. volume, stress and length)  

are used to indicate who has ‘the floor’. Storytelling is also non-lineal, fragments of 

narratives surface at times prompted by my questions (exhibiting a consistent, however 

narrative style particular to each person) as one passage links to others through evaluative 

comments16.  

To impose a format such as formal or even informal interviews would be to create 

a power distance (that may be interpreted as a subtle form of violence). Asking 

participants to write down any answers to my questions proved futile also, all except one 

refused to do it, out of shyness about their grammar and/or a nebulous suspicion of 

written documents. This level of poetic complexity responds in the case of these Afro-

diasporic communities to culturally specific linguistic performance, and also to the 

historical regimes that conditioned the freedom of self-expression, making 

communicative interactions and speech in general a powerful yet risky social territory.  

To test and double check what -as an insider anthropologist- I thought I knew, I 

designed an assortment of food-centered questionnaires (see Appendix for a sampler) to 

profile the food cultural histories of my collaborators, from socialization to present food 

meanings, and I tried to ‘administer’ them during the course of  the year. I encountered 

open and veiled resistance to this, which I appreciated as it shows the agency of subjects 

in how they choose to be engaged and represented.  

Trying to fill the seven questionnaires was indeed challenging but it was also very 

revealing. It became clear that only Rafa was willing to write on three of the 

questionnaires. The others were filled out orally (as I wrote or sound recorded their 

answers) whenever an appropriate moment arouse. They became mostly a guide to 

myself, to make sure to double check data I needed to gather. I modified my approach by 

administering questionnaires more informally throughout the year, and sound recording 

their answers. Sundays and holidays, (especially if alcohol and music were present), 

                                                 
16 I expand further on these narrative conventions in chapter VI. 
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turned out to be the best days for me to fill them out, since there was a more relaxed 

atmosphere and I got much richer answers that way.  

In the cases when questionnaires yielded any useful information, the answers 

were short, the narratives rigid, devoid of the poetic and memory -rich associations, and 

most interesting, they sometimes contradicted information offered in spontaneous 

conversations, or from participants narratives explaining food significance in their lives 

as they were engaged in specific tasks, such as food shopping, preparation or 

consumption. Some of the participants’ reactions are good examples. While I sound-

recorded their answers they responded differently depending on the formality of the 

context-situation. Two responses were common, (observed mostly through Flor, Josha 

and Fifa’s reactions) as they evaluated the degree of formality of the questionnaires   

One usual response would be to become a ‘voice’ for a collective identity, 

themselves as representations of ‘Dominican women’. Another would be getting 

intimidated by the format/recorder, so that they would give me a different interpretation 

or different information from that given in other contexts, choosing to say what sounded 

like a ‘good’ image of themselves and Dominicans in general, avoiding the risk of being 

perceived as uneducated, poor, etc. Their efforts to pronounce the eses [s] in the ‘right’ 

places were also common, as was saying such things as ‘I don’t know’ or ‘I don’t 

remember’.  

My collaborators had a sophisticated awareness of the formal audience implicated 

in such formal framings, so they would modify their answers accordingly to give a 

portrait of what they thought was expected. They presented the answers in a neutral light, 

and even articulated a ‘collective’ voice suggesting an awarenes that their answers may 

have an effect in group representation (“nosotra, la mujere dominicana, cocinamo bien” 

[we, Dominican women cook well]). I also became aware of women changing states of 

emotions from moment to moment according to what was going on in their daily routine, 

and the many pressures they had to juggle to give me some of their time. The 

questionnaires seemed to exacerbate such states, and it appeared to bore them. The males 

participants (Narso, Rafa and Nene) interestingly seemed to enjoy this more formal 
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approach, maybe they felt it legitimazed their knowledge? They, however would not 

write their answers.  

The most intriguing and useful narrative passages were the spontaneous ones 

gathered while they went about their days; these were full of memories, humor and 

evaluative discourse. Some areas of these fragmented oral histories sometimes 

contradicted the questionnaire answers, a much appreciated finding, showing that they 

were responding through them to different audiences and adjusting their narratives 

accordingly. The questionnaires became hence a back-up tool for myself, to double check 

if I was getting an accurate overview of past and present food classifications and food 

socialization issues through other primary sources.  

 

After the ‘Field’ Updates... 

During my fieldwork stay in NYC, besides the daily struggles for survival of each 

household, many unpleasant and pleasant events came and went into my collaborators 

lives. Bienve’s Mexican partner was at one point refused medical care for his failing 

kidneys due to his migration status; Bienve had to fight with anything she could 

(threatening them with legal action, as the hospital threatened her also with reporting him 

to immigration authorities) to get the hospital administration to give him treatment at 

least until he could be strong enough to move and be cared for at her apartment.  

Elsa (whose mother is already ill with Alzheimer's disease) received the news that 

one of her sisters was diagnosed with A.I.D.S., she went to DR for three weeks (because 

of her job duties she could not take off more time). Understandably she preferred that I 

didn’t accompany her. Fifa discovered she suffers from diabetes, and in my last month of 

fieldwork she looked so tired and weak that Elsa and I were very worried. I am so 

grateful that even under such conditions she came to the exhibition opening, and even 

offered to make a cake, but I strongly refused to accept, since I knew she did not have the 

time or energy.  

Flor, as discussed above entered a shelter just few months into fieldwork.  We had 

also to deal with hospitals and City institutions to get her adolescent son out of a mental 

hospital where he was committed against Flor's will due to a purported suspicion of him 
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attempting suicide. This episode aggravated her heart condition and we had to see more 

doctors and add more pills to her daily routine.  Josha had some minor health issues of 

her own transitioning to menopause, episodes of migraine headaches (which she has 

suffered on and off for most of her life), and discovering the depression of one of her 

older sons which she had previously ignored. The situation of Flor also brought sadness 

to her, and a sense of impotence for not being able to help. For a change she got good 

news through seeing the happiness of her older daughter who got engaged to her Chinese 

partner and plans to marry him this year.  

Luis, who had been debating for years about where to locate his permanent 

‘home’, became a US citizen. His oldest son (who used to live in DR) moved to Spain 

under the auspices of a construction job contract. The longer distance saddened Luis at 

first, yet he realized he could travel to Spain sometime and meet his son there, plus he 

would get to visit a new continent, and the country of some of his favorite poets.  Rafa, 

who had a boiler accident at his porter job hurting his hand (before I arrived) got 

completely healed and did not lose use of his fingers. However, his sister in DR died, and 

he went for a week to the funeral. Another of his sisters that lives in Miami was 

diagnosed with cancer and had an operation. He helped her to pay for the medical costs.  

Since early on I gained affection and appreciation for the participants in the study 

and their families, and by the end of fieldwork I felt a close friendship with each of the 

cooks in the measure that they were able to relate to me.  If I could, I would continue the 

project with the five first generation immigrant women throughout each of their life's 

course. As Eugenio Garcia and Giovanni di Pietro have written, Dominicans are tragic 

characters, but also deeply humorous; a strategy of populations that can’t afford taking 

themselves too seriously. I witnessed this combination of deeply felt sadness and tears 

embedded with sharp wit and hilarious Dominican expressions as collaborators narrated 

their life predicaments.  

I have read that it is common for ethnographers to ‘fall in love’ with the people 

and communities they work with, and I am not the exception. Nevertheless, this 

attachment and appreciation is not necessarily an idealization and simplification of them 

as humans or of our relation. There are many zones of tensions and contradictions, of 
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differences, of dissenting opinions that are part of such relations, just as I have with other 

Dominicans, and even with my own family. It is maybe because of an ethnographic 

mediation that the urgency of emotional judgments is diminished, and the intention of 

shared grounds, in spite of differences, is enhanced. 

 

FIELDWORK PRAXIS AND INSIDER ETHNOGRAPHY  
           I approach my work with Dominican populations from my multiple social 

locations from within these and other US communities. As an ‘insider’ anthropologist, I 

balance these precarious positions with critical analyses and methodologies that help me 

to remain aware of personal-political negotiations and contested meanings in all 

interactions. As a Dominican migrant woman I decided to study Dominican communities 

precisely because now I have a critical academic distancing from blinders created by the 

familiar.  Yet such distance is not ‘being outside’, but  it rather emerges as a different 

kind of relationship to my communities; a relationship that includes critical distances as 

well as appreciative commitments, a seemingly paradoxical space of ‘outsider-within’ 

(Collins 1992, McClaurin 2001).  

  I try to maintain an awareness in my ethnographic praxis that is critical and 

reflexive (Briggs 1999, Agar 1996, Narayan 1993, McClarin 2001). I pay attention to 

lived experiences and take into consideration the ‘affective aspects’ (Kondo 1992) of 

fieldwork encounters remaining aware of the difficulties in claiming authority to 

‘represent’ subaltern others (Visweswaran 1997, Spivak 1987). I pay attention to the way 

people attempt to represent themselves and the resulting dialogue that these narratives 

establish with my own analyses. This situated vision  recognizes ‘the field’ as a cultural 

encounter (Visweswaran 1997, Kondo 1992, Narayan 1989), a continually emergent 

relationship of moments of recognition and partial identifications instead of separate 

bound spaces of research and lived experience. I find these provisional approaches 

meaningful for my ethnographic praxis and the kind of scholarly and personal 

commitments I strive for in my research engagements. As a feminist ethnographer I 
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believe in the need to recognize and declare my personal and disciplinary filters, yet 

without engaging in a paralyzing self-flagellation.  

          To me researchers are cultural workers, meaning that what we produce as 

academic narratives are also cultural representations and creative projects, and that our 

methods and analyses have political implications. For example, how should we name 

people that work with us; informants, participants or collaborators? I think the labels we 

assign are already creating images and boundaries of the ‘field’ and of our interactions. I 

consider that researchers interested in de-colonizing ethnography, and that are ethically 

committed to communities they work with, care about the kinds of labels we adopt, and 

try to find formats and creative ways of interactions that are respectful and non-

condescending. Hence I call the participants in this study collaborators not only as a 

cosmetic revisionist usage of academic jargon, but as an index to the kind of interactions 

I wish to establish with individuals I work with, and as a more appropriate label for the 

role they play as co-producers of academic projects.  

I assume full responsibility however for the kinds of analysis and the account I am 

producing in this document.  I do not have the illusion that I am ‘giving voice’ to anyone. 

As Abarca (2006:34) has discussed in her work, it is not necessarily the case that 

marginalized subjects (especially those whose creative praxis is expressed only privately 

and orally) ‘can’t represent themselves’. Abarca, like many of us ‘insider’ researchers, 

think they do represent themselves constantly; it is primarily a matter of ‘who is 

listening’ and if public documentation of such instances are produced or not.  

 New forms of engagement are needed for working with communities that have 

been used as objects of study, whose rights to their autonomy, contradiction, complexity, 

and historical imagination is usually not recognized in academic writing. Among Afro-

Caribbean populations in general (and Dominicans in particular), for example, a detached 

‘objective’ approach is challenged openly, or else interaction becomes a conscious 

performance, a marvelous form of resistance to re-presentation and classification. Maybe 

this is why most Caribbean anthropology is native almost by default. Many outside 

researchers, find individuals from these communities shifty, given to “misreporting and 
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misrepresenting” their behavior and beliefs, or becoming too friendly too quickly, 

jeopardizing the scientific distance.  

          Many working class-Dominican women have told me they feel used by some 

researchers (even by some Dominican researchers), scrutinized not as individuals but as 

group representatives, as a priori illustration of social problems. As a person belonging to 

this kind of community I can understand the suspicion and humiliation of being 

approached as a case study in poverty, dysfunctional families, immigrant adaptation, etc.; 

or perceived as not sophisticated enough to generate our own practical theories about life.            

So this is why is necessary for me to approach these communities and individuals in 

respectful appreciation not by assuming alliances and ‘sisterhood’, but by allowing the 

partial recognition and unavoidable tensions common to complex human interactions.           

           The delicate problematics of ‘native’ ethnography has been critiqued, 

especially by native anthropologists and by feminist ethnographers. I find advantages and 

disadvantages to my role as a native feminist ethnographer. But I also consider some 

challenges, conflicts and contradictions that arise during fieldwork as common grounds 

for any kind of ethnographer, no matter how outside they may consider themselves to be.     

As someone raised in very a similar Dominican working-class household, I took some 

aspects of food practices for granted, one of these –as pointed by Pauline T. Strong-was 

the present effects of past hunger for the way these individuals understand food 

generosity and the feeding of others. Many more blind spots will appear as I re-valuate 

and share these findings, and will be addressed in future works.  

The way I survived, struggling with my own limited budget, in the flow of 

relations with people and environments (and even the stolen time on my own as I walked 

again a City that had been for so long my home), shaped the way I related to the 

participant families, and to my project. This is an issue pointing to the political economy 

of fieldwork, that would be a fruitful area for future explorations. I lived at three different 

households, taking turns to let the families rest from my presence. I shared domestic 

chores, contributed -when I was allowed- to their income, mostly related to food 

shopping and kitchen supplies. I ate, worried and laughed with them as daily situations 

arose, while documenting their food paths. I also experienced what can be called ‘social 
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suffering’ (a mix of impotent anger and sadness) by witnessing the economic restrictions, 

prejudices and injustices they had to struggle with on a regular basis. But I could also 

remember my past trajectory of scarcity and my migrant journeys; we had indeed a 

shared history. 

            My position as a ‘native’ ethnographer confronted me as I experienced 

emotionally their predicaments, even when I most needed to focus on ethnographic and 

critical understanding about our interactions and their daily routine. This simultaneous 

space of partial subjectivity and objectivity generated some questioning about fieldwork 

and its tropes. Participant-observation became a recurring concept to meditate on, to 

mock, to dream about, and to constantly re-define. How do I experience this trope 

through my own behavior? I was a participant, indeed, because I was living in the 

interactive flow of the days, relating to bodies, objects and environments. 

Communicating, exchanging moods, eating their foods, drinking their water, breathing 

their air.  

After the hyphen the 'observation' concept becomes problematic for me. Based on 

my academic formation and my own dispositions, I don’t believe there is such as state as 

observation, I rather call it attention, an awareness of the space of interaction where I 

attempt (with difficulty of course) to remain in a non-judgmental mode, a brief 

ethnographic zone of acceptance. Such a space of detachment is challenging but also 

important in reminding myself that I also eat, remember, and migrate, that I am also 

contradictory, even if differently. Yet, as a human, everyone struggles everyday to 

survive with some degree of dignity according to their specific lifestyle and challenges.   

          The ‘participant-observation’ fieldwork trope and its etiquette alone did not suffice 

in my case; I had to used all the strategies I have acquired over the years to be present; 

the ‘caring for appropriate others’ (as suggested by Milton Meyeroff), a zen appreciating 

of the ‘suchness’ of these humans and their conditioned and creative existence as a 

continuum with myself. The idea was to not take these familiar others for granted, but to 

remain open to surprises, not anticipating difference or similarities, but remembering that 

in spite of our similar histories we all react from the uniqueness of our own perspectives.  
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          In this mode of attention one of my aims was to test also the partial objectivity that 

Donna Haraway suggests in her work as an alternative feminist and radical way of 

research praxis, trying to relate in less exploitative ways, or as Holloway (2002) calls it 

power for instead of power over. Recognizing our partial and ‘situated perspective’ can 

remind us that we are an instrument of inquiry with specific ‘noises’. Through this 

realization is possible to identify which resonances to our own personal histories are 

shaping the way we conceptualize this present relation during a particular fieldwork 

engagement.  

I found that such calibration needs to be done moment to moment, in that sense 

maybe, presence is a better word for this state. Yet presence is another loaded concept, as 

difficult as observing while participating. Beyond the slippery definitions of these word-

concepts, being in place and paying delighted attention worked for me to lessen the 

emotional and ethical turmoil as a native ethnographer, and to deal with the impotence of 

not being able to change the world in a few months. It also helped to soothe my sadness 

and rage about our shared grounds of struggles, and allowed me to see that no pity was 

called for, but admiration for their strength and creative capacity for humor under any 

circumstances.   

 

Closing Remarks: Situating my Own Foodmaps 

To close the above discussion about the potential and limitations of my ‘native’ 

ethnographer position during fieldwork I share below some of my own Afro-Caribbean 

‘migrant seasonings’. These food-narrative memories may explain, better than any 

conceptual explanation about my ‘filters’, my attention to certain issues, my ethnographic 

readings, and their political implications. 

   Food has been a consciousness tool for me as long as I can remember. The 

politicized nature of food in my working-class family history in DR, and in its migration 

to the US, revealed to me the multiple sites of power and political negotiations of private 

lives, and their creative, challenging engagement with the putative public spheres.  Foods, 

kitchens and struggle for places of home have been also crucial in my appreciation of the 

role of food in the creation of personal and collective memory. This awareness of the 
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politics and poetics of food has been influential in my artistic and academic practices and 

it has left traces in the kind of representations and images I have produced.  

   The dialectical confluences and contradictions that food implicates has helped me 

recognize the interwoven substances, bodies, space-time of survival and social actions of 

my family, community and my social inscription in both US and DR nations. Traces of 

relations and exchanges between the private and the public spheres, male and female, 

home and nation could be mapped for me even from a single item of my food-place-

memory.  For example, I remember that a humble bollo17(cooked by my mother) in the 

hand of a high school student on hunger strike could become a political projectile. I 

remember how Mamá Tingó's18 subsistence food production could become a public threat 

for the state to want to kill her.  

 Early on I understood the ways in which food could be not only procured (directly 

from the ground or needing money to get it at the store), spoken of, but could also be 

performed and used in the actual interactions of people as a language in itself and as 

political tool.  I found an instant parallel between body and food when in a span of few 

months I went from a ‘private’ child to a ‘public’ woman, and hence a consumable social 

‘food’ in terms of gender interactions. This sudden visibility of my body also inscribed 

me in relation to the gendered public political arenas of streets, labor, social institutions 

and the state. I also learned how this ‘social food’ was exchanged and refused, how 

women negotiated these places and spaces of the public/private, and how they challenged 

the hegemonic roles they were assigned.  

   My mother’s creative tactics worked near miracles in procuring food for us. From 

funeral events to harvesting peanuts with seven children, sewing a complex birthday 

dress in few hours, rebuilding homes and upholstering furniture, asking for food loans at 

grocery stores, or working at the local comedores populares (cheap cooked food 

cafeterias for indigent people) in exchange for a day’s food supply.  She refused however 

to stand with the crowds begging for food at the government relief centers, because she 

                                                 
17 An irregular ball of maize flour boiled in salt and water, considered famine food in DR. 
18 A Dominican campesino woman (and organizer of a branch of movimiento de campesinas grassroot 
organization CONAMUCA) assassinated by the army in the 1974, for refusing to give up her home-farm. 
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objected to the dangerous and humiliating ways in which the guards used to throw down 

the food at people.   

   I remember my mother saying “me voy, un pai que no me da trabajo no e’mi paí” 

(I am leaving, a country that does not give me work is not my country) the day she finally 

got a tourist visa, after 10 years of trying. She left in 1979 and during her lifetime never 

returned to DR, demanding a promise from us that when she die her body would not be 

taken back to DR. A sense of nationality was never very clear to me, except in a vivid 

memory of relationship to the land and the rural/urban landscapes through which my 

family’s consecutive displaced homes were situated. And those places are completely 

interwoven for me with certain foods as expressed through music, former homespaces 

and neighborhoods. The streets, as concrete grounds of political struggles and popular 

culture, were frames through which marginal groups like my family experienced the 

Dominican nation-state, as were schools and media such as radio and newspapers.  

   This local immediacy is how I experienced by extension the abstract definitions of 

national community and Dominican ‘culture’ that were claimed as official 

representations.  Through these spaces it became evident to me since childhood that I was 

part of a large disposable citizenship.  This bridge of food, as substance of unity and site 

of difference has been for me ever since, one of the clearest ways to understand how we 

are distributed in social territories and also one concrete way through which we 

recognize, elaborate and express how we perceive ourselves and others as insiders or 

outsiders.  

  Often presidential candidates’ campaigns and speeches (in DR and Latin America) 

used food and kitchen ware as main tools to advertise their campaign platforms in certain 

sectors of society, in the majority of rural and urban marginal barrios like ours. In a 

beautiful irony, kitchen ware and food preparation tools were also used by working-class 

and poor women to engage in public struggles for fair economic conditions, and to 

protests against government and transnational policies. The movement usually began by 

each home to home banging of pots, spoons and pans by their street windows, in a literal 

and metaphoric crescendo of kitchens, stomachs and home sounds.   
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    I have witnessed a few of these events in my lifetime and have been amazed, 

puzzled and intrigued by the level of creativity of such strategies that marginalized 

people employ in claiming their rights. I have observed the subtle rage, but 

simultaneously the liberating musicality and excitement that these food related events 

galvanize. These are for me cultural acts, self-making acts that leave a rich political and 

cultural capital to these communities and their younger generations. They are in a way re-

claiming material, poetic and political spaces all at once.  

   Food as a central element associated with home, family and survival, has also 

been a site of solidarity, celebration and creative engagement that balances out marks of 

struggles and conflict endured by working-class communities in DR and now in NYC. 

More recently, food has become one of the few sites of encounter for me with my 

Dominican experience; as celebratory spaces, they help me keep my affective links to 

family and friends. Since I have challenged politically and culturally the social categories 

and roles that were assigned to me as a Dominican, and as working-class migrant woman, 

and have claimed an Afro-Caribbean label, I lost in that process some of the common 

grounds that help form communities of sentiment. This is how food (that transcend at 

times boundaries and distances) became for me a thread of shared experiences and 

meanings, even when I don’t cook these meals routinely at home, and when I am not 

presently close in geography to a Dominican community.   

   For me consuming, imagining these meals, entail those memories, spaces in DR, 

in NYC, as relations shift between my family and my different local life in Austin. This 

threads seem to be weaved out of our past shared homes, the landscapes of childhood, the 

relations to DR (even when my family for example, cut all ties with DR since the 

1980’s). I had also throughout my life the opportunity to interact across multicultural 

spaces and maintain collaborative exchanges with a wide range of other communities 

through my grass-roots work and my artistic practice. This exposure enriched for 

example, my migrant experience in the US and helped me to contrast and recognize the 

differences and similarities of Dominican food to so many diverse food practices.  

 I am committed to keep learning to understand the social and cultural processes 

implicated in my foodmaps as an ongoing auto-ethnographic exploration that includes 
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much more than my personal experiences. In addressing my experience critically, I want 

to understand through my academic and personal practice the contexts that made the rich 

cultural experience of my family and Caribbean populations possible despite centuries of 

oppressive socio-economic and political conditions.  

Coming back to a more recent past, a central question –at times veiled to me- had 

unconsciously animated my personal and professional search for a long time, but has only 

recently become an explicit project.  For immigrants like me, where is home, and how do 

we get there? Questions such as this become prominent as we move to different 

geographies, as we discover how to survive in a new society, and as we undergo 

continual change even as we are constrained by a ‘stable’ identity, reinforced by 

institutional, state and migration policy.   

Until around 2002 my search took the form of a curiosity about my personal 

specificity (identity, history, memory) through recurrent themes such as memories of the 

land, plants, language, foods. I explored intensely these areas in a series of photographic 

book-making projects, with whatever tools I had available, but an unsettling sense of 

limitation and lack of context kept me searching. It seemed to me that in order to find out 

who I am (and how and why my experience was different from that of my mother and 

sisters), the boundaries of inquiry had to be extended, and even then it was difficult to get 

at the moving target of where lies the boundary between self and other.   

From such tangential  ‘entries’ (ways of approaching research as suggested by 

Trouillot) I could explore now my migration experience as a collective predicament that 

did not begin or end with me, or even with my family. This new productive questioning 

re-framed as where am I right now? (and who is asking) has become a pointer to the 

space-time locations of my specificity that I was abstracting and hiding in my previous 

visual pieces by enacting through my work and life an abstract ‘citizen of the world’ 

identity. This uneasy yet liberating realization about locating boundaries of ‘self’ helped 

me tailor my engagement with Cultural Anthropology from more concrete groundings on 

areas of daily survival, such as food, place-memory, and notions of home.  

          Through shared meals, exchanges and conversations with my Dominican family, 

friends, and strangers (and through my academic struggles to define theoretically and 
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methodologically the best approach to this project) I was able to clarify my research 

questions, and also the delicate ‘sampling’ issues; which Dominicans was I choosing to 

work with and why? I chose to work with first generation working-class immigrant 

women because it was the community I knew and had access to and because I already 

had a connection with them that we could nurture. In this choice I was also re-enacting 

my sisters’ emphasis on cooking Dominican foods in NYC, Miami and PR, modeling the 

way our family bonds were maintained through foods, not only through my yearly visits 

with them but also by means of food exchanges through the mail.  

I feel that through this project and my attempt to understand especially women 

migrant histories and their narratives, I have also been somehow attempting to pay a debt 

of understanding that I owe to my mother who, perhaps because of our differences in 

perceptions, I did not understand well while she was alive. She was a first generation 

Dominican immigrant woman who, like many such women, was very radical in some of 

her social actions and expressions, yet very conservative in many other ways.  

   All these issues were implicitly part of my need to clarify the focus of the project, 

of my desire to understand this power of food to generate narratives about all aspects of 

basic migrant survival, and to give proximity and sustain relationships that otherwise 

might wither away through distance. However the grounding of my body, located 

institutionally, socio-culturally and politically in-place and in relation to other spaces, 

practices and routines, and my own foods in the present (so different from those of my 

sisters), created distances and difference in our lives. Yet in the map of their plates, in the 

eating and longing for foods (that I do not cook but love) we meet, as we meet also when 

speaking and remembering these foods and the survival conditions we endured together 

in DR. We share also common grounds of migration ruptures and re-imaginings of shared 

‘home’ through our memory-senses regardless where we are located.   

   I plan to continue my engagements with Dominican and other Afro-diasporic 

communities through academic, pedagogic and cultural projects. In the process I want to 

help trace, and share through my work, an understanding and appreciation of some of the 

parallel marginal histories that are implicated in making possible the remarkable richness 

and diversity of such populations but also their changing maps of struggles.   
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CHAPTER III 

SEVEN DOMINICAN FOODMAPS IN NYC 
 

In this chapter I address the foodmaps analytic layers that reveal the way food 

relations shape the way individuals perform food, memory and home as spatio-temporal 

negotiations of place, in relation to the migrant trajectories that brought them to their 

present localities. The aim is to understand each cook's unique personal experiences, and 

to draw the collective and public implications from where, when and how they perceive 

their survival through food relations. I trace each individual's food relations through the 

plate in the context of each cooking practice, the domestic and public labor that make 

these meals possible, the migrant histories and food socialization that give them meaning 

in the present, finishing with the transit between households and public places through 

which these Dominican migrants re-invent a sense of ‘home’ in NYC through their food 

paths.   

The advantages of tracing individual food paths through expanding layers of 

context (from the plate to the homes) resides in re-contextualizing food practices, cultural 

memory and narratives of home as a continuum of  experiences that were of necessity de-

contextualized through gathering of primary data during fieldwork. Many stories were 

told, of which I only share here some relevant fragments (as appropriate to this chapter), 

chosen from narratives gathered during daily fieldwork interactions around food 

preparations, consumption, shopping and other food related events.  

The framework of foodmaps presented in Chapter I is here put into practical use 

to trace migrant boundaries of home through food relations, and also to determine its 

wider usefulness in offering ethnographic readings of experiences of food-place-memory. 

Not being able include here all the images needed and a more in-depth analysis of such 

sources, should be taken in consideration.  
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‘I COOK EVERYTHING WITH LOVE’19: BIENVE’S FOOD SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.1: Bienve washing rice, and her favorite locrio con pollo (rice with chicken and beans). 

 
 
 
No, yo sí cocino mi comida en mi casa, eso no j’asi, e muy importante 
hacelo...cocino porque me gusta mi comida mia...a mí me nace cocinar...eso se 
lleva en la sangre...yo siempre cocino con amor...” 
 
[no, I do cook at home, it is important...I cook because I like my foods...to cook 
is a born desire in me...one brings that in the blood...I always cook with love...] 

 

 

Bienve is the head of her household, a strong looking woman with a lot of energy and fast 

moves. Her main staples seem to be locrio de pollo con habichuela y ensalada (chicken-

rice accompanied of beans, with salad), mangú (boiled and mashed green plantain), and 

occasionally la bandera (rice & beans), -which she said she cooks mostly for her 

Mexican partner-, and her ever present cafecito (little coffee).   

                                                 
19 “...yo todo lo cocino con amor” 
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Fig.3.2: Bienve cooking and showing her condiments as she speaks of her seasoning ... 

 
The ingredients for her meals are all fresh and affordable, and she gets them close 

by her apartment in Dominican grocery stores and supermarkets in Upper Manhattan. I 

got the pleasure of watching Bienve cook and got to taste her sazón (seasoning) while 

listening to many stories of her life in DR, of her son (who suffers from falsemia), and his 

moving story of finishing his studies and continuing his life in spite of his health 

condition.   

 
Bladimir e’mi maestro, ese niño e’fuerte, con tanto deseo de bibir...cuando nació 
me dijeron que no duraba, y miralo ya, se graduo y sigue luchando...yo prefiero 
el locrio...pero a mi mejicano le gutan su habichela, siii, entonce la cocino para 
él...lo domingo yo le hago su taco... 
 
[Vladimir is my teacher, he is so strong, with so much desire to live...when he 
was born i was told he may not survive, but look at him now, he graduate and 
still struggling...I prefer locrio or moro...but my mexican likes his beans, yes, so I 
cook it for him...on Sundays I make him tacos...] 
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To prepare her locrio Bienve first cooks the meat separately (adding her special 

seasoning she mixes in a blender), then adds it to the uncooked rice and lets meat and rice 

cook together, stirring every so often. Locrio is similar to fried Chinese rice or to paella 

(but drier), not much oil is added to it, except for the fat from the cooked meat that goes 

into it. This is not a dish spoken about as representative of Dominican national cuisine, it 

is a working-class fare that may have arisen in DR from the need to give plain rice more 

taste by adding other ingredients. There are many types of locrios, of chicken, cod-fish, 

locrio of sardines or salchichas are made in DR in hard times, when not much else can be 

afforded. For Bienve however this dish has an important place in her cooking history: 

 

 
Fig.3.3: Bienve cooking locrio de pollo (rice with chicken) at her kitchen in Manhattan. 

 
 

Mira Lidia, ete e’ el locrio que yo te decia...cuando mi hermana murió el año 
pasado yo me fui juyendo, le preparé su funeral con locrio, habichuela, carne de 
tré tipo...alimentamo a muchisima gente... 
 
[...look, Lidia, this the locrio I told you about...when my sister died last year, I 
went running to DR, I prepared her funeral with locrio, beans, and three kinds of 
meat...we fed a lot of people...] 
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Bienve has a special way of tasting her food while cooking, a dab of it in the center of her 

hand, expressing much concentration. She speaks proudly of her dishes, her cooking 

knowledge and her seasoning style. At times her narratives about her seasonings seem to 

refer not only to herself as a cook, but to all Dominican women. 
 
Nosotro cocinamo todo fresco, picamo el sasón, no de polvito...mi s’abichuela 
son diferente a tó el mundo, yo no le pongo cosa entera, yo todo lo licuo, entonce 
le añado la salsa... 
 
[We cook everything fresh, we chop the condiments, not seasonings from little 
powders...my beans I prepared them different than anyone, I don’t put 
ingredients whole, I blend them, then I add the tomato sauce] 

 

Another staple that figures prominently in her cooking repertoire is mangú; she was very 

eager to show me her version of mangú, which she prepared one morning, as I listened, 

delighted, to her engaging narratives. 

 
Muchacho nacido aquí no sabe lo que e’ Mangú...[kids born here don’t know 

what mangú is] 

 

  
Fig.3.4: Bienve preparing mangú, served mangú ready to eat... 

 

As will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV mangú is an iconic dish of Dominican 

cuisine, especially outside of DR. Bienve prepares it at home and at work. She starts by 

washing and peeling the plantains while telling stories all throughout the preparation. 
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Even though she peels them well, she does not seem to be as fast and precise as the 

others, and interrupts often to turn around facing me when talking.   

 
Hay que selecionar bien lo plátano, igual con la yuca, si se ve amarillosa e’que 
salió mala, tiene que tar blanquita...con lo plátano mientra má verde mejor... 
 
[you have to choose the best plantains, same as yuca, if you see it yellowing is 
bad, has to be white...with plantains the greener, the better...] 
 
 

She mashes plantains with a folk implement, in individual plates, like Flor does also.  She 

does not insists on serving it with avocado (as other do), but told me she likes to have 

avocado for the main meal of the day. Her sides for mangú are lo tré glope (the three 

strikes-as it is named in the restaurants) fried eggs, salami and fried cheese, with lots of 

fried red onions on top. I was curious to hear what Elsa called the cien plátano (100 

plantains) mangú story around the 911 events:  

 
Ay sí, yo le hice su mangú a esa gente, pa lo policia del 911...y ello me dijeron: 
‘yo no se que’jeso pero tá bueno’...síii, hasta me dieron un certificado...yo misma 
de lo mio doné esa comida, no el negocio donde yo trabajo...le cociné como 
sesenta plátano y cien huevo... 
 
[yes, I made mangú for those people, for the policemen of 911...and they told me: 
‘we don’t know what this is but it sure tastes good’...yes, they even gave me a 
certificate of appreciation...I donated that food from my own pocket it was not 
the restaurant owner who offered...I cooked for them around 60 plantains and a 
100 eggs...] 

 

 
Fig.3.5: Left, Bienve conversing with Elsa in her apt., right, certificate given to Bienve for 
donation of mangú (photos by the author).  
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In the different versions I hear sometimes there were a hundred plantains, or as above, 

sixty plantains and a hundred eggs, this variation tells already of a mythic spreading of 

this gesture among Bienve’s community. There was even a small news clip in El Diario 

La Prensa (a Spanish language paper). This event that may have initially occurred as a 

personal act of solidarity must reflect not only Bienve’s appreciation of her foods, but 

also a collective resonance for both Dominicans and at least for the policemen that 

received the food.  

 
Si, a mi me dió pena con esa gente limpiando allá en dantaun, to lo dia comiendo 
sanduiche, un pancito blanco que no dá energia...un dia binieron al Deli a pedí 
donación de comida, el dueño dijo que no, pero yo dije, no te apure, que le bua 
dá mangú pa que cojan fuerza... 
 
[yes, I felt sorry for those people cleaning in downtown...everyday they were 
only eating sandwiches with that white bread that does not give energy...one day 
some came asking for food donations at the Deli where I work, the owner 
refused, but I say, don’t worry, I will prepare them a mangú so they can get some 
energy...] 
 
 

However, this episode links Bienve to the US in contradictory ways; she says she wanted 

to help because she felt sorry for those people only eating white bread everyday, but she 

also says that it is good to be on the policemen's good side, so she can avoid being abused 

later. By this offering of hospitality and solidarity through food Bienve has gained 

prestige as a cook, as a person, and as a Dominican woman, in spite of being a 

marginalized immigrant. 

 
Ahora no, ahora ya se conoce el Mangú aquí, hata lo s' americano blanco le 
gusta...ello no saben pronunciá el nombre, pero me hacen seña, asi con la mano, 
como machacando...” 
 
[...now even the white Americans like mangú, people know about it now...they 
don’t know how to pronounce the name, so they make gesture to me indicating 
smashing, like this...] 

 

The kitchen space where Bienve cooks shows the care and emphasis she places on her 

cooking practice, and it also shows how that space is invested with her life trajectories, 
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and with the continuing daily ritual to regain the personal strength, sanity and energy to 

renew her survival struggles. 

 

 
Fig.3.6: Bienve showing her kitchen altar, and the literature she used to learn how to read 

(photos by the author). 
 

 
Sí, mi cocina es mi altar... aqui tan to’ mi santo y la virgencita...mira, yo aprendí 
a leer depué de grande...este librito me ayudó...aprendí a leer para que no me 
engañen...” 
 
[Yes, my kitchen is my sacred altar...here I have all my saints and my little 
virgin...I taught myself how to read, I did it on my own, this little prayer book 
helped me...I did it to avoid being abused or taken advantage of by people...] 

 

I wondered many times how Bienve got the energy and desire to cook in her apartment 

after cooking under pressure all week for her job. And why cook such (to me) 

complicated dishes when she could make sandwiches. After getting more familiar with 

her narrative performance, and the meanings she attached to cooking, I got to appreciate 

that to her this practice, was the core of her ability to keep going in spite of all obstacles, 
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it is part of an accidental history maybe, but one that now she seems to be invested in re-

affirming. 

‘I AM A COMPLETE COOK’20: MEMORY & LABOR SEASONINGS 

  
 

Fig.3.7: Views of Bienve’s cokking at her Deli job in Manhattan (Photos by author). 
 

 
Yo soy una cocinera completa, todo lo sé trabajar...preparo todo distinto a toda 
persona, todo lo mio e’ licuado...mi mamá era cocinera de restaurante tambien, 
ella me enseñó...todo lo dejo cocinar bien, por eso gracia a dió mi comida no le 
hace daño a nadie...yo apruebo tó, por si acaso, porque to lo dia uno no tá igual... 
 
 [...I am a complete cook, I know how to prepare anything...I prepare everything 
different to other people I mix all my condiments in blender...my mother was 
also a restaurant cook, she taught me the trade... I let everything cook well, that is 
why thanks God my food does not make anyone sick...I taste everything, just in 
case, because every day one does not feel the same way] 
 

 

For Bienve cooking is an art form and a vocation, she constantly reiterates that she puts 

love even in the food she prepares for her job. She prepares more than seven courses, 

                                                 
20 “yo soy una cocinera completa” 
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Dominican breakfast of mashed potatoes or mangú, two types of rice to serve with beans, 

five different meat dishes and steamed vegetable salads. Bienve cooks well and fast, in 

the restaurant and at home, but with pauses in between, taking her time to tell stories at 

length.  

 

 
Fig. 3.8: Views of Bienve’s work-place, a Dominican Deli in lower Manhattan (photos by the 
autor). 

 
Trabajo como cocinera en un deli de un dominicano en el bajo manjatan ...aqui -
en el deli-no piden orden, yo lo tengo tó listo ya a la dié de la mañana...salgo a la 
dó, pero tengo que limpiarlo todo y lo dejo tó sasonao pal proximo dia... 
 
[...I work as a cook for a Dominican Deli in downtown Manhattan... here in the 
Deli they don’t order, they come to get it from the buffet, I have everything ready 
by ten in the morning...I finish work at 2 p.m. but I have to clean, and marinate 
and prepare everything in advance for the next day...] 
 

 

Bienve enters a zone of storytelling that does not require questions or interventions. She 

speaks with great intensity, reflecting and evaluating constantly on what she does, her 

strength surviving any condition, the meaning of it, how it contrasts with others, and with 

her past experiences.   
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Fig.3.9: Left, Bienve hand-drawn memory maps of her neighborhood, right DR and NYC 
kitchen maps.  

 
Yo bine en el '96 trabajé en factoria, y luego limpiaba apto y limpiando oficina de 
noche, pero en eso trabajo paran a uno cada 4 mese, despues empecé a cocinar 
aqui en el deli....pero no crea que e’bueno, ete trabajo detruye a uno...ese caldero 
me tiene tó lo braso asao... 
 
[I came (to NYC) in 1996, I worked in clothing factories and cleaning apartments 
and offices at night, but those types of jobs don’t last...later I started working in 
this Deli...but this job, believe me is not that good, this type of work destroys 
you...look how those pots have burn my arms...]  

 

It is obvious that her line of work takes a toll in her physical well being and in her moods, 

especially on days when she is feeling unappreciated and underpaid at her job.  

 
Fig.3.9: Left, cooking locrio at her job, center, lime and hot water drink, right Bienve testing 
flavor of her cooking (photos by the author) 
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Enbé de café yo bebo jugo de limón en agua caliente, por que eso saca lo que sea 
que una tiene en el estómago...lo cocinero sufrimo del hígado, por la candela...no 
crea que e’ muy bueno, esto detruye a uno...  
 
[I drink warm lime juice, it cleanses my stomach...cooks have to be careful with 
their livers, because of the heat...really this job is not easy, this can destroy you 
after so many years cooking..] 
   
  

She seems very serious in her demeanor, which is in surprising contrast to the witty and 

outright hilarious things she says and the gestures she makes while telling her stories, yet 

her face remains grave and serious. 

 
Me hice cocinera por paga a lo trece año [pero] yo comensé muy niña a cocinar; 
me tenia que subí en bló para poder cocinar...allá tu sabe como e’en nuetro 
paí...con la barriga de vladimir e’que empecé a cocinar pa’ mucho, a $2 peso el 
plato, pa lo trabajadore, cocinaba desde mi casa...llevo má de cuarenta año 
cocinando...” 
 
[...I became a cook around 13 years old,...but I started even earlier to cook, I used 
to have to stand on something to reach the cooking table...there you know how it 
is in our country...when I became pregnant with my son Vladimir I started 
cooking for the public, charging $2 pesos to construction workers, I used to cook 
at home...I have been cooking for more than forty years...] 
 

‘I WANTED TO COME TO US TO SEE HOW PEOPLE BECOME WHITE’21: HOME 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.10: View of Bienve’s neighborhood (Inwood), center her living room curtain division now 
rented, right plantain and yuca at a grocery store nearby (photos by author). 
 

                                                 
21 “...yo anhelaba bení a lo s’etado s’unido pa’ be cómo e’ que la gente se pone blanca...” 
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Bienve arrived in NYC in 1996, coming from a semi-rural area in the province of 

Santiago (Pueblo Nuevo), as most of the other collaborators she grew-up in a working-

class home that did not own land or a house. Her migration status is not clear to me, but I 

think she is a permanent resident22. Her food paths and social networks trace a translocal 

foodmap that centers in Manhattan extending to Santiago, DR, where most of her 

immediate family lives.  

Locally, she obtains the ingredients for her cooking in her neighborhood in 

Inwood (upper Manhattan), around 207 St. at a big Dominican food warehouse, and 

around Washington Heights to purchase fruits, clothing and other necessities.  Even the 

hospital where her partner was admitted is in this area. Her main routes out of her 

immediate neighborhood are her daily trips to her job below 14 St. in downtown 

Manhattan, and up north to the Bronx (to Elsa’s home around 161 St.-Yankee Stadium). I 

am not aware if Bienve participates in any community activities in her area or anywhere 

else, or what kind of entertainments she distracts herself with besides radio at work and 

TV at home. I never heard her mention going dancing. The farthest point in her local 

foodmap travels through a shipment of food, clothing and medicines she sends every few 

months (in containers provided by a Dominican shipping company for a fixed price-

ranging from $75-100), to her son Vladimir and his family in Pueblo Nuevo, DR and 

through her yearly visits to her sons and the rest of her family. Even though she seems to 

work hard precisely to be able to help her family, she may also resent it sometimes. 

 
Ello allá en Santo Domingo quieren que uno se mate trabajando pa’ mandarle a 
ello...no e’ facil ni eta ciudad ni la reponsabilidad que uno se echa” 
 
[The family there in DR wants us to kill ourselves here working to send them 
stuff...it is not easy, this City, and the responsibility one chooses to carry] 
 
 

Her narratives are tinted by constant analysis and theorizing about labor, housing and 

transportation flows of Dominican immigrant life in NYC. Bienve seems to use the space 

in her apartment as refuge, a place that is comfortable and beautiful to her, even though 

                                                 
22 This is a very sensitive subject that even an ethnographer can’t risk asking openly, unless the 
person volunteers such information. 
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not much resting seems to be going on there. She uses her apartment also as a way to gain 

emergency income.  
 
Una gran mayoria de dominicano aqui rentan cuarto o viven en un cuarto 
rentado...eto no e’ fácil..yo tengo que rentar parte de apartamento pa poder 
resolvé, ahora que mi marido tá’ en el hospitar, tengo que pagá lo’ bile, el no 
tiene seguro...” 
 
[A great mayority of Dominicans here rent rooms to others, or are themselves 
renting a room from someone...I myself rent half of my living room now to help 
my budget, since my partner is in the hospital and I need to pay the bills, he does 
not have insurance...] 
 
 

Bienve has a kin awareness of NYC as a place, and she invests time in learning how to 

navigate it best, unlike most of the other collaborators who take city buses, she takes the 

trains. She makes very sharp critiques not only of her personal conditions, but of 

Dominicans as a group in NYC. She (unlike Elsa or Rafa, for example) does not address 

political issues, and seems to be more religious and socially conservative, yet her stories 

reflect a practical consciousness of great political awareness of social injustices.  

 
Ajualá yo irme ahora mismo...Santo Domingo ponte suela!...pero le bibo 
agradecida a ete paí...el problema de aqui e’el frio...yo bine porque anhelaba 
conocer lo s’etado s’unido; quería saber como e’ que la gente se pone blanca 
aquí...no, e’verdad, uno luce diferente cuando uno regresa, la gente dicen ta’ 
clarito viene de lo paise...” 
 
[I wish I could go back to DR right now ... however, I am grateful to this country, 
if you work here you get paid...the only problem I see is the winter...I used to 
dream of coming to the US; I wanted to know how people become ‘white’ 
here...you know, it is true, one looks different when you go back to DR, people 
say ah, she is lighter, she is coming from a foreign land...] 

 

Her racial references reveal many contradictions (which is a Dominican trademark), and 

much productive humor and ruptures23.  

                                                 
23 This particularly Dominican gendered racialization of Bienve and the other collaborators will 
be addressed in Chapter V. 
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‘THIS IS HOW I COOK, SO IT WILL FEED MORE PEOPLE’24: ELSA’S FOOD 
SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.11: Elsa main staples, la bandera and mangú, center, Elsa tasting her beans. 

 

Yo cocino así, pa’ que rinda, mucho por si biene gente...la cocina coje el toque 
que tu le dé, como en el hogar que yo crecí, pongo todo esfuerzo pa’ que aunque 
sea salga bien la comida...yo no como cuento con mi comida, uno encuentra 
tiempo sea como sea...aunque esto e’ parte de lo que tengo que hacer...si me 
siento ma, me salgo de la casa, me voy por ahí a caminar... 
 
[This is how I cook, so it will feed more people, a lot just in case...the kitchen 
takes the tone that you give it, like in the home I grew up, I put effort so at least 
the food will come out right...I don’t eat stories with my food, one finds time one 
way or the other...even though this is part of what I must do... and if I am feeling 
bad I go out to take a walk...] 

 

Elsa’s cooking repertoire consisted of many Dominican dishes, but the ones she cooked 

the most during fieldwork were la bandera, avena (hot oatmeal), sopa (chicken soup), 

mangú and the ever present café (sweet black coffee).  

 
...Cocino arró y habichela, para dó dia, y epageti y carne to’ lo dia...el mangú lo 
hago lo fine de semana ó entre semana si toy’ rápida y hay mucha boca que 
alimentá...aqui no comemo en mesa, se come donde quiera, tampoco comemo 
junto...allá era dificil consiná con carbon, así dentro de la casa...luego 
conseguimo una etufita, pero nunca habia gá...por lo meno aquí uno se mata 
trabajando pero tiene todo lo necesario en la cocina...lo que no hay e’ tiempo pa 
difrutarlo... 
 
[I cook rice & beans enough for two days, the spaghetti and meat I cook 
everyday...mangú I cook on weekends of during the week if I am in a rush and 
there are many mouths to feed...here we don’t eat at the dining table, one eats 
anywhere, we don’t eat together either...there (DR) was difficult to cook with 

                                                 
24 “...así  yo lo hago, pa’ que rinda” 
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charcoal inside the house, here one I has everything I need in the kitchen, what 
we don’t have is time to enjoy it...] 
 

 

 
Fig.3.12: Elsa preparing rice & beans in her apt. in the Bronx (photos by the author). 

 

Elsa is proud of her seasoning knowledge but she seems particularly interested in cooking 

meals that are pleasing to her, economical and fast to prepare, good to feed others, as well 

as nourishing to her family. Kitchen work takes up as much time and energy as her job as 

baby-sitter, and it seems she has to multitask constantly throughout the day.  Shopping 

for food in bulk at least every month (which she does at a big Dominican supermarket on 

207th St. in Manhattan), plus the weekly and daily trips to near by supermarkets and 

Dominican grocery stores  takes up also much time and energy.  

  
A mi me guta mi comida mia...la comida dominicana e’ sabrosa diferente a la 
americana...e’ que nosotro usamo condimento diferente, lo sasones son verde, 
todo frejco, aqui son cosa enlatada, seca...siempre hago mucha comida, por si 
pasa gente...uno nunca sabe quien biene con hambre...por ejemplo, yo cuando 
tengo hambre yo pierdo el control mental... 
 
[I like my foods...Dominican cooking is tasty not like the American food...we use 
different condiments, fresh, here they are canned or dried...I always make a lot of 
food, in case someone stops by; one never knows who may be visiting with 
hunger... for example, when I am hungry I loose mental control...] 

 

However, unlike the other women who spend much time and energy preparing their 

seasonings ahead of time, Elsa chops and adds condiments as she cooks, and only crushes 

garlic to store in a jar for the week’s use.  
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Lo condimento que uso pa’ mi sabor dominicano son, oregano, recao, cebolla, 
ajo...aqui en nueva yor por ejemplo, el celery e’ algo que uno va cambiando, 
como el sofreir tambien, yo ya no le echo todo junto a la habichuela... tambien el 
vinagre rojo (balsamic) lo descubri aqui... 
 
[the condiments I use for my Dominican flavor are oregano, long leafed 
coriander, onions, garlic...here I began using celery, ones start changing things, 
now I don’t put all condiments whole into the beans...I discovered the red vinegar 
here also...] 
 
 

Elsa prepares rice & beans often because she likes it, but also because when she doesn’t 

her son and her partner complains, saying they feel as if without this food they have not 

quite eaten. 

   
La bandera pa mi e’arró, habichuela y epageti, pa que rinda y alcanse pa’ má 
gente... ...e’ como el plato fuerte de nosotro, que noj ídentifica como 
dominicanos, regularmente acompañada de una ensaladita verde, repollo, tomate, 
pepino, lechuga...mi bandera la acompaño con lasaña tambien...yo licuo mi 
s’habichuela, asi la hacia mi mamá, con poquito grano, y asi yo la cocino, con 
mucha crema...esa e’la bandera que yo entiendo, pero trae contradicione con la 
version de otra gente... 
 
[La bandera for me is rice, beans, and spaghettis, so it can feed more people...this 
is our main staple... bandera is accompanied with lasagna...I liquify my beans, 
that is the way my mother cooked them, with very few beans in it, and that is the 
way I cook them, very creamy, but it is different from other Dominican 
versions...] 
 

The preoccupation with feeding people resurfaces here. Elsa expresses also an awareness 

of official versions of la bandera, but states her right to cook her version, and also to cook 

the side dishes she serves it with. She is also referring here to some discussions that took 

place after the public food exhibition we had at the end of fieldwork. Some visitors 

commented they thought the images of her bandera did not look right: theirs was of 

course, to them, the right version. There is also here the mark of the apprenticeship 

through which most Dominican women of her generation learned how to cook. This food 

socialization is further expanded in the next section. Elsa had many months of hard work, 

so she cooked a lot of mangú, as she says, to feed more people fast. Many narratives 

emerged as she peeled plantains, boiled, mashed them, between lots of interruptions. 
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Fig.3.13: Elsa cooking a lot of mangú, under less than ideal conditions (photos by the author) 

 
El mangú...lo hacemo de diferente manera, aunque termina en el mismo objetivo 
que e’ plátano majao con agua de sal, vinagre, cebolla...se sirve con queso, con 
salchichón...cuando tu tiene mucha gente con hambre e’una forma de ir 
repartiendo rápido, rinde mucho, uno le sirve suficiente a cada uno y rapido...eso 
era lo que mi mamá hacía-...  
 
[The mangú...we [Dominicans] make mangú in different ways, but it ends in the 
same objective, mashed plantains with oil, vinegar, onions...it can be served with 
cheese or salami...it is a good to  prepare when you have a lot of hungry people to 
feed, it helps to serve everyone enough and fast...that is what my mother used to 
say...] 

 

Elsa cooks also avena (hot oatmeal) for breakfast, and sometimes for dinner. The visual 

and poetic way she describes such memories is one of the most emotional and sensual 

descriptions I heard from any of the collaborators. This dish seems a central food 

memory key to her personal formation and history in DR. 
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Fig.3.14: Elsa’s ‘abena familiar y colectiva’ [familiar and collective oatmeal] comfort food. 

 
Lo que má arrecuerdo de mi niñes e’ la avena que se hacia en mi casa, te proteje 
hata de la anemia...la avena familia y collectiva...si, en mi casa siempre habia un 
baso de abena con un pan totao pa to’el que pasara por ahí...en eso tiempo donde 
habia gente con hambre, a quien no le ba gutá que lo reciban con una avenita 
caliente...si, pero e porque rendiiiiiiiia... crecimo con ese desayuno de avena 
entera, esa paja era lo que alimentaba...mi mamá hacia do paila...y le echaba 
mantequilla, que cosa má rica... 
 
[What I remember the most about my childhood is the hot oatmeal, it protects 
you even from anemia...the familiar and collective oatmeal...yes, in my house 
there was always a cup of oatmeal and toast for anyone that came by...in those 
times when people were hungry, who wouldn’t want to be welcomed with a little 
hot oatmeal?...yes, but it is because it stretches to feed many...we grew up with 
that breakfast, the grains were full, not processed, and that is why it was 
nutritious...my mother used to make two potfulls...and she added a bit of butter, 
what a delicious thing...]  

 

Elsa’s foodmaps seem to be about feeding enough and nutritious foods to others 

but also to herself, with much emphasis on affordability.  It is hard to understand 

sometimes why Elsa and the other cooks go through all the trouble of preparing, what 

seems to me, such elaborate meals. Maybe there are multiple and unconscious reasons 
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not even they themselves can fully understand, yet they do try to articulate them very 

eloquently.  

 

 
Fig.3.15: Elsa’s chicken soup, sancocho substitute for Sunday dish (avocado pieces are plentiful). 
 

Yo cocino mi comida, porque e’como el binculo que te mantiene con tu pai, con 
tu raice, como lo que te satisface hacer, lo que siempre tú ha hecho...te 
desentoxica el sistema...yo cocino mi comida por higiene y porque me guta; la 
comida de la calle entoxica, la mia me purifica mi cuerpo, me habre mi sentido... 
 
  
[I like cooking my own food because it is like a link that one keeps with one’s 
land, with our roots...to do something for the satisfaction, to do something 
familiar that you always did...it detoxify your system...I cook my foods for 
hygiene, and because I like it...eating out is toxic, my food purifies my body, it 
opens my senses...” 
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‘IF THE ENEMY DIDN’T KILL ME THIS JOB WON’T EITHER’25: MEMORY & LABOR 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig. 3.16: Views of Elsa at work caring for the clients’ children at her apt. in the Bronx. 

 

For first generation immigrants present foodmaps emerged through food and gender 

socialization when they were growing up in DR, and respond to the particular trajectories 

in each person’s life. This enculturation even though taken for granted becomes a form of 

domestication of unpaid daily labor, and for some (as Beinve and Fifa) it could become 

also a set of skills to earn a living in the future. 

 

                                                 
25 “si no me mató el enemigo ete trabajo no me ba a matá” 
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Fig.3.17: Elsa’s hand-drwn memory-maps of her DR and NYC kitchens 
 

Por nuetra condicion de pobre...la mision de lo padre era que casi se obligaba a 
uno a aprende a cociná, pa substituir a la mamá...a mi era que me jodian, fue una 
maldición, porque mi comida sabia como la de mi mamá...tuve que aprender, 
como entre lo nuebe y once año, cuando viviamo en Montecristi, bella 
vista...mira como era la cosa allá, at la vecina venian y le decian a mi mamá, 
‘prétame una hija pa’que me cocine’... no me gutaba mucho la cocina, fue depué 
que me casé que eso me motivó... 
 
[Because we were poor...the mission of parents was to force you to learn how to 
cook, so you could substitute your mother when needed...I was really in a bad 
position, it was a curse, because my foods tasted just like my mother’s so every 
one wanted me to cook...I had to learn around nine or ten years old, when we 
were living in Montecristi, Bella Vista...Look how things were there, any 
neighbor women could come around, for example asking my mother, “could you 
lend me a daughter to help me with the cooking?” and our mothers used to say 
yes!...I didn’t really like to cook, it was after I married that that motivate me...] 

 

In the present Elsa earns her "plátano" as a certified child attendant. During my visits to 

Elsa I got to experience first hand the atmosphere of her work-home site. It is hard work, 

and one needs vacations from something like this. She cooks and cares for seven children 

of various ages, colors and nationalities, including Dominican, African (from Togo), 

African-American, and mixed ‘Latinos’. She communicates the best she can with the 

parents and children that do not speak Spanish, and sometimes they have to call someone 
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to translate. Elsa wakes up early before 7 a.m., children start arriving around 8:00 a.m. 

The shift is supposed to finish at around 6 pm. Even though she has some strict guide-

lines from the child care agency in terms of diet, she usually cooks Dominican food for 

the children (except if allergies are an issue) since she has calculated that the food she 

makes contains all the food groups recommended.  

 
Eso niño comen como desandarao, e’que esa madre no le cocinan...yo le doy su 
comida, ya se acostumbraron, ahora piden comida Dominicana en su casa, me 
cuentan la mujere...aqui de una u otra forma tu sufre hambre si no come a 
tiempo, aqui no hay ñoñeria ni tiempo... 
 
[These kids eat as if their mothers don’t feed them, they probably don’t cook at 
home...I give them food, so now the women tell me they ask for Dominican 
foods at home...here one way or the other one suffers hunger if one does not 
manage to eat on time...here one can’t be spoiled  or finicky, there is no time...] 

 

She says this way they will grow healthy and strong, and most importantly, they get the 

pleasure of tasting ‘real’ food. The children have learned to love these foods, they seem 

to be also hungry for affection, which she dispenses by taking turns, depending on the 

loudness of their requests. Some of the younger ones have been weaned on these foods, 

as she has cared for them as they have grown, walked and started speaking in a sort of 

Esperanto-like mix of languages with a hint of Dominican accent to communicate with 

her. After 6 pm the children are taken away, (never quite on time); Elsa is exhausted, but 

understandably tired of the housework and the encierro (being cooped in the apt), she 

goes out to different diligencias (errants). On Fridays Elsa drops off the agency’s 

paperwork (her time-sheet and food list) a few miles away in the Bronx. She prefers to 

take the bus or call a Dominican gypsy cab to picked her up at her apartment if she is late.  

Elsa said she has always worked hard. Even before she left home she had odd 

jobs, and even after becoming pregnant with her first child. She prides herself on creating 

her own sources of income, so she can decide which survival needs to assist with (for 

example, her family in DR), and in order to have something for emergencies and also 

probably for the freedom and power it gives her to provide for her own needs and wishes. 

Since she worked in DR and learned how to support herself as a young woman, and 
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afterwards as a single mother, she had the practice and experience before she migrated of 

a certain amount of economic and personal autonomy as a woman. 

  
Yo me gano mi propia entrada, chiripiando aqui y allá...yo doy má de  100% pa’ 
mantené el hogar a flote...como un barco cuando se tá undiendo siempre hay una 
forma de salbarlo... En Santiago trabajé en la zona franca y en 
telecomunicacion...en la zona franca uno tenia que comer en la calle, como un 
perro, asi  era el lunche...yo aquí primero trabajé en factoria, immigracion venia, 
y lo primero en juir eran lo jefe, porque no tenian papele....... ahora trabajo de 
niñera en mi casa, tengo ahora siete carajito...esto trabajo y eta ciudad matan a 
uno, pero...si el enemigo no me mató, esto tampoco me va a matá... 
 
[I have my own way of getting income, doing little things here and there...I give 
more than 100% to keep my home functioning...like a ship, when it is going 
down I find a way to save it.... In Santiago, I worked in free trade zones...in those 
places one had to eat on the streets, like a dog, that is how it was at lunch time... 
Here I used to work first in factories, migration agents used to come there and 
even the owners had to run because they did not had papers... now I work as a 
child attendant from my home, I care for seven children...this City and this job 
are not easy, but if the enemy did not kill me [in DR], this job here is not going to 
kill me either...] 
 

The situation became very difficult after almost all NYC factories moved overseas 

starting in the 1990. Eventually Elsa found a certificate program sponsored by the state 

welfare in which she was trained as a child attendant to work from home, and she did not 

need to be fluent in English. It took a year for all the inspections, background check and 

paperwork to be ready for her to start working. 

 
Cuando se fueron la factoria de aquí [NYC] fué muy difícil...yo trabajé a pisué –
yo ganaba como $400 a la semana- en eso tiempo la comida era ma’ barata...yo 
ata koreano aprendi, en la factoria de koreano no decian pali, pali, trabajen, 
trabajen!!!... 
  
[When the factories left (NYC) was difficult...I used to work by the piece and 
earn $400 a week-in those times food was cheaper also...in the factory I even 
learned to speak Korean, the boss use to ask us: work, work, pali, pali!!!...] 

 

Even now there are periodic inspections, and she has to fill out paperwork every week, 

including signatures of who comes into the house. She has become a very sought after 

contract employee; there are frequent calls from women trying to get her to take their 

children, since she has a reputation for caring for children and feeding them well.  
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‘WHERE-EVER I ARRIVE, THERE IS HOME’26: HOME SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.18: View of train #6 stop, Yanki Stadium, Elsa preparing to travel to DR, box of food to 
ship to Santiago (bottom right). 

 

Elsa migrated from El Ejido, an area of Pueblo Nuevo in the province of Santiago in DR 

to NYC in 1988. I gather through her stories that she grew-up in a loving home, with 

plenty of food, except for few years where they experienced scarcity.  

 
Si, me falto la tré [comida] pero una comida por lo meno al dia era seguro...mi 
papa y hermano vendian helado y jalao, y mi mamá bendía empanada en otro 
barrio...me quedé con un pánico de que vaya a suceder el hambre otra vé...ahora 
hago mucha comida, pendiente de que alguien viene, yo vengo de esa tradición 
en mi casa...aqui no se pasa hambre, pero cuando aqui la cosa tá mala repercute 
allá...aqui en nueva yor e’ un desatre la abundancia de comida... 
 
[Yes, I missed the three meals a day, but at least we had one a day for sure...when 
things were bad my father and brother sold home-made ices and coconut sweets, 
and my mother used to sell empanadas in another neighborhood...I was left with 
a panic that we may be hungry again...now I make a lot of food, just in case 
someone may visit and they may be hungry; I come from that tradition in my 

                                                 
26 “donde yo llego, ahí e’que tá el hogar” 
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house...here one does not go hungry, but when things are bad here it has a 
repercussion there [in DR]...here in New York it is obscene  the abundance of 
food...] 

 

Elsa’s father (who has passed away) worked as a tile polisher in the same town. Her 

mother worked in the home, but when things were rough she would make food to go and 

sell it on the street in another neighborhood. It seems that in spite of their condition her 

home was an oasis for anyone needing food, shelter, or a place to hide.  Elsa speaks with 

great respect and fondness about her parents, and about her house as a radical refuge for 

political dissidents. When she relates this kind of story, her face lights up, and she gets 

very lively, making assertive gestures. 

 
Mi mamá decia que la comida ni se puede botá ni se pue perdé...mi mamá era el 
plato fuerte de la casa...mi mamá hacia esa avena tan buena, ademá era lo que má 
rendia, era barata, hata lo preso que andaban juyéndole a banda (policia), y lo 
guardia que venian a interrogano se la comian... 
 
[My mother used to say that food can’t be discarded or wasted...my mother was 
the strong plate in the house...she used to make such a good oatmeal...it stretches 
to serve many; it was cheap, even the prisoners that were running from the 
police, and the guards, that came after to interrogate us, used to eat it...] 

 

Elsa told me in different gatherings how her ‘casa’ was like a constant 

passageway of people; both her parents wanted to have an open house for anyone that 

needed a place; they loved helping gente ajena (strangers) even if they were not kin. This 

open house was a refuge for dissidents and run- away prisoners, a center of gathering for 

comites de amas de casa contra el alza de la canasta familiar (housewife committees to 

protest prices of food items) students and local organizers during the police raids and 

when police dispersed marchers and protesters. Elsa’s brothers were very active also in 

the left wing opposition, her older brother was assassinated in that struggle.  

 
En Pueblo Nuevo por mi casa era que pasaba tó er mundo a econderse de la 
policia y a comé...mi mamá y mi papá fueron lo mejore padre...cuando la gente 
dice que durante Trujillo to el mundo era trujillita, yo le digo que’eso e mentira, 
en mi casa nunca hubo un letrero que dijera en esta casa Trujillo e’el jefe, y luego 
supimo tirano lo doce año de Balaguer sin abandoná el compromiso... 
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[In Pueblo Nuevo it was through my house that everybody came to hide from the 
police, and to eat...my parents were the best parents...when people say that during 
Trujillo’s era everyone was trujillista I tell them that is a lie, in my house there 
was never a sign saying ‘in this house Trujillo is the boss’, and later we suffered 
the twelve years of Balaguer’s repression without abandoning our commitment...] 

 

Elsa was key in the publication and distribution of a clandestine newspaper from jail, 

“saliera como saliera” (we had to get it out by any means) who reported on the jail 

conditions and about whenever a prisioner was planned to be ‘disappeared’.  She tells me 

the story, making all the physical gesture of her actions; she put the papers in her panties 

if necessary, and used to bring very tasty foods for the guards in order to distract them. 

These alternative maps of struggle left a mark in Elsa's foodmaps in the present, 

penetrating the meaning of certain foods. This active engagement eventually crumbled, 

abandoned due to her disappointments at the situation, when -since the 1980s- even 

radical sectors in the country turned to apathy, and migration began displacing national 

social justice projects as internal solutions. Eventually, through a complex process of 

arrangements Elsa arrived in NYC in 1984, illegally, one of her brothers was already 

living in Manhattan and gave her shelter until she found a job.  

 
Mi hermano e’un infanate, me dijo, tu te quiere ir pa’nueva yor? y yo me tiré 
como una leona...con un sujto en el avión (de que me descubrieran)...pero yo soy 
de guerra, yo e’ luchao...veni en la condicione que yo vine, me atrevi y sin cogé 
yola aunque ilegal, ya soy ciudadana y traje a mi familia, un logro personal a 
pesar de la barrera que uno encuentra...emigre con un objetivo, se perdien una 
cosa y se ganan otra, pero no me arrepiento, aun con la limitacione del idioma, 
mira tó lo que e’logrado...e’una forma de ayudá a la familia...y así e’, la anti-
imperialita ahora cocinando en el medio del imperio... 
 
[My bother told me, do you want to come to NY?, and I decide to come, like a 
lioness...with a great fear when I was in the plane that I will be detained...but I 
am a guerrillera, I have struggled...I dared to come in such conditions, and 
without taking a boat, even if I did it  illegally...I  brought my family, am already 
a citizen...this is a personal success to the obstacles one finds, with all my 
limitations with the language, look what I have achieved...I migrated with an 
objective, many things are lost, but others are gained, I don’t regret what I did...it 
is a way to help the family...an there you have it, the anti-imperialist cooking 
now from inside the empire....] 
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Elsa  arrived to Washington Heights, a Dominican neighborhood around 172 St. 

She felt however: [“un desencanto y una la tristesa muy grande...el encierro, ese maldito 

frio, y uno trabajando como cien hora, sin un repiro...” I was disappointed, an enclosed 

living, the cold, and the need to be working at all times]. She left behind in DR her 

children their fathers and her mother.  In a few years the  children and her husband came 

to NYC, and had some hard times adapting. Due to rent increases in Manhattan, they 

moved to the Bronx in 1992 where they still live today.  

 
Ay Lidia, eso pobre muchachito encerrao, mirando el puente por la ventana,  
viendo lo carro pasando hata que yo llegara del trabajo...me dio tanto trabajo 
ponelo a le escuela, y ello sin ningún inglé, imagínate...el niño chiquito me decia 
que se le iba a explotá la cabeza, tratando el pobre... 
 
[I felt sorry for my children, inside that apartment looking through the window to 
the cars on the bridge, waiting for me to come back from work...I had a lot of 
difficulties registering them in schools, and they could not speak any 
English...the little one used to get headaches, trying...] 

 

Elsa became the migratory motor of her family; she brought her children and her 

husband. Now she is helping two of her sisters migrate legally to the US. Her mother 

never wanted to leave DR, and now is too ill to make decisions.  She helps relatives with 

shelter whenever they arrive. She seems to have been disappointed, however, with what 

she found in NYC, though it may be possible for her to bear the migration ruptures 

through her upbeat attitude, she has an awareness of the collective toll the City takes on 

everyone. 

 
A lo primero cuando vine me asombré de vé gente llorando en lo trene, yo me 
decia, diantre! que le pasará a esa gente...un dia fui yo la que rompí a llorá en el 
tren# 4... asi, sin que me importara quien me biera...ahora e’que yo entiendo, ay! 
e’ que la gente arratra tanta tritesa en eta ciudá... 
 
[When I first came here, I was surprised to see people crying in the trains, and 
wondered what may be happening to them...one day I started crying right there in 
the #4 train, without minding anyone...now I understand.. in this City people drag 
around so much sadness...] 
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Fig.3.19: Elsa’s memory-maps of her community and of her local food routes  

 

Elsa’s boundaries of home are now delineated by very different concerns from those of 

her past history in DR, but still they are marked by a commitment to support others' 

survival. Similar to Bienve, Elsa’s foodmaps extend to translocal routes; from her 

household center in the Bronx to Pueblo Nuevo, Santiago (DR) where she visits and 

supports27 her mother and sister who are ill (by means of sending food, medicines and 

remittances).  

 
Yo le mando una bodeguita por $75 a mi mamá y mi hermana como cada do o tre 
mese...mira ahi le incluyo de tó; un saco de arró, habichuela seca y de lata,  aceite 
y salsa, como vente lata de tuna, leche carnechion, guandule de lata, bacalao...e 
má, hata mambá le mando, lo que aqui le dicen pinoborer...y le incluyo medicina 
y produto de higiene... 
 

                                                 
27 This box has a special corner in the kitchen.  In order to have the box ready, every time she 
purchase her own food supplies she brings some extra to start filling the box. This juggling of two 
households responsibility will be discussed in Chapter V. It is mentioned here to point to 
activities intersected by food cycles. 
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[I send my family la bodeguita (a big box of food she call the 'grocery store') 
every few months...look, there I include them everything; bags of rice, dried 
beans and in cans, corn oil, tomatoe paste, like 20 cans of tuna, evaporated milk, 
pigeon peas in cans, dried cod-fish...I even include peanut butter...plus medicines 
and hygiene products...] 

 

Her local paths are not wide spread, yet implicate constant movements. Elsa cooks from 

the bulk products she purchases every few months at a big Dominican food warehouse on 

207 St. in Manhattan. If she needs something in between bulk purchases she goes to the 

Dominican grocery store across the streets, or to another one blocks away, or else to a 

nearby supermarket, depending on the item needed and the best place to get it.  On 

weekends she goes for periodic agency training/meeting for groups of caregivers with 

their director or supervisor a few miles away, but still in the Bronx. On weekends she 

also goes shopping for clothing, as a distraction and an  investment to send or bring these 

to DR to be sold by her husband’s sister. Elsa goes to openings for art shows related to 

her husband’s and his friends’ art projects.   

 
Salgo una ó do bece al dia – no soy dada al encierro, esa cárcel, allá me siento 
suelta, andando en el barrio, familia, vecino, la calle...aquí me voy sola en 
guagua y tren, a la agencia a llevá lo papele de mi trabajo aqui en el Bronx...lo 
má lejo que llego e’ a la 34 o la  23 en dantaun, o al supermercado en la 207, y a 
visitar a Fifa y Bienve, aqui en el Bronx voy a visitar a mi amigo R...a vece voy a 
actividade culturale... 
 
[I go out once or twice a day-I can’t be cooped up here, in this jail, there [DR] I 
feel free, roaming the neighborhood, the family, neighbors, the streets...here I go 
out alone by bus or train, to take the papers for my job here in the Bronx, the 
farthest I go is 34 St. or 23 St. in downtown to shop, or to the supermarket in 207 
St., I visit Fifa and Bienve, here in the Bronx I visit also my friend R...sometimes 
I go to cultural activities...] 
 
 

Elsa does not attend any church, nor do any of the other participants except Rafa, but they 

all express certain Christian and Caribbean syncretic beliefs (e.g the home altar).  

Sometimes she visits a friend from her town and his family that live far north but still in 

the Bronx, or she visits Fifa and Bienve in el alto manjatan (179st & 204 St), who are 

part of her social networks.  
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Celebro la nochebuena, navidad, el dia del pavo yo no jodo con eso, aunque le 
hago un pavito a vece pa’ mi hijo pequeño...el dia de la madre yo mijma me 
compro mi flore...no celebro el 27 de feb ni voy ya a la parada dominicana, yo no 
pierdo mi tiempo en ese relajo...cuando vivia en grand concor iba a la parada 
dominicana y llevaba a lo s’ijo, ahora ya no- me fui desengañando, se ha 
politicizado mucho, solo voy a eposione artistica o evento culturale con o sin 
Narso... 
 
[I celebrate December 24th [good night] and 25th (Christmas), the day of the 
turkey no, I don’t bother, except sometimes I do it because of my younger 
son...for mother’s day I go out to buy myself my own flowers...I don’t celebrate 
February 27th (Dominican independence) and don’t go to the Dominican parade, 
which is a mess...I used to take the kids when they were younger, but I have 
discovered the organizers are just using the people...I only go now to art shows or 
cultural events, with or without Narso...] 
 

 
Elsa’s foodmaps were shaped by former routes of radical struggles and social actions that 

were crucial during her socialization in DR. These concerns seem to be expressed now in 

the restricted spaces of relations with family, social networks, and even with her job as 

she puts special efforts into caring for the children almost as a surrogate mother. The 

public food paths that may help her gain a sense of home are accompanied by gender and 

generational negotiations and disappointments in the private realm, hinted at through 

food.   
Mi s’ijo no cocinan ná...te hacen un panqué, un chirio...ello no se cojen esa 
lucha...no ponen esfuerso...mira dique pelando una yuca así...como una 
zanahoria...y tampoco friegan, aquí nadie hace ná, namá soy yo... 
 
[My kids don’t cook anything...they may make pancake, or prepare cereal...they 
don’t go through the struggle, don’t put any effort...look, this is how they try to 
peel a yuca, as if it were a carrot...and they don’t wash dishes, no one here does 
housework, only I do...] 
 
  

There are, for example, conflictive domestic relations with her children; her daughter has 

been in drug treatment twice and sometimes disappears for months, the youngest son is 

having problems finishing high school, and her oldest son does not want to move out of 

the apartment nor contribute to rent, even though he is in his late thirties. Elsa may also 

feel alone dealing with all her family situation since she perceives her partner (father of 

her younger children) remains at the margins of the home, preoccupied with his own 

affairs. Added to these local concerns Elsa has constant worries and financial burdens 
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concerning her mother’s progressing Alzheimer’s, and one of her sisters' AIDS condition. 

It is no wonder that at times she longs for her former life in DR, and nurtures in her mind 

a project of return, in which we read below, coffee is an index of that re-imagination of 

home. 

 

 
Fig.3.20: Elsa’s disposable camera photos, taken during her trip to Santiago, DR in 2006. 

 
Por ahora tengo que mantené a lo de aquí y a lo de allá, todavia no me puedo 
ir...Siempre pensé en el regreso...yo no pensé en eto, en ete frio, en eta vaina, 
cuatro parede...esto e’ un encierro, nunca me he sentido como en mi casa aqui... 
allá toy a pata suelta...un apto genera ditancia... Por ahora, donde yo llego, ahí e’ 
que tá el hogar, ya sea allá o aqui...pero mi único deseo ahora e’ yo irme por mi 
propio pie de aqui..dejo el cou ese tirao y me voy...irme a sentá en una mesedora 
en mi barrio, a tomá café con lo becino...allá e’que tá mi territorio...la fé muebe 
montaña dicen, y esa e’mi fé... 
 
[For now where ever I arrive at, there is home...I can’t return, I have to support 
two households...I always thought about returning [to DR]...I did not imagine 
this, this cold, this mess, four walls at all times...I have never felt at home 
here...There I felt free to roam...an apartment generates distance......my only wish 
is to be able to return by my own two feet, leave the coat here...go to sit on a 
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rocking chair drinking coffee with neighbors on the porch...my territory is 
there...faith moves mountains it is said, and that is my faith...] 
 

‘I COOK STRANGELY, INDEED’28: FIFA’S FOOD SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.21: Fifa’s main food staples, left, a chimichurri sandwich, right, kipes (cracket wheat). 

 
 
Ay! yo cocino medio raro...eso si e’verdá...yo empiezo como sea hata que se 
cocine tó... 
 
[I cook strangely, indeed...that is true...I began through any step until all is 
done...] 
 
 

Fifa is a woman in her late fifties who has been cooking for others for a long time, and 

she comes from a family of professional cooks also. Her main staples consist of leftovers 

of chimichurri (a type of Dominican steak sandwich with tomato, lettuce, a mayonaise 

based-sauce, salt and pepper), kipes (or quipes, fritters made of ground beef and bulger 

trigo (cracked wheat), a Dominican finger food probably derived from a similar Arab 

preparation called kibbi).  

 
Yo cocino raro, esa e’la berdá...No cocino mucho aquí, solo cuando me dá antojo 
de un cocido, o un morisito soñando, o un yaniqueque. Yo me traigo en la noche 
mi comida ya hecha, y como de lo que queda, y alcansa pa’otra gente......bueno, 
yo cocino eso porque e’ lo mejor, uno su cultura no la deja...cocino porque me 
recuerda mi tierra, me pongo notalgica... 
 

                                                 
28 “...yo cocino raro...” 
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[I cook strangely indeed...I don’t cook much here except when I feel a craving 
for cow hoof soup, or a small "to die dreaming" (Dominican .shake) o a 
yaniqueque. When I come from work at night, I bring my food leftovers to eat at 
home, sometimes there is so much I can share with family and with whomever is 
visiting...I cook very strangely indeed... well, I still cook that because this is the 
best, to eat what is your own culture...I cook when I feel nostalgia for my land] 
 
 
 

These are foods she prepares during the day at her job, except for the bizcocho (a type of 

pound-cake), which she makes in the kitchen of the apartment where she lives. She 

usually brings home enough food to share with anyone present and with her house-mates; 

her hijastra (step-daughter) who lives in the same two bedroom apartment with her 

husband and two children. Her hijastra cooks her own kinds of what she claims are more 

‘healthy’ meals, ‘American’ sandwiches, and sometimes she brings fast food for her and 

her children on her way from her job. Fifa eats a lot of chimis, quipes, and salted pork, 

also eats leftovers of Dominican bicocho, left-overs when she cooks these by the order 

for Dominican grocery stores and for private clients for birthdays and weddings.  

 

 
Fig.3.22: Fifa’s night preparation of bizcocho Dominicano (cake) for a client’s birthday. 

 

 

Sometimes she eats warm Dominican foods prepared by a woman friend that lives next to 

the basement where Fifa prepares the foods for her job. Of this relation she says:  

 
Yo tengo una señora, que tamo puerta con puerta, que ella me pasa mi 
desayuno...anjá, poreso e’que yo no cocino aquí...ella me dá huevo, plátano 
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(entero, pero yo me lo como), avena...ella e’una señora que vive en el beisman, 
ella le cocina a su eposo y me dá la mia, yo le doy papel de lonche pa’enbolbé su 
carne...ahora ella me bá a ayudá en el trabajo...sí, ella me pasa mi comida como a 
la dó de la tarde, porque tamo ahí cerca puerta a puerta...yo lo que dije fue, 
bueno, nosotro hemo dado tanta comida allá en mi casa, y todavia damo, que uno 
tenia que encontrá algún un dia alguien que se la ofresiera a uno, porque Dio 
e’grande...ahora me la tan dando a mi, dió se acordó de mi... 
 
[There is a woman, next door, at the basement where I work, that shares her 
foods with me, she gives me breakfast, egg, plantains (without mashing), 
oatmeal...she cooks for her husband and passes some to me...now she will start 
working with me preparing the food for the van...she also gives me lunch, around 
two in the afternoon...I said to myself, well, in our house [in Santiago] we gave 
so much food and still we help people there, that someday someone will 
reciprocate, because God is great, now is my turn to be offered food...God did 
remember me...] 
 
 

Chimichurri, kipes, and salted pork don’t figure prominently in Dominican national 

cuisine representations, but they are regional foods that are appreciated in Pueblo Nuevo, 

Santiago from where Fifa migrated. They are racialy marked as low prestige ‘comida de 

cocolo’ (food of cocolos, name given to English speaking Caribbean immigrants to DR). 

These are low prestige staples, not only of working-class sectors but are also transit-street 

foods, sold in mobile vehicles both in DR and NYC. They are considered sometimes to 

be hangover fare, since many Chimi vans are parked around clubs and dancing places and 

work night shifts. In NYC, even though the vans are ‘open’ until 10 pm or so, they are 

mostly lunch and late afternoon stops for workers around the area (mostly in Washington 

Heights).  
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Fig.3.23: View of Fifa’s master piece birthday cake, finished one winter night, close to 1 a.m. 
 

The bizcocho Dominicano has acquired, especially outside of DR, some prominence as a 

Dominican prestige food. Many reposterias (bakery shops) that own well-established 

prestigious business in DR have now opened sucursales (chains) in NYC, Miami and 

Puerto Rico. This specialty in sweet pastry is not a unique Dominican phenomenon, it is a 

wide spread enterprise in Latin America, especially in Mexico and Colombia. However, 

bizcochos are a kind of festive food, a postre (dessert) to be eaten in small quantities, not 

as main staples. I wonder if Fifa’s diabetic condition may have been aggravated by the 

regular consumption of this food (loaded with white refined sugar and white flour--a 

carbohydrate that converts immediately to sugar in our systems).  
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Fig.3.24: Fifa preparing her mangú version, unique by one ripen plantain, served with slated pork. 

 

Sometimes Fifa brings salted pork meat, marinated and ready to fry, and she 

purchases yuca or plantains at a Dominican grocery store on her way from work, to boil 

and eat with this meat. 

  
El que no tiene diente come mangú...yo a mi mangú le echo un plátano amarillo, 
pa’que quede dulcito...yo comí tanto mangú que aquí ya no lo hago; me acuerda 
a mi mamá...ella no añoñaba dándono mangú... la cebolla la traje de mi trabajo, 
me puse guante pa picá cebolla, porque yo pelo mucha cebolla en el trabajo, 
tengo que usá guante...lo sirvo con puerco salado, le añado orégano al puerco, pal 
toque mágico... 
 
[Mangú is food for people without teeth... I mix in a fully ripe plantain into my 
mangú to give it a little sweetness...I ate so much mangú that I lost desire to 
prepare it here; It reminds me of my mother, she spoiled us giving us mangú... I 
brought the onions for the mangú from work, I peel a lot of onions, so I have to 
wear gloves...I serve my mangú with salted pork, I add oregano to the pork, for 
the magic touch... 

 

Fifa’s plate maps are floating in a way, since she rarely cooks at the apartment kitchen. I 

am not sure she considers the kitchen her space, yet it seems that is the area of the 

apartment where she spends the very few hours she is ‘at home’, in addition perhaps to 

her bedroom.  
Yo cocino porque es lo mejor, uno su cultura no la deja...cocino porque me 
recuerda mi tierra...yo le hago su cocido, moro con berenjena a mi hijatra y su 
mario y a lo muchacho, ello le guta mucho... 
 
[I still cook these foods because this is the best, to eat what is your own culture...I 
cook becuase it reminds me of my land...I cook for my daughter in-law and her 
family cocido (cow hoof stew) and moro con berenjena (rice with the beans 
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cooked together accompanied by eggplant in tomato sauce) they like these a 
lot...] 
 

Nevertheless, Fifa expresses the importance of cooking for herself and family whenever 

she can, preparing for them special dishes from her home region in Santiago, DR.  

‘I LEARN TO COOK BY WATCHING, OR I INVENT IT’29: MEMORY AND LABOR 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig. 3.25: The van for which Fifa prepares the chimichurri and other fast-Dominican foods. Her 
bizcocho preparation job to the right. 

 
Yo he cocinado tanto que ya ni sé cuando aprendí...nosotra aprendimo sola, yo 
aprendi sola a cociná y pela plátano...parece que Dio no dió el don de 
aprender...lo que’ aprendido fué viendo, o me lo invento...lo quipe aprendí allá 
biendo a mi hermana que tambien hace comida pa’ bendé... Siiii, mi familia hacia 
comida pa’ tó el pedaso,  pa’ velación-nueve dia, tanta gente comiendo...  
 
[I have cooked for so long I don’t even know when that happened...me and my 
sisters, we learned how to cook on our own, I learned alone to cook and peel 
plantains...it seems that god gave us the talent to learn...I learned by watching, or 
if not I invent it.. the kipes I learned how to make watching my sister there (DR), 
she also makes cooks for sale... Oh yes, my family in DR used to make a lot of 

                                                 
29 “yo aprendo a cocinar biendo, o si no me lo invento” 
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food for the neighborhood, especially cooking for (nine days of prayers for a 
funeral) a lot of people eating...] 
 
 

 
Fig. 3.26: Fifa’s memory maps of her DR and NYC kitchens-the only maps she had time for. 

 

Fifa has worked as a cook since very young, and comes from a family of women that 

cook for hire. As it seems to have been usual for her generation and in her family 

trajectory, she had to learn how to cook, not only as unpaid-domestic labor but also as a 

skill to bring income into the household.  

 
Mi papá era inglé, de la islas, desertó a su familia allá y nunca volvió, ni nunca 
no enseñó inglé a ninguno... mi papá? ese era el mejor padre del mundo, no 
sacaba a pasiar, un hombre de su casa...allá daba nosotro comida, gracia a dió no 
pasamo mucha hambre...mi mamá lo hacia tó en la casa, esa si que cocinaba 
bueno, despue que ella murio, yo tenia como diesinuebe año...tubimo que agarrá 
la cocina rápido pa’sutituirla... 
  
[My father was English from the Islands; he left his family there and never spoke 
a word of English again, he never taught us his language... my father? he was the 
best father in the world, he used to take us to outings, he was a man of his 
house...there (DR) we did not go hungry often thanks god, we were the ones 
helping others...my mother used to do everything at home, she cooked so 
tasty...after she died...I was nineteen, we (the daughters) had to grab the kitchen 
and learn fast to replace her...] 
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In spite of her narratives about her father as a good provider (she did not shared many 

memories of scarcity with me), it seems however, that the women in her family had either 

the need or desire to earn their own contribution to the household judging by how early 

they were cooking for sale. Fifa works now in NYC seven days a week, approximately 

twelve hour days, at her cooking job and then many more hours preparing food at home 

to have ready to bring to work next day.  

 
Eso si, aqui eso e’trabajando hata lo domingo, siete dia sin decanso...me gano el 
plátano como cocinera para un camión de chimichurri en el Alto Manhattan...yo 
hago biscocho, la gente lo encarga pa cumpleaño, boda...yo aprendí a hacerlo 
viendo a una señora aqui...y tengo toda mi pieza que compré... 
 
 [Yes, here the situation is like that, working even on Sundays, seven days 
without rest...I earn a living as a cook for a food vendor truck in Washington 
Heights, in Manhattan...and on the side I prepare wedding and birthday cakes by 
the order...I learned to make cakes here, watching a woman that taught me...I 
bought all my (cakemaking) tools.] 

 

Fifa is the ‘preparer’ of the foods for a street food van (una guagua de chimichurri) that 

sales chimichurri, kipe, and other Dominican finger foods. The owner of the business 

decides what will be cooked, fried or prepared as a sandwich, on the spot as passers-by 

and workers in the area ask for specific food orders.  She never spoke openly of her 

exploitive employer, but Elsa told me (in front of Fifa) what an abusive, cruel person he 

was, and how little he pays her, and how she has no days off, and how he gets away with 

it because Fifa was undocumented, and afraid to lose her job. Fifa makes also Dominican 

cakes for Dominican grocery stores and restaurants and for individual clients for especial 

occasions such as weddings and birthdays, which she prepares at home, after her main 

job.  

Fifa’s jobs seem to consume her whole life like a burden, but it is also her source 

of income and survival, and it has obviously played an important role in her personal 

history. Sometimes I think she wants to fill up every single minute of her life with work, 

not to think, not to worry about her many financial, immigration and family problems. 

Maybe, as it might be for some of the other cooks, cooking for her is a ritual meditation, 

maybe a site of emotional security. Most clearly it is the way she learned to make a 
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living, a set of marketable skills without which she may have a harder time finding jobs 

in NYC.  

‘I AM A PERSON THAT ERASES EVERYTHING’30: HOME SEASONINGS 

 
Fig. 3.27: Fifa’s neigborhood and job-food van, BK at the back-only at night can she take a walk. 

 

Fifa migrated to NYC from Pueblo Nuevo 1n 1993. The specific circumstances are 

dificult to reconstruct since her undocumented status is a sensitive subject about which 

she gave me only few details. Fifa’s casa (house) as her kitchen is somehow floating. It 

seems to me she does not feel ‘at home’ with the shared apartment arrangements, and she 

goes there only to prepare her bizcochos and to rest at night. She told me she walks a lot 

at night, “pa’ disipar”(to distract herself), she also said sometimes she goes to the 

Dominican parade on Saint Nicholas avenue, since it is very close to her apartment, and 

once a year she goes to mass for semana santa (eastern).  

I don’t understand how she manages these activities, since she works seven days a 

week, but on those special days she may leave her job site earlier. Apart from her 

                                                 
30 “yo soy una gente que borra tó...y tó lo borre...” 
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occasional visits to Elsa in the Bronx, and her interactions with her DR networks (phone 

calls, sending remittances and a box of food every few months to her daughters--she does 

not write letters), her local and translocal communal exchanges seem very reduced. The 

woman that lives close to the basement where she works -and who shares her Dominican 

foods with her- may be a friend, someone to commune with, or not, but it is certainly part 

of her network of survival.  

  Fifa’s foodmaps describe very localized movements in Washington Heigths, 

where she works, lives and get all her food supplies. Yet even in such a familiar 

landscape she does not seem to participate fully due to her seven days (approximately 

twelve hours a day) job schedule. The apartment where she lives is a place to 'crash' at 

night, to rest –reluctantly-- when she is just too tired to continue working in the kitchen.  

It seems that her jobs are a work-centered refuge; cooking, filling up her whole day with 

external tasks. There is a sense of distance about Fifa, yet so much generosity and 

kindness. It seems for her supporting her family in DR, leaving el Ejido (a town where 

she might have felt less anonymous and invisible), gives her a sense of belonging but has 

become also a burden. Yet that preservation of 'home' seems to imply leaving home, 

resigning oneself to not have one.  

 
Mi situación no ha cambiado...yo toy igual, sabe porqué, por tené demasiado 
encima a mi familia, imaginate tené que mandá una mensualidá...Nueva Yol 
e’dificil...yo me quiero í ya, toy cansá de trabajá...pero me guta que aquí no se bá 
la lú, y uno anda a la hora que uno quiera...yo vine porque mi mario taba aquí, yo 
no tenia deseo, y ahora el se fué, y yo aquí toy todavia... 
 
[My situation has not changed much here...I am in the same scarcity because I 
load myself with my family problems in DR, I have to send a monthly support to 
them...NYC is a difficult place...I want to leave already, I am tired of 
working...but I also like it here, there is electricity here, and one feels one can go 
anywhere at any hour...I came following my partner, and now he is gone, and I 
am still here...] 

 

It is hard to understand why Fifa persists in staying in NYC with such sense of 

isolation and in her difficult migration status, unless we consider that she may wish for 

the sense of personal independence and separation from her community in DR that is 

possible for her only in this City. I am puzzled about what Fifa’s migrant project of 
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‘home’ may be. We are left in uncertainty, maybe she may well be feeling uncertain 

herself. 
Yo soy una gente que borra tó...y tó lo borre...ni de mi fecha e’nacimiento me 
acuerdo a vece...yo no le doy mente a ná... 
 
[I am a person that erases everything...I erased everything...sometimes I don’t 
event remember my date of birth...I pay no mind to anything] 
 

‘WE DOMINICAN WOMEN COOK WELL31: FLOR’S FOOD SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.28: Flor’s main staples, yaniqueque, bandera- cooked at her daughter’s kitchen, Bronx. 

 
Nosotra la mujere Dominicana cocinamo bueno...comida sabrosa que uno se 
lambe lo deo... 
 
[We Dominican women cook well...tasty foods, the kind that you want to lick 
your fingers...] 

 

Flor's main staples are la bandera, mangú, arró con pollo (white rice with rosted or 

escabeche chicken), sometimes sopa boba (plain noodle soup), and pan ó galleta con 

café (bread or crackers with coffee). She cooks Dominican foods at least three times a 

week, because as she said “e’ que se pierde, eto muchacho no se la comen” (it gets 

wasted, the kids don’t eat it, especially the beans). The rest of the days she has 

appointments or feels too dizzy to stand for long periods of time. There is always bread 

(french or italian baguettes) or yaniqueques to eat with coffee in the mornings, and there 

are always beautiful aguacates in the kitchen to accompany the meals. She complements 

                                                 
31 ‘Nosotra la Dominicana cocinamo bueno’ 
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the household diet with cereal and sandwiches for the children, and she picks up 

Dominican foods from a near by restaurant when she is short on time or money.  

 
El arró y la habichuela, el sancocho, el mangú, tó me recuerda a mami...a vece 
traigo comida del retauran que queda aquí cerca, cuando no hay tiempo 
pa’cociná, pero a mi me guta cociná mi comida, la comida de la calle cansa, y 
tiene mucha grasa...yo le echo mi sasone aquí...orégano, y recaíto...y un toque de 
vinagre, y mucho ajo, la comida sin ajo no sabe a ná...el ajo e’la vida de la 
comida...... 
 
[Rice & beans, sancocho, el mangú, all Dominican foods remind me of my 
mother... sometimes I get food from a restaurant close by, when I am short on 
time, but I like cooking my foods, food from the streets gets tiring...here I season 
my foods with my ingredients oregano, recaito, and a lot of garlic; food without 
garlic tastes like nothing, garlic is the life of the cooking...] 
 

 

Flor’s beans are delicious (even in spite of the bit of chicken bouillon she puts in them 

that has lots of MSG), she is the only one that puts sliced pieces of green plantains in her 

beans.  

 
Yo le echo pedacito de plátano a mi habichuela, como hacia mami...y el locrio de 
salchichón, qué bueno! pero eto muchacho no lo saben apreciá...cuando ya casi 
no quedaba ná haciamo ese plato...me acuerdo de la fritura que bendian en el 
barrio, ese olorrrrrr...longaniza, totone, carne seca frita...uhmmm... 
 
[I cook my beans with pieces of plantain inside, like my mom used to do...and 
the rice cooked with salami so delicious, I rarely make it now, becuase the kids 
don’t like it, they don’t know how to appreciate it...I remember the fritters from 
the neighborhoo there, such smellssssssss...saussages, fried green plantains, dried 
fried beef...uhmmm...] 
 

Flor complains about her kids not knowing how to appreciate the simple pleasures of her 

foods brings to forefront issues of food-memory-place. What does it means to 

‘appreciate’ a meals, an item of food? It seems that this combination of emotion, 

aesthetics and gratefulness is invested in food (in the case of the participants at least) 

through the memory-history context that inscribed it through her experience in DR, but 

also through the present recall/remembrance that re-imagines it now in the distance. 
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Fig.3.29: Flor’s memory-maps of her food routes and her chilhood kitchen in Sabana, DR. 

 

 

Flor also takes great care in cooking her rice in order to produce the right concón 

(thick rice crust at the bottom) a delicacy she serves in a separate plate, putting beans on 

top. she also makes her meat (chicken, beef or bacalao) in salsa-( tomato and spiced 

sauce). With the main meal of the day (la comida- usually between 12-3 pm) she serves 

salad of lettuce, avocado, bananas (yes, sweet bananas) and fresh tomatoes. She smiles 

and open wide her eyes making onomatopoetic sounds about the taste, as she serves, and 

points out how beautiful it looks. It is a pleasure to watch Flor cooking and eating, as she 

makes hilarious faces, and grunts. In one way or the other, all the cooks engaged in a kind 

of aesthetic-sensory appreciation ritual when serving their foods. Such performance 

speaks of cooking as a personal and cultural expressive site that points to the way food 

feeds on many levels. 
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‘THEY HUMILIATE YOU OUTSIDE AND INSIDE YOUR HOUSE32: MEMORY & LABOR 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.30: Flor at work cooking and cleaning, and keeping doctor’s and welfare appointments. 

 
Yo aprendí a cociná en un calderito chiquitico, con cuaba y tré piedra; yo le cojia 
el arró y el aceite a mami, y lo sasone, pero eran la má grande que cocinaban y 
mami...depué ya cuando bibiamo en lo mina fué que aprendí bien, pero 
cocinabamo cuando habia...me acuerdo que en tiempo de crisi, deciamo: la marca 
tá fulatre, llegó agosto, o ay! ya si no llebó crito pá...cuando viviamo en Sabana 
por lo meno uno comia fruta verde en el patio, pero depué que no mudamo a la 
capital no habia ni árbole en el barrio, na má sal en grano pa quitase el hambre y 
no demayase en la ecuela...a mí lo que má me gutaba eran la piedra de lluvia...ay! 
que riiiiiica sabian esa piedra blanquiita...yo por eso no le niego un plato de 
comida a nadie, por sé lo que’je’lambre... 
  
[I learned how to cook with a miniature pot, three stones and fire wood, taking 
rice, oil and seasonings from my mother, but my oldest sisters and my mom 
where the main cooks...when we lived in Los Mina [Santo Domingo] I could 
already cook well, but only when we had stuff to cook...I remember in times of 
hunger [in DR] we used to say: things are bad, or August is coming, or ay! this 
time we are going to be swept away by Christ. When we were still in the rural 
area of Sabana it was better, I used to eat a lot of green fruits in the 
backyard...but once we moved to the capital, there was not even fruit trees, only 
sea salt in rock shape to lick so one would not faint in school...what a liked the 
most [of such scarcity times] was eating the rain stones...wow! soooooooo tasty 
those white -as clouds- stones...that is why I never refuse a plate of food to 
anyone, because I know what it means to go hungry...] 

 

Flor has been in the welfare system since her residence in New Jersey. Not having 

finished middle school, without marketable skills she found low skilled jobs with very 

low pay. However, having a salary caused her welfare case to get closed; her medical and 

supplemental aid for food were also taken away. Realizing she could not meet household 

                                                 
32 “Te humillan afuera y adentro de tu casa...” 
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needs on that salary, and that she got ‘punished’ as she put it, for having a job, she 

decided to quit and go back on public assistance. She tried again more recently working 

for a year as a home attendant, but as she says, those jobs are temporary, and sometimes 

they just need a person for few months, she went back to welfare. 

 
Siempre he sido la cabesa de la familia, lo rabo se quedaron atrá, siempre 
ausente...era home atendan, pero eso trabajito no duran...ahora cuido a lo nieto y 
bibo de ayuda publica, que e’un trabajo a tiempo completo... 
 
 [I have always been head of household, the other part, the tail [men] have always 
been absent...I used to be a home attendant for the elderly, but those jobs don’t 
last...now I take care of my grandchildren...and receive welfare, which is a full 
time job in itself... 

 

The very low allowance she received from welfare she used to purchase food for the 

household, so her daughter paid the rent and the other expenses.  Flor eventually had to 

move into a shelter with her younger child. As a pre-condition for receiving health 

benefits and shelter she had to register with training and work programs. The training 

consisted of ESL and ‘computer’ classes twice a week; the other days she works 9-4 pm 

at a soup kitchen for the elderly where she helps with the cooking preparations, and with 

all the cleaning afterwards. There are other three women sharing these duties all 

connected to this program. At the job site the women are not allowed to take breaks until 

all food has been served and they have cleaned the kitchen. Flor’s routine became quite 

hectic. She would wake up before 7 am to take her son to school (she had to take one bus 

and one train ride to get there), then she had to get herself  to school or work, and then to 

get back before six to pick up her son and head to the shelter. 

 
Eta gente maltratan a uno afuera y adentro de tu casa, en su oficina, donde quiera, 
tó la semana se bá en apoimen con esa mujere tan pesá...uno tá bigilaito...cuando 
se supone que yo saque tiempo pa bucá apartamento con la ecuelita mia, el 
trabajo, la ecuela del niño...lo que quieren e’que uno se buelba loco, asi te echan 
a la calle y te quitan lo muchacho... 
 
 [This people mistreat you in your own place, in their offices, everywhere, the 
whole week is wasted in appointments with mean social workers...one is under 
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constant surveillance...how am I supposed to find time to search for apartments 
with my schedule, the child school...they wants us to go crazy, so that way they 
can put you out on the streets and take away your children...]  
 

As part of the temporary shelter, she has filled out an application to get her own 

apartment under the ‘plan 8’ housing program. She has to look for rentals in whatever 

spare time she has left. As a diabetic who needs to take meals often and measure her 

blood sugar, Flor has had many tensions negotiating her needed breaks with the 

supervisors (a situation the other women also have had conflicts with; for example, 

pregnant women are not allowed to take breaks, sit, or go as often as they need to the 

bathroom). The supervisors, with the characteristic uncaring attitude characterizing any 

office associated with the welfare system in New York, seemed to consider women in the 

program not just as second class citizens, but as infra-human33. Due to Flor’s health 

conditions (heart problems, diabetes, and depression) the new schedule became a serious 

challenge for her; a few times she fainted at work and on the streets, she had to be taken 

to the hospital. 

‘IF THIS IS HEAVEN, WHICH ONE IS HELL’34: HOME SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.31: Flor’s memory-map of what ‘home’ means to her, right views of local life, Bronx. 

 

                                                 
33 I personally witnessed (and at times was object just by association) of such harsh and humiliating 
treatment as I accompanied Flor to her appointments, and as I tried to visit her at the shelter and at work. 
34 “...si eto e’la gloria, cual será el infierno...” 
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Flor migrated from DR to Puerto Rico with her mother and siblings in 1979. She got 

married, had a child, and while pregnant with the second moved from Rio Piedras to 

Passaic, New Jersey looking for her husband. By 1985 she was already living around 

Tremont Ave. in the Bronx. Even though Flor migrated with residence (former ‘green 

card’) legal status she has not yet become a citizen. Before their migration her mother 

with seven children struggled for food and shelter in DR, moving from rural areas to the 

capital Santo Domingo. Her father migrated abandoning the family, and her mother (a 

strong and strict woman known in the neighborhood as 'the general') got determined to 

migrate to find him, and to be able to support her family. It took her 10-15 years to be 

able to leave DR with a legal visa (which expired in three days-she stayed illegally), 

establishing herself in Puerto Rico and eventually becaming a US permanent resident.  

 
Mami no tenia debajo de la falda allá...a mi hata miedo me daba sali a la calle ya 
cuando podia porque no dejaban a uno jugá en el becindario...y aun en PR, era 
ella la que cargaba lo papele de uno pa que uno no se fuera pa’allá...yo no me 
casé porque queria a ese hombre, yo salí juyendo de una carcel... 
 
[Mom had us all under her skirt...I was afraid to go out into the street even when 
I could, since we were not allowed to play outside as kids...in PR she used to 
carry our green cards so we could not escape to DR...I married that man [her first 
husband] to escape a jail, not because I loved him...] 

 

Flor’s repressed childhood and adolescence growing-up with a fierce mother determined 

to protect her from men and the streets, and the family’s struggle for food and shelter 

complicated considerably Flor’s options and disposition in life. Her present struggles for 

places, spaces and senses of ‘home’ have hence a long history. Flor was moved to a 

shelter few month into fieldwork, which made it harder for me to follow her food paths.  

The points tracing her routes to get food were somewhat reduced yet the description 

below applies.  

   Flor's local food paths are within the Bronx, except when she needs to go to 

Manhattan to institutional offices to fill out paper work, or on the rare occassions when 

she visits one of her sisters, Josha who lives in Brooklyn. She does not need to go too far 
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to get the produce she needs. Unlike the other Dominican grocery store in Elsa’s and 

Josha's neighborhoods, the ones in the Bronx and Manhattan have a wider selection 

including Dominican ground coffee, oregano in bags directly from DR, frying cheese, 

corn flour and especially fresh produce, such as roots, plantains, tomatoes, big onions, 

limes and garlic. They also sell yaniqueques which Flor likes to fry for herself and the 

children, elsewhere yaniqueques are sold only in supermarkets. In the new area, where 

the shelter is located, there is a more reduced, if still good, selection of Dominican stores 

and some restaurants. 

   Flor’s foodmaps are almost exclusively local; in the last three years she traveled 

once to visit another of her sisters in Miami. She has no immediate family or obligations 

in DR. she communicates with her siblings by phone, and only visits regularly, or is 

visited by, her oldest friend, a Puerto Rican woman (a former street traffic guard for an 

elementary school) whom she met when her daughters (now women with their children) 

where attending school around Fordham Road in the Bronx. This woman is a key point in 

her survival networks. 

 
Aqui ya no pasamo tanta hambre...aunque no te crea, a vece tengo la nevera 
bacia, y Og. biene y me dice: ‘ay, Flor, y esa nevera bacia, bamo a hacé una 
compra’...esa si se ha dao buena amiga, ya bente año que no conocemo 
 
[Here we don’t go hungry anymore...but don’t believe this, sometimes here my 
refrigerator is empty, and O. comes and says lets go to buy food...she is a good 
friend, almost twenty years we have known each other...] 

 

Flor’s home seasonings indicate  a problematic map of crossings and closed routes that 

has been unfolding since her childhood, and that has left deep landmarks in her 

perceptions of place, home and belongings. 

 
Bueno sí, emigramo por una mejor bida...e’má, pa’decite la berdá, emigramo 
porque casi no morimo de hambre...y mira, aún soy pobre de nativitate, porque 
nunca he sido rica. Nací pobre, a no ser que me baje una herencia del cielo, pobre 
bua morí... pero a mi si me gusta mi frio......yo no tengo patria, yo soy de donde 
vivo, pero no amo a ningun sitio... mi vida e’un macuto... 
 
[Well, yes, we migrated to the US because we wanted a better life...really, to tell 
you the truth, we migrate because we almost died of hunger...and look, I am still 
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poor, I have never been rich. I was born poor and poor will die unless an 
inheritance comes down from heaven...but I like my cold here, I don’t mind...I 
don’t have a homeland, I am from where ever I happen to be, but I don’t love any 
place...My life is suitcase] 
 
 

With her disarming humor Flor made very poignant comments on her living situation. 

Not only did she lived in a shelter, but even that was transitional, as the objective is to 

transfer such residents eventually to more ‘permanent’ housing; and this in a city with a 

current crisis of affordable housing within a situation that has been deteriorating fast 

since the 1980s. The search for apartments, besides taking up time is full of tensions; 

most landlords refuse to rent to anyone associated with such programs, and the social 

services office does not provide her with a listing of buildings that accept the program. 

She needs to update her social worker often on her search for rentals (through more paper 

work of course), and if she does not show progress in her search, or has missed work or 

school or any of her appointments (even if it is for health reasons), she is threatened with 

a closing of her ‘case’ (which would mean being  put out on the streets).  

  Her predicament seemed to put in evidence to herself that in spite of having 

migrated so long ago, she still needs to struggle for shelter in NYC just as recent 

immigrants. Flor is burdened with intense traumas and regrets for her unstable situation. 

Like many women in her situation, sometimes she blames herself for having being 

‘trapped’ --as she calls it-- in the welfare system, due to the desperate moment when she 

turned to them (recently arrived in NJ, without a word of English, abandoned in winter by 

her husband, with a three year old girl in her hand and about to give birth to her second 

child). 
Si eto e’ la gloria, cual será el infierno...Me mandaron pa’ la casa y me dijeron, 
‘no matique hata que no hablemo con el medikei... 
 
[If this is heaven, which one is hell...They send me home, and told me not to 
chew [for a dental problem] until they check all the paper work for the 
medicaid...] 
 

In her reference to ‘la gloria’ (heaven) Flor is not simply using a personal metaphor . 

This version of the American dream migration narrative, calling NY and the US ‘la 

gloria’ (once there you have it made; all is possible; there is money flying around the 
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streets and no one even looks) is well known among Dominicans. As the Dominican 

population grows, and the ‘dominicanos ausentes’ (absent Dominicans) have become 

permanent residents struggling for their survival, signs of this myth crumbling are 

appearing more frequently.  

Flor’s gender and generational relations domestically are too fragmented to 

understand the dialectics of it. She seems to have a superficially harmonious relation with 

her two oldest daughter (both are mothers now experiencing abusive relationships) 

teeming with potentially explosive spots of resentment and blame. A similar and 

potentially worse situation exists with her seventeen year old son (smart and sensitive in 

spite of his short traumatic life) who is temporarily staying with one of his sisters until 

Flor finds some stability. He has been –unsuccessfully- under treatment for clinical 

depression, dropped out of school, with no job, and feeling alienated in life.  

Her youngest son (nine) does well in the multiple schools he has transferred from 

and to, and he has received (in spite of all the shelter and family hurdles, and even though 

his parents are now divorced) the most love from everyone in both sides of the family. 

This Dominican-Mexican-American boy is becoming (like many other children resulting 

from such family alliances as these) a direct route in the convergence of Dominico-

Mexican foodmaps.  

Flor’s estranged relationship with her sister Josha reveals that they have very 

different survival networks, food paths and life projects. Flor’s tenuous relations with her 

other five sisters and her brother in other US states are maintained through occasional 

phone calls or letters. Food and other exchanges occur more frequently with one of her 

sisters in Puerto Rico and with her younger sister in Texas. Flor’s foodmaps as negotiated 

in domestic and public spaces are uncertain, but even with her experience of restricted 

agency and no room to maneuver she has miraculously found ways to survive, and even 

expresses a joyful disposition when cooking, which may be one of the few grounds for at 

least a  momentary sense of  'home' left in her life. 
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‘WHEN I COOK THE WORLD GATHERS AROUND’35: JOSHA’S FOOD SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.32: Josha’s table served with rice, beans, chicken, spagetti a la Dominicana and salad. 

 

Josha’s main staples were diverse (la bandera, mangu, pigeon peas, fresh young 

pink beans, guinea hens fresh from the butcher, desserts, among many others).  Here I 

focus on the ones that seemed the most intriguing to me, and meaningful to her, based on 

the types of narratives that arose around their preparations. She prepares Dominican 

breakfast at least three times a week, it can be late in the morning, after the early coffee 

with bread (which she gets from the coffee shop next to her building), but in any case 

before noon. When she has too much work at her job, she or her husband order a 

Dominican breakfast from El Cofre restaurant that includes, avena (hot oatmeal-for a lite 

breakfast) mangú and some pieces of boiled yuca (cassava), with eggs, fried cheese, or 

salami or all of these, as well as coffee, and perhaps a piece of avocado. 
Comemo mucho afuera desde que se fueron lo muchacho...también por el 
trabajo, no hay tiempo...pero el hambre de mi comida me motiva y cocino mi 
arró y mi habichuela... 
 
[...we eat out a lot since our kids left home...also it takes time, there is no time 
with this kind of job...but the cravings for my foods motivate me to cook my rice 
& beans...] 
 

                                                 
35 ‘Cuando yo cocino se junta el mundo...’ 
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Lunch is prepared right after, to be ready around 2-3 in the afternoons. Dinner is left 

open, if eaten (around seven or eight in the evening), it is a lite meal. Sometimes she 

makes hot chocolate taken with a piece of bread and butter, or a morí soñando (orange-

vanilla shake), or they eat  leftovers from lunch.  
Cuando yo cocino se junta el mundo, aparece gente de tuá parte... lo que engorda 
e’ come en restaurante, esto todo lo que tiene es natural, esas hojas son medicina, 
y mucho limón....nosotro cocinamo con cosa fresca, no con eso polvito...no me 
gusta ir a restauran, en casa son mas saludable e’ higienico...pero vamo al cofre 
porque no hay otro...no como mucha comida rápida, solo comida china...vamo a 
restauran para fecha especial o cumpleaño, dominicano, mucho chino, 
italiano...una ves me llebaron lo muchacho a uno tai, otro indu,  japone, pero no 
me gusto para nada...” 
 
[When I cook the world gathers around my house, people come out to visit and 
eat, as if they could smell it...you gain weight when you eat food from 
restaurants, my food is all natural, the fresh leaves are medicine, and use a lot of 
limes...we cook everything with fresh chunks, not with powdered condiments...I 
don’t like to go to the restaurants, at home is more hygienic and healthy...but we 
do go to El Cofre because there is no other one around...I don’t eat much fast 
food, except Chinese...we go to restaurants for special occassions or birthdays, 
we go to Dominican, Chinese, Italian restaurants...once my kids took me to a 
Thai, Japanese, Hindu restaurants, but I didn’t like it at all....] 
 

 
Fig.3.33: Josha  peeling  plantain and chopping fresh condiments- views of fresh beans & locrio  
made with them, Josha shows one of her daughter how to clean beans.. 
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Somehow Josha manages to finish all the dishes of a meal at once in just one or two 

hours, sazonando (seasoning) each in turn and then letting all of them cook for their 

appropriate times. She prized herself on having the expertise of doing that, cooking 

effectively, yet without hurrying, and multitasking. As almost all the other cooks, she is 

also very vocal about the cooking difference between home and restaurant cooking, and 

is proud of her seasoning well with less. 

 
Un retauran donde la comida no huele, no sabe a nada, no sirve...dique, 
supuestamente [la comida] tiene de todo, pero no sabe a ná...todo en polvito...yo 
hago una habichuela con ajo y recaito, y sale el olor por tó el edificio...” 
 
[In a restaurant where there are no smells, the food probably taste like nothing, is 
not good...supposedly they put a lot of seasonings in them, but it tastes like 
nothing...they probably cook with little powders...I only have to put recaito and 
garlic to my beans, and the smell spread throughout the whole building...] 
 

Rosa was the only one to prepare a sancocho during my stay in NYC. As it used to be in 

DR she cooks this dish on Sundays, and only if visitors drop by (her offspring and 

grandchildren).  

  

 
Fig.3.33: Josha’s preparation of sancocho, beef, vegetables (and roots), celery-served to a male. 
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El sancocho es tipico de mi pais...allá lo haciamo para reunion de familia o 
amistades...es un caldo con barios ingredientes, biandas, tres carnes, con bastante 
ingredientes...me recuerda a mami en los tiempos que estube en mi pais, celebrar 
con amigos, disfrutando... 
 
[The sancocho is typical of my country...there we used to make it for family or 
friend reunions...it is a stew with diverse ingredients, roots, three kinds of meat, 
with many ingredients...it reminds me of my mom in the times that we were still 
there (in DR) celebrating with friends, enjoying...] 
 

Sancocho, even though considered a ‘typical’ Dominican dish in NYC is not usually 

cooked at home. Many restaurants serve it a few days a week, yet it appears listed under 

‘soups’, and it is remarkably cheap (under $4) considering how much work it takes to 

prepare --at least in domestic spaces— 

 
Depué de lo bibere, procedemos a la carne, primero la vaca, despué aves, primero 
animal terrestre y luego lo que vuelan, se laban con limón para que se le vaya el 
bajo a vaca o pollo... el limón limpia todo, e’ rápido...échate un chin en una 
herida a vé si tu no va a volá...se le saca la manteca al pollo...el pollo se lo echa 
junto con lo vivere...le echa aceituna, al final le saca el sumo a la auyama y lo 
echa...ahora e’que parece un sancocho...no le eche aceite, el que tira la carne 
e’suficiente... 
 
[After we put in the roots and vegetables, we proceed to the meat, first the cow, 
then the birds, first land animals then the ones that fly...you have to wash them 
with lime so they lose the smell of cow or chicken...lime cleanses everything, it 
acts fast, you put a bit in a wound, and you would see how you fly…you take the 
fat out of the chicken (skins)...you put the chicken to cook with the roots...later 
you add olives, when almost done you take the juice from the calabash and add it 
to the concoction...now it will look like a sancocho...don’t add oils, the fat from 
the meat is enough...] 

 

This constant memorialization, harking back to previous tasted versions of these dishes in 

DR, reliving the kitchen spaces and the conditions under which they were prepared, 

permeates all the cooks' performances, but it is particularly characteristic of Josha’s 

cooking practices.  

 
Mami hacia un sancocho con tré y cuatro carne, con auyama, yautia amarilla, y 
un viaje de otro ingrediente, le sacaba lo baratujale...cuando habia visita era que 
mami hacia sancocho o asopao de pollo...pero habia un problema, no teniamo 
nevera, y ella no sabia cociná chiquito, era un pailon que hacia... el cerely es mi 
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toque, mami no le echaba celery al Sancocho allá...y le añado orégano pal’ toque 
mágico...   
 
[My mom used to make a sancocho with three and four meats, with calabash, 
yellow malanga, and many other ingredients. She used to take the withered 
ingredients out after they give their flavors...She used to make sancocho for 
visitors or soupy chicken rice...but there was a problem, we didn’t have a 
refrigerator, and she did not know how to cook small amounts, she made this 
huge pot...the celery is my touch, my mother did not use it for her Sancocho 
there...and I add a bit of oregano for the magic touch...]  

 

For some reason, Josha does not mention here that she also adds chicken bouillon and/or 

adobo seasoning salt, which she and the other cooks use often . Her sancocho is so 

delicious that I risked the strong unpleasant (almost allergic) reaction I have to these 

substances and ate it with gusto. By the end of fieldwork, she did try cooking a version of 

sancocho without it, and to both our surprise, it was also delicious without the terrible 

side effects of these additives.    

 
Le echa vinagre, si todabia le hace falta algo...si te queda malo, tu le buca la 
vuelta, el limón lo puede salvá...y el recaito...el tabasco pa’ un picantico, se sirve 
aparte, cada gente lo usa, por si hay niño que van a comer no se le echa a la 
comida...míralo ahi, un sancocho delicioso... 
 
[Put vinegar, if still the taste needs something...if it tastes bad, find a way to turn 
it around, sometimes lime can save it...you serve with tabasco (hot sauce) 
separately, not in the mixture, that way each person decides how to use it, and if 
there are children you don’t want it to be too spicy...there you have it, a delicious 
sancocho...] 

 

Josha cooks with gusto (especially when her children come to visit or if she has a visitor), 

she is very efficient, yet, unlike the other cooks that go miles per minute she seems to be 

going in slow motion, with her usual demeanor, paciencia (patience).  

 
Yo cocino mi comida, porque e’ algo que recuerdo con mucho amor, no se debe 
olvidar nunca, porque de ahi depende la salud de la familia....me gusta cocinar 
porque me gusta que mi familia coma comida de casa y no de afuera...cuando 
cocino me acuerdo de mi mama, me da satisfacion..pero al fregar se me va el 
encanto... 
 
[I cook my foods because it is something I remember with much love, one should 
never forget it, because the family’s health depends on that...I like to cook so my 
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family eats home made foods and not from outside...when I cook I remember my 
mom, it gives me satisfaction, yet when I have to wash the dishes and clean up, 
the enchantment banishes...]  

 

Josha cooked two dishes that seem to have great emotional charge for her, chicken feet 

and white rice with red onions. In her family culinary history both are associated with 

times of scarcity.  

 

 
Fig.3.35: Chicken legs and white rice with onions-staples for times of scarcity-discount coupons. 

 

No hay nada como una patica de gallina con su s’uña...mami y yo ibamo a la 
carniceria cuando viviamo en Lo Mina, con 25 chele no daban una fundita con 
pico y pala, y mami me dejaba sasoná la pata de pollo... 
 
[There is nothing like chicken feet with its nails...mom and I used to go to the 
butcher shop when we live in Los Mina, for 25 cents we got a bag full of chicken 
parts...mom used to let me cook the chicken feet with my own seasoning...] 

 

The plain rice with red onions used to be a sign that food provisions were dwindling; her 

mother (who passed away) used to buy a sack of rice, and a bag of onions, so when 

everything else was used up, there was still some arro y cebolla left. Josha cooked this 

dish in one of my last days of fieldwork. After working hard down in the basement she 
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asked me if I wanted to take a break for some food. Josha cooked each part in silence, no 

stories...it was already winter, the day was bleak...we were both crying.  

 
Eto me acuerda a mami...cualquier comida sabe a gloria cuando uno tiene 
hambre...ella se comia eto con tanto gusto... 
 
[This reminds me of mom...any food tastes like heaven when one is hungry...she 
used to eat this with so much pleasure...] 

 

By the time she began serving the food, and thanks to her remarkable humorous narrative 

shifts, we were laughing... 

 
...Bueno, lo que quieran ser formale que coman en la mesa, lo que han trabajao 
en factoria que coman donde le ataque el hambre... 
 
[Well, those that want to be formal can eat at the table, the ones that have worked 
in factories can eat wherever hunger attacks them...] 
 

‘ONE CAN DO ANYTHING WITH PATIENCE’36: MEMORY & LABOR SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.37: Josha at work (garbage & clean up) porter job, in her building-Clinton Hill, Brooklyn. 

 
 

Like many other Dominican families in the 1960s and 1970s, Josha’s family was 

part of rural to urban flows of migration, after losing land, housing, or ways of making a 

living in a small town. Josha’s mother was a skilled carpenter and construction worker 

like her husband, but after he left the country, she could not find construction work in a 

rural area for being a woman, nor could she afford to keep her home in the rural town of 
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Sabana. They moved to the capital, Santo Domingo, where she worked as a seamstress 

and maid for wealthy families. Even then her employers paid so low (and sometimes did 

not pay her for months) that she had a hard time supporting the household.  

 
En la casa de sabana el diario salia de mi papa y de mami, una parte se compraba 
y otra se sembraba (recao, aji, habichuela, maí, yautia, yuca, cafe, auyama, 
aguacate, tomate, etc) se compraba ajo, cebolla, arro, aceite azucar...la cocina era 
amplia, no usabamo estufa solo hornilla con carbon, en mesa de Cemento, y en 
vez de ventana, teniamo bló calado,  y abajo del horno se asaban animales y pan 
de maiz...todo cambió cuando papi se fue y no mudamo a la capital...y papi 
nunca regresó, cuando trató murió, a él le dijeron que eso iba a pasar, le echaron 
gratei y aji picante...brujeria. Se cayó el taller, las pulgas, la envidia...sufrí 
hambre un paquetón de vece...por eso aprendí a economisar, a no 
desperdiciar...en tiempo de hambre en Santo Domingo se come lo que sea si ta’ 
bien sasonao.. yo comía hojita de cundeamor hervida con sal y también cojoyito 
de Coco...yo lo único que no como e’ beneno, pero yo jarta no me comería un 
perro...no hay cosa prohibida, yo lo unico que no como e’ veneno ó perro 
(aunque en santo domingo en tiempo de hambre se comia perro, gato, 
caballo)...pero, yo jarta no me comeria el perro...” 
  
[In the house in Sabana my father and mother, both worked. Some of the 
foodstuff we planted (the herbs, malanga, maize, beans, yuca, coffee, squash, 
avocado, tomatoes, etc); other stuff we had to buy, like rice, oil, sugar)...The 
kitchen was spacious; we didn’t use a stove but rather charcoal on a concrete 
table, in the oven of charcoal we cooked meat and corn bread...Everything 
changed when father left, we lost the house and the land...and he never came 
back, when he tried, he died, he was told that it would happen, because someone 
put a curse (brujeria) on him out of envy, his workshop was destroyed by fleas...I 
was hungry many times, that is why I don’t waste food, and I am thrifty...In times 
of hunger in DR people eat anything if it is well cooked...I used to eat boiled 
small green leaves and coconuts young shoots...the only thing I won’t eat if I am 
hungry is poison or dog (but in DR when things were bad people used to eat 
street dogs, cats, even horses) ...] 
 
 

Josha’s food socialization took place earlier in her life, before her family migrated to the 

capital. It is perhaps this earlier environment that had influenced her emphasis on using 

fresh produce. 

                                                                                                                                                 
36 “Uno puede hacer lo que sea con paciencia...” 
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Fig3.38: Josha’s memory-maps of her kitchen in DR and her neighborhood food routes in NYC. 

 
 
Fue mucho s’años pa’ aprender a pelar un plátano, mi primer me salio mal...la 
habichuela me quedaba un poco salada...aprendi a cocinar como a los 12 años, 
biendo a mami  cocinar...hice mi primer cocinao de tripa de pollo con mi 
calderito chiquitico tó el mundo se lo comió...aprendi a cocinar porque tenia que 
hacerlo, pero me gusta cocinar...tenia que aprender porque era la mayor, para 
ayudar a mi mama...aprendi a cocina en Sabana, pero empesé a cociná en serio en 
Lo Mina, cuando yo ya tenia a M...cuando uno ya tiene marido e’que cocina 
regularmente... 
  
[It took many years for me to learn how to peel plantains, my first mangú came 
out bad...the beans were too salty...I learn to cook around 12 watching mom...I 
cooked my first meal with chicken tripes with my miniature pot...it came out ok. 
all my sisters ate it...I learned how to cook because I had to, but I like cooking...I 
had to learn because I was the oldest daughter and had to help my mom...I 
learned how to cook in Sabana, but I began cooking seriously in Los Mina, when 
I had my son M. [my son] and had my partner I started cooking regularly...it is 
when you are with a man that you become serious about cooking...] 
 

 

Josha worked in beauty saloons and as a nurse in Santo Domingo, and had several career 

plans interrupted by her mother’s migration plans, and later by the sudden formation of a 

family when she became pregnant with her first child. She shared these labor memories 
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sprinkled in between stories and evaluations of her present life; how she managed to raise 

her children in such a dangerous City, how she learned enough English to help them in 

school at least until they became fluent, and how she worked in factory jobs, in stores, 

and how she saved her family from falling apart financially and emotionally. Besides 

being the main cook and in charge of household maintenance, Josha works also in the 

same building where her husband is the 'super'. She works as a ‘pora’ (porter), but in 

spite of a fixed schedule from 7 am-1pm, she ends up working here and there at all hours 

of the day just to keep the building clean.  

 
Trabajo de pora (porter) limpiando el buildin, si uno e’ paciente uno puede hacé 
lo que sea....esta gente e’ pueeeeeerca; tu a vito como e’ como 20 funda de 
basura cada semana, y ni reciclan, aunque le marque lo letrero en letra grande-mi 
hijo mayor revisó que lo traduje bien, y ni así...pero yo no dejo mi trabajito, 
porque atento a [él] yo no me pongo ni un panti, el mejor no cepilla si yo no 
compro pasta con mi money...yo aqui me he mantenido con mi trabajto y cuando 
lo niño taban pequeño con ayuda de golfear...] 
  
I work as a porter cleaning the building...if you are patient you can do anything, 
even if you are dealing with the pigs in this building....you have seen how we 
haul a 20 bags of garbage every week, and they don’t even want to recycle, even 
if I asked my son to translate the signs for me, they don’t read them or don’t 
care...but I can’t leave my job, because counting on him [husband] I wouldn’t 
ware panties; he is capable of not using toothpaste or toilet paper, he waits until I 
purchase with my money...here I have supported myself with my jobs, when the 
kids were young I also got welfare...] 
  

 

The type of job obviously affects how much time Josha has to cook, and also has an 

effect on her ánimo (energy, mood or desire) to do so. She also points out that with her 

children mostly gone, she has less reason to cook. Josha’s husband has a great attachment 

to Dominican foods (which may explain why she still cooks these dishes), so he asked 

her to teach him how to cook for those days when she does not cook, but his job is also 

demanding, on call almost 24 hours a day, so he goes to a nearby Dominican restaurant to 

get the foods he likes, or he calls for delivery when pressed for time. This sharing of at 

least some part of the household duty only began happening after almost all the children 

had left the home. The youngest, a young man of 25, still lives with them but he is rarely 

around. Caring for her son seems Josha’s last gift-duty responsibility especially by 
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cooking meals he may enjoy; her son checks the kitchen once a day to get an update on 

the situation. 

 

‘THIS IS MY COUNTRY, THERE THE FATHERLAND MISTREATED ME’37: HOME 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.39: Josha’s community map, right view of Clinton Hill, picnic at Prospect park and Josha 
with one of her grandsons in her apt.  

 

 

Josha migrated to NYC from Herrera, Santo Domingo in 1984. She already had a 

family, five children and her marido (partner). For many years in Brooklyn the seven of 

them lived in very crowded conditions, received public assistance for a while, and 

collected free food and clothing from the Adventist church programs, until they both got 

a job working at the building where they live now.  

 

                                                 
37 “Ete e’mi pai, allí la patria me maltrató...” 
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Aqui creo que somo clase media, en RD muy baja, y depué que me junte con él 
peor...si, ha cambiado mucho aqui mi situacion...pero ha mejorado lmi situation 
aqui, tan mejor la cosa. 
 
[Here I think we are middle-class, in DR we werevery low, and it got worse 
when I joined my partner...but yes, my situation has changed here, there is 
improvement.] 
 

 

Josha’s foodmaps are almost exclusively local. Through these food routes, she 

comes into contact with Dominicans and a diversity of other New Yorkers. El Cofre 

restaurant is part of her (and her husband's) food paths and food cycles, including either 

ordering breakfast, lunch and sometimes dinner, or simply stopping by to get the 

(delicious indeed) morning avena (hot oatmeal) to go.  They are also regulars at a Greek-

dinner-café next door to the building, as a morning ritual they sat there to have coffee 

(bad café americano as they called it) and toast in the morning, since it is covenient, but 

also to socialize with the Mexican and Greek employees.  

Josha does all her food shopping around her neighborhood. There are two 

Dominican owned supermarkets and three Dominican grocery stores close by. This area 

is not necessarily a ‘Dominican’ neighborhood, but it is slowly becoming more so. Rents 

are very high around there, except on the side facing Myrtle Ave. The Dominican stores 

in Josha’s neighborhood cater to a mixed neighborhood of Pratt students, with assorted 

native and immigrants, such as Latin American, Caribbean and African immigrants, 

African-Americans, and Anglo-Americans. In the supermarkets many young Mexican-

American men are employed also. Josha has personal relations of exchange with the 

managers and the cashiers in the supermarkets, and the grocery store owner across from 

their building has seen her children grow up and become parents themselves.  

On special occasions Josha and her husband go out to eat a few blocks away on 

Myrtle Ave. at a Chino-Latino restaurant. They have also a full bar there, which seems 

unusual for Chinese restaurants. Josha and her husband sometimes go great distances 

further south in Brooklyn to get fresh meat at Chinese or Korean butcher full of live-

animals, where they can choose the animal to be slaughtered. Sometimes Josha goes also 
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to Queens where one of her daughters lives, and they then both go together to purchase 

fresh and very inexpensive produce at a farmers’ market.   

Josha foodmaps trace local boundaries of home as seen above almost exclusively 

locally, with occasional exchanges by mail, phone or visits with her sister Flor, or with 

her other siblings in other states. The domestic food routes seem to occupy the greatest 

space in Josha’s survival maps. She does not have or want present connections to DR 

(she does not have immediate family there), except for touristic visits When her husband 

insists she accompany him. Like the other women she has sharp criticism, not only of her 

personal situation, but of living conditions in NYC, and a harsh view  of DR, where her 

and her family could not make a living. At the same time she loved the environment in 

the DR, and she has some longings and strong memories that are part of her everyday 

narratives, yet sometimes she expresses uneasiness about US citizenship. 

 

 
Cuando dije que no era ciudadana, sentí la decriminación a cuatro bloque de 
ditancia...pero ete e’ como mi pais, o mas bien Niu Yor e’ mi lugar de residencia 
permanente e’ aqui, en Brooklyn...Mi patria es estados unidos, porque allí la 
patria me maltrató...ahora soy ciudadna, y boto a bece en la elecione locale... 
  
 
[When I told them I was not a citizen, I felt the discrimination at four blocks of 
distance...but this is like my country, more specifically NYC, this is my place of 
permanent residence, here in Brooklyn...The US is my country, because there 
(DR) the fatherland mistreated me...now I am a citizen, sometimes I vote a the 
local elections...] 
 
 

 

Josha’s approach to food seasoning seems to be a general guide for self and home 

seasonings also. After much struggle she is enjoying some form of stability, and maybe 

due to her approach she seems to have survived with a measure of equanimity and sanity. 

 

 
Pa’ cocinar hay que tené paciencia, no e’así con esa prisa...todo e s’un proceso... 
[You have to be patient to cook, it is not a rush like that...all is a process...] 
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‘FOOD IS A QUESTION OF MAGIC’38: LUIS’ FOODS SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.40: Luis’main staple, asopao (soupy rice with chicken), Mi Nagua restaurant, Manhattan. 

 
El asunto de la comida e’que e’una cuetion de magia...toda la textura, lo s’olore, 
la memoria que le trae a uno...eso e’ una baina seria... 
 
[Food is a form of magic...all those textures, smells, the remembrance that 
provokes  in one...it is a serious matter...] 
 

 

Luis' main staples (as a divorced single man who does not cook at home) are tied to 

restaurant menus, he chooses to eat Dominican foods everyday at his favorite restaurant 

Mi Nagua (named after a province in DR). Luis has breakfast and lunch at this restaurant, 

taking the lunch leftovers for his dinner sometimes, or just having coffee or juice for 

dinner in his room.  

 
Yo como usualmente mi arró y mi habichuela, asopao como mucho, depende de 
lo que ten sirviendo ese dia...por la mañana mi cafecito con totada...a vece si no 
voy a tene tiempo pa lonchá, me como mi yuca o mi mangusito... 
 

                                                 
38 ‘el asunto de la comida e’ una magia’ 
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[Usually I eat rice & beans, soupy rice I eat a lot, it depends of what they serve 
each day...in the mornings always my little coffee with toast...sometimes if I 
don’t have time to come back for lunch I have my yuca or my mangú...] 
 
 

This restaurant, Mi Nagua, is located in his West Harlem neighborhood (143 St. in 

Manhattan) two blocks up from the building where he lives. It is close by also from two 

of the buildings where he does repair and construction work for a living.  He told me that 

on special days, or on weekends, he goes to a fancier Dominican restaurant to eat seafood 

if he can afford it.  

 
Cuando lo restaurante tienen mucha mesa bacia e’ que la comida e’ 
mala...mientra má chiquito y meno mesa mejor...yo soy fijo en el Nagua porque 
son mujere de campo que saben sasoná son gente maravillosa...tienen buen café... 
pero eso si, siempre tá lleno; eso e’ ahí, comé y ya te fuite...yo me quedo 
hablando aunque sea parao, o si no hay mucho tránsito me quedo en mi 
banquito.... 
 
[When a restaurant has a lot of tables that is a sign that the food is not good...the 
smaller and the less tables the better...I am a regular at Mi Nagua because those 
women are from the country, they know how to season, they are wonderful 
people...they have good coffee...but it is always full, the situation is quick, you 
eat and immediately you leave ...but I stay around talking sometimes, even if 
standing, when it isn't so busy I stay on my stool...] 
 
 

Mi Nagua is not only a food path for Luis but part of his survival network and 

community.  

 
E’ que cuando tú ba esa mujere te tratan con tanto cariño, cocinan con amor...te 
lebantan el epiritu si uno llega con el moco pa’ abajo...si hay dia en que la cosa 
ta’ mala y no me han pagao, la dueña me fia...me dá mi café y mi plato de 
comida, pero yo no abuso...a mi me dá berguensa pedí, pero ella se dan cuenta... 
 
[When I go there the women treat me with such affection, they cook with 
love...they lift your spirits if you are sad...on days, when I hav not gotten paid 
and finances are not too good, the owner offers me coffee and food on credit...I 
am shy, I feel ashamed to take advantage of that but they notice and offer it...] 

 

Luis has much to say about Dominican staples, their importance and meanings. In spite of 

not being a cook, he has paid careful attention to foods around him as he grew up, and 
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even now in the City. As an artist and poet Luis uses his observations about his 

surroundings (including foods) to reflect on personal and collective conditions, including 

traumas and ruptures of migration, and about the many cultural transformations 

occurring.    

 
El cangrejo con plátano, la harina de maiz, el pescado, y lo yaniqueque son 
comida de San Pedro...el Yaniqueque se ha conbertido  en ‘dominicano’ aqui, 
pero allá ante lo trataban como comida de cocolo...la comida dominicana 
identifica a uno, uno se siente emocionalmente bien cuando uno se la come... 
 
[Crabs with green plantains and yaniqueque (johnny cakes) are regional foods 
from San Pedro...these became ‘Dominican’ here, but there it was seen as food of 
cocolos [migrants from the English speaking islands into DR]Dominican foods 
are a way to identify yourself, also one feels good emotionally to eat them...] 

 

Luis makes coffee in the kitchen of the apartment he shares, at least once a day, in an 

espresso style coffee maker. He also consumes at least three other cups of coffee at Mi 

Nagua or at any of the many Dominican restaurants throughout the area. To me Luis’ 

most characteristic staple is this dual domestic/public coffee.  

 

 
Fig.3.41: Luis preparing coffee and painting at his shared kitchen and having Dominican café con 
leche at Mi Nagua restaurant. 
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Unlike the other participants who have a kitchen and occupy such domestic space 

through cooking, Luis' plate is not even a plate, but a paper cup, with all the indexical 

charge of disposability and transit, with a public mark of absence of home-cooking, a 

lack of grounding.  
Si mi cocina fuera un retrato mio, diria sobre...incertidumbre...no sabé que 
comer...siempre comiendo afuera... 
 
[If my kitchen were a portrait of myself...it would speak of uncertainty, 
not knowing what to eat, always eating out ...] 

 

In Luis’ shared and temporary kitchen, other forms of cooking, nourishment and 

seasonings go on. This is his painting studio; there an alchemic 'cooking' occurs as he 

transforms found surfaces and canvases (when he has enough to purchase them) into 

colorful visual narratives (at times very abstract). As he ‘feeds’ the canvas he also feeds 

himself emotionally and aesthetically.  

There is also a collective sharing of this cultural feast of colors, shapes, and DR 

references as he makes a point of finding venues to exhibit his work in NYC and also in 

DR. Through his visual works and his poetic writings reflecting on his migrant condition, 

Luis is not only feeding himself and those exposed to his work, but creating also what in 

the future may be salvaged as primary source archives for his family and community. 

‘I SURVIVE REPAIRING BUILDINGS; TO LIVE I AM AN ARTIST39: MEMORY & LABOR 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.42: abstract views of Luis’s job site in Manhattan (I was not allowed to photograph him at 

 work), and his painting work in his kitchen. 

                                                 
39 “Aquí sobrevivo reparando edificio, pa’ bibí soy pintor y poeta...” 
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Luis food socialization even from outside the kitchen evidences the power of food to 

mark gendered memory landscapes not only during childhood. As an artist and a poet 

Luis is a very sensitive man who expresses with great insight, appreciation and detail the 

role of food in his life and in his migrant trajectories.  

 
Ese dia ella [ex-esposa] hiso magia, hiso aquel locrio de repollo...nunca se me bá 
a olvidá ese sabor...eso era en Villa Altagracia...teniamo dó mecedora, casi 
nada...la construcción en la papeleria terminó...ná, y me fui a bucá trabajo... 
tambien comiamo mucho locrio de sardina cuando tabamo en mala...y aqui uno 
bé tanta comida que se pierde... 
 
[That day she [ex-wife] did magic out of nothing; she cooked rice with cabbage 
since we did not have anything else...I will never forget how it tasted...that was in 
Villa Altagracia, we had two rocking chairs almost nothing else...I had just lost 
my job at the paper mill...we used to eat also a lot of sardines with rice when 
things were bad...and here one sees so much food wasted...] 
 
 

 
Fig.3.43: Luis memory-maps of his country (tu pais) and of his perception of ‘home’. 

 

His family ruptures, and his emotional and material difficulties in NYC have left deep 

marks in his personal history, an air of melancholy, nostalgia and sadness is felt in his 

presence (He is also –as other Dominicans- quite capable of expressing wit and humor). 

Not withstanding his personal predicaments, and in spite of being a self-taught artist that 
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could not afford to study beyond middle school, he has expressed his human and migrant 

condition consistently through his remarkable visual work and writings.  

Luis is also an excellent photographer, who documented for years the living 

conditions of his town and also the exploited Haitian communities in near-by bateyes 

(sugar plantations). He created a very poetic body of work of his first impressions of 

NYC when he migrated, but in the last decade he has transferred his energy and interest 

to painting and poetry. Besides these aesthetic journeys that have never paid for his 

livelihood, Luis' labor maps in DR describe a long trajectory of manufacturing jobs, long 

term unemployment, and a proletarian struggle for unionization. Most of this trajectory I 

have known about through our friendship, but it is somewhat muted in the narratives I 

gathered during fieldwork.  

 
Aquí, pa’ sobrebibí trabajo en construcción y pintura de edificio, pa’ bibí soy 
artista (pintor, poeta, fotógrafo)...en ete paí hay mucha hitoria trite, uno se dá 
cuenta haciendo ete tipo de trabajo en eto edificio pa indigente...diantre, tanta 
soledad...como dice un amigo mio, cuando a uno ya ni le importa  ganase su 
propia comida, ese e’ el final...pero e’que este pai te detruye la voluntá...dique eta 
agencia dicen que tan ayudando a la gente pa’que le den fondo... pero hay tanto 
racismo, mierda!... 
 
[To survive I work repairing buildings...to live I am an artist (painter, poet, 
photographer)...in this country there are so many sad stories, one realizes doing 
this type of work in these buildings for indigents,...amazing such loneliness...like 
a friend of mine said, when one does not even care to earn a living to feed 
yourself, that is the last straw...but it is that this country destroys your will. These 
agencies say they are helping people to get funding...but there is so much racism, 
shit!...] 
 
 

Luis’ way of 'earning his plantains' as a repair worker in buildings located in his 

neighborhood, allows him to develop social networks within the familiar Dominican 

areas of the City, and  through such work he is connected to the power maps of the state 

through the staff of state and municipal institutions and through the tenants served by 

such agencies, who happen to be an underclass of citizens, mostly African-Americans 

and Latino immigrants, experiencing similar and sometimes worse living conditions than 

Luis.  
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‘IT IS THE SAME TO ME TO ARRIVE OR TO TURN BACK’40: HOME SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.44: Luis walking street of his block, container send to DR, fragment of one of his poems. 

 
 

Soy de la clase pobre trabajadora, eso no ha cambiado aqui...vine como mucho, 
por eso, para podé dar de comer y educar a mi s’hijos...  
 
[I belong to the working poor class. That has not changed here...I came like 
many, for that reason, to be able to feed and educate my kids....] 

 

Luis migrated to NYC from San Pedro de Macoris in the 1980s. Family and friends 

helped him escape the country after a strike at the Falcon Bridge, an American owned 

factory where he worked. He arrived undocumented, but eventually he became a 

permanent resident, brought his wife and four children, and has now become a citizen. 

Luis' foodmaps ground him in local places, such as a Bronx route to meet his daughter at 

a Dominican restaurant (she is in her mid-twenties living still at home with her mother. 

Luis and his ex-wife are not in speaking terms) he also meets his youngest son who lives 

                                                 
40 “...Me dá lo mijmo llegá que devolveme...” 
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alone around Moosholu Parkway, in the Bronx. He spends most of his time in his 

neighborhood in West Harlem, which is adjacent to Dominican enclaves in upper 

Manhattan. Luis' foodmaps also trace translocal boundaries of ‘home’ through his 

shipment of containers with food, clothing and medicine to DR every few months to 

members of his family in San Pedro de Macoris.  

Besides the daily stops at the restaurant to eat, the grocery stores and 

supermarkets where he purchases his coffee and a few other items, he also shares food, 

time and solidarity with members of Dominican organizations in his area. For example he 

spends much time during evenings and weekends, and during short breaks between work-

time, to stop by Hermanas Mirabal Cultural Center.   

 
Eta son la gente de uno...aunque ya la iquierda no tiene efecto ni allá ni aquí, son 
la gente con la que uno se siente bien...aquí me tomo mi cafecito, conversamo, 
hacemo atividade culturale pa’ no marchitase por dentro... 
 
[These are my people...even though the left has no effect there (DR) or here these 
are the people I feel good around...here I share coffee and conversation, and we 
produce cultural events to avoid withering inside...] 

 

At the Center Luis also checks his e-mail and writes his poetry in the computers they 

provide for community use, and he is also involved in organizing cultural events with 

them such as poetry readings and small art exhibits. He also frequents a Dominican 

bookstore around 209 St. in Upper Manhattan where poetry readings and cultural events 

take place almost every week. A decade ago, he relates that such artists’ meetings were 

held at Dominican restaurants and clubs, many of which have now been closed down by 

the City authorities for a range of ‘building code violations’, which Luis and many other 

Dominicans read as a political intervention that tries to restrict the public spaces for 

Dominican cultural expressions.  Luis, like many of the other collaborators, and many 

other Dominican immigrants, experiences seasonal affective disorder.  

 
Ay! esa soledad en invierno... uno biene y bá con ese cou arriba, pal tiempo en 
que uno llega del trabajo ya t’ocuro...y la gente ni se reune, tó el mundo 
acurrucao en su apartamento...ni yo casi visito ni a mi hijo en el Bronx, pensando 
en esa trabesia tan larga, y eperando tren...ya uno tá biejo pa’ eso... 
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[Ah! that loneliness in winter...one comes and goes wearing that coat at all 
times...by the time you get home it is dark...People stay indoors warming up in 
their apartments, no one wants to meet... even I don't visit much my son in the 
Bronx, thinking about that long trek, and waiting for the trains...I am old already 
for that kind of thing...]  

 

Luis does not spend much time in his room (small as a closet, with a bed, a small 

bookcase, and a makeshift closet). He spends more time in the kitchen of the apartment 

where he paints late at night. During summers he uses the roof of the building to produce 

his large murals. In winter he paints small canvas and produces many pieces, for the cold 

keeps him from roaming outdoors on the weekends. This home-as-camping-ground may 

influence Luis' melancholic state. The collective narratives of failed migrant return are in 

constant revision, and personal narratives (such as Luis’ here) that enter into conversation 

with it are full of ruptures and contradictions.  

 
Me da lo mismo llegá que devolverme... el Santo Domingo que yo deje no es eso, 
el recuerdo de San Pedro son cosa del pasado...si, e’verdad que yo me siento 
mejor allá pero llega el momento en que tu sabe que tiene que beni, alla no hay 
trabajo, que ba uno hace...ya yo no soy ni de aqui ni de allá....yo aqui llego depue 
de la 12 de la noche y no me asaltan, en San Pedro te malean y hata te matan si 
saben que uno viene del etranjero... se puede viví ó aqui o alla, hay que escoger... 
yo vivo aquí... lo que me ata a ete pai e mi sijo... esa atadura emocional, ese 
bínculo...yo encuentro forma de bregar con la soledad... 
 
[It is the same to me to arrive or to return...The Santo Domingo that I left has 
changed...the memory of San Pedro (my town) are things of the past...I feel better 
in DR, but the moment comes when you have to return, there is no work there, 
what can one do....I am not from here or there anymore... here I can arrive home 
even after midnight and I don’t get mugged. In San Pedro, especially if they 
know you come from outside the country they assault you, sometimes they kill 
you... one can’t live both here and there, one has to choose...I live here 
now...what ties me to this country are my children...that emotional attachment, 
that link...I find ways to deal with loneliness...] 

 

There is a sad irony (which Elsa addressed so poignantly also), about how participants 

express that some of the main reasons for migration were to help the family, yet the result 

is fragmentation and disintegration of domestic relations. In the case of Luis through his 

divorce the already tentative grounds of home were swept away. Now, as a single man 

renting a room in someone’s apartment his isolation and loneliness are ever present to 
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him; not having the shared ‘live’ space of a kitchen with the warmth and smells that help 

re-imagine former homes. 

‘DOMINICAN CUISINE IS ONE OF SMELL SPREADING’41: RAFA’S FOOD SEASONINGS  

 
Fig.3.47: Rafa preparing mangú, and washing dishes in his kitchen in Sounview, Bronx. 

  
Me parece que la comida dominicana e’una cultura alimenticia donde salga el 
olor por tó el edificio... el dominicano a tó’ el mundo le da comida...Mira Lidia, 
traijimo ete baso de allá cuando binimo...y eto jarrito pal’ café...conseguimo el 
café molido de allá cuando se puede... 
 
[It seems to me Dominican food is a culinary culture where smells spread around 
the whole building...Dominicans wants to share food with everybody...Look, 
Lidia, we brought this glass when we came...and these little coffee cups...we get 
our ground coffee from DR when we can...] 

 

Rafa is the main cook in his household. The main staples he prepares are moro de 

habichuela roja (rice cooked with red beans), la bandera (rice, beans, and some meat, or 

vegetable, or bacalao), mangú, and the ever present coffee. I focus here on his 

preparation of mangú and coffee, which are the ones I got to document, and through 

which many key narratives arose.  
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El mangú es el plátano hecho puré... el mangú de plátano (se hacen de otro 
bibere) aunque allá se hacia, aqui e’ una comida y un símbolo, hata lo jobene 
dominicano aqui asumen su etiqueta de platanito...el morí soñando y la 
habichuela con dulce son casi tan dominicano como el mangú...aquí se hacen 
toda epoca del año... 
 
[Mangú is puree of plantain...the mangú of plantains (there are other kinds of 
mangú made with other roots) even though is common in DR, here is a food and 
a symbol, even the Dominican youth born here assume the label of platanito...the 
drink 'to die dreaming' and the sweet beans are almost as characteristic 
Dominican as mangú...here they are prepared throughout the year...] 

 

The choices of ingredients for his food preparation connect food paths along Dominican 

landmarks in the City.   

 
Nosotro compramo lo plátano en el supermercado llamado Mi Pais, en el alto 
manjatan, tienen buen precio, y adema para apoyar negocios de la comunidad...si 
el plátano e’dominicano se hablanda más rápido, como en 15-20 minuto, si lo 
importaron de otro sitio como que dura más para hablandarse, yo no sé por qué, 
quisá por la forma en que se cultivan...Todo lo que usamos lo lavamos 
previo...para hacerle competencia a la cucaracha, que son las grandes dueñas de 
esta ciudad... 
  
[We buy the plantains in a supermarket called My Country, in Upper Manhattan, 
they have good prices, besides is a way to support community business...if the 
plantains are Dominican they get soft faster, around 15-20 minutes, if they are 
imported from another place they take longer, I don’t know why; it may be the 
way they are grown....we wash everything here before we cook, to compete with 
the roaches, which are the great owners of this City....] 
 

Unlike the women cooks, whose personal food memories permeate their stories, Rafa’s 

narratives while he cooks include many instructions on how to prepare the dishes, 

commentary of where and why to get the ingredients, and sometimes the meanings and 

context of such dishes in his food socialization in DR.  

 
Se parte el plátano en trocitos, pa’ que se cuesa más rápido...eso lo aprendimos 
de Abril, la niña, que lo trajo de la escuela...mi mamá me enseñó a pelar 
plátano...hacia un concurso, el que pelara má rapido le daban un chocolate, de 
eso de allá, de barra...la cebolla roja se daña muy rápido, aqui usamo la blanca...a 

                                                                                                                                                 
41 ‘la cocina dominicana e’una cultura donde salga el olor’  
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mi mangú yo le ayado recaito, oregano y cebolla cruda picaita, mi abuela lo hacia 
así...el orégano no lo mandan del campo, de Villa Jaragua...  
 
[You cut the plantain in little pieces so it boils faster...we learnt that from our 
daughter April, she learned that in school...my mother taught me to peel 
plantains...she used to hold a contest, who ever peeled plantains faster she gave a 
piece of chocolate, the one they make there locally...Red onions rot faster so here 
we use the white ones...I make my mangú with recaito, oregano and raw pieces 
of onion, my grandma used to do it like that...the oregano is sent to us by family 
from Villa Jaragua...] 

 

Rafa's mangú version is indeed unique. Not I, nor any of the other collaborators 

(including even people in the audience when we screened the mangú documentary) had 

ever seen mangú prepared with greens in the mashing. However, mangú in NYC is being 

influenced by the Puerto Rican mofongo preparation, which usually includes other 

ingredients in the mashing. His grandmother’s influence in this family recipe is also 

acknowledged, but we could also infer that (as a visual artist and a self-identified 

revolutionary) he may be interested in trying his own creative version of the standard 

mangú.  

 
En mi casa materna el mangú se servia con huevo y cebolla, en tiempo de crisi 
cebolla na’ má ó vacio...mi abuela decia que el mangú se prueba con el dedo...se 
le echa- agua fria cuando lo maja -de la nevera- para que no se enduresca...el 
mangú tiene una propiedad individual, cada uno lo hace mas o meno suave, la 
textura tiene más ó menos trocito...mi hija A. dice que el mangú que yo hago 
e’un mangu ecologico, por la verdura... a lo muchacho les gusta más de esta 
manera...  
 
[In my maternal home they served mangú with eggs and onions, in times of 
scarcity with onions only, or just plain...my grandma used to say that one should 
test the mangú with the fingers...add a bit of cold water –from the refrigerator-to 
the plantains as you mash so it won’t get hard...mangú has an individual 
property, each person makes it more, or less soft, with different texture...my 
daughter says I make an ecological mangú because  I prepare it with herbs...] 

 

Rafa moved through the kitchen with confidence, evidencing his experience as a cook, 

and even though his cooking practice seem different and showing less expertise than the 

women cooks, he manages to prepare delicious meals and to keep the kitchen looking 

clean and pleasant.  
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Fig3.45: Rafa memory-maps of DR (mi pais) and his food routes in the Bronx. 

 

The way his memory is inscribed with food stories is evidenced in his narratives, but 

there is also an effort to connect former practices and DR material culture, through key 

objects and playful family relations, to the present kitchen and home spaces. 

 

 
Fig.3.46: Rafa’s kitchen, the bell to call the children to eat, bottom left, a glass brought from DR. 
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Nosotro seguimo la cultura del bocaito”, cultura interior la del hogar... 
Compartimos un cariñito, hey venga a probar...llevamo y traemo cariñito de 
comida de aqui y allá...en esta casa se suena una campana cuando la comida esta 
lista, esa campana vino de allá; esa era una forma de que lo muchacho comieran 
cuando taban chiquito...tambien acostumbramo a celebrar los cumpleaño de cada 
uno cocinando por una semana su comida Dominicana favorita...” 
  
 
[We follow a culture of ‘little bites’ for our dear ones, we give them little food 
treats...it is part of our family's internal culture...we share exchange these also 
between here and there (NYC-DR)...in this house we sound a bell (that we 
brought from DR) to call everyone to eat; it was a way to get the children to eat 
when they were younger...We also celebrate birthdays for a week, serving the 
person their favorite Dominican foods] 

 

 

Rafa was very aware and conscious of his perception of food and culture, he seems to 

understand in very conscious ways the poetic and political power of food in his family, 

community life and in DR history.  
 
 
Yo cocino, aunque a vece en un sacrificio, por un compromiso moral de salud pa 
nuetro s’ijo, asi lo que gatamo en comida e’ pa lo pequeño negocio y lo 
nuetro...cocinar e’ una manera de dar amor, de fortalecer una cultura interna 
familiar, y adema la alimentación e’ una forma de resistencia...en una  carcel en 
ostay lo preso dominicano hicieron una huelgan pa’ que le dieran sancocho 
aunque sea una vé al me...y lo muchaho protetaron pa’ que se sirva comida 
Dominicana en el comedor de la ecuela.... 
  
[I cook these foods, even though sometimes it is a sacrifice, because I have a 
moral commitment to the health of our children, and this way we also support the 
small merchants, our community...to cook is a way to give love, to strengthen our 
family’s internal culture, and besides food is a form of  resistance...at an upstate 
jail the Dominican inmates went on strike to demand they be served sancocho at 
least once a months, and students in the Washington Heights schools protested in 
order to have Dominican foods served at the school cafeteria....]  
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‘TO EARN THE BREAD IS ONE THING, SOLIDARITY WORK IS A COMMITMENT’42: 
MEMORY & LABOR SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.47: Rafa’s job-site, Chinatown, broken hand from a boiler accident, DR mask in his office. 

 
 
El arró con leche e’sagrado en termino memorial en mi familia...mi mamá no 
daba un chin de arró con leche cuando habiamo hecho algo bueno, era como una 
forma de darno la gracia...me acuerdo tambien que se repartia la comida y mi 
mamá me mandaba con el plato pa’ la becina (si le parece que que no habian 
cocinao ese dia) “becina ahí le mandó mamá pa que la pruebe y le diga como 
quedó”, así a ello no le daba berguensa que era que sabiamo que no habian 
comido...mi mamá decia que cuando no hay que comé la gente se tranca...o si 
salen se ponen un palillo en la boca pa’ayantá.... 
 
[Rice pudding is sacred in our family memory...my mother used to gives a bit of 
that whenever we did something good, as a way of thanking us...I remember also 
that after serving us my mother used to send me with a plate of food to the 
neighbor, (if it looked like they had not cooked that day) "Neighbor here's 
something mom made, se wants  you to taste it and tell her how it came out." 
That way they didn’t feel ashamed to accept the food...my mother used to say 
that when people didn’t have food they locked their doors...or they put a 
toothpick in their mouth if they go out, to pretend they ate...] 
 
 

Rafa's gendered food socialization is uncommon in DR, at least for older generations of 

males that grew up in the fifties, sixties and seventies. The family dynamics and the kind 

of home relations in Rafa’s migrant trajectories seem to account for some of his poetic 

and political appreciation of food and his emphasis on equality, home democracy, and 

community solidarity in his present life in NYC. His wife share the expenses for the 

household, she works at a local Dominican women's organization agency that receives 

                                                 
42 “Ganarse el pan e una cosa, el trabajo solidario e’ un compromiso” 
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City funding. She is also a writer and an activist rarely at home because of her many 

commitments.  

 
Yo soy el cocinero principal en mi casa porque mi eposa trabaja durante el dia 
fuera de la casa...tambien desde que adquirí conciencia de genero...en mi casa lo 
barone éramo má, y mi mamá no enseñó a cociná pa’ que no dependieramo de 
una mujer pa’comer...mi papá tambien cocinaba lo sábado y nosotro le 
ayudabamo, el decia que si uno no sabe cociná no he un hombre completo, y que 
lo s’ombre mamita duran en el matrimonio, o sea cuando la mujere son la que 
mandan se mantiene el matrimonio, y e’así, aqui H. e’la fuerte y todabia tamo 
junto, casi 20 año...cuando yo vine, me arrimé en casa de mi cuñada ella era la 
que cocinaba, pero me daba berguensa- y un dia empecé a cociná (no tenia 
trabajo todavia), depue que vino M. ella empesó a trabajar y a etudiar inglé, yo 
tengo un horario má flexible... un dia cocinamo al segundo calentamo, ella cocina 
lo fine de semana....lo muchacho ya tan aprendiendo a cocinar, y cada uno tiene 
dia de la semana asignado pa limpiar la cocina y otra labore de la casa... 
 
[I am the main cook of the family because my wife has a day work schedule 
outside the home, and since I gained gender consciousness...In my house we 
were more males than females, my mother taught us how to cook so we did not 
have to depend on a woman to eat...My father cooked also on Saturdays, and we 
helped him...He used to say that to be a complete man one should know how to 
cook, and the man that subordinates himself to the woman will keep his family 
longer, or that when women have control over the home, marriages last longer 
and are happier (and look, we have been together 20 years)...When I came (to 
NYC) my sister in-law used to cook for me, but I was ashamed (I had not found 
work) so I started cooking...later when my wife came I kept cooking, she found a 
job and began taking English classes...My schedule is more flexible at the 
building...We cook one day and re-heat what was left the next day. She cooks 
only on weekends...the kids are learning how to cook, and we have also assigned 
days for kitchen and domestic chores cleaning...] 
 
 

Rafa got the chance to finish high school and take some classes at the Universidad 

Autonoma de Santo Domingo (UASD), and was very active in the student movement 

before he emigrated. He worked at low paying temporary jobs as a construction worker, 

and as a summer substitute teacher in his neighborhood public schools. He developed 

also an ecological awareness and skills as a hiking guide, which allowed him to conduct a 

once-a-year tour for school groups and tourists at the national park located in the Pico 

Duarte (the highest mountain range in Hispaniola). The labor seasonings that shaped 

Rafa’s foodmaps are similar in terms of his wage labor, yet with a very different range of 

employment and meaning from the other collaborators. Presently in NYC he does not 
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express (or interprets) the same kind of marginalization due to his job that some of the 

other cooks do.  
 
Me gano el plátano como ayudante del super, soy el pora, limpiando un edificio 
en chainataun y soy fotógrafo por asignación...pero la chiripa de la fotografia no 
deja mucho...a mi no me importa trabajá en lo que sea...ganarse el plátano e’ una 
cosa, pero el trabajo solidario con la comunidad e’ el compromiso 
maj’importante...  
 
[I work helping the super, as a porter cleaning in a building in Chinatown, and I 
am a freelance photographer...but the small photo jobs are not sufficient...I don’t 
mind working on whatever I find...one thing is to earn your plantain, but the 
solidarity work with the community is the important commitment...] 

 

In the domestic spaces, one of the most radical differences resides in the democratic 

sharing of tasks across gender and generations. Nevertheless, I had very few occasions to 

corroborate his view of this harmonious functioning of the household, so it may be more 

Rafa’s narrative project than a full reality. However, this narrative project is what we 

have access to and it is the important focus in understanding his voice and his gendered 

performance.  

 
Yo aquiri conciencia de clase temprano...me acuerdo un dia tubimo bien apretao, 
chiripiando, hata nosotro chiquito teniamo que trabajá...un dia se fue la lú y mi 
mamá lo único que tenia pa cociná era una cajita de epagueti, y lo puso al fogón a 
herbir...ay yayay y se perdió la bela...bueno, buca y buca, cuando mi mamá fue a 
serbí lo epagueti taban pegao de cera...entonce habia que decidí o lo botamo o no 
lo comemo...no lo comimo...eso me dio conciencia de que éramo pobre, y que to 
lo que tan a nuestro alredor tambien eran pobre, y lo pobre somo má, y hay que 
luchar junto...aquí alguna gente se asombra de que uno sea solidario, se siente 
etranio, pero aqui si hay gente solidaria tambien, y si uno lo hace eso acto se 
multiplican... 
 
[I gained class-consciousness early...when things were bad, even the kids had to 
work...I remember one day the electricity went out and my mother only had a 
box of spaghetti to cook, she put it on the fogón to boil...ah! we couldn’t find the 
candle...search and search, when my mom went to serve the spaghetti it was 
stuck together...we had to decide whether to eat it or not full of wax (from the 
candle)...We ate it...that gave me consciousness that we were poor, and everyone 
around was also poor, and there are more poor people than rich ones, we have to 
struggle together...here some people feel strange that one shows solidarity, but 
there are others that are helpful too, and if one engage in such actions the 
solidarity multiplies...]  
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‘WE ARE PART OF A COMMUNITY OF SOLIDARITY AND RESISTANCE’43: HOME 
SEASONINGS 

 
Fig.3.48: Stone from Jimani, Haiti, revolutionary Christian mass, view of interior bedroom and 
top view of housing project (where Rafa and his family live), Bronx. 

 
 

 Rafa’s foodmaps include more varied local and translocal routes. He navigates the 

City through wider routes than any of the other cooks. From a few paths in his 

neighborhood in the Bronx, to Washington Heights, to downtown Manhattan where he 

works, and to many parks, museums and movie theaters that he navigates with his family. 

Rafa’s family travel to DR together and sometimes separately, they visit family in Villa 

Mella and Villa Jaragua in Santo Domingo (the nation's Capital) and once a year he goes 

hiking and photographing at the Duarte peak. His children (daughter 16, son in his 20’s 

now) have traveled as volunteers to Cuba, Nicaragua, and New Orleans; they spend much 

time in Washington Heights as youth leaders and event organizers at the San Romero 

church in 181 St. In Rafa’s kitchen there are displays and calendars which point to a very 

detailed scheduling of family engagements, activities, events, and holidays they observe, 

including both DR and NYC commemorations of struggle and religious holidays. This 

                                                 
43 “...Somo parte de una comunidad de solidaridad y resistencia...” 
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can give us an idea of the temporal and translocal spaces they inhabit. His choice of 

cooking Dominican foods is part of this wider conscious effort to maintain recognizable 

Dominican practices, histories and meanings.  

 
Yo me siento bien en ete apartamento, pero no e’un espacio nuetro, aunque no 
tememo perderlo, no e’ un epacio sagrado como la casa de mi mama allá...e’ 
alquilao-...aqui hata la gente con casa no miman su casa, e’temporero...el hogar 
entonce e’la familia, el lugar se pierde, pero la familia, aunque alguien muera 
siguen siendo familia....ni siquiera la cosa dentro de una casa, e’ lo que ta’ 
alrededor que importa...el sentido del hogar tiene que ver con lo ritmo, lo s’olores 
del barrio, la buya, la comida, la música, lo becino... 
 
[I feel ok in this apartment, but it is not our space, not a sacred space like my 
mother’s house there (DR)., because we rent...here even people that own their 
house do not cherish it, for it is temporary... that is why home is the family. You 
can lose the place, but not the family, even if one of them dies, they are still part 
of the family...It is not things inside the house but what surrounds it that 
matters...The sense of home has to do with the rhythm, the smells of the 
neighborhood, the noise, the food, the music, the neighbors...] 
 
 

Rafa expresses a desire to return to live in DR someday when he is too old to keep the 

transnational movement going.  His social and cultural engagement with family and 

social networks in DR seem to give him and his family a sense of empowerment and a 

way to cope with the ruptures of migration.  
 
No trajimo eta piedrita de jimani, cuando fuimos de voluntarios por lo del 
huracán...yo me denomino dominico-haitiano, pa’ enfrentá el racismo del 
dominicano...e’jemijmo pueblo, ecológicamente tambien tamo en el mijmo 
plato...mi familia mantiene su conecion allá con toda la isla... para mucho 
dominicano tamo tan cerca a 2:45 minuto por avión que e’facil pensar que uno 
puede volver...en casa biajamo un mínimo de tré bece al año pero por poco 
tiempo, por lo trabajo...  
 
[We brought these little stones from Jimani (Haiti) when we went as volunteers 
after the hurricane...I self-identify sometimes as Dominico-Haitian to confront 
the racism among Dominicans...we are the same people, ecologically we are on 
the same plate also...my family maintains its connection with the whole Island... 
for many Dominicans it is easy to think that we can return, we are so close, at 
two hours and 45 minutes by plane...we travel at least three times a year but it is 
for short periods, because of work...] 
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Rafa seems very aware of food as a political issue and its importance in shaping 

landscapes and relations in DR, as well as social, cultural and identity politics of 

Dominicans in NYC. 

 
Aqui en el Bronx hay mucho dominicano pero el ambiente no e’igual...en el 
edificio tu sabe quien e’dominicano, lo dom bucan a quien brindarle café o un 
dulce, o un plato de comida...somo como eponja, no vamo juntando de alguna 
manera...un dominicano te habla en epanol aunque sepa inglé, pa que tu oiga que 
e’dominicano, y en lo asensore menciona palabra dominicana a ver si uno 
reponde...en el edificio salen lo olore a sazone, aji, ajo, oregano, se sabe por la 
forma en que sasonan...cuando el dominicano cocina abre la puerta pa’que salga 
el olor, pa que lo becino sepan que tan cocinando... la dominicanidad no se pierde 
con la ditancia, sino con la clase economica...alguno cuando progresan si ganan 
mucho dinero pierden su domicanidad (si van allá e a lo centro turistico- a lo 
resort) y ven como grocera la cultura nuetra...esa gente asume simbolo nuevo...  
 
[Here in the Bronx there are a lot of Dominicans, but the ambiance is not the 
same...here in this building you know who is Dominican, Dominicans try to find 
someone to offer coffee to, or a plate of food or a sweet...we are like sponges, we 
find each other somehow...a Dominican speaks to you in Spanish even if they 
speak English, so you hear they are Dominicans. In the elevators they use 
Dominican words to see how you respond...in this building you can smell the 
seasonings; garlic, pepper, oregano, for the way they season their foods...When 
Dominicans are cooking they open the door so the smell comes out, that way the 
neighbors know what they are cooking... Dominicanness is not lost because of 
distance, but with economic class...some here progress, earn a lot and they loose 
their Dominicanness (if they go to DR they stay at hotels and resorts) and they 
see our culture as vulgar...those people have assumed new symbols...]  

 

Rafa’s narratives focus as much on his memories of struggles for social justice before he 

migrated, as on the present struggles and ways of life of Dominican populations in the 

US. 
En el alto manjatan se siente un poco má lo dominicano, por lo retaurante...la 
comida e’uno de lo punto de localizacion de la dominicanida en el alto manjatan, 
y la música, la buya, se venden cosa en la acera, la gente afuera...pero la policia 
reprime a la gente, no ven bien que uno se pare con uno amigo a hablar en la 
s’equina, ó que toque música alta...  
  
[In Upper Manhattan you can feel more a Dominican environment, the 
restaurants...food is a focal point of Dominicanness in Washington Heights... also 
the music, the noise, the vendors on the side walks, the people outside...but the 
police repress some of these activities, they don’t want too many friends 
gathering in the corners, or the noise or the music...] 
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Rafa and his family are very engaged in their local and translocal communities. They also 

have family meetings to discuss and solve problems, and explore how children are doing 

in school, they do everything by consensus, so the kids won’t be resentful of the parents 

authority, as Rafa said this is a ‘democratic home’.  This is a ‘progressive’ family in the 

sense of alternative ways of relating domestically and publicly, they all (including the 

children) express explicitly a political consciousness. Every December he organizes 

together with an organization in DR (a local catholic chapel), a food donation program 

called canasta familiar navideña, a basket full of festive foods to be donated from a 

Dominican family in NYC to a Dominican family in a chosen neighborhood in DR. The 

person donates $25 (the church organizes the canastas) and includes also a signed 

Christmas card with their wishes. 

Rafa and his family have a wide appreciation of Afro-Dominican cultural 

productions from food, music, visual and popular arts to the historical and cultural shared 

history with Haiti. This racial awareness and critique of DR treatment of Haitians is a 

rarity among Dominicans. There is a gender, sexuality, class and race awareness that 

shapes their negotiations as family and as individuals and with communities they have 

defined as their areas of solidarity activities.  

 
Aquí nosotro pertenecemo a una comunidad, a una sub especie de clase pobre 
pero de sectore de la iquierda y cristiano revolucionario; trabajamo con la 
cultura, pa oponerno a nuetra propia comunidad dom aqui que e racista y sesista,  
y oponerno al maltrato de lo s’aitiano, y en solidaridad con todo lo pueblo como 
palestina, contra la violencia policial y doméstica...e’un sector grande no crea, y 
muy creativo...la otra sub-clase son la discoteca, el recurso y la droga, pero hay 
que tené dinero y tiempo pa’ ir tré bece a la semana a bailá, tu no puede trabajá 
en factoria y hace eso... lo grande jefe del narcotráfico (y la s‘autoridade que lo 
ayudan) no son dominicano necesariamente, eso son muy poco, ello son famoso 
ya porque se compran mansione allá (y el gobierno lo sabe pero no hace ná), lo 
de abajo son lo que lo mandan tieso a Santo Domingo o caen preso...y la otra 
comunidad e la comunidad del temor, no se meten en ná, trabajan, ven TV, 
consumen, y tratan de ser americano... 
 
[Here we belong to a community, to a sub-class of poor, but we are part of a left-
wing and revolutionary Christians sector that work with culture, we oppose the 
racism and sexism among Dominicans, and we oppose the mistreatment of 
Haitians in DR, we are also in solidarity with other peoples’ struggles like 
Palestine, against police brutality and domestic violence ...I think we are a larger 
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sector than you think, and a very creative one...The other sub-classes are the ones 
that go dancing to clubs. To be able to go dancing and drinking three times a 
week you need money and time; you can’t be working in a factory, so many sell 
drugs, but they are the small fish, the ones that spend all their earnings and then 
either go to jail or are sent to DR in a casket...the big bosses of narco-traffic (and 
the authorities that help them) are not necessarily Dominicans. There are only 
few, and they are well known because they purchase mansions in DR (the 
government there knows but they don’t do anything)...Another sub-class is the 
'culture of fear', the ones that prefer not to get involved in anything so as not to 
get in trouble. They work, watch TV, consume, and some think they can become 
Americans...] 
 
 

In a way Rafa and his family's version of ‘Dominicaness’ is part of a wider alternative 

culture of the Latin American 'left' that spread more visibly during the 1960s, but the 

roots of which go back to the movements for independence in the region in the 19th 

century. All Dominican home-maps are sprinkled with these diverse influences of Latin 

American commonalities, yet not every Dominican becomes aware of the presence and 

significance of such encounters as shared routes in their own personal histories and 

foodmaps.  

 

WHAT ARE THESE FOODMAPS SUGGESTING? 
Foodmaps point to traveling, distances, circling the roots and routes through 

which people navigate internal/external spaces of knowing and doing. Tracing the above 

foodmaps is in a way tracing journeys of survival. The tour of three layers of foodmaps 

(food, memory-labor, home) analyzed for each cook in this Chapter reveals the way food 

shapes the search for home of these working-class Dominican immigrants and the kinds 

of migrant seasonings that condition their lives in NYC.  Food is used in paid and unpaid 

labor, in establishing solidarity networks and self/place/community making. It is most 

clearly a cultural site from where these Dominican cooks try to re-invent their lives in 

new places, and to narrate their version of their migrant trajectories.  

The material and emotional labor implicated in domestic food practices serve not 

only to organize the social interactions in the household, to sustain physically and 

emotionally a sense of familiar ‘Dominican’ home for each family, but it becomes for the 
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main cooks, a site of creative activity and a way of re-affirming their self-worth and value 

to themselves and to their families. Cooking becomes a narrative-memory space to re-

inscribe their personal histories and cultural knowledge. The commitment and 

responsibility for sustaining self, family and networks of survival through this 

reproduction of foods and food-memory work have served them in the process as 

mediating tools to navigate local places in the City, to season their households and lives 

with familiar flavors, and to relate to their offspring in a new environment and linguistic 

universe.  

The food-narratives that organize (and are produced through) these cultural maps 

have implications for the way migrants negotiate the shifting grounds and discourses of 

gender, race, ethnic and national belonging. Chapters V and VI offer a detailed discussion 

of such implications, both as findings of this dissertation research and as my provisional 

ethnographic interpretations of Dominican cultural formations as expressed through food 

relations. Each personal foodmap has specific resonances with DR and US food systems 

& cuisine as collective contexts that condition each person food experiences according to 

the specific food relations through which they navigate place-memory shaped by 

previous homescapes and their migrant histories.  

In this chapter, I traced private versions of foodmaps using as departures the 

present foods, kitchens, migrant trajectories and local food paths that make possible for 

these individuals to prepare their meals in NYC. In the next chapter I explore collective 

implications of these domestic food relations, tracing wider public contexts of food 

‘roots’ (not as origins but as ramifications of previous global routes) in the emergence of 

Dominican national cuisine and Caribbean food systems.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONTESTED VERSIONS OF A PLATE: 

LA BANDERA, SANCOCHO AND MANGÚ IN DOMINICAN CUISINE  

 
Fig.4.1: Mangú version from Puerto Rico, woman peeling plantain, a plantain plant 

 

 

This Chapter explains how Dominican domestic foodmaps in NYC (traced in 

Chapter III) create contested versions of main staples as contrast to ‘public’ food 

discourses of Dominican national cuisine. A discussion of the emergence of Dominican 

food systems in the Caribbean is offered as a point of departure from which to map the 

plates of la bandera, sancocho and mangú. I proceed to discuss changes in domestic food 

practices in NYC in relation to DR, and the local standardization of Dominican foods, not 

as maintenance of national cuisine, but as an emergent regional/ethnic Dominican-

American cuisine in NYC. I close by introducing briefly some Mexican-Dominican and 

Chinese-Dominican food alliances as food relations that extend Dominican foodmaps 

through the formation of survival networks and families across ethnic boundaries.  

If we take, as a point of departure, a plate of food as the most basic index of 

ecological relations, we could attempt an ethnographic mapping of it, as a reading of food 

that takes into consideration its culturally specific present shape and its historical 

production. Each of the ingredients in a particular staple plate points to roots, routes and 

encounters of people, places and social processes that gave it its present forms and 

meanings. In tracing a meal from the personal and situated history of particular versions 

as prepared by a specific person, we avoid taking for granted its meaning as a 
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representation of ‘national’ or ‘ethnic’ cuisine, and instead read it as a kind of cultural 

map that speaks of where, when and by whom is prepared. The hands-labor-minds, the 

product and the kitchens from where it is prepared can then become visible contexts of 

their material and symbolic production. 

           This tracing of food relations through a plate is another exercise in food mappings 

to explore a meal, its ingredients and historical implications, pointing to the way it 

becomes a staple with specific meanings in the present through its historical emergence 

within a given region. The ethnographic reading is then grounded through present 

versions of that meal cooked in a specific kitchen context, as made possible through the 

labor and cultural history of an individual, family and community. Kitchens and 

households are gendered labor spaces, ‘domestic’ realms tangled with ‘public’ spaces 

such as local Dominican food businesses implicating imports of food products, labor 

relations and the migrant trajectories between DR-US.  

          The food routes traveled in order for a meal to be cooked in a particular kitchen can 

be further expanded to include the geopolitical relationship between DR and the US, and 

the emergence of a particular staple as an essentialized index of Dominican national 

cuisine. Expanding such relations to the visible and invisible route-lines that intersect 

personal food histories with the food ethnohistory of the Dominican Republic, we can 

examine each of the ingredients of a particular dish (or version of that particular dish), 

since the way they came together in cooking practice points to the emergence of 

Caribbean food systems born out of bio-cultural encounters of foods, people, and lands 

through conquest, colonization, and slavery. The resonances of such a history of 

displacement and marginalization created by colonial and contemporary global relations 

are experienced and contested now by these Dominican immigrants locally from given 

neighborhoods in NYC. 

 

EMERGENCE OF DOMINICAN FOOD SYSTEMS 
The Caribbean region where the Dominican Republic is located (sharing the 

Island of Hispaniola with Haiti) is one of the most diverse areas on the planet. Dominican 
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culinary culture arose out of Caribbean regional food systems born from the ecological 

and socio-cultural colonial encounters made possible by colonization. Indigenous 

populations in the Island were decimated by disease and Spaniards within fifty years of 

occupation and slavery, but their food systems were quickly appropriated by the 

conquerors and their descendants as well as by newly arrived enslaved Africans whose 

descendants have survived in Hispaniola until now.  

           Dominican foodways are as diverse as the population of the Dominican Republic 

and their diasporas in the US.  Since 1492 an encounter of Taino, African, European, and 

Middle Eastern food systems (among other untraceable mixtures) has been shaping the 

way the inhabitants of the eastern part of the Hispaniola Island in the Caribbean became 

seasoned as a distinct nation. The introduction of crops and animals by Spanish colonists 

met with those found in the Island, and so diverse ways of planting, producing and 

seasoning foodstuffs created a space of exchange (most of the time violent, at times 

harmonious) between diverse regions, social realities and aesthetic dispositions of people 

from different geographies. It is from these historical forces and cultural memories that 

Dominicans in NYC shape and re-invent their present foodmaps, though not always 

consciously.  

Dominican cooking is usually referred to as ‘comida criolla’, indicating local 

origins, but also implicitly pointing to a putative authenticity. Yet comida criolla in the 

Caribbean is a global feast, and more than national, it is a ‘syncretic’ regional cuisine 

(Mintz 1996, Ortiz-Cuadra 2006). Green plantain traveled around 1500 CE in the first 

slave ships to the Caribbean. Rice, pigs, cows and wheat were introduced during the 

Spanish colonization, and a variety of local foodstuffs, like yuca (Manihot esculenta), 

migrated with Taino ancestors (early Arawakan inhabitants of the island) from the 

Amazonian region (Wilson 1997). Some ingredients already present in the indigenous 

gastronomy when the Spaniards arrived, were chilies, guava, sapote, annato, beans, 

maize, allspice, avocados, and a variety of fruits. Meat consumption included hutia 

(jutia), water and land crabs, turkeys, turtles (jicotea), and manatees. 

Dominican agricultural food production was until at least the 1960s prominently a 

Taino legacy (Vega 1986) from slash and burn agriculture to multiple techniques for 
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fishing and trapping, including specific ways of planting and processing crops such as 

maize and yuca, as well as native tobacco that was a ceremonial-ritual food in their 

cosmology. Enslaved Africans, besides bringing the knowledge and labor to cultivate a 

variety of rice, might have introduced –without their masters knowledge-- a variety of 

seeds such as pigeon peas- called guandules in DR,  ñame-(yams), malanga (taro root), 

and molondrones (okra).  They had to learn quickly how to produce, process, distribute 

and cook many plants and animals (Mintz 1996). Spaniards introduced a variety of new 

plants from the Old World, such as banana and large green plantains (both Musa spp.), 

coconut palm, mango and orange trees, and new animals such as pigs, cows, goats, and 

chickens. From Asia and Africa other items were introduced as well through Spaniards, 

such as sugar cane and coffee that became key monocrops in the slave plantation 

economy.  

Spaniards were already ‘mixed’, having a transculturated cuisine blended from 

Iberian, Jewish and Arabic elements.  They introduced many old world spices and 

condiments such as cinnamon, nutmeg, onions and garlic, and several kinds of 

vegetables. Asian and Middle Eastern products and practices entered into this seasoning 

by way of Spain and France. Three of the major food plants came from Asia via Africa, 

green plantains (and bananas), coffee, and sugar cane. Centuries later bacalao (cod fish), 

rice and wheat were imported regularly for internal consumption, becoming central 

staples for the majority of the Hispanic Caribbean (Hispaniola, Cuba and Puerto Rico) 

populations up to the present.  

As Mintz has suggested, however, slaves in the Caribbean were the ones that 

through their forced labor and strategic resourcefulness in their markets and garden plots-

-and through their ways of seasoning and preparing foods (Guitar 1996)--gave birth to the 

syncretic forms of Caribbean cuisines that emerged in the region. In so doing, Mintz 

asserts, they trained themselves into the ‘taste of freedom’, claimed strategic places, 

spaces and memories for their lives, and small measures of pleasure and autonomy that 

have become privileged sites in future cultural formations.   

From these tangled of local and global forces a shared ‘regional food system’ 

(Ortiz-Cuadra 2006) developed in the Hispanic Caribbean from which an assortment of 
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local foodways emerged. Some of the main Dominican staples such as rice & beans, 

mondongo (stew of tripe), mangú, and sancocho carry the ecological, linguistic, and 

cultural flavors as well as the varied meanings of those mixtures. Because of economic 

dependency relationships with the U.S. since the 1920’s (through the sugar cane and 

tobacco industries), increasing free trade zones throughout the country since the 1960’s, 

and the expansion of the tourist industry since the 1980s, all of which have taken up most 

of the productive lands, the Dominican Republic's agricultural and animal husbandry 

production for domestic consumption came to be greatly diminished. Root crops, beans 

and fruits are among the few foods still produced for internal consumption44. It is out of 

this geopolitical economy and through socio-cultural negotiations in the DR, that 

Dominican immigrants’ food practices were shaped and keep transforming in NYC.  

 

MAPPING LA BANDERA, SANCOCHO AND MANGÚ  
         The most iconic Dominican staples, la bandera (‘the flag’, rice, beans, and meat), 

mangú (boiled and mashed green plantains) and Sancocho (a kind of roots and meat 

stew), seem to hold great significance in conceptions of a Dominican national cuisine. 

These staples, still present in domestic food practices and food narratives in NYC, are 

prepared and spoken of in individually specific ways by each of the cooks that 

participated in my dissertation fieldwork research. These private versions of those dishes 

offer a contrast to the official definitions (circulated, for example, through public media 

and internet sites).  

Even though initially, a focus on these specific meals helped me document and 

understand the changes occurring in Dominican food practices in NYC, the frequency 

with which they appear (or not) in food cycles, and the greater presence and significance 

of other staples (as seem for each person in Chapter III), increased my conviction of the 

importance local place-memory negotiations (socio-economic conditions, social relations 

and political struggles), and personal and family histories, in the present food choices and 

in the meanings they hold for each cook. I found that even though prominent Dominican  

                                                 
44 Vega 1986  
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staples are important, family and region-specific dishes may hold a greater significance in 

the memory-work and cooking repertoire of each cook. In many cases such dishes are 

considered low prestige fare, and were associated with times of crisis, as in the case of 

chicken legs, locrio or oatmeal. 

However, it is within broader notions of cooking repertoire that individual meals 

acquire their relative meanings. The prominence of the three main staples in the public 

culture of Dominicans both in DR and NYC serves to explore contested narratives in 

preparation and negotiated meanings for the collaborators' unique versions of these 

staples, showing the regional specificity and cultural knowledge of each cook, and 

through narrative memories reveal the way each person expresses the poetics and politics 

of these foods through the marks they left in their migrant histories.  

 

WHOSE BANDERA? 
“Rice, beans and meat is our national flag, la bandera...” 
(M. Veloz-maggiolo, Antropologia Portatil, 2001) 
 

          In Dominican public culture, rice+beans+meat is known as la bandera (the flag). 

This working-class meal, eaten usually as the main meal of the day, became a prominent 

national culinary representation (in a triad with sancocho and mangú) after a massive 

Dominican emigration between the years of 1960-90 became established as a visible 

diaspora in the US45.  The iconic representation of a proper bandera offered in literature, 

touristic websites, restaurant menus and adds, shows a plate with half rice, half beans, 

and a piece of meat on the side.  

                                                 
45 This reveals a similar phenomenon in the transnational roots of national cuisines in the 
Caribbean identified by R. Wilk in the case of Belize. 
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Fig. 4.2: A public bandera version, restaurant in the Bronx, 2006. Meat served separately. 

          

Beans, a key side part of this dish, are assigned a charged and gendered value in the sense 

that their seasonings and flavors may represent a woman’s reputation as a cook. The main 

‘fringe’ (Mintz’s term) ingredients of Dominican beans are onions, garlic, cilantro or 

culantro, sweet peppers, and olive oil; but these ingredients vary of course, depending on 

whose version one is tasting. The other side is usually white rice (long grain). The meat 

could be chicken or beef. Sometimes the optional salad appears; it usually consists of 

avocado, lettuce, tomatoes and radishes, with a dressing of lime juice -or vinegar-, salt 

and olive oil. 

           La bandera, as a national dish can be decoded through foodmaps of specific 

Dominican immigrants in NYC, by reading this ‘gigantic’ national narrative against the 

‘miniature’ personal experiences of specific individual cooks through their own versions 

of la bandera.  It is through such specific plates that I attempt to find contrast and 

contested versions. La bandera, is the most frequently cooked staple meal in a Dominican 

household in NYC, but even this dish is not prepared everyday of the week as 

participants said they did in DR. On average it is prepared three times a week, maybe 
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with the exception of Elsa. However, in days when it is not prepared at home some cooks 

may purchase it on their way home from Dominican restaurants in the neighborhood.  

 

 
Fig.4.3: Top view of Elsa’s version of la bandera (beans, rice, and lasagna). A child she baby- 
sits passes by the table. Bronx, 2006. 

           

To prepare her version of bandera in the Bronx Elsa goes to her neighborhood 

supermarket a few blocks from her building where she gets the dried beans in a bag, a 

packet of rice, olive or corn oil, onions, sweet peppers, chicken bouillon, limes, and a box 

of lasagna. The Dominican condiments culantro, cilantro, and big avocados, she gets 

from a Dominican grocery store across the street from her building. The oregano she 

receives directly from Santiago, DR via her sisters, or she has to take the bus to 207th St. 

in Upper Manhattan to get it from a Dominican owned supermarket.  

         As with other Dominican preparations of la bandera that I encountered, Elsa cooks 

the rice in plain water with a dab of corn oil and salt.  The beans are boiled after breakfast 

for a few hours (sometimes pre-soaked overnight), and when tender, she adds the 

condiments. Whatever side dish she cooks for the day is prepared while the beans cook.  
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The excerpts of Elsa’s narratives shared below serve to anchor the photo-map of her 

version of la bandera, to take us further into the contrasting meanings between her 

specific bandera version and the national cuisine discourse about this dish:   

 
“La bandera pa mi e’arró, habichuela y epageti ó lasaña , pa’ que rinda y alcanse 
pa’ má gente...mi abichuela yo la hago como mi mamá, co mucha crema y poca 
habichuela...esa e’ la bandera que yo entiendo, pero trae contradicione con la 
version de otra gente...”  
  
[La bandera for me is rice, beans, and spaghetti or lasagna, so it can feed more 
people...my beans I cook like my mother, more creamy, with less whole 
beans...that is the bandera that I understand, but it brings contradictions with 
other versions...]  

 

This food narrative in Elsa’s Afro-Dominican Spanish expresses the poetic shapes 

of a food memory that has personal and collective political implications. Stating her style 

of seasoning beans (preferring creamy beans, and using celery as a new ingredient), as 

‘epistemologically valid knowledge’ (Abarca 2006), reveals the contested spaces and 

experiences of domestic cooking practices, which function at times as liberated territory, 

and at others, as inscriptions of marginality and oppression.  One of the most obvious 

contrasts in her version is the substitution of pasta for meat, because as she states, it can 

feed more people.  Her version of this dish (seen in her foodmaps in Chapter III) is 

prepared in a specific kitchen context in the Bronx, and it resonates with how she “earns 

her plantain” in NYC, contextualizing further her meanings of la bandera in her working-

class experience. Her migrant history and present struggles to make a decent wage reveal 

the class, gender and racial locations that position her on the labor maps of both DR and 

NYC.  A counter-narrative of gender-class-citizenship seems to arise that contrasts with 

the monolithic representation of la bandera in DR as a meal of national unity and 

equality, which is also contested in this quote:   

 
Mi familia no bucó fundita ...(con arró habichuela, y leche en polvo, de esa que 
daba el gobierno de Balaguer) por principio, e’que jugaban con el hambre del 
pueblo...mi familia no cogio fundita, aunque habia necesidad, por repeto a uno 
mismo no lo haciamo...como le va uno a coger comida a un gobierno que uno tá 
tratando de derroca...teniamo una reputacion revolucionaria...la casa de lo come 
fuego no decian......nosotro en la mobilisacione cantabamo, ‘no queremo leche 
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dá, ni comida tranochá, lo que queremo e liberta’...en el 1970, no j’organisamo 
pa’ protetá tocando lo caldero...po el alto precio de la canata familiar... 
 
[My family did not get bags of rice, beans, and powdered milk from the Balaguer 
government, we did it out of principle, since they used to play with the hunger of 
the people...my family did not get free bags of foods even when we were in need, 
out of respect to ourselves...how could we accept food from a government we are 
trying to take from power...my family had a revolutionary reputation...they used 
to call us the house of the fire eaters...we protestors used to chant, ‘we don’t want 
free milk or bad food, we want freedom’...during the 1970’s we organized 
ourselves, playing empty pots, to protest the high prices and the high income 
needed for a family to get a day’s food...]  
 
 
From these narrative layers, I read her location with respect to the Dominican 

state as inscribing her as a disposable citizen, yet Elsa contests this by reclaiming the 

dignity and strength of her creative survival under oppressive circumstances. These food 

narrative memories obviously marked her gendered body and created an echo in the way 

she re-claims place and sense of ‘home’, and spaces for her survival in the present from 

her local grounds in NYC.  

          Exploring the ingredients in la bandera can keep expanding the plate’s context. 

One side is occupied by rice (an initially locally produced crop, now imported), which 

arrives in DR and NYC already clean and white, having lost the husk with its vitamins, 

colors and flavors. The other side of the plate is occupied by beans, (a food plants native 

to the Americas), a red bean variety preferred for the bandera. This crop is still grown 

locally in DR, but in NYC it is imported. The meat (usually beef) is the dark tasty side 

that completes, often with green salad, the full bandera. The routes that ingredients to 

prepare la bandera have to travel in order to arrive at Dominican plates both in DR and in 

NYC (and even the fact that there are Dominican plates in NYC), speak already of the 

global entanglements of this "flag".  The inclusion or not of meat, which index the very 

completion of the bandera, is challenged here by Elsa, but, is also contested by other 

food-narratives.  
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Fig.4.4: Bienve’s locrio de pollo, as her prefered staple, served with side beans and avocado. 

 

 

Bienve’s did not placed much emphasis on la bandera, cooking it to please her Mexican 

partner, a nice ‘ethnic’ detourn to a supposedly national dish of Dominicans:  

 
A mi me guta mi locrio, yo cocino arró y habichuela pa’ mi mejicano, a él le 
gutan su s’abichela... 
 
[I prefer rice cooked with chicken and red sauce, I cook rice & beans for my 
Mexican, he likes his beans...] 

 

Below Fifa’s narrative problematizes even the name assigned to this dish, as it seems it 

was not common in her region (or is this a selective forgetting?): 
Yo no sabia que a eso [arroz y habichuela] le llamaban la bandera !...de todo 
modo, mi comida favorita e’ pollo con moro... 
 
[I did not know that you called that [rice & beans] la bandera!... anyways my 
favorite food is dried rice cooked with the beans and served with chicken...] 
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Fig.4.5: Flor’s plain bandera and, right one with bacalao and avocado, below –right- one of her 
daughter’s bandera version, made with canned beans. 
 

 

Flor cooks rice & beans plain, she says it tastes better that way; or maybe  that way it is 

so similar to the way her family used to eat it in DR, not necessarily out of choice. Her 

preparation of beans introduces curiously, the plantain into the mixture: 

 
Allá siempre comiamo tó pelao, hata el arró y la habichuela, a vece con un chin 
de bacalao o molondrone cuando no habia pa’ carne...yo todavia le echo pedacito 
de plátano a mi habichuela, como hacia mami...le da su epesor y llena má... 
 
 
[There (in DR) we ate almost all dishes plain, even rice & beans, sometimes we 
had a bit of cod fish or okra we couldn’t afford the meat...I still cook my beans 
with pieces of plantain inside, like my mom used to do...it gives it a thicker 
consistency and one gets fuller] 
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Fig.4.6: Josha’s bandera with salad, served aparte (separately), the family serve themselves. 

 

Josha’s memory of la bandera has a shared history with the one mentioned by Elsa: 

 
La bandera es arró, habichuela, y aquí la acompaño con mi carnita, siempre con 
ensalada y vegetales...me recuerda mi pais, la gente, mi cultura, aunque nunca 
teniamo allá pa’la carne...Tratamo de bucá fundita de la que daba Balaguer, pero 
no maltraron...hata un culataso le dieron la policia a mami, habia un 
gentio...mami nunca volvió de de’dese dia, y juró que se iba de ese ‘maldito’ 
pai...una bé una vecina no dio una fundita que tenia habichuela, arró, botellita de 
aceite de maní, y leche en polvo, y todo daba diarrea... 
 
 
[The flag is rice, beans, and here I accompany it with my little meat, always with 
salad and vegetables...it reminds me of my country, the people., even though 
there we could not afford the meat...We tried to get the food bags that Balaguer 
was distributing, but they mistreated us...the police even beat up my mother when 
she tried to get the bag...there was such a crowd...My mother never went back 
from that day on, and swore that she would leave that forsaken country...One 
time a neighbor gave us one of those bags'; it had rice, beans, a small bottle of 
peanut oil, and powdered milk, and everything gave us diarrea...] 
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Luis, who eats la bandera in restaurants, has vivid memories of food experiences related 

to la bandera, which also echoes Elsa and Josha’s contested versions:  

         
La Bandera eso e’ lo cotidiano, arró, habichuela y solo a vece carne, pero hubo 
tiempo allá en que no había ni pa’ la carne, entonce se hacia con molondrone... 
arro, habichuela y carne, la bandera dominicana representa un reto pa’ 
completarla con carne...yo bibí esa preocupacion con mi familia y mi eposa 
allá...eso te marca  pa’ siempre... 
 
[la Bandera is a daily food, rice, beans and only sometimes meat, because for 
some it is not available, so you substitute with okra...rice & beans, the Dominican 
flag, represents a challenge to complete it with meat on the side...I lived that 
preoccupation together with my parents and my wife in DR...that marks one 
forever] 

 

           Rafa’s opinion of la bandera openly challenges the national unity on a plate, and 

shares with others similar memories: 

 
La bandera, bueno, a uno le gusta su arró y habichuela, pero esa bandera no 
representa ná...me acuerdo que mi papá y mi mamá se opusieron a bucá fundita 
de la de Balaguer eso era pa ayantá al pueblo...ademá, porque mi papá era 
perredeita y mi mamá del MPD...  
 
[The bandera, well, we all like our rice & beans, but that flag does not represent 
anything...I remember that my father and mother refused to go get Balaguer’s 
litter bags...they were from the opposition (my father PRD, my mother MPD), 
and knew that such actions were empty gestures from the government to fool the 
people...] 

 

          During campaign season, Joaquin Balaguer’s government (1960-80s) would 

distribute food bags in poor neighborhoods and in rural areas (probably food shipments 

they got from international relief agencies). The irony of distributing to a forgotten 

majority precisely the ingredients to prepare la bandera, (a symbol of supposed unity and 

health of a nation) was not lost to many people. As can be seen from the narratives, this 

was a shared foodmap from Santiago to Santo Domingo. As can be appreciated also, 

these Dominican migrants have a keen awareness of the ironic representations of a dish 

called la bandera, that many were not able to complete in the concreteness of their plates.   
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           Whose bandera (flag) this dish represents is still a contested proposal even today 

in DR, and I suggest even in NYC. The presence itself of these Dominican immigrants in 

the US points to the failure of a national flag (of a national unity project). They could 

only complete the dish by leaving their birth places, the very land and society indexed by 

this dish. Such contested versions of a plate have left traumatic and critical traces in the 

personal and collective memories-histories of these individuals and their communities. 

          This brief tour around the space of a plate of la bandera does not exhaust the kinds 

of readings that can be made. However, in keeping the explored routes around the 

relevant context found in fieldwork participants’ food relations we can stop here, since 

this exercise is only a way to point out the implications of a domestic version of a staple 

dish when we bring it into conversation with public representations of national cuisine. I 

would like to close this bandera mapping with this intervention by Elsa which, in its 

ironic impatience, named quite a few regional dishes as ‘national’, contesting the 

privileged place of la bandera in the Dominican national imaginary: 

 
Mi plato favorito e’ moro con epageti, comida de vela le decian, se cocina 
cuando muere alguien...e’ má...el plato nacional e yuca con huevo, molondrone 
con moro, locrio,  mondongo con yuca, arro con fideo, tomatico con huevo y 
cachirula...” 
 
[My favorite dish is rice cooked with red beans inside, accompanied by spaghetti.  
This is known as funeral food in DR...I’ll tell you more...the national dish is yuca 
with eggs, okra with beans and rice, dried colored rice, tripe with yuca, rice with 
noodles, little tomatoes with egg and corn fritters...] 

 

DIS-PLACING SANCOCHO 
Sancocho, as a mélange of diverse foodstuffs was probably one of the first 

vernacular meals prepared by the already Afro-diasporic inhabitants of Hispaniola. As a 

boiled, overcooked and soupy preparation it implicates ‘the cooked’ in opposition to the 

‘raw’ polarity (as identified by Levi-Strauss). Yet this slow simmering of favors, fruit of 

many lands, domestications, journeys and struggles, may also be considered an extreme 
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case of cultural over-ripeness, a ‘house of difference’ as Audre Lorde might say.  Its 

ingredients implicate Spanish, African, Taino (and even Middle Eastern) admixtures.  

There are various types of sancochos in Latin America, such as the Cuban, 

Colombian, Venezuelan and Panamanian versions; they all seem to be types of stews 

cooked with an assortment of meat and vegetables. This dish is used in public culture of 

these countries (and in DR) to represent national mixtures of racial identity (Rosario 

2007). The origins of sancocho are linked to diverse sources, Spanish olla podrida, 

French potpourri, African stews, and especially enslaved Africans and their descendants 

soupy creations out of the rations they were given. Also the Taino ajiaco is identified as a 

precursor, maintaining still this name in Cuba46.  

A Dominican sancocho is usually defined as a thick stew composed of meats, 

roots, vegetables and spices, prepared as a festive food usually on Sundays, and for 

family gatherings and celebrations. Nelly Rosario (2001) identifies also a sancocho 

blanco (a white stew) made with ‘white’ meats (and fish) as a counterpart of the 

sancocho prieto (a black stew) which we can assume has dark meat such as beef. Both 

versions are served with white rice and avocado. In the poetics of Rosario, a description 

of sancocho acquires translocal tones, sancocho is known as “levanta muertos, or ‘raiser 

of the dead’. Good for hangovers and colds; good for general sadness; comfort food...No 

wonder sancocho’s namesakes are many, including a phone card for easing homesickness 

with calls overseas, one Brooklyn bodega’s lovable cat, and a popular Dominican herbal 

cough syrup” (Rosario 2007:261). 

As was probably the case for la bandera and mangú, sancocho only became a 

‘Dominican’ staple when it was claimed and appropriated as a national dish between the 

end of the 19th century in re-presenting a coherent national project.  Popular culture may 

have played an important role in this. For example, as early as 1846 there was already a 

merengue circulating named Sancocho (Tejada 2003, Rosario 2007), only two years after 

the formation of a Dominican nation. Other versions of this song must be available, but 

the one that has become the most recognized (at least to pre-1980’s generations) was 

                                                 
46 For an excellent discussion of these points of origins and a literary meditation on the meanings of 
sancocho Dominicano see Rosario (2007). 
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composed by Luis Alberti. There is a performance of this merengue sung by Francis 

Santana, recorded around the 1940s and called el Sancocho Prieto, that in my own 

foodmaps has the most significance. An excerpt of the lyrics is very telling: 

 

 
El sancocho prieto   [The dark stew 
color de tu carne    color of your skin 
tú tendras que darme    you must give me some 
porque estoy hambriento   because I am hungry] 

 

 

As has been pointed out (Rosario 2007) in these verses there are references to gendering 

and racialization of a dark female body who nourishes the Dominican men in more than 

one way. Indeed sancocho is usually prepared by women, and is associated with 

women’s labor, either as dark skinned campesinas or marchantas (Haitian or Haitian-

Dominican women) food vendors selling cooked sancochos outdoor in urban areas. Men 

are usually the consumers of such labor and flavors in their homespaces or as clients in 

public. The view of sancocho as a hangover medicine also tends to refer to late night 

men’s outings that require a restoring stew on Sundays so that they can return renewed to 

work on Mondays. As this comment from Luis suggests below, making reference also to 

celebrations of the poor, and hinting that sancocho may have been initially a very 

restricted regional dish: 
 
El Sancocho no se hace tó lo dia, e’ comida de resaca, de parranda...en 
celebracione de diciembre de la clase pobre...e’ un plato del Cibao... 
 
[Sancocho is not an everyday meal, it is a stew for hangovers, for parties...for 
poor-people’s  Christmas, is is a dish from the Cibao region...] 

 

             

As a cooked gathering of difference (that preserves certain darkness) this dish 

may point more clearly to the ‘indio ocuro’ (dark indian) mulataje of Dominicans, 

opposing in a way, a contrasting meaning to the more demarcated boundaries of la 

bandera as criollo, mestizo, and -even more ironic an indigenous- heritage. Such analysis 
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of sancocho’s indexical relations to Dominican racial and gendered predicaments is very 

productive, but can’t be fully addressed here. I am landing hence on more concrete 

versions as related directly to my fieldwork. 

 

 
Fig.4.7: Sancocho cooked outdoors, Gonzalo, DR--documented during a pilot study in 2004 

 

 

No plate of sancocho is generic; the image above depicts a particular version 

prepared by a Dominican woman in DR, in 200447. This sancocho was prepared outdoors 

on a Sunday, in a semi-rural area. I did not know the cook well, but it became clear that 

she spent the day preparing this dish for visitors ‘de allá afuera’ (US) and it was ready by 

the time we arrived. This version had only chicken and a bit of pork, pointing to the 

limited resources of this household. This image serves as good contrast (yet has some 

similarities) to Josha’s sancocho version prepared from NYC that I share below. In NYC, 

I witnessed two of Josha’s versions of sancocho; one I documented in 2003 during a pilot 

project and the other in 2006 during fieldwork. They were both prepared in her kitchen in 

Clinton Hill, Brooklyn, and are informed by her migrant trajectory and the history of her 

changing cooking practices and food-memories.  

 

                                                 
47 In the summer of 2004 I visited DR on a personal trip to visit my 100 year old grandma in 
Montecristi; as it happened, a month before she died. That trip was also a pilot project exploration 
when I still had a plan for multi-sited research, I explored foodways in Santo Domingo, Monte 
Plata through my sister’s routes as she visited her husband family in those areas.  
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Fig.4.8: Josha’s sancocho with side rice and avocado-Clinton Hill, Brooklyn (winter 2006). 

 

  

In the 2006 version, Josha got her fresh ingredients from the local supermarkets, a 

few blocks away in her neighborhood. The meats she got fresh from Chinese or Korean 

poultry and butcher shops many bus stops away, but still in Brooklyn. For the avocados 

(small-Oaxacan style), her husband made a special effort to select them from ‘lo chinito’, 

a Korean grocery store few blocks away from their apartment. As she gets ready to 

prepare it a mood is set, an implicit declaration of how good her sancocho tastes; she 

proceeds then to give her definition of a ‘typical’ sancocho, through stories and 

remembrances as she prepares this dish: 

 
Ahorita viene to’el mundo, se lo huelen…mami hacia un sancocho solo cuando 
venia visita, pero solo si habia con que… El sancocho es tipico de mi pais...allá 
lo haciamo para reunion de familia o amistades...me recuerda a mami en los 
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tiempos que tube en mi pais, celebrar con amigos, disfrutando... mami hacia un 
sancocho con tré y cuatro carne, con auyama, yautia amarilla, y un viaje de otro 
ingrediente...pero eso era cuando tabamo en buena...   
 
[Soon all will smell it–the sancocho-and will show up…my mother used to make 
it only when visitors were coming, but only if we had the means to get the 
ingredients…The sancocho is typical of my country...There we used to make it 
for family or friend reunions...It reminds me of my mom in the times that we 
were still there (DR) celebrating with friends, enjoying... Mom used to make a 
sancocho with three and four meats, with calabash, yellow malanga, and many 
other ingredients...but that was only when we had the means...]  
 

  

   In her version of a Dominican sancocho from Brooklyn Josha has introduced two 

ingredients not present in the version she learned how to cook in DR: turkey necks (more 

affordable than big chunks of beef) and celery. Corn is prominent in her version, also 

unlike other versions of Dominican sancochos, even those prepared by her sisters. 

  
El cerery es mi toque, mami no le echaba celery al Sancocho allá... Se pone el 
agua a herbir primero lo bibere y luego la carne...mira, ete caldero me lo dio 
mami, se lo trajo desde PR a NY, y me lo dió ante de irse pa’ miami... 
 
[Celery is my touch, my mother did not use it for her Sancocho in DR...Put the 
water to boil; first you add the roots and plantains, then the meats...look this pot I 
got from mom, she brought it here from Puerto Rico, and she gave it to me before 
she moved to Miami...] 
 

 

Josha’s narrative memories while preparing sancocho, the smells and sounds of the 

cooking process in her kitchen space, and my presence recording the event, are also 

multi-sensorial contexts which become part of the atmosphere of this experience and 

which will be rescued for future memories (of both of us). Only her husband's occasional 

coming and going into the kitchen and my presence as a witness, make up for what would 

be a crowded social atmosphere of sancocho-making in DR. This difference in milieu 

has, in my opinion, an effect on the frequency and significance of cooking such a 

previously participatory dish in these different environments in NYC. 
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Fig.4.9: Elsa’s sopa de pollo (chicken soup), she says this is her substitute for sancocho in NYC. 

 

 

Elsa offers a complete substitution of sancocho for a delicious chicken soup. When I 

asked why not cook sancocho she said:  
 

Yo cocino sopa, yo aqui no cocino sancocho, pa’ que jodé con eso... 
[I cook soup, here I don’t cook sancocho, I don’t bother with that...] 

 
 

To understand this short narrative, I had to find resonances months later when we 

discussed her trip to DR.  
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Fig.4.10: Elsa’s photograph of an outdoor cooked sancocho in El Ejido, Santiago, DR, 2006. 

 

          

Elsa’s disposable camera image above shows a ‘traditional’ way of cooking 

sancocho in an outdoor patio. Elsa brought back this and other photo-maps from a visit to 

DR in 2006.  When I asked her about these photos she explained, that she wanted to show 

me the proper way to cook sancocho. She also said that this occasion reminded her of a 

food event that she has never experienced since she migrated. Unlike her town of El 

Ejido, in Santiago, in NYC there are no outdoor spaces to cook a proper sancocho- in the 

midst of music and conversing- nor the open invitation to neighbors and family to come 

share the more than five hours of labor-time that it takes to cook it.    

Sancocho is the most place-specific Dominican staple dish. It is a festal food 

prepared on Sundays, in an outdoor environment filled with music, drinking and close 

socializing with family, neighbors, and passers-by, attracted to the smells and the music. 

This traditional context makes the presence of sancocho in NYC particularly problematic. 

It is difficult to gather many members of the family and friends at the same time, due to 

the scattered locations where they live, due to different job schedules and responsibilities 
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during the week, except for one or twice a year, usually for thanksgiving or Christmas 

dinners, such meetings are rare.  

Sancocho stands in a very interesting contrast to the other staple dishes; it was by 

far the least frequently cooked Dominican staple.  This is why, for example, I found only 

one cook (Josha) prepared it (indoors, the smells spreading for three floors of the 

building) with a certain regularity on Sundays, especially in the winter time, but only if 

some of her offspring and grandchildren were visiting. Even in Dominican restaurant 

menus (from seven that I analyzed), it did not appear prominently, but instead was listed 

as a generic dish, under soups; and to my surprise it was very inexpensively priced 

(around $4 average). Most of the cooks spoke of sancocho with the longing, the ache, and 

the nostalgia of uprooted practices. Maybe they recognized in some ways as one of the 

staples that could not be re-invented without former place-specific environments and 

relations48 to lands, people, and specific ways of interacting.  

REVERSALS OF MANGÚ  

 
Fig.4.11: Musa spp. plátano (plantain), in Josha’s kitchen—inserts: Flor’s plátanos and grocery 
store display of roots and plantain in Bienve’s neighborhood, Manhattan. 

                                                 
48 I am aware that my small sampling don’t show a large enough range by itself to make such 
generalizations confidently; however I came in contact during fieldwork (and during my decades  of living 
in NYC) with  many other Dominican households, even though they were not participants in the study. 
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Mangú is a one of the oldest ‘Dominican’ staple dishes. Large green plantains 

(Musa spp.),49 once introduced in the Caribbean food systems, grew easily in this tropical 

zone and became plentiful in food production (together with the more well known sweet 

yellow bananas), as did many of the root crops (called víveres in DR, including plantains) 

that were native to Hispaniola. They served as ready, easily stored, easily prepared, and 

inexpensive nutrition for slaves and animals in the plantation economy. The first green 

plantains came first to Hispaniola via the Canary Islands, and from there it spread to the 

rest of the Caribbean (Ortiz-Cuadra 2006), simultaneously or shortly after the first slaves 

were also delivered.  

The way green plantains were consumed–that is to say, the genesis of meals 

prepared by enslaved population as boiled and mashed plantains--early on in Hispaniola 

and other Hispanic Caribbean islands is not certain, but due to the consistency of the 

plantain boiling and mashing, it may well have been started earlier as a way to make it 

easier to eat and prepare great quantities to feed many slaves, including children. What is 

certain is that green plantains were the central food given to slaves, and they were even 

called ‘pan de los negros’ (bread of negros). Some masters specified, in their 

administrative guide for plantations, even the number of plantains to be given per day to 

each adult slave, i.e. six to eight.- (Ortiz-Cuadra 2006).  

Mashed plantains, a well known dish in Puerto Rico is known there as mofongo 

(prepared in the present as a delicacy, in very elaborate ways with garlic and pork rinds, 

sometimes other meat or sea food, and served with a chicken broth). In Cuba a similar 

dish is called fufú de plátano and the counterpart in DR is Mangú (mashed or pureed 

plantains, served alone or with salami (or other meats), eggs, cheese, or bacalao). The 

very names used to designate these preparations points to New World slave seasonings of 

both food and language, as the dishes are part of the reclamations of flavors and freedom 

that Mintz (1996) speaks of in the emergence of culinary culture of African descended 

populations in the Caribbean.  

                                                 
49 Plantains as bananas are classified as fruits by Americans, but they are considered  víveres in 
DR food classifications, grouped together with root crops such yuca (Manihot esculenta), yautia 
(Xanthosoma spp.), and potatoes (Solanum spp.), etc. appropriate to be eaten also as salty dishes. 
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The origins and exact meanings of the word mangú is not certain. Derivation from 

an African language (such as the Azande mangu, meaning power or spirit) has been 

proposed.  According to Elsa’s partner mangú was used to designate mashed plantains 

during the US invasion of DR in 1916, when an American soldier tasted the dish and said 

"man, good", which may have been converted to Spanish mangú.  I was told by 

participants in this study and by other Dominicans (in Puerto Rico), that the word mangú 

can also be used as a verb, and other types of mangús exist, such as mangú de yautia, de 

yuca, de ñame (or of any other  root). Mangú of squash, a delicacy in DR, is called 

mazamorra. In this document I will refer to mangú only to indicate the one made out of 

plantains.  

Plantains and other ‘Dominican’ products (probably not imported from DR) are 

inexpensive and plentiful in NYC, as can be appreciated from advertisements of 

Dominican (and Latino) supermarkets in NYC specifying 15 plantains for one dollar, 

with a $100 dollars food purchase. In DR in the last decade fluctuations of basic foodstuff 

prices have made ‘traditional’ foods difficult to procure for the poorest households. 

Plantains as ‘democratic’ foods available to the majority of the population are at risk of 

becoming luxury items, just as in the last decade bacalao (cod fish) which used to be a 

low prestige food for poor households, has become more expensive than chicken. 

However, the place and meaning of plantains in the Dominican diet is so strong that 

many protests (including national strikes) have occurred to demand a stabilization in the 

price of plantains (which some vendors have attempted to sell by weight instead of by the 

piece).  

Departing from a generic plate of mangú as an index of Dominican national 

cuisine, we can detour to specific versions of mangú, versions made by my collaborators 

during fieldwork, to venture a mapping of this plate through some contested routes of its 

meaning in their food practices. As we saw in Chapter III, mangú is held in great esteem 

among the participants, yet not all of them could cook it regularly (except maybe Elsa), 

while others (Flor, Fifa) rarely cooked it, or only for special occasions, or when their 

families requested it as an ‘antojo’ (a craving). These differences may be due to the fact 
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that both Flor and Fifa did not used to cook it themselves even in DR, since their mothers 

prepared it for them.   

I had the pleasure of documenting and tasting six versions of mangú, made by 

each of the collaborators except Luis, who does not cook. The preparation and associated 

narratives of some of them have already been discussed in the previous chapter, 

specifically in the cases when such a dish was a main staple for that person. Here I will 

only tour briefly small narrative fragments and the visual maps of each version as 

appropriate to the discussion. First I linger on Elsa’s preparations at some length to 

clarify some of the contrapuntal choreographies of mangú preparation.  

 

 
Fig.4.12: Elsa’s version of mangú, with cheese and avocado, ‘to feed many’, Bronx, 2006. 

 

I witnessed and recorded a few of Elsa’s preparations of this meal, admiring her 

expertise for how fast she used to finish making what is to me a very demanding dish.  

Elsa was one of the collaborators that prepared mangú almost daily, her experience of 

mangú seems to express a more instrumental use for her cooking, based on her concerns 

with feeding many and fast.  
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No, el mangú no tiene trabajo, y yo lo hago hata con lo s’ojo cerrao, en meno de 
media hora ya tá... cuando tu tiene mucha gente con hambre e’una forma de ir 
repartiendo rápido, rinde mucho...eso era lo que mi mamá hacía-...  
 
No, mangú is no work, I can make it even with my eyes closed, in less than half 
an hour...It is good to prepare it when you have a lot of hungry people to feed, it 
stretches. It helps one to serve everyone enough and fast...that is what my mother 
used to do...] 
 
 
Elsa’s version of mangú, follows the usual steps, peeling, boiling the green large 

plantains, mashing them until soft, then serving with a side dish. For her compaña (side 

dish to accompany the mashed plantains) she uses fried cheese with lots of fried onions. 

She prefers the white onions. Unlike the other cooks, Elsa does not explain the steps of 

preparation in detail; there is a counterpoint of doing and telling that arrive and depart 

from each other without warning. She talks as she peels, all the time looking at the 

plantains, as stories come and go, sometimes including evaluative narrative memories of 

her survival in NYC and DR.  

Elsa peels plantains fast and precisely, it amazes me she does not cut herself. 

Indeed mashing plantains seems to require both muscle strength and dedication.  She 

becomes quiet while mashing, which is the reverse of Josha, who is quiet while peeling 

and full of story-memories while mashing. Elsa mashes the plantains with a vinegar 

bottle, and she alternates this with a fork to fine tune the mush and make it softer.  She, 

like all the other collaborators, emphasized two aspects of plantain preparation, the 

choice of traditional or new tools to mash plantains (in her case a bottle instead of half a 

plantain), and the mancha del plátano, the stains-traces of peeling plantains:  

 
Mi mamá decia que el mangú rendia má majao con botella que con un platano... 
Mira, toy quitándome la mancha, si uno le pone agua caliente ante de pelarlo el 
plátano no bota mancha...pero se me olvidó con la prisa... 
 
[My mother used to say that when you mash mangú with the end of a bottle it 
feeds more people instead of using have a plantain...look I am trying to get the 
stains of plantain out, if you peel them under hot water it won’t stain later, but I 
forgot for being in a rush...] 
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Elsa uses spoonfuls of the hot water in which the plantains were boiled to help her 

mash them easier. The mangú is put aside while she fries the onions and queso de freir 

(white cheese for frying, with a taste between monterrey jack and mozarrela). When she 

is done mashing, she adds some of the fried onions and a bit of oil and then gives it the 

final mashing. She adds salt, a bit of pepper, and vinegar before frying in corn oil. Elsa 

lets everyone serve themselves their mangú, unlike some of the other cooks, and she does 

not insist on a side of avocado, since she says in NYC she lost the taste for avocado and 

red meat because she couldn’t find the kinds she liked.   

The day she prepared the version here discussed, the children she cares for were 

out of control. Everyone was screaming; asking for food, hugs or toys. I tried to help but 

also wanted to record what Elsa was doing. She took breaks between each step to calm 

some of the children down, while I distracted others. She said the plantains might get too 

hard to mash if one does not attend to them right after taking them out of the hot water. In 

spite of the interruptions she came back, mashed the plantains almost to puree, and 

beamed with pride. We both were amazed it came out not only ok, but delicious! Elsa 

summarized at one point her definition of mangú: 

 
El mangú nació con nosotro, e’lo nuestro...lo hacemo de diferente manera aunque 
termina en el mismo objetivo, que’s un mangú...en nueva yor tu na má dice -
dame lo tre golpe- y ya eso e dominicano...de que tú dice mangú, ya ere 
dominicano... 
 
[Mangú was born with us...We prepare it in different ways but arrive at the same 
objective, which is mashed plantains...in NYC once you ask -give the three 
strikes-you are already Dominican...once you said mangú they know you are 
Dominican...] 
 
 

         Here a translocal connotation of mangú is proposed by Elsa, as both a foundational 

Dominican meal (‘was born with us’) and as an index of Dominicanness in NYC (you 

only need to say mangú and you are Dominican). Through this extended route of mangú's 

long historical significance we return in a way to la mancha del plátano (the stain of the 

plantain) that through concrete gendered practices and through semiotic means locates 

Dominicans in dual geographies of power.  
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Fig.4.13: Bienve’s version of mangú, with -lo tré golpe-egg, cheese & salami, Manhattan. 

 

 

Bienve’s private version of mangú cooked from Inwood, in Manhattan, has been 

marked by public routes, as she prepares it daily in the Deli where she works and as she 

offered it to the police and firepersons working at the 9/11 clean-up.  

 
[Yo dije] le bua prepará un mangú, pa que cojan energia...ahora hasta lo 
s’americano blanco le guta, ya la gente por ahi sabe...ello no saben pronunciá el 
nombre, pero me lo piden así, machacando...] 
 
[I said] I will prepare them [9/11 clean up crew] a mangú so they can get some 
energy...now even the white Americans like mangú, people around there know 
about it now...they don’t know how to pronounce the name, so they make gesture 
to me indicating smashing, like this...] 

 

In giving her labor to feed non-Dominicans Bienve established a bridge across 

difference that has an implication not only for a generic Dominican representation of 

mangú (as a cultural feeding of ‘Americans’) but also for her sense of place and local 

history in NYC. Her perception of her ‘private’ mangú now includes this almost mythic 
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public episode, which seems to enhance and legitimate the value of her cooking 

knowledge and labor beyond the previous cultural boundaries of her individuality and 

invisible kitchen practice.  

   

 
Fig.4.14: Fifa’s version of mangú, with salted pork and cheese, Washington Heights, 2006. 

 

 

Even though Fifa told me she rarely cooked mangú, I got to document and enjoy a 

beautiful version she insisted on preparing one night, finishing almost at 11 pm (which is 

ironic since mangú is generally prepared as a breakfast meal), since it was her only 

available time at home. Unlike the other cooks Fifa’s comments on the preparation, the 

narratives that come to her, are very short and to the point. She cooks in silence unless 

one asks something. Fifa is the only one that adds one ripened plantain to her mangú: 

 
El que no tiene diente e’ que come mangú...yo le echo un plátano amarillo a mi 
mangú, por el dulcito...yo comí tanto mangú allá que ya ni lo cocino, mi mamá 
no añoñaba tanto... 
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[Mangú is food for people without teeth... I mix a ripened plantain into my 
mangú to give it a little sweetness...I ate so much mangú back there (in DR) that I 
lost desire to prepare it here, my mother used to spoil us with it...] 
 

 

Another difference in her version of mangú is her use of red onions instead of white (the 

red being the types best known and most used in DR) and the kind of compaña she serves 

with her mangú: 

 
Yo lo sirvo con queso blanco de freir el viajero y carne de puerco salada...cuando 
aparece, o con queso solo...no me guta el salami...allá lo hacian hata de perro, y 
la sardina? alguno dicen que era de cartón que la hacian... 
 
[I serve it with white frying cheese called The Traveler, and salted pork meat, 
when is available, or only with cheese...I don’t like salami...they used to make it 
with dog in DR, and the sardines? some said they were made of cardboard at one 
time...] 

 

Fifa cooks the salted pork meat (that she brought already marinated from her job) 

separately, and when all is ready she fries cheese and lots of red onions (also brought 

from leftovers at her job). Fifa takes great aesthetic care in serving her mangú, and asks 

those present who does not want onions. First she serves a few plates, then she goes and 

counts how many people there are (that night there were five of us).  After this gesture, 

she starts taking out portions from each plate to make up an additional plate, making sure 

each person gets a similar amount: 

 
No, no te apure, ello alcansa, le saco un chin a cada plato... 

[No, don’t worry, it is enough, I just need to take a bit out from each plate] 

 

Fifa serves us on her best plates. Each of us gets plenty of mangú, a piece of pork and 

cheese, and a helping of red onions. She asks us to choose which plate we like to choose, 

while saying ‘buen provecho a todo...” 
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Fig.4.15: Flor’s version of mangú, with cheese, onions, salami, avocado-- Bronx, 2006. 

 

 

Flor's version of mangú cooked in the Bronx, was similar to the other 

preparations. She peels plantains, while explaining the best way to handle them. Like the 

others, she makes a point of warning about la mancha del plátano:  

 
Eto mancha si te cae en la ropa no se quita, pero si uno se unta cualquier aceite 
no se te mancha la mano... 
 
[This stains, if it falls on your clothing it does not come out, but if you put oil on 
your hands when peeling they won’t get stained...] 

  

As do all the others cooks, Flor adds hot water from the pot where the plantains 

were boiled to mash the plantains, but  she adds her own touch of olive oil for flavor. She 

gives her definition of mangú, as she shares memories and stories of her mother’s way of 

preparing this dish:  
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El Mangú e’ plátano majao con su compaña, me acuerda a mami cuando lo 
cocino... ¿Tú sabe como mami majaba el mangu? con la mitad de un platano, y le 
quedaba suavecito...yo lo majo con tenedor...se le echa un chin de agua fria de la 
llave...pa’ que no se ponga duro... 
 
[Mangú is mashed plantain with its company; it reminds me of my mother...she 
used to mash it  with  half a plantain, and it came out so soft...I mash mine with a 
fork...you have to add a bit of cold water from the faucet so it won’t get hard 
later] 
 
 
For her compaña she prepares fried Dominican salami (salchichón Dominicano) 

cheese and white onions, adding vinegar and then salt.  She prefers to fry the onions with 

corn oil, but as she says, “yo cocino con lo que haiga” (I cook with whatever is 

available).  Unlike the other women she never learned how to prepare mangú in DR, and 

her motivation to make it does not come from an expected ethnic performance but 

through a trans-ethnic encounter:  

 
No!, yo no sabia cociná mangú...nunca habia hecho mangu hata que no me case 
con un mexicano...el lo probó un dia en un retauran dominicano y le gujtó, me 
preguntó si yo lo sabia hacé...a mi no me guta mucho el mangu, con un platano ta 
bien pa mi...tu siempre echa uno de má, por si acaso...si biene gente e’mejor echá 
de má...siempre echa má plátano de lo necessario, si son tré gente, echa cuatro, si 
son cuatro, echa cinco... 
 
[No!, I didn’t know how to cook mangú...I had never prepared it until I married a 
Mexican...he tasted it in a Dominican restaurant; he liked it and asked me if I 
could make it...I don’t like mangú that much, with a plantain is fine for 
me....always cook one more plantain that you think you need, just in case 
someone stop by, is better to have more....]  
 
 

        Flor considers a mangú is not a proper meal without avocado. She like to get only 

the big types of avocado from a grocery store near-by. She serves each person a big 

helping of mangú, choosing the most beautiful looking pieces of cheese and salami to 

adorn it, and a big tajada (slice) of avocado. When we are all served, she tastes it and 

rolls her eyes with pleasure.  
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Fig.4.16: Josha’s version of mangú, with scrambled eggs, tomato and avocado, Brooklyn. 

 

            

I got to witness at least two of Josha’s versions of mangú, remarkably consistent 

in all the steps, except the eggs she served in two different ways, once scrambled the 

other time fried. She does not talk much while peeling the plantains, seeming to be 

immersed in thought or using great concentration, peeling each plantain as if drawing 

their contours. Once the plantains are boiling, she explains to me what she is doing in the 

midst of many other memory threads: 

 
Se le echa agua fria a lo plátano hirbiendo pa’ que cojan color plátano...se le dá 
media hora...lo plátano lleno son granoso, compra lo que se ven joven, verde... 
nosotro no mudamo a Sabana en un camión de plátano cuando la guerra del 
1965, tu no te acuerda porque tu taba en la barriga,...mami y nosotra chiquita 
tubimo que enconderno entre lo plátano pa’ que lo guardia y lo s’americano no 
dejaran pasá... 
 
[Put cold water to the boiling plantains to get the right color. They don’t taste the 
same if you don’t get that color...plantains that seem too full don’t have the right 
texture. Buy the young and green ones...I remember we moved to Sabana during 
the 1965 war, you don’t remember because you were inside the belly still...Mom 
and the rest of us had to hide among the plantains so the [Dominican] guards and 
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the Americans soldiers could let the driver of the truck pass through the check 
point...] 

 

Josha becomes more lively as she start mashing the plantains. She starts mashing with 

patience, yet vigorously, and one can see the use of muscles required:  

 
Mangú e’ plátado majado con aceite y su propia agua... asi yo hago mi  
mangusito, a mi estilo... “En lo retauran e’machacao que te dan el mangú...pero 
en la casa uno lo maja majaito, suave... 
 
[Mangú is mashed plantains with oil and their own water...I have my own style to 
prepare my mangú...at the restaurants they give you a mangú that is hard, mashed 
badly...but at home you can mash it really well, soft] 

 

Josha prefers to use a majador (metal masher) to mash the plantains (adding butter or oil 

from the fried onions, and hot water in which plantains were boiled). She comments with 

great humor about the ordeal of other rudimentary tools used in DR to mash plantains: 

 
Ese medio plátano se le debarataba a uno en la mano, y esa botella? se ponia má 
caliente, que quemaba...el tenedorcito ese e’muy chiquito y se dobla....hay que 
progresar, ete jierro me lo hace más fácil, por eso lo uso... 
 
[That half plantain used to fall apart in my hands, and the bottle? it used to get so 
hot that burn...the fork is too small and gets bent...We need to progress, this iron 
makes things easier for me, that is why I use it...] 

 

Unlike other preparations she does not accompany her mangú with salami, and only 

occasionally does she serve it with fried cheese. She tells stories and makes assorted 

comments about everything in between mashing rounds as she takes breaks from that to 

prepare the side dish of eggs:  

 
Ese Chave si e’ terrible...jiede asufre todavia (risotada)...y e’que el tiene razón, 
eto americano lo querian tumbá, pero el pueblo lo subió otra bé...el sabe lo que 
dice, e’berdá que el pobre es mucho más que el rico, somo mucho pobre que 
habemo...tá el pobre que cachachea...y cuando el pueblo dice pa’ yá voy, hay que 
asutarse, porque e’que lo pobre dan con hambre... 
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[That Chavez is terrible...it smells like sulfur still (laughter)...he is right, the US 
wanted to oust him, but the people brought him back...he knows what he is 
talking about when he says that the poor are more numerous than the rich, we are 
many indeed...and when the people say there I go, they have to fear us, because 
we hit with hunger...] 

 

This comment refers to a recent episode during 2006 Chavez’ talk at the UN, ‘huele 

azufre todavia’ ("it smells still like sulfur here",referring to the just departed US president 

George W. Bush). This comment was echoed in many Latino and Dominicans Spanish 

media and newspapers, in businesses and neighborhoods. The supermarkets and grocery 

stores in Joshas’ area had a relajo (joking) about it repeating the phrase at the least 

provocation that day when we went to get the ingredients for the mangú.  

Josha bathes almost any food in copious amount of fresh lime juice (in this case 

the eggs). With mangú she cooks green peppers, fresh tomatoes (that her husband grows 

during the summer in the front area of their building), salt, pepper, and fries the eggs in 

corn oil. She serves her mangú to each person in their separate plates, adorning it with 

una tajada de aguacate (a slice of avocado).  

 

 
Fig.4.17: Rafa’s version of mangú, with herbs and salchichón Dominicano, Bronx, 2006. 
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         Rafa was the only male cook that collaborated in fieldwork. His way of cooking 

mangú was learned from his grandmother in DR, even to the adding of herbs, yet he has 

probably developed his own choreography of how to prepare and serve it to his own 

family. Rafa's preparation of his version of mangú was sprinkled with very detailed 

explanations for each step and he shared some memories of his related food experiences 

in DR, that can be seen in Chapter III. Here I have just noted some differences in his 

version of mangú, and I will illustrate below some narrative fragments of his that have 

very explicit proposals for mangú’s significance. 

 
El Mangú pa’ lo dominicano en new yor e’ una comida y un símbolo de 
resistencia...es una forma de revalorar lo que somo...platanito era un insulto que 
se bolteó de cabesa y e’ ahora una herramienta de unidad, sobre todo entre lo 
jobene dominicano...el plátano se usa en marchas y reclamos contra abuso 
policial...en las marchas se vocea: ‘sigan al que tiene el plátano’’... 
 
 
[Mangú in NYC is for Dominicans a food and a symbol of resistance...platanito 
was an insult that we turned around into a tool for unity especially among 
Dominican youth; it is used in demands for rights in schools, and in marches 
against police brutality... When someone in a march lifts a plátano, we said 
follow the person with the plantain!...] 

 

            

            Among Rafa’s Dominican ‘progressive’ communities this poetic/political 

expressive use of plantains has become common, but also as he points out, it is used 

among high school age Dominican youth in negotiating public space with heavy policing 

by city institutions. I was also informed by Rafa’s children of a Dominican (or 

Dominican-American) student protest in school, demanding they be served mangú at 

least once a week in school cafeterias.   

 
En en nueva yor el dominicano asocia la manifetacione y defile con el plátano, 
con su banderita colgá, y lo usan lo tigere como un celular (tamo llamando 
refuerso) pa’ amenasa a la policia en la marcha, y ello mijmo lo policia en lo 
defile han querido apoderarse de ese simbolo, pero no funciona...el platano e’ una 
señal de resistencia, una manera de revalorizar la dominicanidá...allá no e’asi, eso 
e’ aqui que se ha retomado...cuando la policia tiró al joven dominicano de un 5to 
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piso en guashinton jai la gente le tiraba  plátano como repudio, desde tó lo 
apartamento... 
[In NYC Domininicans associate marches and parades with the plantain, they 
carry plantains with their little flags, and it is used by the tigers (young males) 
like a cell phone (indicating we are calling for reinforcements) to bother the 
police during the marches. Even the police themselves during the Dominican 
parades have attempted to use this symbol, but it doesn’t work for them...the 
plantain is now a sign of resistance...It is a way to revalorize 
Dominicanness...There (in DR) it is not so. It is only here that plantains have 
been used that way...When the police killed a Dominican boy, pushing him down 
from the 5th floor in Washington Heights, the people threw plantains at the police 
from every apartment, as a protest against what they did...] 

 

Evident in this narrative version of Rafa’s relation to plantains is an explicitly 

instrumental and expressive poetics of food as a tool for political action50. Such use of 

food seems to me also present in the other collaborators' relationship to Dominican foods, 

but in more implicit ways.              

These six versions of mangú exhibit remarkable consistency in the preparation, in 

the adding of cold water (for the last touch to the mashing) to keep it soft (which many of 

the cooks thought it was their own secret knowledge) even when they learned how to 

prepare it in different regions. Each nevertheless has a different approach, at least one 

ingredient or step that makes their own mangú as unique as the personal histories that 

shaped their relation to mangú and that generate personally specific narrative memories.   

Peeling plantains and the whole preparation of mangú is not only a skill but an art 

form and a gendered cultural performance. Mangú from my outside location (as a 

Dominican that only learned to cook the dish in the last three years, and still do so badly) 

does require work, strength, and dedication, in spite of some of the cooks considering it 

to be a simple dish. I am suspicious of the assertion by all collaborators that it takes less 

than half an hour. I recall some preparations continuing beyond the end of a 60 minutes 

tape that I was recording! It may be, of course, a situational variation, due to 

interruptions. When a cook is alone it may indeed take less time.  

It seems to me one needs mighty good reasons to wish to mash a food that one 

can eat in other ways. Such reasons may be the force of a learned skill, the pull of 

                                                 
50 See Bentley (1998) for a similar analysis of US war time rationing of food, and food related protest. 
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preparing a dish ‘the right way’, and especially, perhaps, the recognition gained from the 

dish's reception and consumption by an audience. As Luis pointed out, while he and I ate 

our delicious public version of a mangú at Mi Nagua restaurant in Mangú City 

(Washington Heights): 

 
Fig.4.18: Mi Nagua restaurant’s version of mangú, eaten by author, 143 st. Manhattan, 2006. 

 

 
El Mangú e’ desayuno epecial porque no se le maja un plátano a tó el 
mundo...me acuerda a mi abuela en el campo...ella si me majaba mi plátano...” 
 
[Mangú is special breakfast, because you don’t mash plantains for everybody...it 
reminds me of my grandma, she used to mash my plantains...] 
 
 
Mashing or not, the plantains are used among Dominicans to deliver in DR a sure 

message concerning the state of affairs in household relations, especially those between 

spouses or other adult women and men, but also between parents and offspring. Plantains 

and mangú have clear gendered connotations in their social, cultural and historical 

production. The cultivation of plantains in DR is done by men. Plantain shape, texture 

and the perception of this fruit as a strong food to restore labor energy is perceived as a 
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masculine index (besides the more obvious anatomical connotations). Yet the conversion 

of such ‘raw’ produce into culturally and physically digestible food happens almost 

exclusively through its preparation as a meal by means of women's domestic-labor. The 

‘cooked’ mashed plantains as mangú becomes then indexical of female labor and cultural 

knowledge. There is an interesting, if unclear, parallelism between the degree of softness 

of the mashed plantains and its consumption as a nutritive dish to enhance the hard 

bodies of workers. 

This reversal of Levi-Strauss' dichotomy locating women at the 'nature' end of the 

nature-culture continuum, and men 'culture' end, could   also be extended to gender, class 

and race dichotomies in Dominican history.  A masculine ‘hard’ nation (la patria viril, de 

pelo en pecho-a masculine father land with hair in chest) erect like a plantain, yet 

produced culturally through the ‘soft’ labor and alchemical transformations by women 

feeding their foods and bodies to sustain homes and communities. In terms of class and 

race, the majority of the dark working-classes that (in terms of national projects and 

public representations) are almost ‘invisible’ index the hard labor in relation to lighter 

small elite groups (owners of land and capital) who need the majority labor-hands to 

covert resources into profitable consumable products. 

In all Dominican restaurants that I visited in NYC, mangú is a common fare. It is 

offered for a special price in a combo called  lo tré golpe  –'the three strikes'- (served with 

eggs, fried cheese and salami), and it is served only until 11 a.m. This time frame makes 

it desayuno (breakfast) which is consistent with DR food classifications. This dish has 

become well known at least in Washington Heights. It is consumed by other Latino 

immigrants, African-Americans, and some Anglos that work or reside in the area. It is a 

hefty and inexpensive breakfast by NYC standards, around $5, depending on the location 

of the restaurant and the number of other Dominican restaurants that are competing for 

clients in a particular area.    

As with other staples such as la bandera and sancocho, mangú have become 

representative staple dishes of Dominicans and symbolic of Dominicanness outside of 

DR, yet the prominence and prestige of mangú (and plantains more broadly) as 

unmistakably pointing to a Dominican cultural difference outweighs both la bandera and 
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sancocho. Yet, in DR mangú, is still a humble fare of working-class kitchens, and in spite 

of having a similar covert prestige, it does not seem to be claimed as the main national 

dish in public culture or at touristic sites. Some of the implications of such reversal of 

mangú, which reveals racial undertones will be further explored in Chapter V.  

Mangú has also become an index of Dominicanness not only in NYC. La mancha 

del plátano identifies Dominican immigrants racially and culturally in Puerto Rico, 

Miami, and other areas of the US, and probably in Spain and Italy as well, these being 

new routes of migration. Research is needed about the politics and poetics of food among 

Dominican diasporic communities in those areas.  

AN EMERGENT DOMINICAN-AMERICAN CUISINE IN NYC 
Dominican food practices in NYC have been transforming both in domestic and 

in public spaces. We can identify such changes from two different routes that may 

appear, yet are not really dichotomous. In domestic kitchens we find the introduction of 

new ingredients, different utensils, and shorter preparation time and less frequent in the 

eating cycles.  Additionally, the domestic sharing of foods has also transformed 

somewhat the flavors and meanings. Yet these transformations preserve the diverse tastes 

of each cook’s regional food markings, and the culturally specific trajectories in each 

family’s culinary lore.  

The preservation of specific flavors may be due in part to how at the moment of 

migration each cook ‘froze’ the known flavors and procedures to avoid the dilution of 

practice in a foreign context and in time, and because of the need to safeguard a certain 

degree of familiarity. Nonetheless in displacement, a rupture in the historicity of a 

practice is perhaps inevitable. thus strategies to preserve memories of the familiar are all 

the more important in the foreign context. The expressive practices and linguistic flavors 

that are preserved in association with certain staples name and re-cognize the dishes but 

also help name and re-cognize the people that consume them.  

           Their seasoning styles, which were viewed at the time of departure as part of their 

family culinary history, became different in time from the changing food practices left 

behind in their neighborhoods and hometowns in DR, and could transform eventually in 
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NYC into more generalized regional ‘American’ cuisine. In fact, as  Eugenio Garcia 

Cuevas (p.c.) has suggested Dominican foods in NYC (or PR or Miami for that matter) 

taste  more ‘authentic’ now than in DR, where the economic fluctuations make it difficult 

for people to have access locally even to affordable plantains. Many modifications are 

introduced, indeed because of place through the local interactions and histories going on 

between these different culinary traditions. 

 

 
Fig.4.19: Mi Nagua restaurant, standarizing their regional Dominican cuisine in NYC. 

 

         The public routes of transformations are through the standardization of ‘Dominican’ 

marketable staples for public consumption through restaurants (women that cook by the 

order, and street food vendors form for me part of a continuum that includes the domestic 

food practices, even though the food is exchanged in public spaces). The entanglements 

of these private and public transformations consist in the fact that both domestic and 

public food practices get their materials from the same suppliers, and they employ 

women (and less frequently men) cooks that already have their own regionally specific 

cooking and seasoning styles (or even if, as in the case of some men cooks, learned the 

trade at the restaurant, they had to be taught by someone with a specific regional 

seasoning). Also many, maybe the majority of Dominican working-class families in 
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NYC, even if they don’t frequent the restaurants every day, get some of their food there 

at least twice a week, even if it is sometimes only take-out. We may note too, that it is 

cheaper to buy a whole roasted chicken for $7 than to cook it at home from scratch.  

           Dominican restaurants in NYC as sites of cultural encounters and as businesses 

that need to carve a niche for their products, have followed the time-tested strategies of 

previous Latino and other immigrants, making the 'strange' a bit more neutral and 

familiar to a wide variety of ‘American’ tastes. Dominican restaurants in particular have 

benefited from the similarities of Dominican foods to other ‘Hispanic’ cuisine (or as it is 

sometimes marketed ‘Spanish food’) and by the food 'naturalization' accomplished long 

ago by Mexican, Cuban and Puerto Rican cuisine in NYC and in the US more generally.  

          However, as with many other immigrant groups, these local establishments cater 

also to in-group communities, so a degree of familiarity and flavors need to be preserved 

in order not to lose such clients. This is more common for small restaurants with regular 

clientele in small areas of particular neighborhoods. It is accomplished in two ways by 

Dominican restaurant owners, first by preserving the casual and identifiable cultural 

atmosphere of Dominican communicative environments, including ways of relating, 

music, and decorations, and second, maintaining the reputation for some key food items 

quality (beans, coffee, or other particular specialty of the house, usually a regional dish 

from the owner’s or main cook region of origin in DR).  
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Fig.4.20: Dominican foodscapes, decorations & food aesthetics, Washington Heights, NYC.  
            Such accommodation to local tastes varies according to the street and 

neighborhood in the City where the restaurants are located, and the amount of Dominican 

‘regulars’ they serve. Dominican restaurants that cater to bigger areas and mostly to 

‘captive’ diverse clienteles (as in the case of Dominican restaurants located next to or 

across a large workplace building such as a hospital in the Bronx or a federal building in 

downtown Manhattan), can afford to streamline their menus offering cheap generic plates 

and very cheap ‘combos’ of ‘Latino’ or ‘Hispanic’ cuisine, plus the convenience of 

delivery. One of the major differences between Dominican working-class food practices 

in DR and those in NYC (including other Dominican food practices in the US and 

abroad) is the way ingredients to prepare the meals are acquired. In NYC, for example a 

transnational network of producers and distributors is involved in making products 

available in local supermarkets and grocery stores. Such products usually do not come 

from DR, but rather from Central and South American countries, Florida and California.  

The availability and pricing of products are also different. In NYC food is more 

plentiful and affordable, since income is higher and more consistent than in DR. 

According to Aunt Clara’s Dominican Cooking website51, and to some other DR news 

sources in the internet, items that used to be inexpensive and widely available for poor 

and working-class sectors, such as green plantains, may be now sold by weight, making it 

more expensive, and bacalao (cod fish) is now a luxury item. Ironically, chicken that 

when I was growing up in 1970’s was a luxury item, seems now to be cheaper than other 

meats as accompaniment to la bandera, and is ever present through the multiple Chinese 

and Korean owned Pica Pollo carts and small cooked food establishments, not only in 

Santo Domingo, but in provinces as far north as Montecristi52.   

          Global movements of food, labor and capital are also implicated in DR food 

consumption, as has been the case for more than 500 years. Great amounts of rice are 

imported, for example (even though it is also produced locally in small parcels) and 

wheat has been an imported grain since colonial times. Agricultural production for 

                                                 
51 See www.auntclaradominican cooking.com for a translocal cuisine representation in the making. 
52 These observations were made in 2004 during a pilot project visit to DR -(which was also a personal re-
connection with my childhood homescpes after 16 years of absence). 
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internal consumption has fallen steadily since the 1970’s due to several factors, among 

them loss of land and economic restrictions on small producers (starting with Balaguer’s 

regime in the 1960’s) and increased dependency on agro-business imports. Tourism and 

remittances (both contributing 1.3 million to the national product--see Danta & Ricourt 

2003) have displaced income from agricultural exports,  due partly to lower quotas and 

increased competition in the price of monoculture crops such as sugar, tobacco, cacao, 

and coffee, and in part due to privatization of the best lands for tourist industries (sold to 

foreign corporations) that seems to be transforming the whole country into an appetizing 

plate ready to be served and consumed by visitors.  

Even though the major agricultural sectors in DR have diminished their 

production for national markets, most of the multicropped basic items such as plantains, 

tomatoes, assorted roots, and most regional fruits are obtained from local production in 

rural areas. Also many households, even in semi-urban areas (such as Monte Plata and in 

some parts of Santo Domingo) still supplement their kitchens with minor production of 

food in dooryard gardens. This is not the case in NYC, where families can barely procure 

spaces for shelter, let alone gardens. The exception here is individuals whose cravings, 

and means, compel them to plant, for example tomatoes in the summer, creating niches 

for plants in a jungle of concrete, as was the case with Josha’s husband.  

Prior experiences with a tropical Caribbean temporalities mark food practices in 

specific ways. Food plants for example, are seen by DR inhabitants growing all around 

them; they are not only substances to be consumed, but ecological and aesthetical 

landscapes with direct effects on health, memory and the senses. It is not the same, as 

Elsa pointed out, to drink an aromatic coffee in the sidewalk with neighbors that to 

prepare coffee in a small locked apartment in the Bronx during winter.  

In order for Dominicans immigrants in NYC to have familiar foods available, 

extensive layers of transnational food entanglements had to arise, and each layer includes 

a network of capital, labor and transportation industries many of these industries are not 

Dominican. The consumers themselves are key to these businesses since it was the 

growing demand for such products through identifiable ‘Dominican’ establishments, that 

created between 1950 and the present such demand and economic growth. There are 
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importers and supplier of ‘Dominican’ (there is no way to tell by looking whether they 

arrive from Central or South America, or the Caribbean) foods in NYC that serve 

supermarkets and major fresh produce grocery stores in Washington Heights, restaurants 

and small grocery stores get their produce from the supermarkets.   

In the last few decades Dominicans have acquired a great number of grocery 

stores, restaurants and chains of supermarkets (such as Bravo, Associated, Compare 

Foods) previously owned by other Latino groups. According to Danta & Ricourt (1996) 

40% of immigrant food related businesses in NYC are Dominican. A similar procedure 

has occurred with restaurants, for example La Caridad began as a Cuban restaurant chain 

in NYC and Miami.  Now the ones in NYC are mostly owned by Dominicans. Grocery 

stores changed hands in a similar fashion; many Puerto Rican owned bodegas have been 

purchased by Dominicans. Such grocery stores sometimes keep the old names, but 

sometimes they change them to new colorful ones (aqui me quedo-'here I stop') related to 

DR expressive culture, last names, or regions (Tito’s deli, Peña Brothers, El Malecón, 

Castillo grocery). Others are given place names (such as Myrtle Ave. in Clinton Hill), or 

other neutral names (e.g. in Brooklyn we find A & M Grocery) which allow them to 

remain ethnically neutral so as to attract a larger clientele, especially if they are located in 

areas where there is only a small concentration of Dominicans and/or Latinos.  

In the restaurants I frequented, and through the menus I gathered, I noticed the 

following trends in terms of food offerings in the day’s cycles.  Mangú is served as 

desayuno from early morning (8 a.m. until 11 a.m). For breakfast also, they serve yuca 

(manioc) with similar side dishes, and ‘American’ breakfast (eggs any style with bacon, 

sausages, French or home-fries, pancakes, etc.). Also offered is avena (hot oatmeal-even 

in summer) which is invariably delicious, and amazingly not as sweet as one might 

expect. Some small restaurants, such as Mi Nagua, offer breakfast characteristic of their 

southeast region in DR, for example lemon grass and oregano tea in the morning and 

assorted fresh fruit smoothies.  

Additionally the usual coffee and toast (café con tostadas) Dominican café con 

leche (strong expresso with steamed milk), black coffee, café americano (weaker with 

cold milk) hot chocolate, sometimes with morí soñando (to die dreaming) and more 
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rarely with hot ponche (a sort of egg-brandy based power drink thought to be a tonic- 

maybe an aphrodisiac usually ordered by men).  For comida (lunch) the cycles are more 

flexible, being available from 11 a.m. to late at night. Menus usually include rice & beans 

(two kinds of rice, white and amarillo-yellow) with an assortment of meats, fried or in 

sauces, including beef, chicken, and in some restaurants chivo (goat). As a compaña (side 

dish) they also serve bacalao (cod-fish), vegetable guisados such as eggplant and okra. 

There is always plenty of fresh ‘Dominican’ salad, lettuce, cabbage, fresh tomatoes, 

avocado, raw red onions and radishes and plenty of lime. The prices are affordable for 

NYC, ranging from $7-10 depending on the area where the restaurant is located. They are 

less expensive around Washington Heights due to the local competition; higher prices are 

found in the Bronx and Brooklyn.  

Similar fare is offered for dinner, plus an assortment of asopaos (soupy rice with 

meat cooked inside), soups, seafood (usually whole fried fish, shrimps, calamari, etc. in 

cocktails or cooked in lime and garlic or with sauce). This offering of seafood, especially 

for dinner and on weekends all day, seems to appeal to restaurants as special occasion 

sites (eating out, or for celebrations). Since these seem to be special foods people don’t 

usually prepare at home, they are the most expensive, but I also suspect that they are 

addressed to a male audience, constituting the majority of restaurant clients.  Even though 

DR is located in an island, only those regions closest to the coast include seafood in their 

daily or weekly diets, in most inland provinces fish is something one eats in restaurants or 

once a year as a treat. For many Dominicans bacalao (imported, dried and salted cod-

fish) is one of the most frequent seafood included regularly in their diets.  

Irrespective of time of day coffee and toast, sandwiches (Cuban sandwiches in 

particular) hot chocolate, yuca and other roots, juices and shakes are served.  Alcoholic 

drinks are only served in certain restaurants (some with enough room for a table, and 

usually a juke-box, and in bar-restaurants with some space for dancing). The drinks are 

mostly Dominican and other kinds of beers, and wine; in bar-restaurants they serve a 

great assortment of drinks.  Some other Dominican dishes such as habichuela con dulce 

(sweet beans) a festive dish prepared once a year for Easter in DR, is now available  year-

round in NYC sold in most restaurants and especially by women street food vendors in 
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Washington Heights (for some reason mostly at night) that have a reputation for 

preparing good sweet beans, who have become in themselves sensory and visual 

landmarks on certain street corners. Mori soñando ( 'to die dreaming'- a drink prepared 

with evaporated milk, orange juice, cinnamon and vanilla) has become also a staple drink 

mostly purchased in public places instead of prepared at home.  

 

 
Fig.4.21: Versions of Morí Soñando,(milk+orange) domestic (Josha), and public (Mi Nagua). 

 

 

Besides the above regular menu, each restaurant introduces its own unique dishes, 

according to the region of the owners’ origins, the preferences of the cooks, and maybe 

requests of a regular clientele. Restaurants create menus particular to the region of the 

owner, or of the main cook (at least until the clientele expands to non-Dominicans), this 

is also a way to claim a specific ‘authenticity’ of seasonings. Although most clients are 

Dominicans, (and regulars), an assortment of ‘Hispanics’, African Americans, and some 

Anglos, living or/and working around the area also frequent these establishments. These 

diverse consumers seem mostly trabajadores (as many restaurants employees call them), 

'working-class', looking for affordability, taste and an informal environment.   

The interior spaces of restaurants vary, from tiny, with a visible cooking area and 

only five stools and a bar area to eat (like Mi Nagua), to large premises with many tables 

and back rooms. The atmospheres also vary, from profusely decorated to very sparse, but 

they all seem to display here and there some iconic signs of ‘Dominicanness’ (flags, a 

saint's altar, some Dominican hand-craft, an image of the founding fathers, Dominican 
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currency, etc). Some of these decorations have a more subtle reference only known to 

someone familiar with Dominican working-class aesthetics; sometimes only the music 

(merengue & bachatas) and the accents in speech are the pointers. Some have TV tuned 

to Spanish language channels.  With few exceptions they all have florescent lights, a fan 

or air conditioner, and heat for the winter.  

I could identify two main groupings of restaurants; those of ambiente familiar 

(family day-oriented) and ambiente nocturno (bar-night oriented).  In the ambiente 

familiar one could see more women (usually ordering take out if alone) families and 

children, and are busier during the day and weekends. I did not get to frequent the 

ambiente nocturnos since they did not seem to figure regularly in my collaborators' 

foodmaps. It seems all Dominican restaurants have regular take-out customers to which 

they deliver in the surrounding neighborhood, usually not farther than a mile or so away 

from the restaurant. The messengers are usually young Mexican men that work at these 

restaurants. Other delivery arrangements happen in other neighborhoods such as Clinton 

Hill (where there may be only one or two restaurants in a large area). There clients place 

orders from their apartments, to be delivered to their door, as does Josha and her husband. 

Most Dominican workers in a particular area also have regular breakfast at nearby 

restaurants. And many Dominican men (rarely Dominican-Americans though), be it 

divorced or married, regularly spend time at their favorite restaurants. These spaces are 

used as meeting places, as special occasion family destinations, for group and friends' 

reunions, or for meeting a business acquaintance or a date. They often serve as regular 

day stops to discuss politics or sports. Sometimes a regular patronizes a place where the 

employee(s) might be part of their networks of survival and part of their emotional 

community. Most Dominican women I encountered before, during and after fieldwork do 

not attend Dominican restaurants alone, unless they know the owners and employees, in 

which case they go to socialize also. Most, if alone, ask for their food "to go," or else they 

come with family and friends to stay and eat. I was perceived many times as a non-

Dominican in restaurants when I would eat alone at the counters or tables.  

The sensorial and semiotic flow of fliers and radio/TV ads for Dominican 

supermarkets and restaurants circulate public food links directly to households, creating a 
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consumer mediascape that makes restaurants attractive alternatives to home-cooking, and 

become thus part of the daily food cycles in addition to serving besides as local ethnic 

landmarks. On the radio and on TV announcers lure consumers to purchase at the  

establishment they are touting by offering 15 (sometimes 29) plantains for 99 cents, with 

a purchase above a $100.  Sometimes they offer instead a bonus five gallons of corn oil 

or a large 20 pound bag of rice (long grain) the kind of sack of rice usually sent to DR in 

shipments.  In the Dominican cable channel (transmitting from a DR cable channel) there 

are announcements not only of restaurants and supermarkets in DR but also of 

Dominican restaurants in NYC. The way these ‘localities’ are intermingled blurs the 

geographic, class and temporal distinctions, at least until one reads the address on the 

screen or hears a voice shouting an address in el alto manjatan. This translocal 

entanglement of TV narratives in his apparent inclusive innocence points to disparities in 

access to resources and mobility that most not go unnoticed by DR local audiences. 

Other Dominican public food narratives appear on websites which seem to be 

known to those with access to computers, some of the names are very telling and easy to 

identify with DR: e.g. sancocho.com, tostone.com, mimangu.com, labandera.com and 

many others. These names are not necessarily portals for food-related pages, but in one 

way or another they manage to mention Dominican foods, and food-related practices. 

Many music groups (and even calling cards!) are named with food items such as 

aguacate (avocado). Some of these advertising "foodmaps" are of course not only 

addressed to Dominicans, but to ‘Hispanics’ (Hispanos, not Latinos, working-class, and 

who may not speak English fluently) who purchase similar ingredients for their dishes.   

There are already sizable populations of Dominicans in Canada, Spain and Italy. 

Food research in such places could reveal differences and similarities in relation to how a 

Dominican cuisine abroad is being re-invented, and the ways such food paths implicate 

place-specific ways of searching for home and forming communities.    
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EXPANDING LOCAL FOODMAPS: DOMINICO-MEXICAN FOOD ALLIANCES 

 
Fig.4.22: Dominico-Mexican food alliances, Bienve’s kitchen, center Dominican restaurant in 
Chinatown serving ‘burritos’, right, Flor’s Dominico-Mexican-American boy eating mangú. 

 

 

Foodmaps reveal not only food routes within one person, family or community 

history as seen above, but also help us trace how working-class Dominican immigrants in 

NYC experience multicultural encounters and food alliances with other marginalized 

groups. As Tuchman & Levine (1998) reveal in their study of New York Jewish 

communities and Chinese restaurants, immigrants integrate into this new society not 

necessarily through mainstream ‘America’, but through contact with other ‘minority’ 

communities through food relations. Dominico-Mexican alliances are a good example of 

some of the transformations of food roots and routes in such encounters.  

I found Mexican men working in Dominican restaurants around Washington 

Heights, Manhattan and the Bronx. I also noticed a slow seeping-through of Dominican 

and Mexican cuisine in their menus. In both restaurants employees are swapped. This is, 

in Mexican restaurants Dominicans are employee, as are Mexicans in Dominican 

restaurants. I have heard stories also of the change in ownership and of menus from 

mexican to Dominican hands for restaurants locations (as co-owned business 

investments, including pizzerias in the Bronx). Mexican dishes expand the range of food 

offerings and built on the already domesticated taste of Mexican foods in NYC, 

broadening their clientele. Future mapping of such food alliances of this plate could 

reveal some interesting interpretive versions of both Mexican and Dominican foods and 

point to some Dominico-Mexican food alliances through public routes.             
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          The clients that frequent these restaurants were very diverse, not exclusively 

Dominican or Mexican, but an assortment of construction workers, and employees from 

nearby offices and federal buildings.  These restaurants offer inexpensive, tasty and still 

familiar foods in a welcoming atmosphere and is close to their work sites, construction 

workers can go in work clothes, and eat there during their short breaks. Whatever reasons 

they may have for their choice, their presence and sponsorship of these establishments 

creates social relations that motivate them to come back.  These foodsites implicate the 

plate of food, the hands that work to get it to the table, the earning of income to obtain the 

foods, and the places and shared spaces where they are consumed. These shared ‘Latino’ 

foodmaps reveal cultural exchanges and movements through food paths that help create 

specific social networks, common ties and neighborhoods landscapes out of 

commonalities of language and migrant conditions.   

These foodmaps encounters do not end in this public setting. There are also 

Dominico-Mexican food alliances going on in domestic spaces among NYC immigrant 

communities. A second layer of mappings in this realm could reveal the extent of pan-

ethnic ‘Latino’ food-home alliances. Through labor partnership and either informal 

unions or marriages (usually between first-generation immigrants) Dominican-Mexican 

offspring (or Mexican-Dominican depending on who is naming) are produced, and with 

them new kinship networks. These domestic foodmaps acquire a depth and intimacy that 

have crucial repercussions for new cultural formations of communities and specific 

individual flavors of new Americans in NYC. Two of the participant families in my 

fieldwork are part of these bi-cultural encounters that have produced a blend of foods, 

children and domestic spaces.  This formation of new families and the blending of two 

cuisines will continue to render new linguistic innovations and community networks.  

           A research exploration about these domestic gendered alliances is needed to 

understand some of the cultural transformations of both sides of such networks. From my 

superficial examinations of these encounters I have noticed that is it usually men who 

seem to be at the center of the traffic exchange as cooks, kitchen helpers and partners. 

These alliances, at least initially, may have to do with the restricted labor opportunity for 

non-English speaking immigrant workers. These tangled public/private experiences of 
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food, place-memory and network-making could give us an idea of the extending 

boundaries of Dominican foodmaps in NYC, but also open lines of inquiry for other 

studies addressing how pan-ethnic food alliances emerge, and which kinds of cultural 

narratives are arising about such processes.  

            In the case of Dominico-Mexican encounters, their present food relations 

implicate some shared ethnohistorical circumstances. Dominican and Mexican food 

systems already shared geopolitical alliances as they emerged out of the colonial 

encounters in the Americas. As parallel appropriations in response to colonial violence, 

these encounters produced complex food systems and delicious meals out of indigenous, 

European, African, and many other untraceable mixtures. Today in Mexican and 

Dominican kitchens in NYC some similar meals are prepared such as majarete -- a 

maize-based light hot meal similar to Mexico's atole--, eaten by Dominicans mostly for 

breakfast and dinner. Hot chocolate is drunk almost daily in Dominican households in 

both the DR and NYC. And, of course, rice, beans, corn and squash are present in diverse 

meal preparations. Even for Dominicans that don’t have a direct food alliance with 

Mexicans, ordering out or eating at Mexican restaurants is already part of weekly or 

monthly food cycles, not an ethnic excursions into the exotic. 

           There are also sentiments and affinities, at least from Dominican towards 

Mexicans that were fostered in pre-migration exposure to Mexican cultural productions 

in the DR that, as in my case, have marked routes in my own foodmaps. When I heard 

rancheras at 6 a.m. on Sunday mornings in my early childhood in the DR, two layers of 

information would crystallize in my mind; first, playing the signature music--Pedro 

Infante, Javier Solis, Toña la Negra-- of Mexican boleros and rancheras revealed my 

mother’s good mood and meant that she was going to cook Sancocho; second, it meant 

that my mother either got paid her hard earned salary or that she found someone to lend 

her the money that made possible the cooking of ‘festive’ foods.  I did not realize until 

later on in my life that there were such distinctions as Mexican or Dominican, and to this 

day I associate certain Mexican music with Sancocho and Sundays.  
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CHAPTER V 

DOMINICAN FOOD PATHS IN NEW YORK CITY:  

A SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 

This chapter summarizes main findings of fieldwork research that shed light on 

the role of food practices in the local production of Dominican 'home' in New York City. 

Pointing to contrasts and confluences in food practices and place-making, I attempt to 

reveal how working-class Dominican immigrants navigate local and translocal routes and 

create spaces of home through their food paths. First, I offer some pointers about the 

arrival of Dominican immigrants to NYC to contextualize my collaborators production of 

place within wider trajectories of migration. I proceed then to discuss findings in term of 

food practices, places of home, how food is used to negotiate domestic relations, and 

some remarks on community formation.   

In Chapter I, I suggested defining ‘home’ as a place-specific historical 

relationship, a space of experience, and a narrative site. It is from the concrete grounds of 

bodies in-place, that is, from specific households as shelters and spaces of economic, 

political and social relations, that senses of home are created and definitions of home are 

proposed. More specifically, it is from specific kitchens and domestic labor in particular 

neighborhoods that food practices and narratives memories get re-imagined and woven 

into cultural histories. The implications of the production of local spaces for senses and 

notions of ‘home’ (as experience and narrative site) will be analyzed in Chapter VI by 

discussing food-narratives of home within Afro-Caribbean narrative conventions. 

The discussion of daily "choreographies"53 offered here reveals the movements 

and moments in daily life that are needed to produce food, memory and home materially 

                                                 
53 An underlying understanding of certain concepts shapes the way I address these 
choreographies. For example, I use a definition of ‘place’ as a geographically specific ground but 
also as historical moment of such location (Duncan 1996), and a concept of ‘space’ as social 
relations, this is, as embodied relational context created between people, objects and 
environments (Fraser 1993). Another conceptual dimension is duration-history as ‘diasporic 
temporalities’ (Laguerre 2002); parallel daily calendars and activity cycles that immigrants 
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and culturally. The concept of  ‘imaginability’ (Lynch 1960) as an ‘environmental image’ 

that urban inhabitants develop of their localities serves to summarize the embodied 

cognitive maps Dominican immigrants produce, not of a generic US society, but of a 

particular place like NYC, that is already inscribed with memory traces of previous 

Dominican migration to the City. 

Incorporating the understanding of previous discussions in this Chapter, I wish to 

show from a different angle the present boundaries of ‘home’ as expressed through food 

paths. In exploring the migrant homescapes we move from individual subjectivities to 

domestic gendered survival networks that form through food paths in the City. These 

routes include also translocal food exchanges with DR that help extend the networks and 

boundaries of these migrant homes. As explained in Chapter II, the conditions of arrival 

of Dominican immigrants in NYC create a context of uncertainty, displacement and 

struggle for survival. It is within such shaky grounds that food practices and narratives 

become a cultural resource ‘to suture...to stitch the self in place’ (Hall 1996). Such 

‘suturing’ happens not only through cooking and remembering but concretely through the 

way private/public food sites are used to create survival networks and a local sense of 

place, parallel and alternative to the actual places and locations they occupy in NYC. 

 

FOOD PRACTICES AND KITCHEN SPACES 
Even though the three main Dominican staples, la bandera, mangú and sancocho 

are indeed prepared by all those consulted, there are other dishes, specific to each 

regional and family food history, that have a more immediate, personal and political 

importance in each person’s cooking repertoire, thus being more centrally relevant to 

their food memory-work. The food closest to each collaborator seems to be those 

marking points in her or his life trajectory as seen in Chapter III and IV. Such food 

attachments, at times distinct from the national cuisine icons, speak more of memory-

histories than of Dominican food as an index of national or ethnic belonging.  

                                                                                                                                                 
negotiate with the hegemonic temporalities of labor, institutions, and state but also with parallel 
multicultural environments in NYC. 
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All the cooks prepare a Dominican meal at home at least twice a week, some 

everyday, and others at least three times a week. Luis, who does not cook, eats 

Dominican foods daily, and cuela café (makes coffee) once a day in his shared kitchen. 

In one way or another they all procure at least part of their ingredients from Dominican 

business in their neighborhoods, or  else they go to specific supermarkets in Washington 

Heights where there are bargains and better priced ‘Dominican’ produce (probably 

cultivated in Central and South America). Those that work as cooks (Bienve & Fifa) eat 

Dominican foods every day. Even if they don’t cook it at home, they eat at work or bring 

leftovers.  Rafa cooks Dominican foods during the week and his wife cooks on the 

weekend (I am not sure though if she always cooks Dominican meals).  

Café con pan o galletas (sweet black coffee with bread or crackers) is a quick 

Dominican breakfast they all have in common; even if later on in the morning they make 

mangú or boil roots to eat with eggs and/or fried cheese. Elsa for example, loves her 

coffee with galletas, Josha has hers with little croissants she purchases at the 

supermarket, her husband has his with casabe,  a Taino style hard tortilla made out of 

yuca –(bitter manioc), which they get from the Dominican supermarket a few blocks 

away from their building.  Luis has his café con leche with french baguette toast at his 

favorite restaurant.  

The common ‘fringe’ foods, such as condiments for seasoning beans and meats, 

are identified as the key to giving one's cooking specific ‘Dominican’ flavors. There was 

a general agreement among the participants about orégano (oregano) ajo (garlic), and 

limón (lime) being the most important condiments. By far, oregano is perceived by all the 

collaborators as the key ingredient that gives their food a ‘Dominican’ flavor. Oregano is 

either procured directly from DR, through family or friends, or it is purchased at 

Dominican food businesses. One ingredient not mentioned as important by the cooks (yet 

used it frequently) is chicken bouillon. Even though no one emphasized this, the use of 

chicken bouillon, adobo, and sobrecitos (powdered ‘Latino’ condiments) is widespread, 

and is ubiquitous in restaurants. This is not only a Dominican practice but rather it is 

present in most preparations of Latino, Chinese, African American, West Indian and 

many other cuisines, especially as prepared in restaurants. 
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Fig.5.1: Top, main ‘Dominican’ seasonings identified by all the cooks, bottom kitchens layout  
and utensils have remarkable similarities. 

 
 

The style of cooking rice is remarkably similar from one person to another. Boil 

water with salt (sometimes with a bit of corn oil or olive oil), add the washed rice., stir 

and let cook until dry,  but not until graniao (too dry, so that the rice grains separate). If 

the rice comes out too moist, it is called apatao or chacú, a sign of a careless or 

inexperienced cook. Sometimes aluminum foil is used to steam the rice while cooking by 

placing on top of the almost dried pile of rice. I was told that in DR they used plantain 

leaves for steaming the rice.  
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Fig.5.2: Rice and beans, cooked in very similar manner, by Josha, Elsa and Flor. 

 

The beans used are dried red or kidney beans.  Sometimes other kinds are used, 

but rarely so, except in the case of Josha, who cooked at least five different types of 

beans during my fieldwork. The beans are sometimes soaked overnight. Some said that if 

it is a good brand, the beans can be washed and cooked right out of the bag. Many 

condiments are added to the beans after they are soft, the most common being garlic, 

onions, salt, green peppers, a bit of olive oil, cilantro, culantro, lime or vinegar, chicken 

bouillon, and tomato paste. Beans cooked from scratch give  prestige as this is the sign of 

a good cook. All the cooks used dry beans (except Rafa who used canned ones), even 

though it takes longer to cook. Canned beans are not frequently used, but they are kept as 

time saving back-ups, in case there is a need to cook in a rush. Bean preparations are 

unique to each individual cook, all the women assert that their beans are a family recipe 

(learned by watching and doing), passed on from grandmother and/or mother.  

Written recipes are not common in these communities, even though that may be 

changing as many second generation women raised and/or born in NYC, for whom 

writing is a more common practice, learn how to cook Dominican foods after leaving 

home and may need more tangible remainders. All the cooks, especially the women 

express a pride in their cooking, and like to taste their own sazón (flavor) in their 
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cooking. They are aware of all the work it takes, and sometimes complain about it and 

about the fact that ‘la comida se pierde’ [food is wasted], as new generations learn to like 

‘American’ foods through schools and media. The seasoning knowledge and the expertise 

of each of these cooks is not only cause for pride (and expression of duty and 

commitment to their families) but also a site of creative personal expression, and likely a 

source of meditative practice through which to process the concerns of the day.  

As Meredith Abarca (2006) suggests, kitchens and cooking events may be one of 

the few spaces from where marginalized Latino working-class women express their 

activity as an art form, both in transforming substances into cultural feast and also as 

narrative sites to express their self-worth and their life experiences. As I hope has been 

made clear in the previous chapters, cooking, as domestic unpaid labor, does not begin or 

end in the kitchen. The concrete maintenance of food relations becomes materia-semiotic 

mediations necessary to support the memory-work that food is made to perform in each 

individual migrant history.  

Unlike the situation in DR, all the cooks said they have all the ‘proper’ kitchen 

implements they need to prepare their foods. They specifically indicated the availability 

of fuel and refrigeration (gas stoves and refrigerators), and enough income to have food 

in the home at all times (with the exception of Flor who has gone hungry sometimes). 

Neveras (refrigerators), even though now common in DR (including numerous used 

refrigerators transferred to DR from NYC), were until the 1970s luxury items, and rather 

than a kitchen implement they were a kind of furniture that people  displayed in the living 

room, to show neighbors that things were improving for them. Stoves also are now 

common in DR, yet they sometimes become little more than decorative items for the lack 

of available gas, so usually people have charcoal (anafes) as a backup. Sometimes 

families in DR also use as back up small gas camping stoves sent by friends and  relatives 

from NYC.  

The common items that make these kitchen spaces ‘Dominican’ (according to 

most of the collaborators) are the calderos (pots) for rice, ollas (containers for cooking 

the beans), and an espresso coffee maker (Italian style, but very inexpensive at 

Dominican stores). Josha has two cafeteras –an espresso maker Italian style; an electric 
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coffee maker (she calls it an ‘American’ cafetera) found in the basement of her building. 

Most of the cooks also own a Dominican pilón (a wooden mortal and pestle for crushing 

spices) that is very common in DR kitchens especially in rural regions.  

 
Fig.5.3: Aroma de café: Coffee-makers, Italian style, only one cafetera ‘Americana’ (Josha’s). 

 

 

All the kitchens have sink-top water filters, this is important to point out for two 

reasons; water is not only a substance to clean with but a kind of food needed to survive 

and for basic hygiene, without clean water cooking is very difficult. For the majority of 

the population in DR basic water supply is a luxury, including marginal barrios in urban 

areas of the capital. Even when households have plumbing, the water and electricity are 

cut off at least twice a day (and some times for several hours), whether or not the people 

pay their bills. Having not only a secure water supply, but also filtered water in NYC is 

indeed a drastic change in the way food practices are affected.   

Decorations in the kitchens of migrants from DR are very similar, usually 

featuring plastic or wooden fruits and vegetables, and some animal figurines. The 

refrigerator doors are used for interesting displays, which upon examination reveal some 

of the household calendars and priorities. Sometimes these point to food paths, such as a 
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favorite restaurant or store advertising, and even to ideological formation (as in the case 

of Rafa’s household).  

 

BUT...WHY DO THEY STILL COOK THEIR FAMILIAR FOODS? 
          It amazes me that in spite of all the struggles (or maybe it is because of all this?) 

they choose to cook. What sense of mastery and enjoyment -besides the burden- do 

cooking Dominican foods give these immigrants? In my puzzlement I kept wondering, 

asking whenever I could, and in different ways, why in the midst of these conditions do 

they still prefer to cook these foods, to eat them, and to serve them to others? I should 

have known better, that why is usually a barren dead-end-question. When I stopped 

asking why and started paying attention to the how, I got a glimpse of the urgency of such 

food ‘commemorative vigilance’ (Banderstein 1996).  

     I think it is important to understand why, in spite of their failed survival projects in 

DR (and the marginal place they occupied in that national social map) they still cling to 

familiar food practices and cultural identifications to define themselves as subjects and to 

form communities through food relations. For the cooks control over their kitchen 

territory mark their sense of history and their power to survive not only adequately but 

meaningfully to them. I suspect that food practices are easier to maintain in a family 

context. It seems to give them also the responsibility for the maintenance of the family 

unity, the transmission through food of cultural knowledge and language without which 

affective connections may be broken. Abandoning food practices might mean 

destabilization of a sense of self, of body as home, (of common codes and solidarity 

networks).  

   Work and leisure time are negotiated through food as regards to what people need 

to do to acquire nourishment, to earn the income (ganarse el plátano) to maintain shelter 

and meet basic needs, and to prepared the foods in kitchens and maintain health and 

hygiene of the family. As domestic unpaid labor cooking and reproducing household 

organization are important daily work of sustaining communities, labor force, dwellings 

and senses of home, but also physical and mental health. Considering that most working-
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class Dominican immigrant do not have medical insurance, home-cooking practices 

fulfills an essential role. As many of the participants in this study expressed, the health of 

their loved ones is one of the reasons they propose for continuing their cooking duty-

labor-gift activity. 

         The way of preparing and serving certain staple meals reveal the social location, 

priority and intentionality of consuming certain foods. Unlike DR circumstances where 

certain staples become the only affordable fare for working class families, in NYC there 

are many other possibilities even within a reduced income. Hence, the choice to cook 

these particular meals speaks of specific gendered migrant trajectories and present life 

projects. These food choices are important for the way cooks (particularly women cooks) 

re-signify their senses of home and self as sites of struggles and conflict but also as site of 

power and pleasure (Sobo 1997, Christie 2003, Abarca 2006).  

    The concept of antojo (whim or craving) appears often in women’s narratives, in 

relation to why they decide to cook Dominican foods. Antojo can be described as a mix 

of physical, emotional and nostalgic craving, as strong as a pregnant woman’s desire for a 

particular food. This antojo seems to be linked also to particularly difficult days in the 

households, or to weekends. In this sense cooks relate first to themselves through cooking 

as an activity rendering satisfaction of their cravings. Yet men’s attachments to 

Dominican foods (be they husbands, partners, or sons) seem to have great influence in 

household meal choices.  

  In a way Dominican cooks are feeding their families meanings and substances as 

well as relations to a history that their children may not have known at all in the cases of 

those born in NYC. This need for continuity is not necessarily a conventional 

maintenance of ‘tradition’; it may be that even the critical ruptures they carry of their 

problematic relation with the DR state as national ‘imagined community’(Anderson 

1986) index for them a socio-cultural landscapes that has made possible their live 

trajectories. Hence even such disenchantment (desencanto, maybe even anger), that may 

have not meant the same before they migrated, index now the country (el pais); not the 

‘nation’ but former familiar relations to people, environments and local histories.   
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Fig.5.4: New generations sharing/rejecting their parents foods: top, mothers giving recipes to  
daughters (by phone/in person), bottom, boys eating mangú, corner, girl eating fast food. 

 
Cooking at home may have other contradictory advantages. The foods the cooks 

prepare and the process itself indeed function as a communicative space to bridge 

language and generational ruptures within each family, but also as site of tensions as new 

generations negotiate a measure of autonomy for their lives. Josha’s sad realization that 

“ella ya no come mi comida” [she does not eat my food anymore] about one of her oldest 

daughter is a common complaint from mothers. This rupture of having the persons they 

care the most to feed, their children, reject their foods, causes grief and may even affect 

the frequency with which women choose to cook. Indeed I was amazed at the willingness 

of some women to cook (with all the associated work before and after) in spite of conflict 

and hostility (subtle and sometimes open) from those they feed. 

Food ‘memory-work’ (Kacandes 1999) through cooking and remembering is not 

merely a nostalgic longing for lost homes; in choosing to cook these meals the cooks may 

articulate a “political expression, indexing more profound desires and consciousness” 

(Allen 2005:24). In the ‘infra-politics’ of the everyday (see Scott 1985, Kelley 1996, 

Cohen 2004, Allen 2005) we can appreciate that there are moments (brief, miniature 
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spaces) to resist and accommodate simultaneously. The playful agency and self-

representation usually assigned to educated middle-class subjects, is no different among 

working-class and other marginalized individuals, even if they make their lives within 

constrained conditions of existence. We can notice among Dominican migrants 

sophisticated forms of power play, through which they ‘season’ foods, actions, narrative 

memories and histories, to claim whatever minimal autonomy, dignity and pleasure 

possible.  

DOMESTIC GENDERED SEASONINGS  
The only Dominican men that I got to document cooking, Rafa (and in minor 

ways Josha’s husband), placed as much value on cooking Dominican food as did the 

women. Some of the differences seem to me to arise from length of cooking experience, 

women having a longer DR trajectory of socialization in a kitchen space. Some of the 

differences found in logistics evidence this, as they also point to the uneaseness these 

men might feel concerning the performance of masculinities in a space usually inscribed 

by female presence, and still subject to women’s judgments. The male cooks used many 

more utensils to handle foods, and in other ways they dealt with culinary ingredients with 

a sort of distance, as if they did not want to get dirty.  

As many women commented upon watching a man chopping ingredients “coño, 

que feo pican lo s’ombre...y pelan mal el plátano, asesinan el pobre plátano, y la 

cebolla” ["it's ugly the way men peel… they assassinate poor plantain, and also the 

onions"] referring to how they take away not only the peel but also part of the ‘masa’ (the 

nutritious part of vegetables and fruits). Lacking in the men was the handling and 

admiration of fresh ingredients, or the sharing of tips on how to choose the right produce, 

so common among the women cooks. Also lacking in the men cooks were the 

spontaneous narrative memories about their experiences in NYC and in DR (yet they did 

share some when I asked).  These two men seemed to focus more on telling the witness 

(in this case myself) how to get the right proportions and on giving instructions on how to 

preserve foods or about food production in DR. This does not necessarily mean that 

cooking and foods don’t have as deep a personal significance to them. It may be just that 
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they are not used to sharing more personal information. These male cooks seemed also 

more concerned with the ‘noise’ of my gadgets, and with the way they were being 

represented, at times appearing to talk to an absent audience not necessarily to me. 

The gendered socialization of women in the kitchen space in DR entails an 

inclusive learning of home economics that includes understanding food as a subtle yet 

powerful tool of domestic relations, health awareness regarding the most appropriate 

meals for each member of the family at different stages of life, and inhabiting kitchens as 

spaces of action with direct links to kin and non-kin survival networks outside the 

households. Different experiences of socialization and cooking practices between females 

and males, besides rendering different relations to food, seems to also mark early on in a 

person's life what it means to be a woman or a man, inscribing not only private but also 

public gender and citizenship, performances. Even though such socialization is changing 

in NYC, these first generation immigrant women and men spend most their lives in DR. 

Rafa’s ‘voluntary’ cooking tasks in his household may seem to be another important 

difference in relation to the women cooks, but is due in part, to what he calls his 

acquisition of ‘gender consciousness’ and the practical reasons of his wife work schedule. 

Unlike the women, male socialization as a cooks in DR was an option; increasingly for 

new generation of Dominican-American males in NYC it may become also a need. 

The way domesticity is produced as specifically ‘Dominican’ depends thus on 

survival conditions and relations, through housing geopolitics and through particular 

histories of migration. Whoever in the family has the responsibility for finding shelter, 

securing income and transforming the foods into culturally appropriate meals has great 

influence on the atmosphere of the household as a space of ‘home’. Even though of 

necessity both women and men in Dominican households contribute to survival, women 

seem by far to carry the largest part of the burden of making sure that things don’t fall 

apart. How these heads of households negotiate their personal networks in relation to the 

‘gigantic’ public social forces conditions thus the ‘miniature’ politics of the domestic.  

Foods implication in such power negotiations (from the most personal to the push 

for labor migrations) point to the political nature of food and the manifold strategic uses 

that it is made to perform. Home relations in the present emerged through the migrant 
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trajectories that made possible for each participant family to be now in NYC. The way 

such relations are transformed is conditioned by many factors, most prominently labor 

and all the structured and articulated practices of daily survival. The forms of residence 

and citizenship, and their degree of command of English, condition their labor and social 

relations outside households, and also domestic relations with their offspring. This is 

revealed in daily interactions but through the mediating roles that parents need to perform 

with school and institutions related to their children's upbringing. In this aspect, there is a 

reversal of roles occurs as children become translators and cultural brokers for their 

parents. Such a situation creates resentment, stress, conflict and a sense of impotence for 

all involved.  

Domestic spaces are experienced through such relations within the kind of 

atmosphere that the parents in these household are able to create for their families. All the 

participants wake up very early, go to bed late, work hard at their jobs and in their 

households. Kitchen spaces in their apartments are indeed a focus of the households in 

terms of domestic activities and also links to their jobs (babysitting from home and food-

paid labor).  

Men exert subtle demands, and sometimes direct verbal requests, for ‘proper’ 

familiar meals. When such desires are not fulfilled by the women in their households, 

they may purchase prepared foods from Dominican restaurants or they might start 

learning to cook for themselves, as was the case for Rafa and Nene (Josha’s husband) and 

one other Dominican men I met during fieldwork. Confirming Weismantel's (1986) 

finding about the strategic uses of food among women in Ecuador, the women indeed use 

cooking as an index of their moods and demands and also as strategic exchange; however 

in NYC this is not as explicit and direct as is this practice was in DR.  

There is a sort of cycle that I have observed for decades in Dominican families in 

the US (and in PR); until around ten to twelve years old the children eat whatever they 

are served at home, as the puberty process becomes more conflictive they use food as a 

site of negotiations and as a zone of reclamation of not only their personal but also of 

their cultural difference in relation to their parents.   However when both girls and boys 

reach certain age (usually past their 25th birthday, varying of course with each 
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individual), they seem to rediscover their love-taste for their mother’s food, and indirectly 

for a Dominican past that has shaped them culturally. This may happen sooner for young 

women once they find partners, get married, or have their own children.  

At the request of the daughters, an apprenticeship begins then; one that may 

restore the mother-daughter emotional connections. Such exchange creates a wider 

narrative space for the mother to share food memories of DR and their family histories, 

through passing along cooking knowledge either in person or on the phone, discussing 

how to cook the main Dominican staples. Before fieldwork my hypothesis was that 

partnering with Dominican men, and especially becoming mothers themselves, may have 

been one of the major impulses for young Dominican-American women's interest in 

cooking Dominican foods. Yet I have found a similar process with the ones that partner 

with non-Dominican men and many that don’t have children (for example Josha’s 

daughter who wanted to learn how to cook Dominican foods to share with her partner’s 

Chinese family).   

I have had to abandon my original explanatory hypothesis. Increasingly young 

Dominican-American males are becoming interested in learning how to cook Dominican 

foods, and some told me they sometimes use such cooking knowledge as a strategic 

dating resource. This return to food ‘roots’ through the distant ‘routes’ of US society is a 

complex ground of intergenerational negotiations, and local transculturation, offering 

fascinating and fruitful areas for further research.  

 

DOMINICAN PUBLIC FOODSCAPES IN NYC 
Part of the atmosphere that creates a familiar sense of place and visibility for 

Dominicans comes from, supermarkets, grocery stores, and restaurants. For example, 

restaurants with DR place names or nationalistic phrases (El típico, El Malecón, Mi 

Nagua, Mi Tierra, Mi Pais) and even the dishes in their menu (such as lo tré golpe, the 

soup la siete potencia) reproduce the sense of humor and double entendre present in 

Dominican expressive culture. Such restaurants are an integral part of the City’s 

economic base, and most importantly they are work-places for many Dominicans and 
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other Latino workers, besides being a source of inexpensive tasty foods for workers of 

various backgrounds in the areas where they are located. In Washington Heights, between 

141 St. and 160 St. I counted at least twenty Dominican restaurants, sometimes two or 

three per block.  

 

 
Fig.5.5: El Cofre is a daily stop in Josha’s food routes, and in that of many Dominican, Mexican 
workers, and a diversity of residents in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn. 

 
 

In order for Dominicans to have familiar foods available, extensive public layers 

of transnational food entanglement are necessary, and each commercial site entails a 

network of capital, labor and transportation industries54. The consumers themselves are 

key to these businesses since it was the growing demand for 'Dominican' products and 

identifiable ‘Dominican’ establishments that created between 1950 and the present such 

demand and economic growth. There are a fair number of importers and suppliers of 

foods represented as ‘Dominican’ in NYC, though there is no way to tell by looking 

whether  they come from DR or from Central or South America). These importers serve 

                                                 
54 According to Danta & Ricourt (2003) 40% of immigrant food related businesses in NYC are 
Dominican.  
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supermarkets and major fresh produce grocery stores in Manhattan and other boroughs. 

Restaurants and small grocery stores then get their produce from such supermarkets.   

The way I encountered food related businesses in NYC was through the food 

paths that each participant navigated around the city, and also sometimes outside of their 

regions when I visited friends in two of my former neighborhoods in Los sures, 

Williamsburg (Brooklyn) and Saint George (Staten Island). There was at least one 

Dominican supermarket in each collaborator’s neighborhood. Both Bienve and Fifa had 

many choices of Dominican supermarkets since they live in Washington Heights.  Flor 

did not make major compras but her daughter did so, at an Associated Dominican 

supermarket in the Bronx, Flor did buy fresh produce from street vendors and was a 

regular at a Dominican grocery store a few blocks away, where she got plantains, yuca, 

avocados, coffee, etc.  

Elsa’s neighborhood area in the Bronx did not have a Dominican supermarket 

close by but there was one a few train stops away. She preferred the lower prices and 

fresher produce of an almost warehouse size Dominican supermarket in Inwoord, 207 St. 

in Manhattan where she goes at least once a month for bulk purchases. For smaller food 

supplies she goes to her local supermarket, Key-Food and to two Dominican grocery 

stores.  

Some of the cooks and their families take extra care and time trying to find some 

key ingredients they feel particularly attached to. In Spite of her health, Flor takes the bus 

or walks great distances to get the big avocados that she said taste almost like the ones in 

DR, or to get the right mangos from street vendors, miles away from where she lives in 

the Bronx. Others go great distances to get the right avocados or tomatoes, the tastier 

bacalao, the fresher recaito, or fresh young beans. They also go out of the way to find 

butchers where they can choose live animals. This extra time and trouble is also 

motivated by the need to get the best prices. Josha's husband, for example has developed 

a close relationship with a local Korean grocery store owner on Myrtle Ave (whom he 

calls it lo chinito). He swears the chinito has the best avocados, even he complains they 

are small not like the big Dominican ones) because there he is allowed to handle the 

produce and take his time selecting the ones he wants.  His craving for tomatoes with the 
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right smell and taste leads him to spend time and energy every summer growing his own 

plants in a corner area of the building in which he lives and works.  

 
Fig.5.6: Summer tomatoes growing in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn--Josha’s husband food project. 

 

I documented public displays of food mostly around Washington Heights and the 

Bronx. I watched TV and listened to radio in the participants apartments, noticing which 

kinds of food related ads or events they paid attention to. The public foodscapes in 

participants' daily/weekly food paths included not only supermarkets and grocery stores 

but also Dominican restaurants. Such restaurants are visible environmental and emotional 

anchors in a vast and diversified urban landscape, and they are also sites of sociability, 

time savers, and providers of familiar tastes, as well as spaces for cultural encounters.  

El Cofre in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn is part of Josha’s daily food routes.  We used 

to go there every morning to buy hot oatmeal to go, and sometimes when she did not 

have time to cook we ordered over the phone for delivery.  Mi Nagua (143 St.) -where 

Luis eats daily- and La Caridad (173 St.) where Fifa took me once to taste lo tré golpe 

(an inexpensive breakfast of mangú, so named for three sides of fried eggs, salami and 

fried cheese). Both of these are in Washington Heights, Manhattan.  
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For the collaborators, restaurants intersect domestic and public spaces in diverse 

ways. Eating at restaurants can get expensive (unless one lives close to one with $5 

specials everyday), so it is a luxury not many working-class families can afford.  For 

single men (like Luis, who eats at restaurants daily) these sites seem to offer a surrogate 

domesticity, as substitutes for the absence of a cooking woman in their lives. For Elsa 

and Rafa, restaurants don’t seem to be part of their regular food cycle, but occasional 

places to visit for special occasions, and sometimes they buy cooked foods to go, such as 

a roasted chicken. Flor, as reiterated in her narratives, does not like eating out often. 

Josha uses her neighborhood restaurant as a supplement to her home-cooking, especially 

when she is busy with her job or does not feel like cooking only for herself. She doesn't 

feel as needed in the kitchen since all her five children are grown up, and she has taught 

her husband how to prepare his basic meals if he is craving them.  

Among the families I worked with, none were regular consumers of ‘American’ 

fast-foods, except for occasional 'Chinese', 'Mexican', and pizza. The second generation 

did frequent fast food places as teenagers, their children are even more likely to consume 

fast food but also more ‘American’ home meals such as sandwhich, hotdogs, etc. The 

second generations as explained above, sometimes learn how to cook staples they grew-

up with, or else they have learned on their own to cook non-Dominican, but healthier, 

foods at home.   

Other public foodscapes intersect directly with household economies as in the 

case of Dominican women who prepare foods for restaurants, street carts or Dominican 

fast-food vans (as does Fifa) and for other food establishments such as Delis (as does 

Bienve) Similar intersections occur with women who specialize in catering Dominican 

events, such as Dulce, the woman that cooked for the exhibition opening. Through the 

labor of those that cook Dominican foods at home for their jobs or at public sites, subtle 

transformations and continuities of domestic food practices occur. Such foodscapes are 

linked to the reproductions of personal food practices as sources of income but also as 

sites of potential labor conflicts.  For example Fifa's case reveals a split loyalty between 

Dominican alliances and exploitative conditions of her job.  
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TRANSLOCAL FOOD PATHS  
Food travels back and forth between NYC and DR through most of the 

participants households, in the form of remittances as well as actual food products 

shipped through Dominican shipping companies. For a flat price of $75 (depending 

where the company is located and if the client requires pick up) a person can send 

anything that fits in a large box or blue container. Foods are also sent as treats from DR 

by family and friends at least once a year to those households that maintain 

communication with individuals in DR. 

 

 
Fig. 5.7: Translocal exchanges between NYC-DR, of raw and cooked foods, drinks, medicines, 
and body-care products. 

 

Food exchanges that extend the translocal boundaries of these Dominican migrant 

homes, happen also within the intimate spaces of the domestic arena. Foods are 

exchanged through domestic spaces virtually, for example, by means of television. In 

NYC, many Dominican television programs arrive directly from DR through Super Canal 

Caribe. Such programs advertise Dominican food and other Dominican products, show 

DR landscapes in their footage, and maintain a linguistic feeding of familiar Dominican 
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accents. The simultaneous advertising of both NYC and from DR food business make it 

often difficult to distinguish to which place they pertain. 

Food and representations of food continually travel along paths between DR and 

NYC. The people themselves generally travel less frequently, and their food paths vary 

from family to family and depend on their translocal ties to kin and survival networks in 

the US, DR, Puerto Rico, or elsewhere.  Bienve goes to DR from time to time to check on 

her sons and grandchildren and for emergencies, as for example, when her sister died last 

year. She goes to DR to cook for the funerals of other loved ones as well, an activity 

which she seems to enjoy a lot and of which she is very proud. She even remembers the 

menus for each occasion. 

Elsa goes to DR at least once a year to check on the situation of her family, 

especially her mother and sister, who are ill. She also enjoys being able to be a pata 

suelta (to move freely in her town’s streets) visiting friends and helping to make food 

banquets for the barrio. She calls it recharging. Fifa, due to her immigration status, never 

visits DR or leaves the state. Flor has never been back to DR since she emigrated in 1979, 

and has only traveled to Miami twice in almost a decade to visit one of her sisters.  Josha 

has visited DR, maybe twice in the last five years, when her husband went there to visit 

his family. She goes to Miami to visit one of her sisters occasionally.  

Luis goes to DR at least once a year to visit his children and grandchildren, for art 

shows, and to visits with few friends he has left there. He told me he plans to renovate a 

small wooden house his parents left him when they died, and he hopes to retreat there 

part of the year to work on his paintings. Now that one of his sons lives in Spain this may 

be another added food route for him. Rafa and his family are the ones that travel the most 

to DR, maybe twice or three times a year, to visit his mother and brother in Villa Mella, 

Santo Domingo, and to work on some social or artistic projects. Sometimes his wife and 

their two adolescent children go with him. His children went to Cuba and New Orleans to 

do volunteer work with their church the summer of 2006.  
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BOUNDARIES OF HOME: MOVEMENTS AND TEMPORALITIES  
The way Dominican immigrants and their families create new local spaces of 

home and community is first through a mix of intention and chance in finding affordable 

housing in specific neighborhoods. Once shelter has been found, relationships to place 

develop according to how they navigate the city, through food paths and daily encounters 

through which they create new networks of survival while maintaining links with other 

boroughs. It is through making-food and making-home then, that self and community are 

produced, according to how immigrants earn their living and maintain shelter and 

networks. The temporal and spatial relations to NYC, from their present neighborhoods 

where their homes are mapped-in and mapped-out of the local landscapes, vary with each 

participant. As was first introduced in Chapter II, each of these families are, in one way 

or another, still struggling for appropriate shelter even after decades of residence in the 

City. 

 Household and national division of labor have a historical association of women 

with casa (house) and men with calle (street) in Dominican and Hispanic Caribbean 

communities, pointing to spatial and gender seasonings never separated from class/race 

inflections. Working class women in the Caribbean have not had the luxury of staying at 

home, since they are in many cases the head of household or contribute to the income 

needed to support the family. In spite of such realities, this trope of women belonging to 

the private-domestic (tradition and nature) and men to the public-political spheres 

(historical and changing) is maintained still in DR. Even though in practice such 

discourses have been exposed as false, and are regularly subverted and mocked by 

women (Safa 1995, 1997, Hernandez & Lopez 2001) before migration, it is in the US that 

many of them tend to speak of and recognize the limitations of such tropes, as expressed 

by Elsa below. 

 
En mi hogar no se dijo eso de el hombre e’de la calle y la mujer de la casa, pero 
sí en mi barrio...yo sentia coraje... significaba que el hombre era el patrón, 
trabajaba, daba el sustento, habia que plancharle ‘ata lo pantaloncillo...pero mi 
mamá no era una pipigüita, ella no era pendeja...aqui por obligación uno tiene 
que trabajar afuera y adentro, no se puede dar el lujo, son mucho lo gasto, no hay 
tiempo pa’ andar jodiendo con eso...aqui ya no se ‘ta con ese yugo, aqui se 
liberan la mujere...pero eperate, aqui tambien hay mujere aún con su yugo...en la 
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factoria era que tu oia cosa; mujere que dejaban que el marido le controlara su 
propio salario, a vece la maltrataban físicamente... 
 
[In my home no one said that a man belongs to the street and the woman belongs 
in the house, but I heard it in my neighborhood...I used to feel anger about 
that...that meant that the man was the boss, he worked and supported the 
household, women had to even iron their underwear... but my mother was not 
easy, she was not a wimp, she never did that...here (in NYC) everyone must work 
inside and outside, one can’t have the luxury, there are too many expenses, there 
is no time to fuck around with that...here one is not under such bondage (yoke) 
here women get liberated...but, wait, here also there are some women that 
maintain that bondage...in the factory I use to hear such things, women that 
allowed their husband to manage their own salary, and sometimes they were even 
physically mistreated...] 

 

  

  The new private/public transit in NYC is given in relation to concrete 

neighborhoods, engagements with the labor and state institutions, and within 

representations of hegemonic US social categories experienced through schools, popular 

culture and the media.  Is not only that both women and men work ‘outside’ (since 

Caribbean and other marginalized working–class women have always had to engage in 

paid-labor to support their families) but that a perceptual and concrete transformation of 

what is inside/outside and how to navigate such places has occurred shaped by access to 

labor and language competence.  

   Dominican migrant women in NYC do not ‘hang-out’ on side walks speaking to 

their neighbors as they may have done in DR. They tend to use public spaces as transit 

areas from one private or institutional space to the next. Their dark female body-presence 

even though marked, seems much less threatening to the spatial regimes in the US than 

that of dark Dominican males, who still may attempt to claim street corners by grocery 

stores as sites of sociability, and who are focus of racial profiling and frequent victims of 

police brutality. 
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PLACE: NAVIGATING NYC 

 
Fig.5.8: Spatio-temporal counterpoints between hegemonic and Dominican ethnoscapes in a 
‘contested global city’. 

 

 

To understand the local place-making by Dominicans in NYC, I suggest tracing 

home spatial and cultural boundaries through the concept of ‘imaginability’ (Lynch 

1967), a shifting ‘environmental image’ perceived by local residents according to daily 

routes and activities they navigate. This place-based approach serves to further clarify the 

sense of place and ‘home’ my collaborators produce through their food relations.  

This exercise is useful to understand not only the internalized cultural perceptions 

immigrants have of an American city, but also the routes they simultaneously produce 

through embodied experiences as they engage in their everyday choreographies. These 

personal maps of NYC are imagined from particular body-transit experiences and 

histories. This attention to how people are intrinsic generators of what is usually 

conceptualized as a pre-existing place is important to understand how immigrants re-

invent self, home and community through their social relations and the built 
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environments. This section in itself could become a separate work, but here I am only 

briefly sketching aspects of specific thematic maps of the city through food.  

There are different public images of NYC, produced for and consumed by 

tourists, prospective developers, residents, etc. These identify certain atmospheres and 

landmarks of ‘the big apple’. The most widely known is the conventional touristic-

advertising image of skycrapers and clean commercial areas of the City, mostly 

consumed by visitors.  

For residents NYC is experienced as diverse layers of the places they navigate 

and the spaces they create through many movements and relations, but especially it is 

experienced through the way most of the population in the City must earn their bread. As 

I pointed out in relation to language, social maps of citizenship and migration status can 

mark a priori the routes residents navigate and the kinds of future roots they may be 

allowed to plant. By the time Dominican immigrants arrive they have been indirectly 

exposed to images of this city from which they may have earlier imagined their future 

life. These prospective imagined maps will be discussed later. When locating the layering 

of Dominican local paths, I look for the nodal points through movements and activities in 

the daily maintenance of households as perceived in this case by the cooks themselves.  

I take some elements of the city image identified by Lynch: paths, nodes, 

junctions, landmarks, edges and districts.  These serve for me a double function; first to 

identify the actual physical boundaries within which people move, and second to 

understand semiotically the cultural significance of inhabiting a place, and the narratives 

of home that arise from these. Offering brief definitions based on Lynch's classification, I 

proceed to explain each element of the environmental image of a city, then I exemplify 

their applicability to each of my collaborators image of NYC, through food routes maps. 

To close I highlight how place-memory examinations of previous home areas help us 

understand the present migrant imaginability of a place.  

Paths: These are main arteries through which people move in daily, weekly, 

monthly and yearly activities. Streets and other public navigation areas in a city like NYC 

are defined by public transportation means. Paths are central to me for the production of a 

flexible image of locality; in a way these organize the personal edges and city limits.  
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Nodes: As cores or junctions, these become spaces of in and out, arrival and 

departures. Visiting spots, such as stores, households, restaurants, institutions, work 

places, and any spaces of economic and social activity (such as street corners). To me 

these are portals into domestic and public centers of activities, but also sites of network 

formation and exchanges.  

Landmarks: According to Lynch these are external reference points, prominent 

areas of the built environment, road signs, and architecture. To me these are also subject 

to socio-historical re-structuring of the built environment. But they could also function as 

culturally specific landmarks for a restricted audience of residents for which these are 

area identifiers. Landmarks in a way permeate all the other navigational routes, since a 

city limit, a node, an edge could all be inscribed as a landmark by someone.  

Edges: These are physical, vertical structures, or architectural elements that define 

where a district ends. One could also take it as neighborhood limit. In some cases a node 

(such as a federal welfare building) may become a political edge (and a landmark) for 

certain groups and individuals.  

Districts: The label of district, even though more a political than a physical area 

could be assigned to sectors, neighborhoods or areas of the city that tend to be perceived 

as separate (in lower Manhattan for example East and West Village). In NYC boroughs 

are made of myriad districts that blend and overlap. We could consider city limits as a 

more clear way of perceiving the end of an area. Yet such limits are not necessarily 

physical, but socio-cultural, and can change in time even for the same person. 

I use the above elements of a city image more as reference points to understand 

the navigational choreographies of each person needed to reproduce their daily life rather 

than as physical places. From such displacements of the body in space-time, a layered 

(and flexible) economic, political and cultural map is imagined. Since no one is a blank 

slate when moving to a new place such layers are based on previous (now internalized) 

historical trajectories and imaginings of the user. Through changing conditions of 

existence and personal aspirations in the search for a sense of home, multilayered 

boundaries of such residential maps get constantly revised, sometimes by unpredictable 
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internal/external forces that re-shuffle individuals as they age, change and engage with 

the translocal flows of their regions.    

I have not addressed in detail issues of danger in this urban jungle. Indeed, the 

level of danger in a large urban region such as NYC has a tremendous effect in the way 

all its inhabitants navigate the City, but it is even more so for immigrants new to the 

place, language and society where they arrive. However, working-class immigrants end 

up occupying marginal spaces of each borough, and need to learn how to leave with 

crime and drug hot spots around their neighborhoods. Immigrant parents worry not only 

about their personal safety, they worry mostly about their children’s safety and future; not 

so much that they may be assaulted, but that due to the level of marginalization and 

desastrous state of public schools youngster would find appealing a life on the edge of the 

law.  

It seems to me that a parallel level of hegemonic danger seem to be experienced 

by marginalized residents of color that fear the police patroling of their communities; not 

only as surveillance, but also as real risks that agents of the law persecuting drug dealers, 

may break into their homes –by mistake-, beat anyone present, take the males and jail 

them before the family can clarify the confusion. In a sense the narratives of imminent 

danger seem to be more a concern of residents outside these neighborhoods, such as taxi 

cabs, news anchors, and ‘white’ middle-class New Yorkers, who consistently avoid these 

areas until properly gentriufied and made ‘cool and colorful’ by real state incentives.  

Immigrants' senses of place and home boundaries are produced through such 

choreographies as they identify paths, nodes, landmarks and edges in a new place and 

society through daily routines. Food paths encompass all the main elements that help 

create an environmental image of an urban area. In my discussion I have collapsed 

Lynch’s distinctions between nodes and junctions and edges and districts-city limits since 

I am only interested in the perceptual imaginability of the city in relation to the sources I 

already discussed.    
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Fig.5.8: Contrasting food route-maps by Josha and Flor (Bronx and Brooklyn areas). 
 

 

As can be observed from the food routes described in Chapter III, the participant’s 

foodmaps have their routes very close to their neighborhoods. Even though many paths, 

nodes and landmarks intersect I find nevertheless that together they do not describe a  

single Dominican ‘public image’ of the city, and hence there is not one single 

‘community’ but rather multiple intersecting networks. Maybe during fieldwork and 

through some of the events shared I became the common node-bridge between them. The 

most transited paths as seen in the maps above are streets-transport connecting household 

networks, neighborhoods, workplaces and shopping routes. For some individuals these 

paths are clustered and short, for others they spread as far as DR when they travel.  The 

connecting points or nodes are the point of departure from households to visit other 

households, food businesses, and nodes of institutional relations in buildings across the 

city.  

  I have used the concept of ‘environmental image’ to explore the embodied 

cognitive maps Dominican immigrants produce not of a generic US society but of a 

particular place like NYC, that is already inscribed with memory traces of previous 

Dominican migrations to the City. Dominican immigrants bring specific memory-filters 
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and historical relations to "read" and locate themselves in place and space relations. 

Memory (specifically narrative memory) is crucial when mapping senses of place, as 

Dolores Hayden (1997) suggests with her use of the concept 'place-memory'. This is 

particularly so for individuals who have migrated even within the same country, for 

whom experiences and perception of the new place are filtered through the sense of home 

they brought with them. It is also through the networks they find to orient themselves in 

the initial months that the first paths are opened.  

The usual hegemonic landmarks of NYC seem not to be nodes for any of my 

collaborators.  There are in ‘Mangú City’ and some areas of the Bronx plenty of food 

establishments and other businesses that have become landmarks not only to Dominicans 

but to other residents. Dominican presence in the built landscape appears also in other 

forms besides food-related businesses, for example, there are at least two statues of 

Dominican próceres (founding fathers), one of Duarte and another of Sanchez in 

Washington Heights and in Brooklyn respectively.  

Alternative landmarks are also object of conflict and negotiations among 

Dominicans.  For example as Rafa related to me there has been ongoing debates among 

local Dominican organizations and City institutions about the naming and re-naming of 

public schools that serve mostly Dominican students. Some victories have been won by 

for those that persisted for decades to name or rename them, as for example in the case of 

a high school in Washington Heights now named Juan Pablo Duarte. Internal dispute for 

the naming of other schools and buildings is presently going on among Dominicans with 

contrasting understandings of race and national representation, for example a current 

controversy involves whether to name a cultural center in one school Mamá Tingó (a 

dark activist woman farmer who was murdered by the DR military in the 1970s), instead 

of the usual light complexioned male national hero.  

Again, as Hayden suggests place-memory designates layering not only of 

perceptions but of actual ongoing histories of the built environments. On such soportes 

físicos (concrete grounds) marginal histories could be exposed or hidden, celebrated or 

silenced. As with other ethnic groups what becomes ‘landmarks’ for Dominicans may be 

localized and scattered, sometimes as ephemeral layers inscribed onto actual physical 
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areas. These can be erected on the spot and be temporary markers (such as death altars on 

streets and roads) but with lasting place-memory effects even when gone (as is the case 

of women street food vendors that have passed away or stores gone out of business).  

 

 
Fig.5.9: Memorial to first Dominican soldier killed in Irak, and a street altar for a murder, both 
in Washington Heights. 

 

The edges or area limits for some Dominicans (as seen in the food routes maps) 

may be perceived beyond concrete paths as race, class or ethnic markings (esa e’ju’narea 

de moreno-that is an area of blacks), or they may be seen in terms of the degree of danger 

that separates ‘family safe’ areas from regions of drug traffic and night life.  There are 

also virtual routes in this imaginability of the City through translocal exchanges that 

become paths, nodes and edges in the map of relations of migrants, such as tangible food 

boxes shipped to DR, remittances, and phone calls, and letters. For example, a node in 

NYC, such as the 207 St. Dominican food depot is directly connected to families in 

Santiago that get boxes of food bought at that food establishment. In this sense migrant 

households, as other nodes, are paths to and from such translocal relations.  

For immigrants that do not speak English and/or those arriving from semi-rural 

regions in DR, the imaginability of the city is more challenging. It seems to me that a 

visual ‘ethnic’ presence becomes useful then in providing familiar anchors around which 

to organize the rest of one's navigating areas of activity. Dominican immigrants after the 

late 1980s found such environmental advantages in Dominican food businesses and in 

other forms of Dominican public visibility. Coming back to imagined maps they had of 

NYC before arrival, these immigrants brought with them a prospective memory of the 
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city, that is to say, an image of what to expect, or an anticipatory imagined construct. 

Such place-imaginings emerge mostly through actual images sent by kin and friends 

already living in the city, or through the propaganda of other migrants that spoke of high 

buildings and streets full of money, and/or from various media in DR.  

Since the 1960s Dominican immigrants have been sending back to DR snapshots 

(carefully posed during rare breaks in parks or in front of nice buildings) as ‘proof’ they 

are en lo paise (in a foreign land). Such carefully performed and constructed 

photographic ‘evidence’, emphasize most frequently the clean areas, the parks full of 

snow with children and adults laughing, someone standing with a seemingly expensive 

coat in front of someone else’s nice car, or in front of well known landmark downtown. 

But in spite of such luring representations, and the narrative anticipations produced 

around the future place, what many found surprised them. Instead of clean areas and nice 

snowy parks, they found a dirty old city with plenty of rats and roaches, a depressing 

winter, small apartments with prohibitive rents, etc. This discontinuity between 

expectations and what individuals find when they arrive is usually expressed, in the 

words of most of my collaborators, as sorpresa (surprise) and at times as desencanto 

(disenchantment).  

Orientation in experiencing a city is conditioned by myriad economic, socio-

cultural relations and by one’s own particular personal history. To produce a navigable 

map of a locality takes time, and is shaped by length of residence and transportation, the 

size of the area, by how one’s body is located in relation to the larger public imaginability 

of the built environment, by the networks that bound our relations, as well as by the 

consensual public image received from media.  

Following Lynch’s proposal of imaginability as physical layout and urban 

planning of cities, we could say that NYC is a highly imaginable city, with a layout easy 

to etch in one's perceptions in a short time. But maybe, this is a generalization that takes 

Manhattan as the public image of the whole city. The city boroughs represent different 

urban planning histories that are not as easy to navigate by foot as Manhattan. I think it is 

the public transportation which makes it possible to imagine NYC as a coherent region, 

memorizing train and bus stops as over-layered landmarks to specific neighborhoods.  
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‘Imaginability’ is then a concept with great potential that can be used to explore 

environmental experiences of place-memory. Extending it beyond the architectural 

planning purposes that concerned Lynch, I suggest using 'imaginability' to understand 

also the politics and poetics of home, pointing as sharply to the past as to the present. The 

place of food seems to me clear in this inhabiting, shaping, and being shaped by local 

spaces and by the actual materiality and texture of the city. Hence food routes, 

movements, and perceptions could be, for Dominican immigrants, sites of encounters 

from where to re-invent the imaginability not only of NYC but also of their own histories.  

 

CALENDAR AND DAILY ROUTINES: NAVIGATING TIME 
Dominican ‘diasporic temporalities’ (Laguerre 2005) in NYC seem to get 

organized not so much around meals but around the tasks that these migrants must 

perform in order to earn their income for the foods, yet this may also vary by particular 

households’ domestic relations and length of residence in the US. Food-labor--as the job 

to earn income, and as actual unpaid labor associated with shopping, preparing, and 

serving meals in each household-- helps to organize daily temporalities and holidays 

domestically and in local public engagements.   

Dominican food practices help make sense of what Laguerre calls ‘minoritized 

space’ (place and space locations that many working-class migrants have been assigned 

in the city) by helping individuals feel a sense of control over certain aspects of their 

lives, and through domestic and public spaces maintain a semblance of familiar 

calendars. Besides the clear daily food cycle changes from fixed times (as in DR) for 

eating the three meals of the day (desayuno, comida y cena), all cooks agree that in NYC 

there is no time to keep traditional food cycles or for reposo (siesta or relaxing time off 

after eating). As Elsa stated, “aqui no hay tiempo pa’ ñoñeria” [here there is no time for 

indulgence]. For example, the DR taboo of avoiding vigorous activity (such as sex, 

swimming, hard lifting, etc) after meal time to ‘make the digestion’, is not observed. If 

they need to keep working, in Josha’s words, “uno no se muere ná, como decian...” [one 

does not die as they used to say would happen there].  
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Almost all the participants pay attention to a dual calendar of Dominican and US-

NYC holidays; for example most celebrate (or at least remember) two mother’s days, 

they make special foods for both December 24th (nochebuena) and December 25 

(Christmas day).  Dia de Reyes (day of the three kings) is rarely celebrated in households, 

however it has been re-taken by Dominican organizations as a public event (small and 

localized), a day to collect toys for disadvantaged children.  

DR (and Latin American) time-keeping style still remains prominent, with some 

modifications. Individuals respect ‘institutional time’ for their jobs and any appointments 

with City institutions, yet for activities within their community (and for other Latino 

environments) Dominican flexible time is maintained. This includes postponing, 

shuffling and cancellations and public events starting one to two hours later than 

announced. There is a shared Latin American calendar in NYC that includes national 

holidays from the different Latin American sending countries as well as new US-based 

ones (such as the ‘Mes de la Hispanidad’ and other officially sponsored events) 

celebrated throughout the year. Such holidays include outdoors public events that 

invariably include sharing of food and music.  

These and other public ‘pan-ethnic’ shared temporalities have also been 

constructed by advertising and media conglomerates interested in producing a consumer 

base conflating racial, class and cultural diversity under a ‘Latino’ or ‘Hispanic’ label 

(see Davila 2002).  In this sense common shopping routes (including for food) and 

loyalty to Spanish TV and cable programming are also created.  All my collaborators 

have been exposed through media and public displays to such commonalities, yet they 

respond differently according to their own daily survival movements and priorities.  

Josha, for example, through her job as a porter in a Jewish owned building in 

Brooklyn, is in charge not only of the cleaning of common areas but also of the holiday 

decorations. She has learned to choose inclusive and appropriate symbols for these 

decorations. For the Christmas season, for example, her choices range from Jewish 

menorahs to Santa Clauses, Christian symbols and more recently Kwanza motifs. Such 

symbols point to the tenant composition of the building. Josha’s older daughter, through 

her craft-work has become immersed even further with Jewish ceremonial life by 
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designing and fabricating holiday garments and hats that Hasidic women in the 

neighborhood purchase for themselves and their children.  

Flor has made room in her calendar to celebrate Mexican national holidays, 

including learning to cook certain dishes, to expose her Mexican-American-Dominican 

child to the other side of his heritage.  In a similar fashion Bienve’s calendar is influenced 

by Mexican holidays through her partner. Rafa, through his affiliation with the San 

Romero Christian revolutionary church celebrates pan-Caribbean, Native American and 

African-American holidays as part of a parallel calendar of social justice struggles 

observed by his congregation.  

Regardless of the specific combinations of activities and calendars all the 

collaborators share the macro temporal organization of work life in NYC keeping--in 

spite of the parallel Caribbean flexible time--rigid job schedules as prescribed by their 

employers. They also share as well the temporal bureaucratic flows of federal institutions 

they have to engage with in one form or another throughout the year. The second and 

third generations in these families, even though exposed to Dominican calendar 

emphasis, often choose while young to stick only to institutional US national holidays 

and to NYC yearly event cycles, yet once they become adults they and their parents 

might re-learn how to exchange the parallel rhythms of their social environments. 

If we extend the concept of ‘diasporic temporality’ (which for Laguerre needed to 

be inclusive enough to be useful for a wide range of hegemonic and marginal groups in 

the US) to more specific ‘Afro-diasporic temporalities’ we could use it to explore also 

what I call ‘alternaltive maps of struggle’. These parallel layers of place as experienced 

through rights reclamation and the struggle for shelter and dignified public spaces for 

leisure could help us make visible the multiple imaginability of any urban and rural area 

in the Caribbean and the Americas, and it is particularly useful to study place-memory 

from the diverse perspectives of Afro-diasporic populations in NYC.  

PLACE-MEMORY  
As proposed above, another way to understand the temporal aspects of place-

making is to examine the personal and collective histories migrants bring with them 
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through which they generate new experiences of place-memory. As proposed by Dolores 

Hayden (1999:46), through a framework of ‘urban landscape history’ it may be useful to 

examine women and ethnic histories as they help generate social and public memory of 

particular cities. “Place-memory...encapsulates the human ability to connect with both the 

built and natural environments...entwined in cultural landscapes” (1999:47). It is the 

“stabilizing persistence of place as container of experiences that contributes to its 

memoriability” (Casey through Hayden 1999).  

Places acquire their power in collective memory through narrative elements 

inscribed in buildings, streets, and monuments. Yet it is not only planned official sites 

that contribute to a place’s memoriability, but most importantly it is the ordinary 

buildings and urban areas which evoke visual and social memory in ordinary daily paths 

and movements. Place-memory is experienced through “personal-memory (of arrival), 

emotional and cognitive memory (place names) and body-memory of routine journeys 

between home and work” (Hayden 1999:47).  

These manifold encounters of places, people, and environments reveal how place 

histories are encoded through the poetics and politics of people’s daily labor-

choreographies and survival histories.  These place relations are, however, only some of 

the multiple layers we could uncover from a focus on place-memory. Previous experience 

and narratives of former places and socio-economic relations, as in the case of Dominican 

immigrants, mark powerfully the way individuals are received in a new society, how they 

learn to navigate new places and even how they experience they bodies in public. These 

place experiences even though unique to individuals have certain common grounds of 

class, gender (sexuality/age) and racial locations.  

I found, for example that Dominican men, although sometimes venturing to more 

distant parts of NYC, still feel much more at ease within their own neighborhood. They 

also tend to choose Dominican public food businesses as resting places in their 

movements, whether within or outside their neighborhood. There is still an attempt by 

first and second generation Dominican immigrant men to claim street corners as areas of 

sociability just as they were used to in the DR. However, since the late 1990s, especially 
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in Washington Heights, and particularly at night, police harassment has been forcing 

changes in such practices.  

Washington Heights (Mangú City) even though it is a representative landmark for 

all Dominicans in the City, is not necessarily a frequent route for my collaborators, 

except for those that already live in that area. It appears that even Dominican women that 

had certain public mobility in the DR experience their new environment primarily from 

their residential building and apartments, crossing public spaces for very specific 

purposes. Among the women participants there seems to be a correlation between the 

way they used to navigate places in the DR and how at ease they feel in venturing out of 

their neighborhoods in NYC.  

Elsa, for example, who in DR was an independent woman moving about through 

work, political organizing and family visits to different provinces of the country, feels 

comfortable to go food shopping outside of the Bronx, to purchase clothing to send for 

sale to DR at 34th and 14th St. in Manhattan, or to take a weekend trip to visit a cousin in 

Pennsylvania. Flor, however, growing up under more restricted conditions which only 

allowed her to know the block where she lived, had difficulty venturing by train or bus 

any distance from her neighborhood, and did so only when compelled by an appointment 

she could not miss at a welfare office. She also shopped at the local grocery stores and 

supermarkets. In this sense, place-memory speaks not only of present relations, but also 

of gendered spatial socializations in former homescapes. Place-memory also refers to the 

confluence of present and past experiences of place as performed through daily practice. 

With the necessary cautions (due to my small sampling) it is one of the finding of 

this study that even though many women are key in supporting families in DR and 

maintain translocal networks, men are more frequently engaged in circular migration and 

in maintaining active and sometimes organized political connections with former 

localities. To have a place where they are known to return to, claiming ‘progress’ and a 

new prestige, seems to be more important to bruised masculinities than for women. These 

women are the ones that, in spite of their present struggles in NYC, find they have a 

greater a sense of independence and autonomy in the new society (see Marina 2000).  
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The state and popular culture narratives of ‘los dominicanos ausentes’ (the absent 

Dominicans) has changed since the 1960’s from one of mourning to one of veiled 

conflicts and resentments. As Hernandez & Lopez (2001) found in their study, many 

return migrants find great difficulties re-integrating into Dominican society. These re-turn 

migrants (women in particularly) find conflicts re-adapting to localities within a nation 

that restrict their rights, mobility and opportunity based on gender and race.  

Based on my collaborators local experiences, I consider that in spite of clear 

translocal links, many working-class immigrant families perceive and produce their lives 

in NYC as their primary place of residence. Even those that express (as did Elsa and 

Rafa) a desire to return can not manage to do so without displacing again their family 

ties. That is why I think is important to understand their local community formations.  

 

DOMINICAN COMMUNITY FORMATIONS IN NYC 
The negotiation of alliances performed through food in local neighborhoods could 

help us examine “home and community [as] products of work and struggle, unstable, 

contextual and contingent, and [as] product of interpretation” (Mohanty 2003:104). These 

kinds of ‘migrant seasonings’ negotiated in-place through division of labor in and outside 

households condition how specific Dominican subjects perceive themselves in the new 

society and the kinds of local social networks they form. New geopolitical and cultural 

landscapes in NYC condition how Dominicans are located in the demographic, racial, 

economic, and socio-cultural maps of the new neighborhoods, the state and the US at 

large, according to their legal status placed also in the continuum between black/white, 

citizen/illegal immigrants. However (as Buff (2001) found for other West Indians 

communities in Brooklyn) even the ‘citizenship’ slot is a shaky ground for immigrant 

populations assigned second-class status of permanent foreignness, because they do not 

fit the racial, class and sexuality normativity within the great ‘American family’ 

discourses and policies.  

Dominican New Yorkers establish food, labor and partnerships alliances with 

diverse communities; among the network formations I have witnessed while residing in 
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the City and later through my fieldwork, I can identify alliances with Mexican and 

Central American, Chinese and Irish immigrants, and with second generation Polish and 

Middle Easterners. I have been especially intrigued by these specific alliances, because of 

the rarity of such networks among Dominicans, Cuban, Puerto Ricans, Haitians, West 

Indians and African Americans, which we could naively assumed could find more 

commonalities through both histories and cuisines.  

However, further research on Caribbean networks may reveal alliances under the 

radar that I have not noticed. By examining what kinds of alliances and ruptures happen 

across ethnic lines we can tangentially explore some gender, class, generation, 

professional axis and citizenship articulations that point to Dominican racial perceptions 

and experiences, and the possible effects in the formation of communities. In an 

exploratory way I would like to address reversals, reclamations, hopeful changes, and 

some remnants racial discourses through Dominican immigrants’ racial experiences in 

New York City as they also point to translocal entanglements.  

For some Dominicans in the US it is the first time they confront in overt discourse 

the color line, and such experiences becomes an unsettling rude awakening, especially for 

first generation Dominican immigrants. Others were aware of racial systems of 

oppression (and were not anti-Haitian) since they were organized politically in DR, as the 

case of those active in left-wing politics for example, but did not feel the need to address 

race directly. Both immigrants and Dominican-Americans have been exposed to the 

black/white racial classifications and racism in the US. Through such experiences they 

are becoming increasingly aware of the effects of skin color on social relations and about 

the actual material limitations imposed on people of color in the US. The translocal 

exchange of such awareness may be accelerating a process of reclamation of national 

spaces for ‘blackness’ in DR (as is happening in other parts of Latin America) initiated in 

a veiled way by some Afro-Dominican grassroots, cultural and women organizations at 

least since the 1970s, and as an implicit counter-hegemonic racial narratives present in 

popular culture for centuries.  
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DOMINICAN RACIAL FORMATIONS 

 
Fig.5.8: Left, Dominican mother with child and white doll, Sabana Grande de Boyá, DR, 2004. 
Right, masked woman, top,  young Dominican-American audience below. Quisqueya en el  
Hudson Festival-Fort Tryon Park, NYC, 1998. 

 
 

Dominican immigrants confront race in NYC informed mostly by a historical 

baggage mostly mediated by relation to Haitians and the ways in which they inscribe 

themselves in relation to the Dominican and US states, yet there are many other 

entanglements. Afro-diasporic populations have always been in multiplicity and bricolage 

(Hall 1996) to put up with regimens of domination and limitations of resources.  Any one 

under such conditions is creatively surviving. Afro-Caribbean, and specifically present 

Dominican racial, gender and class formations arouse and have been sustained 

systematically as a project of conquest, colonization, modernization and development 

agendas. These situational contexts have the global marks of transnational projects of 

capitalism and patriarchy within the region.  

Afro-diasporic experiences took diverse forms according to particular regional 

state and racial formations in the Caribbean. the Dominican nation-state have played 

(since its paradoxical independence in 1844, not from Spain but from Haiti) with dual 

categories between legitimate citizenship of the elites and what I call disposable 
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citizenship of the majority of the population, of Haitian migrants, and of new generations 

of Haitian-Dominicans who are not even granted citizenship. Between periodic 

blanqueamiento and celebrated mestizaje Dominican racial categories became almost 

moral categories, more than institutional labels. Such moral trope does not hide 

completely, the concrete structural and ideological practices of racism, and the 

internal/external racial self-denial and internalized oppressions. 

The Afro-diasporic ruptures between DR-Haiti (and the generalized racial 

resonances in the present among migrants coming from such experiences) in part 

emerged from the process through which Hispaniola was colonized and the way this 

territory became two separate nations. These two distinct national projects and their elites 

spread their campaign among the population to create consensus; language and cultural 

difference were exaggerated since it helped these usually lighter skin groups to create 

their foundational myth and gain power. For outsiders it is puzzling to hear a dark person 

being racist to others that look just like him or her. Such ironic triviality is deadly serious 

however, when one considers that for a Dominican to be confused with a Haitian may 

mean a death sentence, or deportation and loss of citizenship. But it is also serious at the 

level of shame and self-denial of colonized minds still lingering in present generations for 

more than five centuries.   

Hence in DR race has been tangled deeply with nationality through hegemonic 

discourses and practices that needed to create oppositions between Haitians and 

Dominicans.  This was in part due to the way that both sides of the island became nation-

states and their particular elite’s projects and circumstances. For instance, Haiti by 

affirming race and with it creating consensus (even within DR!) and DR by mestizaje and 

blanqueamiento policies (Yelvington 1999) and at times by categorically denying any 

African connection, seem important to understand how race and nation in DR are defined 

in terms of the existence of Haiti, and the perception of being not only different but 

oppositional.  Another axis of complexity is how nationality, gender and class have in DR 

the combined force of race, an amazing capacity to agglutinate culturally and socially.  

This issue of race and nation and the reluctance of most Dominicans to self-

identify in racial terms is a challenge but it can reveal in the process insights on the 
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paradoxical racial conflict between two such similar populations. However much work on 

historical anthropology of Hispaniola is needed to understand the emergence of the 

present conditions. One entry point might be undermining still promoted mythic 

‘naturalized’ proposition that there has always been radical divisions between Haitians 

and Dominicans. If in the 1800s Gregorio Luperón (a Dominican ‘criollo’ invested in 

national independence projects) could be aware of the need for alliances between 

Dominicans and Haitians it is because at the grassroots level such relations were already 

occurring.  

Yet there was a racist domestication and strategic culture of fear created by the 

minority Dominican elites that continues to reverberate today. Leonidas Trujillo masacre 

of Haitians 1937, entrenched and justify officially sponsored discourses and policies. He 

also sponsored, funded and censored ‘popular’ and public culture (schools and textbooks 

included) until the 1960s, and through such ideological means continued this project of 

defining Dominicanness as an oppositional difference to Haitians. The public 

performance of such exclusions and self-denial help us also understand domestic 

narratives and experiences of race in neighborhoods and communities, and within 

Dominican families’ socialization practices55. Such ubiquitous racial discourses have a 

tremendous psychological and social effect on children, and get internalized dangerously 

without critical examination.  

COLORED PLACES: DOMINICAN IMMIGRANTS SHIFTING DWELLINGS  
Colonial and post-colonial seasonings conditioned the emergence of specific 

Afro-Caribbean regional culinary cultures, cultural memory and search for home. The 

forces that conditioned such Afro-diasporic seasonings implicate also Afro-diasporic 

populations in the US. Yet, in spite of these shared predicaments alliances and ruptures of 

belonging are negotiated based on claimed cultural and linguistic difference that point 

and obscure simultaneously the delicate problematics of racial identifications. It is 

                                                 
55 Some of the most common linguistic socialization I remember: tu ere hijo de un haitiano, lo negro son 
comida de puerco, mejor me caso con guandulé el haitiano, si te porta mal te bá come el haitiano, o te mete 
en un saco. During the 27 of February carnival and independence festivities Dominican men dressed as 
‘Haitians’ engaged in  fear instilling violent performances on the streets. Inscribed also in history books in 
DR are representations of Haitians as cruel, violent oppressors.    
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necessary to clarify therefore, that I am assigning to Dominican cultural formations in 

NYC the label ‘Afro-diasporic’ or Afro-Caribbean which for the majority is not a self-

assigned label. In doing so, I am not imposing a racial label as much as identifying a 

socio-cultural and historical context of emergence and also shared present 

marginalizations.  

  Many Dominican and Latin American neighborhood niches could be thought of as 

forming parallel maps of the City, and discontinuous migrant landscapes. The places (in 

the sense of historically specific urban locations but also as lived and representational 

cultural constructions) project and contain for many working-class groups spaces of 

sociability and political actions. Transit areas of such landscapes are also generated by 

cultural and community organization through groups that arise and fade according to 

local conditions. Some of these organizations don’t have any social contact or 

acknowledge common grounds, such is the case for example, between ‘cultural’ 

grassroots organizations (such as centros culturales and clubes deportivos, and religious 

and secular self-help associations), academic communities and groups with more radical 

agendas or official politics aspirations.  

  The vernacular specificity to DR regions can be found, for example in Centro 

Cultural Tamboril (cultural and social gatherings and events), Club Orlando Maritnez 

(name of journalist assassinated by Balaguer-event focus on commemoration of radical 

calendar, social events and educational workshops), and hegemonic nationalistic spaces 

and transnational funded organizations such as Casa de la Cultura Dominicana, Alianza 

Dominicana, and Consulado Dominicano. All these names in themselves are very telling. 

There are also other landscapes of sociality, such as food vendors and restaurants, 

bodegas, salones de belleza, agencias de viajes and envios as well as the dancing clubs, 

music shops, and TV canned programs from DR, borough specific Dominican and other 

Latino parades and Dominican on the Hudson Festival (produced and funded by a 

permanent City commission). These public sites offer a range of public culture 

performances and generate certain public memory re-enacting former spaces away from 

the place of origin.  
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In terms of place-memory the cartographies of NYC rest on landmarks and 

choreographies of moving through the City through food and labor routes that for 

Dominicans do not coincide with the usually represented NYC touristic landmarks which 

are in a way landscapes of corporate ‘whiteness’.  Dominicans participate in NYC not 

only of a ‘diaspora space’ (Brah 1996) and of ‘diasporic temporalities’ (laguerre 2003) 

but of specific Afro-diasporic spaces and tempralities, since racialization of migrants in 

inherent to the kinds of shelter and jobs they can get, and for the locations assigned 

through citizenship and institutional ethnic labels. As citizenship locations are engaged 

through specific neighborhoods, but also through legal status, and migration trajectories 

of individuals and families, we could observe how in this process of making-place 

whiteness and blackness are encountered.  

Due to the racial polarizations in the US between whiteness and blackness, 

immigrants have to negotiate eventually a position along the brownness range left in the 

middle. Many West Indians and Haitians migrating from the Caribbean to the US adopt 

strategic belonging within African-American communities to gain some spaces for their 

life projects, for action and rights, higher salaries, and maybe even some sort of privilege 

in passing as ‘natives’. This is less common among Spanish speaking dark immigrants 

from the Hispanic Caribbean due to their different racial formation and perceptions but 

also because of language competence. They have to speak very good English or have 

already dialectal forms of African-American speech- to be able to blend-in.  If they do 

master the language, it may be easier for them, as with the above groups to place 

themselves along marginalized position of ‘blackness’ that in relative terms becomes a 

higher status in relation to a  migrant condition. This of course does not necessarily mean 

full alliances with African-American communities and their political projects even if this 

might be true in many cases.  

This blending through blackness was especially subtle and prevalent between 

1920-1970s when ‘Americanization’ was perceived still as a major aim of integration into 

US society. For example Audre Lorde’s parents and other famous West Indian 

immigrants and their descendants were not only read institutionally as black Americans 

but they also integrated into African-American communities and there found spaces for 
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their creative actions. Before the multicultural discourse took hold it was risky to claim 

an ‘ethnic’ difference, for example of Caribbeanness or Antillanidad; for many 

generations their voices as black Americans served them well until multicultural policy 

(as a state strategy of population taxonomy?) reached the funding agencies. The 

multicultural policies and discourses in the US may have been conceived and used in a 

number of ways (regardless if initially it was a judicial struggle for rights from minority 

organizations) it was co-opted since it works nicely to divide and conquer, so ‘minorities’ 

police each other (through intermediaries such as City representatives) to fight for their 

ethnic turf.  

Once institutionally defined and recognized, for example, as in the case of the 

problematic generalizing label of ‘Hispanics’ (used mostly by Latin-American 

immigrants) or ‘Latinos’ (usually claimed by second and third generations, especially in 

opposition to discourses of Hispanidad) those that got to power did so assuming racially 

neutral elements of what a member of such group should look like. Together with 

advertising agencies and media corporate interests managed to erase for a while the racial 

diversity of such populations (see Davila 2002).  

Racial alliances and ruptures negotiated through latinidad, hispanidad or 

caribeñidad in the US respond also to former ruptures in regional Caribbean relations 

among Dominicans, Haitians, Cubans and Puerto Ricans. The exclusionary ambiguity of 

a racial and cultural space of Hispanidad is problematic for both indigenous and Afro-

diasporic communities in Latin America. Hispanic Caribbeans in general have occupied 

an uneasy space in relation to mestizaje and hispanidad discourses that claim to represent 

Latin American unity and difference in relation the US, but the darker masses of the 

Caribbean do not seem to fit neatly under such label in spite of consistent efforts by their 

national elites.  

In the continuum of blackness- brownness-whiteness we could glimpse a faint 

map of relations that indeed show conflictive distancing and proximities among 

marginalized populations in their daily interactions. Such a map has particular rough 

spots for the simultaneously covertly assumed and overtly erased blackness of 

Dominicans. Diverse and disparate racial effects are experienced by Dominican 
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immigrants in NYC according to their location in US social maps, their articulation of 

themselves in DR, the way they arrived at the decision to migrate, the way they came into 

the US (transportation, legal/illegal), the decade of their arrival, the survival projects they 

undertake, in which neighborhoods they end up residing and what kind of education 

experiences and jobs they have access to, among other circumstances.  

When Dominicans are ‘interpellated and re-signified’ (Hall 1996) as blacks or 

black Latinos, the reaction may vary depending on their experience in DR, (their relations 

to Haitians, gender, class, region of DR, even age). They may align themselves with 

African-Americans and other people of color in the US by a lack of choice or in 

solidarity, or they can grab quickly a Hispanic or Latino label to gain some leverage and 

boundary. This can be experienced differently in time by the same person and not 

lineally. The pre-existence of Dominican neighborhoods enclaves and certain public 

visibility offers a range of institutions and spaces to ‘hide’ racially, and through which 

Dominican immigrants mirror their memory and experience as “different”, as 

Dominicans, and to this they also respond differently.  

  Positionings in terms of race become then about cultural specificity and language, 

having to do with individual vision but most importantly with their actual experiences 

with other black inhabitants in the City. Gendered racializations reveal that is more 

common and less risky for women to claim blackness; very few men --except for those 

that have re-educated themselves culturally through explicit left wing projects and of 

solidarity with Haiti--, dare to claim blackness, maybe because there are sexuality tropes 

to contest in claiming masculinity precisely in opposition to African-American males.  

 Other intersections of gender and race are particularly interesting among various 

Dominican and Dominican-American youth in Washington Heights and Brooklyn (see 

Pessar 1996, Duany 1992). Depending of their skin color, their language use and local 

knowledge, the school atmosphere and their education performance, adolescents may 

align with groups available along gender/class/race/ethnic axes.  Through socializing, 

adopting dress and hair styles and speech patterns they create alliances with multicultural 

groupings, or gender/color specific, with African-Americans, Latino (or Hispanics), 

Dominicans only, etc. Thesesituated identity performance may happen according, I 
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suppose, to how they are received in that environment, to which choices they can actually 

make, and which spaces of interaction are available to gain some room for their 

subjectivities and aspirations. We can try to guess who does what but self-identification 

and its transformations depends on personal experiences, family specificity and their 

relation to the US society among others. The emphasis on gender/class/ethnicity and 

racial performance sometimes depends on the balancing of two hegemonic models and 

representations of social categories, those of their Dominican families and those of the 

areas of US society they have access to.    

The re-signification of race (of which the reversal of mangú is a nice index) of 

new cultural formations of Dominicans in NYC is specific to the Dominican-American 

experience in the US. There are new Dominican hegemonic sectors, but also communities 

of resistance emerging through diverse working-class and middle-class formations with 

differing degrees of racial identifications. There are, in consequence many publics and 

counter-publics being generated and contested among the Dominican population in the 

NYC and in the US more generally. These new gendered racial and class formations can 

be best researched in my opinion by examining particular generational interactions that 

intersect domestic and public fields of experience. It is through these racializations 

between blackness and whiteness in NYC that Dominicans have been confronted to 

redefine their place on this continuum by the way they are read and mapped out 

institutionally and in media and daily interactions with diverse people in their 

neighborhood. They have to react and/or confront ‘interpellations’ of this sort frequently, 

and their reactions may arise out of a mix of political trajectories, and life project 

aspirations.  

 

Afro-diasporic Ruptures & Alliances in NYC 

The urban landscapes of NYC have witnessed remarkable transformation of 

environments, peoples and relations. From the displaced Native Americans to the many 

immigrant groups that have settled in the area. Even since the 19th century the City flirted 

with the anonymity potential to both accept and erase differences. I wonder if part of the 

reversal and transformation of racial discourses among immigrants comes from the 
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cushioning history of so much diversity. In NYC in spite of all the marginalization, as 

another participant in my dissertation fieldwork expressed, “we are all discriminated 

equally”. There Dominicans could claim certain anonymity, which at times could feel as 

liberating.  

This is not the case for example in Puerto Rico (henceforth PR), where 

Dominicans are discriminated (and sometimes murdered), and harassed by police and the 

media on a daily basis. Even though the specific nature of such discrimination has not 

been studied (except for journalistic denunciations, see Garcia Cuevas 1999), there are 

obvious racial overtones to the many public graffiti in streets and buildings, and in press 

coverage of the Dominican communities in PR.  

The democratization of discrimination found in NYC, is also not the case for 

Haitians in DR who are exploited as labor force and denied the most basic human and 

citizenship rights. Unlike in NYC, Dominicans in PR or Miami do not seem to be 

learning to re-claim a racial awareness, this  points to place-specific social processes, but 

it may be also due to certain fears of attracting further stereotypes and abuses. In this 

sense NYC could be perceived as the great level ground for a great diversity of 

Caribbeans that have made it their place of residence.   

Ruptures between Dominicans and Haitians, Puerto Rican, Cubans and with West 

Indians, and African-Americans in NYC are tinted with socio-political and historical 

relations in the region, including intra-migration policies and the treatment of migrants in 

each island-nation, and even the participation of black soldiers in the multiple US 

invasion of DR.  Among Haitians and Dominicans particularly there too many ruptures to 

name, so instances of alliances are even rarer.  In relation to black New Yorkers 

(whatever their procedence may be) there are some initial miscommunication, for 

example, some Dominicans in their housing projects try to interact with black residents, 

yet such attempts are fraught with misrecognition and distrust. As Rafa (one of my 

collaborators) expressed, he may not be dark enough, or does not speak English well 

enough to be perceived as an equal. Some neighbors do respond to his solidarity attempts, 

others have openly insulted him, once in my presence as we were riding the elevator to 

his apartment.  
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That day, displaying his ‘Dominican’ or Latin friendliness he touched the head of 

a child and praised him; a man close to the boy responded: “don’t you touch my child 

ever again”. Of course, all the public outcries about sexual harassment and child abuse 

may have played a significant role in this exchange. Events like this could leave sad 

marks among black Dominicans, who are not perceived as full Americans even if they 

have been born in NYC, but more so if they were born in DR, even if they are now US 

citizens. Some Dominicans may, as response, hold strong to an ‘’ethnic’ identification as 

a strategy to claim a difference that may give them certain feeling of belonging, a sense 

of shared signs and history with other groups. Maybe Rafa’s children (who are engaged 

in grassroots organizations, are much darker and fluent in English) may some day be 

more successful in re-claiming their negritud in alliance with black Americans and with 

other groups across ethnic lines that have a common project for social justice.  

Yet in spite of cultural and language differences between Dominican and other 

black communities, and in spite of the accusation by second generation Dominicans of 

being “beaten up in school fights by morenos” (black English speakers), --especially if 

they are a lighter shade of mulatos or have an accent-- in NYC there are hopeful 

reclamation of blackness among second and third generation Dominican-Americans. This 

is still a minority, but is growing, they try to work and create communities across groups 

of people of color (Aparicio 2007), and some of these youth groups are also helping 

create a critical awareness of the need to address Dominican-Haitian conflicts. In spite of 

how sharp and clear individuals express a radical re-racialization, the situation remains 

complex and delicate. 

New generations of dark Dominican-Americans have now to reposition 

themselves; not speaking Spanish fluently, looking dark just like others, they may be 

doing what West Indians have more easily done in the past, create alliances and re-invent 

themselves as African-Americans, and maybe use their Latinidad strategically. Other 

Dominicans come strategically in and out of their blackness, and still tend to perceive 

themselves as different and superior to other black Americans because they have other 

ties, other histories, they can play at being ethnic and outsiders when they wish. There are 

also more hegemonic uses of strategic blackness by Dominicans who have carved out a 
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public space for their work and manage to receive funding. Others in a wide range of skin 

shades that want to openly identify as Afro-Dominicans confront all sorts of tensions 

even within their families.  

There are hopeful movements for claiming an Afro-Dominican racial 

consciousness collectivelly and in more public ways. For example, official public events 

produced by new Dominican hegemonies, such as the Quisqueya in the Hudson Festival, 

are appropriating some of these Afro-cultural expressions and using them to claim a 

difference and gain constituents. Even if the organizers have chosen --so predictably--a 

Taino name for the event, this festival has served as stage for some of these 

revalorizations of Afro-Dominican flavors, including music, performances, art-crafts and 

foods. The much claimed Hispanidad of Dominicans in NYC seem to have become too 

weak (and contested by those who consider Dominican Spanish and the skin color of 

Dominicans not to fit the label) since it is shared by so many other Latin American (and 

even Spaniards) communities.  Just as la bandera as representative of Dominican cuisine 

is not sufficient to claim a Dominican specificity (so the proletariat and racialized mangú 

gets chosen).  

Other cultural productions areas as well, such as music, evidence such place-

specific cultural transformations. Many merengue innovations were first attempted in 

NYC, bachata (a low prestige guitar music in DR) has been vindicated and re-

appropriated through Dominican new yorkers (both producing and consuming it), as well 

as Dominican gaga, palos, and other Afro-religious expressions who until the early 1990s 

would have never appeared in stage as representatives of Dominican folklore.  

For example, the image in Fig.5.1, shows a transformation in the performance of 

Dominican carnival events. In DR is rare for women to be allowed to wear such masks or 

participate in brisk (and at times violent) carnival parades. This young Dominican woman 

in NYC was performing at Quisqueya in the Hudson Festival. In taking and reading that 

image, I recognize the importance of shared codes outside the frame in order to decode it 

as ‘evidence’ of Dominican gendered racial performance transformations in NYC.  It is 

the hand with long nails that I have --problematically-- assumed belongs to a young 

woman. It is also my previous knowledge of carnival en Santo Domingo, where I never 
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witnessed women wearing masks, what allowed me to both read and make this image as 

one simultaneous action. I saw other young women that day in zancos (stilts) and 

dressing as diablo cojuelo (devils).  

Unlike DR in this NYC district sponsored Fest no violence is allowed. The setting 

of a public park is monitored and guarded at the outskirts by NYC police. I wonder if this 

more subdue version of Dominican carnival with authorities permission (not the case in 

DR) creates a more suitable environment for women to be more readily accepted (by 

Dominicans) as performers. But this new place may be also allowing a greater degree of 

freedom to perform ‘blackness’. On the other hand, the left image (also part of Fig.5.1) 

showing a Dominican dark child holding a white doll, might point, metaphorically, to 

persistent racial practices and discourses in DR. 

More overt transformations are occurring through what one participant (Rafa) 

called the ‘reclamación de nuetra negritú’ (reclamation of our blackness), which is 

becoming slowly a collective cultural movement in both the US and DR. Reclamations of 

blackness in DR are not new, however, these never achieved the public, visible and 

collective dimensions taken in other Caribbean nations or even other areas in the 

Americas. Unlike Cuba and Puerto Rico, where there were cultural and literary projects 

that claimed and celebrated negritud, in DR such cultural productions were very few and 

very timid, except for some indirect examples folklore and popular music (celebrating 

darkness as tastiness but not claiming an open racial identification).  

Dominican mass migration to the US has produced many negative consequences 

but also many hopeful transformations for new kinds of visions and hopeful spaces for 

new kinds of interactions through a re-placing of race, especially through Dominican 

experiences in NYC. Such confrontations have repercussion not only for how Dominican 

immigrants and Dominican-Americans re-learn how to perceive themselves, but also for 

transformations of historical ruptures between Dominicans and Haitians in Hispaniola. 

Through their diasporas in the PR, Miami and NYC, some Dominicans have been able to 

establish for example, solidarity relations with Haitian grassroots organizations, and 

friendships between Dominican and Haitian women factory workers. These encounters 

are still fragile, and not well received by many Dominicans. This kind of situational 
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community of practice and sentiment --against all odds and historical wounds-- is one of 

the most unexpected and beautiful gifts that come out from the ruptures of migration.  

Dominican racial discourses and performances in NYC could be examined using 

the concept of ‘counter/part’ suggested by Jacqueline N. Brown to think about diaspora 

as “a relation ...to explain the construction of affinities at certain moments and the 

production of antagonisms at other moments” (2006:168). Brown, Thomas and Campt 

(2006) through reflections on their research (on indigenous and immigrant blacks in 

Liverpool, African-American tourists in Ghana, and Black Germans in Europe) have 

proposed to rethink African Diaspora populations with a focus on place and localities 

through which intersectional ‘diasporic hegemonies’ are negotiated and black identities 

are or not performed.  

This re-thinking of diasporic communities through their local production of place 

and their historically specific roots and routes could help us understand the ruptures and 

alliances between Dominicans with other Afro-diasporic communities in NYC and other 

locations. We could re-frame hence Dominican ruptures with other Afro-diasporic 

populations by paying attention to the negotiation of hegemonies from specific place-

memory experiences. The mark of place-memory could help us examine other regional 

ruptures also; the cultural and historical emergence of DR defined racially as a nation in 

opposition to Haiti, evidences the great importance of place in the conflicts of a shared 

island and a disputed territory that arouse through colonial social formations, dividing the 

island through a rupture that have been represented as radical opposition through race and 

culture.  

Even if blackness is denied, erased and/or affirmed only covertly and 

strategically, these are also complex responses to power negotiations from specific 

survival grounds. If we address class/status/perceived privilege of certain positioning 

(‘diasporic hegemonies’) it may be easier to examine the tensions and contradictions they 

reveal. Dominicans in NYC, for example assign an ambivalent status to African-

Americans depending on contexts, but the fact that they speak English, are born in the US 

and seem to be perceived as citizens with full rights may be read as hegemonic in relation 

to Dominicans marginal status.  
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CHOREOGRAPHIES OF FOOD AND PLACE  
            Food paths become clear landmarks in the spatial choreographies through which 

first generation working-class Dominican immigrants navigate NYC, and benchmarks for 

the way they produce spaces of home through their social relations. Through contacts 

with Dominican grocery stores, supermarkets and restaurants and through food-sharing, 

gatherings, and food-related employment, individuals gain a sense of orientation in a 

huge city, finding familiar language, forms of interactions and atmospheres that help 

them feel a sense of presence in an urban space where they may otherwise feel 

anonymous and outcasts. It is through these same food cultural landmarks that 

individuals also enter into contact with non-Dominican residents in the City and create 

new pan-ethnic networks. Through Dominican food businesses ‘Latino’ workers from 

different regions of Latin America find shared spaces and commonalities, be it as clients, 

employees, or suppliers.  

            Having lost the public spaces of interactions so common in DR in streets and 

neighborhoods, food sites function for the migrants as points of contact in the imagined 

maps of their local places. This is particularly important for women that seem to have 

suffered a great reduction in social spaces for exchange and interaction, the household 

becoming a concentrated area of action, a regular node that is entered and exited through 

sporadic visits among social networks in the neighborhoods and in other boroughs of the 

City. Public space has also shrunk, even for most first and second generation Dominican 

men, who are increasingly policed by the City authorities for their practices of hanging 

out on sidewalks and corners. Hence interior spaces, such as friends' houses, restaurant-

bars, Dominican events, and community organizations, even grocery stores and 

supermarkets have become sites of sociability and safer spaces than side walks and street 

corners.  

           Food becomes for immigrants not only a marker of ethnic boundaries, but a site to 

claim visibility and spaces for action and reclamation rights. For example, as Luis 

expressed one day to me [about food) “son lugares donde econderse y salvase, 

pa’adaptarse a una nueva sociedad sin volverse loco” [food is a place to hide and save 

yourself, to adapt to a new society without going crazy]. Also as reported by Rafa, in the 
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case of Dominican prison inmates and students in public schools demanding to be served 

Dominican foods is not only a way of tasting familiar flavors, but also a way of 

politicizing their presence as a powerful force to contend with.  

           Food sites help Dominican immigrants not only to navigate a foreign City, to 

claim presence and visibility, and to establish networks of survival, but also, through the 

power of food to encode past and present homescapes, these migrants can re-imagine a 

visual continuity in their life histories. The foodmaps roots and routes explored through 

different contextual layers in this study reveal how through food relations they develop 

awareness and grounded theorizations of the place they occupied in former contexts and  

how they fit into present societies.  

            Most importantly these gendered experiential maps articulate political-poetic 

narrative memories that point to past struggles and present ‘boundary projects’ (Haraway 

1989) in the way they re-imagine their personal and collective histories. Such foodmaps 

reveal how food narrative memories are used to claim small spaces of pleasure and 

autonomy, and in some cases of resistance, giving them a sense of mastery in their 

survival trajectories. In domestic spaces food labor and food performance are crucial in 

gendering practices and new generation socialization, in the maintenance of language and 

ways of speaking as well as narrative performance in Spanish. These private foodmaps 

have also repercussions for the way each family member navigates public passages. 

          This culturally specific investment in foods (perhaps common among marginal 

populations generally) for me goes to the heart of where/when home is, and how do we 

get there. It points to daily ways of navigating and inhabiting place, transforming 

geographical place into memory-emotional spaces; suitable landscapes for self and 

community making. Examining the production of Dominican local histories through 

foodmaps reveals the diversity of Dominican communities’ points of alliances and racial 

ruptures through food exchanges across ‘ethnic’ boundaries.  
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CHAPTER VI 

DOMINICAN NARRATIVES OF ‘HOME’:  

COOKING, SPEAKING, AND THE WORK OF MEMORY 
 

 
Fig.6.1: Bienve telling stories from her kitchen in NYC, two Dominicans speaking in DR. 

 

 Practices are never only about doing, but also about knowing and communicating 

about it. In the creative engagements with their lives, people make their histories and 

leave traces of such choices in the places they have access to and through expressive 

means available to them. Such personal experiences are shared and performed through 

multiple narratives that we tell ourselves and others. By focusing on narratives as 

“minimal” proposals that individuals, groups, and communities generate from their 

perceptions and experiences, we can examine food as experienced through social 

relations, and also food as an artifact itself that can be used as a kind of communicative 

resource and as a form of representation. This aspect of food practices as narrative is 

particularly important for Dominican working-class women who have been otherwise 

restricted from hegemonic spaces and technologies of cultural and political 

representation.  

A focus on narratives for this study was needed because as a researcher one does 

not have direct access to another's experience. It is through narrative performance, as 

stories we tell ourselves and others about our experiences in life, that we perceive and 

position ourselves socially. Therefore trying to examine individuals' senses of home has 

to be done through the ways they perform and narrate themselves in the context of 

interactions. This focus is also motivated by the need to go beyond separations of text, 
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performance, and experience. Personal experience is not an unmediated phenomenon 

even to a subject’s relation to herself, and such mediations have a narrative quality (Scott 

1992). Narration as well is inseparable from the memories (Bal 1999, Sturken 1997) that 

helps us weave from the present (based on past events and future aspirations) a sense of a 

continuous ‘self’.  Furthermore, while memories are part of narration, the process and 

result of narration creates memories.   

             Foregrounding of narratives and their specificity is also important because such 

representations locate one of the few spaces to make visible ‘testimonial practices of third 

world women’ (Mohanty 2003) as these individuals struggle for places of belonging and 

senses of home. This is particularly important also for Afro-diasporic populations, for 

whom narrating self and community has been intrinsic to reclamations of rights to exist, 

to speak themselves as subjects and to re-inscribe themselves in the interstices of 

hegemonic histories (Trouillot 1995, Bontemps 2001). Expressive culture among these 

populations is inseparable from that reclamation of place and space of action and 

consciousness, such a continuum of experiences and productions is crucial to understand 

Afro-diasporic cultural formations (Gilroy 1993). 

  In previous chapters I examined Dominican foodmaps with attention to how food 

is produced culturally through cooking practices. Here I offer other sites through which 

food is culturally produced by means of the mouth with language usually manifested as 

speech, expressed through food narratives. I offer some summary readings about the 

contents, linguistic shapes and implications of the food-narratives of ‘home’ of each 

collaborator. These Dominican narratives of ‘home’ articulated through food relations (as 

they appear in passages quoted in previous chapters but also in other non-verbal forms) 

express in culturally specific ways the historical re-imaginings and memory seasonings of 

my collaborators in this research. I discuss what these narratives may be telling us about 

how they re-imagine senses of home, along with some implications for community 

formations in NYC. My guiding questions are the following: What kinds of narratives of 

home are participants expressing and proposing, how do they point to their migrant 

gendered histories, and to their present locations in NYC? 
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I examine primarily the poetics and politics of Dominican narrative performance, 

beginning with an analysis of Afro-Caribbean narrative conventions and expressive 

practices since they may help us understand the historical imagination and experiences of 

Dominican immigrants in NYC. I attempt then some ethnographic readings paying 

attention to the poetics, this is, to the culturally and linguistic specific shape of what 

individuals say, not only the contents of what they say. I also give attention to the 

politics; the personal and collective implications of what such narratives propose in terms 

of home and life projects.  

Questioning ‘home’ as a contested narrative site between public and private 

projects, between self and community, and as grounded in place-memory historical re-

imaginings, become also an indirect way to trace how ‘miniature’ domestic narratives of 

'home' speak of and to, the ‘gigantic’ national and transnational narratives of migration 

and citizenship. I conclude by returning to the initial readings through another route, by 

proposing Dominican migrant narratives of ‘home’ as Afro-diasporic narratives. 

Contextualizing these Dominican migrant narratives within larger Afro-diasporic 

expressive cultures and historical experiences, I point to racial formations that might help 

us understand Dominican narratives of home within longer trajectories. This wider 

contextualization within African Diaspora fields is not affirmed, but proposed for further 

study.  

 

CONTRAPUNTAL SEASONINGS: AFRO-CARIBBEAN NARRATIVE CONVENTIONS 
   To understand the specific cultural shapes of Dominican narratives of ‘home’, it is 

important to focus not only on the contexts within which they arise as narrative 

performance, and on the contents of what they seem to communicate, but also on the 

expressive and linguistic resources utilized in their articulation. These linguistically 

specific testimonial practices point to the relevance of cooking practices and food-

centered histories as sites of self-representation of gendered subjectivities, and as ways to 

claim presence, self-worth and visibility for their marginalized histories. This analysis 

serves also as proposal for the importance of re-inscribing Afro-Dominican Spanish (a 
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non-prestige dialectal form usually erased even in academic studies) in this document, 

and in the wider public spaces where other migration narratives circulate. 

   Dominican food-narratives can be linguistically situated within Afro-Caribbean 

expressive conventions (Abrahams 1974, Reisman 1974, Marte 2005a) including 

“contrapuntal and performance routines” used as communicative resources in everyday 

interactions (Reisman 1974:27). Karl Reisman in his work on ‘narrative conventions’ of 

Antiguan communities in the Caribbean, identifies modalities of ‘contrapuntal 

conversations’ and ‘performance routines’ as very productive and creative resources in 

everyday informal interactions. I find complementary to my focus on representation, 

Reisman’s analysis of the forms, functions and effects of these contrapuntal interactions. 

He describes how in Antigua, performance routines are primarily forms of expression, 

“proclamation of self”, and ‘display and appreciation of humor and eloquence’ 

(1974:113). In relation to Dominican food gestures and food metaphors I can observe 

indeed just such performativity and improvisation.  

   Dominican communicative practices, speech patterns, gestures and historical 

emergence as a population share areal characteristics of other Afro-Caribbean and Afro-

diasporic narrative performances and conventions.  For example, communicative 

exchanges occur as ‘contrapuntal conversations’ (Reisman, 1974). As it might be 

perceived by an outsider there is no explicit turn taking in conversation  since all persons 

speak almost at the same time. For a native speaker however there are clear entries and 

exits that indicate when a person is demanding more attention, marked by voice rhythms 

and intonations, loudness levels, and head gestures. Body and facial gestures are utilized 

also to map out what is going on, and are key elements in evaluating the credibility of 

speakers.  

 Considering the richness of such performances it was necessary, for example, to 

gather narratives and oral histories from spontaneously occurring interactions, not from 

formal interviews. Formal or informal interviews are rigid frames that do not work well 

to engage with these communities since they have oral-centered practices and their story-

telling is not always lineal, but often contrapuntal. Because of the complexities of such 

“multiple attention” it is useful to document visually and with audio the gestural feasts 
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incorporating speech, musicality, postures and even actual eating and dancing present in 

the sensory experiences of Dominican kitchens and homes.  

   When one asks anyone about food, even about one small food item or food related 

word, a stream of consciousness comes forth, in a non-linear narrative, a veritable stream 

of memories. If others are present a chorus of voices is heard and the subtle contrapuntal 

interplay begins. One episode threads into the next to become a baroque journey of 

voices that might confuse William Labov as he would try to find where narratives begin, 

climax and cleanly end. The ‘narrative components’ often identified by Labov (1967) as 

marginal elements such as evaluation (continual analysis and theorizations of the 

implications of past actions in relation to the present) and orientation (place-time specific 

details that map out where/when and how as the context of events), predominate as 

devices in the Dominican food narrative memories I documented.  

  The specificity of Afro-Caribbean expressive histories, suggests that to understand 

Dominican food narratives we need to go beyond Labov and Waletzky's useful, yet lineal 

classification of narrative structure, (1967), since these are not stories with a beginning, 

complicating action, resolution and coda but collaged fragments of oral histories that 

arise in diverse contexts and unpredictably. There are no endings, we just run out of 

meeting-time for that day, and of fieldwork time. In the narrative performances of 

Dominicans I found no head or tails; they spring from a core of wit, wounds, and 

historical imagination that can’t be understood or appreciated through two-dimensional 

planes of narrative structures.  

  Dominican contrapuntal narratives are also characterized by the usage of proverbs 

and metaphors which at times function as compressors of great quantities of evaluative 

and referential materials. For example, in the mist of a conversation about economic 

struggles a woman may say “a la baca...” The full proverb form is a la vaca no le pesa su 

mondongo (the cow does not complain about the weight of her intestines) it implies (in 

this context) that as a mother, she does not abandon her children regardless of hard times, 

but it also indicates a puya (a sharp tool; one that pokes) as indirect reference to other 

women that do avoid their responsibilities. We find also rhythmic repetitions and 
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reduplications that function as stylistic devices and can be identified in a particular 

person’s speech repertoire as landmarks56.  

  In my opinion these are not only conventions, but elements adapted to each 

person’s affinities as they tailor their narrative voices throughout their lives. Another kind 

of recurrence shows up in some stories, for example, I heard at least three versions of the 

same memories, slightly different, yet I noticed they arose at similar points and contexts 

(Elsa’s narratives about avena, on days when she was upset about her life in NYC). 

These recurring narrative segments become also landmarks of the way each person has 

learned to re-inscribe their narrative memories; they seem to become mantras to repeat to 

new generations, and to themselves, not to forget the interpretations they have already 

given to key events.  

 Ways of speaking in ordinary interactions could become in certain contexts (such 

as migration displacement) ways of reclaiming spaces of personal participation and 

freedom, but also playful-ironic games of language, to rescue oneself from depressive 

moods. This particular verbal and gestural play, so common among Dominican and other 

Caribbeans could also be seen as a resource for a ‘critical’ (in the sense that evaluates, 

editing what it wishes to express, and is a memory re-invention) reading of 

where/when/how they were, are and fear or hope to be.  

 

RE-INSCRIBING AFRO-DOMINICAN SPANISH: SEASONINGS OF LANGUAGE 
Migrant narratives of home from working-class communities have become an oral 

genre with traces appearing only in popular culture, music, films, etc, but do not appear 

as primary sources elsewhere even in academic studies. One reason to be transcribing 

narratives in their Dominican Spanish forms is to re-inscribe them doubly, first as 

necessary linguistic data relevant for future studies and second as valid poetics, 

                                                 
56 For example,  Bienve,  ‘si señor, si señor’-(with head and hand gestures of affirmation); Elsa, ‘fuá, fuá 
fuá’, and ‘y taque-taque’ (with hand gestures to indicate speed); Fifa, ‘eso si e’verdad’ (head gesture of 
yes); Flor, 'y yá' (with side-head gestures of shyness); Josha,  'no es’ eso' (gesture of opening both hands); 
Luis, diantre! (with slight full body jump); Rafa, ' dímelo!' and ''eso e' lo que hay morena' ( suddently 
stands, tilting his head backwards, gesture of patting on back).  
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theorizing and testimonial practices from marginalized individuals. A library or internet 

search for Dominican (and/or Caribbean) ‘migrant narratives’ usually brings up literary 

sources such as memoirs, fiction, poetry, novels from professional writers, and rarely 

materials from spontaneous conversation.  

Very few sources pay attention and publish ordinary narratives of migration, 

except for fragments embedded in literature or academic studies, and even those passages 

are usually translated into standard Spanish. Even excellent linguistic studies (like 

Toribio 2002) that address specifically Dominican speech patterns, do not preserve the 

dialectal forms that occur. In Dominican regional studies ‘informants’ words are 

transcribed as reported speech but never directly quoted, transforming them in the 

process into generic group voices, stripped from their situated poetics and politics. In 

NYC, small alternative publications (produced by organizations such as Cayena 

Publications and Centro para el Desarrollo de la Mujer Dominicana) have published the 

only works I know featuring ordinary women's migrant narratives. These short run 

publications, focused on Latin American and Dominican immigrant women, do not 

feature direct transcriptions yet have an emphasis on oral histories, and preserve some of 

the poetic flavors of testimonial accounts.  

I believe we need to preserve the actual oral poetics/play of communities we work 

with in order to come closer to interpreting without losing too much flavor. Sometimes, 

literal translations can be much more exciting and useful, since they help us preserve the 

particular grids that shape the worldviews of certain communities, the syntax itself that 

inflects a particular way of thinking and knowing. Besides the rhythmic patterns of many 

dialectal Dominican accents, there are other aspects that give it characteristic qualities.  

The participants’ ways of speaking correspond to non-standard Dominican 

Spanish, a low prestige form characterized by syllable final (pre-consonantal) s deletion 

(for example ditancia instead of distancia), by conversion of final da and do ending of 

words into a/o -sometimes phonetically heard as ua or uo (for example, tó, for todo, tua 

for toda)- and by agluttination of nouns and pronouns that at times make words sound 

different from standard Spanish (for example, lojemigrante –los emigrantes). Three 

participants (Bienve, Fifa and Elsa) came to NYC from the same region in Pueblo Nuevo, 
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in the province of Santiago. Unlike the usual characterizations of this region as an area 

where ‘i’ replaces r or l , as in saisa, instead of salsa, and as a region of the country 

inhabited by campesino blanco (white peasants), Santiago is varied both linguistically 

and racially. There may be a racial/linguistic correlation; the participants are dark 

mulatas, and the i substitution does not appear in their speech, they stress the r sounds, 

and their speech exhibits all the earlier mentioned linguistic features.  

These differences may be due in part to the fact that their families relocated to 

Santiago from other provinces, and in part due to the emergence of Pueblo Nuevo, (and 

other areas in the south of Santiago) as semi-urban areas of landless working-class 

families. Three of the other participants (Flor, Josha and Rafa) migrated to NYC from 

Santo Domingo. Their families relocated to the capital as internal migrants from other 

provinces, yet they all exhibit the characteristic speech of Santo Domingo's marginal 

urban areas, marked by all the general features mentioned above, and in addition the 

substitution of l for r (as in Nueva Yol for New York) Their speech also has a rapid 

cadence.  Luis, migrated from the province of San Pedro de Macoris, yet he also uses an 

east Santo Domingo dialectal form, but has deletion of s more pronounced than any of the 

other participants and his cadence is very slow. Even though in general terms we can 

group, for the purpose of this document, all participants roughly within the same dialectal 

forms, they do have different ideolects representing influences from different speech 

communities, with distinct lexicon and phonetic inflections.   

Non-standard Dominican Spanish is loaded with class, race, gender, status and 

sex implications. In the DR school system (and in ‘hegemonic’ public culture, including 

broadcast and other media), these dialectal forms are considered incorrect speech, and 

teachers go to great lengths to transform their students' tendencies to use these ‘home’ 

dialects. A sign of being educated is precisely being able to pronounce the ‘s’ (or ‘no se 

come la ese’- she does not eat her s); the ‘pronunciación fina’ or ‘hablar como gente 

blanca’ (refined pronunciation-or to speak as a white person) become an index of class 

and race. Yet in popular culture and in everyday interactions, even educated working-

class Dominicans revert to their dialectal forms when in a relaxed atmosphere, when they 

don’t need to ‘pass’. The ‘correct’ usage is also cause of mockery and many jokes 
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(relajo), as with the tendency to an exaggerated use of ‘s’ even in non usual places (ais, 

cosmió epasgesti-this is difficult to translate, shes ates spaghesttisss). This double 

evaluation and appreciation of non-prestige forms is what Toribio (2002) termed ‘covert 

prestige’57 of Dominican Spanish. I think this is especially so among darker working-

class sectors.  

There are also inflections of racialized masculinity in the usage of non-prestige 

forms, as when a man wishes to display a ‘raw’ performance of power, besides cursing, 

he may stress the rough forms of his dialect. Under some circumstances a woman’s 

‘correct’ speech is more easily tolerated than a man’s, who may be considered, because 

of it, effeminate.  

Dominican immigrants’ Spanish is perceived in the NYC school system also as 

‘incorrect’, and many Dominican students are evaluated as sub-standard in language and 

other skills based on their speech. Such discrimination on the base of accents has also 

some racial and class  undertones. This perception about Dominicans as uneducated and 

not too smart, based on speech performance (perceived as a lack of competence) is also a 

common perception of Dominicans by other ‘Hispanics’, and even among some 

Dominicans, that has been pointed out by some scholars (see Toribio, 2002 for a more 

recent discussion) suffer from ‘linguistic inferiority’ complex.  

Second generation offspring (even most children born in DR or PR that entered 

NYC schools very young) use English as first language, and speak Spanish only as a 

contextual strategy or as needed to communicate with their parents. Kitchen and food 

related vocabulary is by far the longest retained remnant of their Spanish usage. The 

limited code switching, however, is not sufficient to bridge the already complex 

emotional and social gaps between generations. Parent-offspring relations are also 

conditioned by various degrees of limits and conflicts, rewards, and fulfillment of 

aspirations, according to the kind and degree of integration of the children to diverse 

local life-ways, through school, work, and the formation of their own families and 

                                                 
57 One may note that Trudgill introduced the concept of "covert prestige" in accounting for 
gender differences in pronunciation and style in Norwich, England, thus developing the notion of 
males and females pursuing different norms (1972). 
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communities within and apart from the Dominican population. These diverse routes 

condition also their relation to Dominican language and culture in the City.  

For these new generations born in NYC (and for those born in DR that don’t 

travel there regularly) DR is a memory of a memory of their parents, and the migrant 

trajectories of their parents is for many a mystery or a family story of not much 

immediate relevance. Some young adults, even though they are first generation 

immigrant children themselves (as is the case of Josha’s five children), learn English in 

school, and this becomes in a short time their first language. The two languages are thus 

functionally separate for them, with Spanish as the ‘home’ language to be used in public 

only strategically when there is a need to stress Latinidad. Even though they are 

naturalized citizens, these youngsters consider themselves full ‘Americans’. Many avoid 

Dominican foods and neighborhoods, and may develop (depending on lifestyle and/or 

educational attainment) ideological conceptions more expected of ‘white’ Americans.  

This becomes particularly evident if they get a middle-class status/income due to 

jobs and alliances in ‘mainstream’ NYC life. In time their fluency in Spanish becomes 

diminished, especially if they don’t use it often and don’t write it. They move then to a 

rich and complex combination of code-mixing and code-switching.  Interestingly, ‘true’ 

(that is, US born) second generation children as young adults can behave at times in more 

‘Dominican’ ways, speaking more fluent Spanish and showing great attachment to 

Dominican foods (even when they have never visited DR), especially if their mothers did 

not speak English, if they dropped out of school, socialized more closely with first 

generation Dominicans, and/or they remained most of their lives in Dominican 

neighborhoods around the City.   

For first generation adults that do not speak English, caught between these 

meaning and linguistic ruptures, there is a simultaneous re-valorization of the specific 

flavors of food and speech through which they can still articulate their emotions and 

express their humanity. Dominican Spanish hence, becomes a need and a creative critical 

tool for humor and historical continuity with who they were when speaking in DR, and a 

renewed expressive space for who they are becoming now in NYC. 
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DOMINICAN FOOD-NARRATIVES OF   ‘HOME’ 
  Below, I outline summary interpretations of my impressions about the contents of 

my collaborators food-narratives of home (based mostly on the passages quoted in 

Chapter III and throughout this document) that may help us examine the scale of their 

citizenship locations. In conditions of migration there are constant passages and 

transitions, and such changes tend to have a re-foundational weight in the cultural 

histories of migrant communities, families and subjects. Under such circumstances the 

situational becomes imperative, yet the past -- memory-history- as evaluate from the 

present, regains also a new relevance, and such emphasis filters through the narratives 

people tell themselves and others of their migrations, foods and histories.  

  I think coherent narratives arise in retrospect and when someone in particular 

gives it a context, as I am attempting to do now with this summary. Even though I am 

analyzing these narratives with a particular framing-interpretation, my intention is not to 

uncover the psychological meanings they express or their ‘truth’ as data. I do not think 

anyone can fully access, (even oneself, much less an ethnographer) the many conscious 

and unconscious ramifications contained in narratives. I am only interpreting the tone 

each narrative offers (as deduced from familiarity based on assorted fieldwork already 

presented in other chapters) and how such shapes may be pointing to personal and 

political proposals about notions of home. 

            All my collaborators are great storytellers. As with most working-class 

Dominicans, their narrative expressions are full of gestures, metaphors and humor, even 

when conveying conflictive and sad stories. There are constant evaluative reflections and 

theorizing about themselves and those they know, about work, gender relations, living 

conditions. These personal narratives of survival express also their philosophical and 

practical perspectives on themselves and on life.  
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Fig.6.2: Portraits of Bienve at work and at home, Manhattan. 

 

   Bienve’s home narratives reveal an awareness of NYC as a culturally specific 

place (in spite of her English limitations) that she seems to perceive as a place belonging 

to ‘lo s’americano’,meaning mostly ‘white’ English speaking groups, and seems to 

perceive her racial and cultural difference through this polarity. Unlike most of the other 

collaborators, Bienve has made a point of taking the trains, finding the most ergonomic 

routes to navigate the City. She seems grateful to live in an area of the City that offers her 

the familiarity of Dominican flavors, language, and commercial networks, yet she is quite 

open to expanding her foodmaps across ethnic lines, as evidenced by her caring 

relationship to her Mexican partner, her incursions into Mexican cooking, and her 

fondness for Mexican decorations in her kitchen.  

She mentioned her need for the help of a higher power to sustain such purpose, but 

to me, more important than her God (as modeled on organized religion, and specifically 

the local DR variety of Afro-Caribbean syncretized Catholicism) are the daily spiritual 

rituals and external sign resonances that her narratives point to.  In a sense whatever ritual 

you need to do to center yourself can be assigned higher power status. I find it especially 

important because she is the only one among the participants to display her afro-

Caribbean religious syncretism precisely in her kitchen, indexing a total feeding of body 
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and mind. Even if the others have some of those practices, it is not visible in their homes 

and their speech. It seems to me that her son Vladimir’s struggles for survival despite 

grave illness has become also a source of strength for her own struggles, and a motivation 

to help him keep making his life not only bearable but fulfilling and meaningful.   

Her migrant narratives of ‘home’ seem to revolve around hard-work done with 

quality, so she can be proud of a job well done. It may be that this capacity for work in 

spite of whatever one is feeling is a way to claim self-worth and presence.  Through her 

narratives she reiterates that life is hard, but also that an individual has the capacity to 

keep going in spite of all odds. For Bienve life is not a rest stop, but a constant transit, a 

struggle to keep moving not to be run over, not to accept a victim role or to stop and cry 

at the side of the road waiting for help.  

Even in this exposed road of life, she exhibits the need for a home-base refuge, 

making her apartment a spiritually charged space to replenish her strength, shaping the 

aesthetics of those cuatro parede (four walls, as Elsa calls apartments) to please soul and 

senses, and for offering to those that visit the taste of her foods, stories, and lessons in her 

life journeys.  In her grave gestures and constant theorizing about how she and others 

deal with labor, housing and migration ruptures she evidences a woman with deep 

preoccupations that has gotten to clear conclusions that make sense to her, and she states 

them in any situation.  

For someone that hears her for the first time it might be a bit shocking, as 

happened during the exhibition opening event. Someone in the audience questioned how 

we did not have festive dishes such as pastelón  that the person affirmed was the 

Dominican tradition, just like she remembered her mother making on Sundays in DR.  

Bienve told her in a loud voice, “eso e’ mentira, en Santo Domingo la gente pobre no 

tiene pa cociná patelón y en mi casa no se hacia” [that is a lie, in DR poor people don’t 

make pastelón, and in my house it wasn't made]. Some in the audience were shocked, 

embarrassed and wanting to save hers and their faces. We all found a way to calm them 

down. I was delighted to witness such debates, to see the many fragments of situated 

truths, the diversity in unity of Dominican experiences. I learned much from this 
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situation, but especially to understand Bienve’s need to state her own perspective 

immediatelly.   

 

 
Fig.6.3: Portraits of Elsa at her apartment kitchen, in front of Ché. and ready to travel to DR. 

 

Elsa’s narratives of home express a self-reliance she has learned from providing 

for her own needs since she was a young woman, on her trust that where ever the boat of 

life turns, yo resuelbo (she deals with it).  This personal freedom as a woman -andá a 

pata suelta- (to wander with loose feet) seems a priority in her life that helped her make 

great sacrifices.  It seems she perceives her survival as her ability to help her immediate 

networks survive, her capacity to have enough to pa’ sacar a’otro de apuro (to help 

others out of situations). This is not only a material capacity to help but social actions and 

willingness to represent others that do not use their voice and are taken advantage of (as 

in the case of Fifa). The memory-history that shaped her socialization in DR has a great 

influence in this disposition. As became clear from her narratives in previous chapters, 

the role that her maternal household played in the local events during 1950-70’s as a 

refuge for dissidents, political prisioners and ordinary individuals in need of help was 

crucial to her subject formation.  
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Elsa’s expression ‘donde yo llego, ahí e’que tá el hogar’ [where I arrive, there is 

home] points to the migrant body as the main site of home, the only ground that can not 

be taken out from under her feet. Another of her recurrent themes is the encierro (to be 

confined into a closed space), how ‘apartments generate distance’. In a reversal of the 

American dream of finding freedom, Elsa has found restrictions of both movement and 

social contacts.  

Elsa’s foodmaps are crossed by routes of radical struggles and social actions. This 

radical strength to stand up for justice pervades Elsa’s present experiences and concerns. 

In April 2007, a terrible tragedy happened in her neighborhood as a group of African 

immigrants perished in a fire in a house the next block down from her building (where 

three non-related African immigrant families lived). She phoned me very sad, and told 

me about the situation; I have never heard Elsa so appalled, even by her own pressing 

survival needs. She was outraged that these tenants had reported the hazardous conditions 

to the City and the landlord, but no one listened to them. As she said, “porque son 

immigrante, pobre, y pa’como negro, a nadie le importa lo que le pase a uno...ay Lidia, 

bení de tan lejo esa gente a perder su hijo y amigo así....y ahora sí viene la gente de la 

ciudad pa’ salí en la prensa como que tan ayudando...ese olor a quemao llega aquí, no 

puedo dormí, y pusieron un altar, yo lo veo de mi ventana...ay, eso parte el alma...”.  [it 

is because they are immigrant, poor, and black, no one cares what happens to us...those 

people coming from so far to lose their children, their families and friends...and now, of 

course, City officials show up so the press can report it as if they are helping...that smell 

of smoke is all around, I can’t sleep, they have placed an altar for the dead, I can see it 

from my window...that breaks one’s soul...].  
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Fig.6.4 Fifa’s portraits, at Elsa’s apartment eating chicken soup, at her kitchen, Manhattan. 

 

Fifa’s narratives of home seem to revolve around a condition of anonymity and 

invisibility, being left out, not only in relation to wider social maps in NYC, but even 

within the Dominican population. As she avoids explicit emotional or/and evaluative 

reiteration of her immigrant status and social condition (yo soy una persona que todo lo 

olvida, yo no le doy mente-I am someone that forgets everything, I pay no mind), her 

denial to herself of even the right to a day off, and to stand up to her direct oppressive 

work conditions are an implicit reiteration of her victimization. It is hard to witness her 

daily struggles, puzzling over why she does not challenge them, or return to DR where, in 

spite of economic restrictions, she may have a better quality of life.  

I venture that maybe downplaying her own needs, the production of satisfaction 

gets transferred to her jobs as work-centered refuges; a work-task that seems it is never 

finished, such as cooking for the food-vending van, making cakes, cleaning, lending 

money to others that will never return it, helping her family both in NYC and in DR (who 

seem to take and take, not giving much in return), and focusing on being of some value to 

those that take advantage of her, but at least recognize her presence. It is even more 
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puzzling to me, since apparently her parents house in DR (according to the bit she shared) 

seem to have been a loving home.  

Some pointers may be found maybe in the fact she is a descendant from a West 

Indian father that came as an immigrant into DR, and may have suffered racial and ethnic 

discrimination. These labor migrants were initially treated as foreigners (called cocolos in 

an over racial differentiation, yet they were sometimes lighter than some Dominicans) at 

least until they become assimilated as Dominican, claiming untraceable origins like the 

rest of the population, even when they have English last names. Also, events in her 

history as a woman after a marriage and divorce, and as a mother, may hold some clues, 

but I have no explicit narratives in this respect. The shyness and sadness of Fifa’s 

presence and generosity, the predicaments of her living conditions, and her sparse ways 

of relating point to mysterious boundary projects of home, I hold more questions than 

answers. It seems that to her the preservation of any resemblance of home seem to imply 

leaving home, renouncing the familiar, maybe resigning oneself to not having one.  

 

 
Fig.6.5: Flor’s portraits, on the phone, re-scheduling an appointment, at her daughter’s apt. 
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Flor's narratives of home are expressed clearly, particularly on days when she has 

been mistreated by the multiple public institutions she needs to deal with in order to 

survive in the City. As she put it to me one day, after we wasted five hours waiting to 

speak to her social case worker at a welfare office in the Bronx (the agent refused then to 

let me translate for her, in spite of claiming that they did not have any bilingual staff on 

site), si eta e’la gloria, cual será el infierno (if this is heaven then what is hell). This 

expression pointed not only to her personal condition, but to a collective and public 

mythic narrative of migration in DR that claimed NYC and the US were la gloria 

(heaven). Flor, jokingly (with that disarming tragic-humor of most Dominicans) 

expressed also few times, mi vida e’ un macuto (my life is a bag; macuto is a Taino word 

for a type of carrying basket) referring to how she always was half way unpacking before 

she had to move again.   

There is here a clear narrative of not having a stable ground, of being out-of-

place, of being mistreated by authorities and by those that even if marginal (such as the 

staff at welfare offices), take upon themselves the safeguarding of the powers that be (in 

DR they are called, as Flor reminded me, limpia saco, tumba polvo-literally clothes 

dusters of those better dressed than them). Flor has a long history of lack of food, shelter 

and sense of home that she experienced growing up with her family through multiple 

internal migrations in DR, then as she moved to Puerto Rico. This continue in her adult 

life after marrying, going from Puerto Rico to New Jersey and then to NYC, experiencing 

throughout all these years domestic violence and scarcity. Yet there is also an admirable 

stoicism about Flor’s presence, a remarkable strength in remaining where she is without 

planning or even wishing anymore for futures.  

Feeding others seems to help her keep going, and also writing in her journal 

endless letters --not meant to be sent-- to herself and to others, digesting this way feelings 

that otherwise may fester inside.  Flor’s readiness to laugh, aesthetic appreciation of the 

texture and shapes of things around her and her expressions of small joys in shopping for 

food, cooking or remembering flavors (even in the same day when she has been once 

again, evicted, mistreated, or told she had a heart condition, diabetes and high 

cholesterol) are Zen-like pearls that taught me much about detachment and being present.  
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Fig.6.6: Josha’s portraits, elegantly dressed for an outing, cooking, at her job, cutting M’s hair. 

 

 

Josha’s narratives of home point to what at first glance may seem to express the 

‘American dream’ of owning a house, but on further examination they reveal  also a 

shared history with her sister Flor, of lost shelter, hunger and second class citizenship in 

DR and later in the US. Having witnessed the sacrifices her mother went through to 

migrate to the US, she thought one of the points of such sacrifices made in order to 

migrate was at least the security of food and housing. The need for a shift from this failed 

dream may have helped her focus her sense of home in her relations with her offspring 

(estranged in a way from her husband and his own dreams and journeys), and the love 

and support she gives and receives from them. Her realization that working to earn her 

plátano (to earn her own living) is a way that a woman can gain some secure place in life 

instead of depending on a man that can go away at any moment (as did her father and in a 

way her husband) or not contribute to the household support as they (as ‘men’) should.   

By taking responsibility for the support of her children, starting with her first son, 

and continuing after migrating (even until now when they already have their own 
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families) she has claimed a role for herself not only as a mother.  She also had a resolve 

to help her children attain an education, and to become their friend and confidant (instead 

of the despotic authority she experienced with her own mother), and to be open to learn 

from them ways of surviving in this new society.  Josha’s foodmaps in DR marked her 

deeply, experiencing hunger, eviction and the struggles of her mother to support the 

household after her father abandoned them, and the ruptures of migration that cut short 

her desires to be a practicing local nurse in Santo Domingo. This may be why she does 

not have or want present connections to DR except for touristic visits. When her husband 

insists she accompany him, she goes, yet comes back invariably desencantada del pais 

(disenchanted with the country), their disregard for people’s rights, the poverty, and also 

wary of her husband's behavior when he finally gets to ‘his waters’. 

Josha’s patient way of being in place, learning how to make home where ever she 

may be, is expressed through her cooking, even through her challenging and demanding 

job as a porter (so challenging that even I got enraged internally sometimes when helping 

her sort and pull garbage; the arrogant attitude of tenants who could fill up halls and 

basement with immense amounts of garbage within 24 hours after we have left the 

building clean and smelling nice). She maintains great equanimity as mother and 

grandmother, in dealing with the conflictive relationship with her husband, and with the 

uncertain housing future when in few years they will have to vacate their apartment due 

to his retirement.     

Josha’s personal trajectories take a toll on her moods and well being, but also they 

seem to have given her a desire for education and learning, to claim a certain freedom of 

movement, for example, by learning English-as she says pa’ defenderme (to defend 

myself), prompted by a key moment of being verbally abused by a welfare social worker. 

There is here a narrative path that seems to suggest that life is about learning as much as 

one can to overcome obstacles and be able to cantarle la berdá a cualquiera (to sing the 

truth to anyone) in their own language.  Her narratives of home seem to emphasize 

particularly paciencia, todo es un proceso (patience, all is a process), and maybe waiting, 

taking life paso a paso (step by step). 
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Fig.6.7: Portraits of Luis, reading Vallejo in a New York winter. Right, views of his daily paths. 

 

Luis’ narratives of home express an emphasis on the longing and suffering of 

exile expressing ruptures and sadness not only of migration, but of the impossibility of 

return, since what he left has changed so much, for example in his town in San Pedro de 

Macoris. As he puts it me dá lo mimo regresá que quedarme (it is the same to me to 

return or to stay). He spoke recurrently about the high personal and collective prices one 

pays for searching for a better life in another country.  These narratives express not only 

an unwillingness or incapacity to ‘adapt’, but respond to the concrete conditions of his 

daily survival in NYC, where he feels the quality of life has suffered through dissolution 

of a shared household with his family after his divorce, and his constant struggles with 

jobs and rented-rooms. As a poet and a visual artist Luis may be reproducing some tropes 

of personal suffering as a creative motor, yet as an immigrant obrero (proletarian) that 

left DR because he was going to be killed for trying to organize a union in the US factory 

Falcon-Bridge he has plenty of real wounds to lick.   

Luis' home routes include one trip a year to DR and long months in NYC. Locally 

his daily activities revolve around public places, streets, buildings that he goes to repair 
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for work, cultural and artistic activities he attends throughout the week where he meets 

his social networks, and occasional calls or meetings with his son or his daughter in the 

Bronx. The loneliness he reads on people around him seem also a reflection of his own 

internal landscapes. Eating Dominican foods daily seems to help Luis in a number of 

ways to find a sense of home. The environment at Mi Nagua (the restaurant on 143 St. in 

Manhattan that he frequents everyday) is full of familiar speech, gestures, even choice of 

music that creates some shared grounds. There is there a charming, endearing, cheerful 

atmosphere that I came to love also, intimacy and relajo (joking) but also decencia 

(decency) and caring.  

Luis is one of the regulars, and the women owners and the other women 

employees make him feel welcome and special. The flavors of the dishes (e’ un sabor del 

campo, satifase –it is a country flavor very satisfying) create the space for memory-work 

through the plate and the context of culturally predictable social relations. Luis sits on the 

stools by the counter, saludando (greeting), ordering his food in Dominican Spanish -

through his doble-sentido veiled flirtations- sometimes, striking up a conversation with 

men sitting next to him, sipping his Dominican café con leche, and if the place is empty, 

reading a poem to one of the girls.  For Luis this surrogate public-space of home seems to 

help carry him on throughout the year. His visual and poetic work may constitute 

additional surrogate --internal/external-- spaces to re-imagine a sense of home. 

Luis’ sense of home seems to be a wondering and wandering journey. No doubt 

his divorce has marked him deeply, especially because he is not friends with his ex-wife, 

and he feels distanced from his children who are now adults. His narratives revolve 

around the conditions of exile; rupture and sadness not only of migration, but also of the 

impossibility of return, since what he left has changed so much. They also concern the 

personal prices one has to pay for searching for a better life. He finds the quality of life in 

NYC is in crisis, and he is very moved by homelessness and the loneliness he reads in 

people around him.  

Luis’s kitchen is practically his art studio, where he paints his canvas (or “found 

surfaces” when money becomes scarce) mostly late at night. In that ‘private’ kitchen 

space he prepares a sort of metaphoric food, to be consumed through eyes and other 
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senses, but not through direct ingestion, through taste. Yet, there is in this displacement a 

hopeful proposal that as humans we need multiple forms of nourishment and inhabitation, 

and that we could obtain these symbolically at least, from where-ever we can. 

 

 
Fig.6.8: Portraits of Rafa, in front of Duarte, in kitchen, at job, home gallery of revolutionaries. 

 

Rafa’s narratives of home are centered on his political consciousness, on an 

awareness of injustices in Dominican and US societies, and on a revolutionary faith that 

individual actions can have an effect in changing such conditions. In his recurrent 

references to memories of his barrios in DR, the foods associated with his childhood, the 

popular aesthetics of creating beauty out of discarded materials, he expresses praise for 

the creative potential of marginality. His narrative memories of struggles for  social 

justice before he migrated points to an awareness of food as a political issue with key 

power to shape cultural and social landscapes in DR.  

Rafa’s present local engagement in the life of his community, with Dominican 

and Haitian populations in NYC, reveals these narratives as performative actions that 

organize his life and that of his family.  Maintaining not only family ties but communal 
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engagement in DR through social and cultural events seem to give him and his family a 

sense of empowerment and a way to cope with the ruptures of migrations. Rafa and his 

children--I was told not so much his wife--express a desire to return to DR as a 

permanent home, as he said, for when he is too old to keep the transnational movement 

going.   

Another major route of Rafa’s sense of home with connections to both NYC and 

DR is his appreciation of Afro-Dominican cultural productions and his participation in 

cultural and artistic events, including food and music, visual and popular arts and crafts. 

His version of ‘Dominicanness’ includes additionally, wider shared maps of alternative 

culture of the Latin American left. All Dominican home-maps are sprinkled by the 

disperse influences of Latin American commonalities, yet not every Dominican becomes 

aware of the presence and significance of such encounters, not only as an intellectual 

project, but as an extended solidarity con el pueblo (with the ’people’). Rafa’s foodmap 

expresses through his narratives and actions an explicit boundary project of keeping his 

household as a bastion of Dominican culture, as he often said como una forma de 

resitencia (as a form of resistance). As with the other collaborators there are 

contradictions in their home and life projects and the migrant histories that shaped their 

journeys from DR.  

Rafa’s solidarity and active participation in denouncing the condition and 

treatment of Haitians in DR, and his project of building a ‘democratic household’ with 

awareness of racial, gender, and sexual differences, represents a rupture with the 

Dominican state and with the historically ingrained racism and sexism in Dominican 

communities. One of the ways he and his family seem to bridge these ruptures is by 

reclaiming their negritud (blackness) and alternative Dominican histories such as 

explicitly Afro-Dominican cultural productions, that rarely appear in public commercial 

spheres. Afro-Dominican foods such as frituras, yaniqueques, and even mangú are 

indexical of such reclamations, the music of Dominican gagá among other types of 

music, visual arts and syncretic religious practices are commemorated in this household 

in apparent balance with the liturgy of their revolutionary Catholic church in Upper 

Manhattan [run by a well known Puerto Rican priest -padre Luis Barrios-, who has been 
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expelled from the official catholic hierarchies for his revolutionary projects]. Rafa’s 

artistic and politically shaped narratives of home are not unique among Dominicans, but 

rare to find in such explicitness and coherence among working-class men.  

  I have paid attention in the above summary to the content, tone and poetics of 

particular fragments of particpants food narratives as expressed not only directly but 

through the multiple forms of interactions I experience during fieldwork. It seems to me –

in my interpretation a posteriori- that as ‘narratives of home’ they appear to be produced, 

expressed and maintained through an assortment of practices of which food-centered 

speech, cooking and food-related remembering seem prominent. It is because of this 

emphasis that I consider food-narratives to have clear implications for understanding 

these Dominican immigrants' senses of home.  

  Narratives of home are a useful site to explore subjectivities and communities re-

inventions because they seem to contain basic templates from which immigrants react to 

their daily lives. These narrative performances become opportunities from where they 

resist, consent and assume their social positionality. Recognizing food-narratives as 

narratives of home, help us understand, in my opinion, the historical contexts of foods’ as 

index of place-memory pointing to migrant experiences of their life trajectories. 

   Personal minimal narratives have manifold meanings, are used strategically and 

contextually, updated as people re-define their migrant projects, reworked in the 

malleability of memory, in their necessary ‘selective forgetting’ (Nora 1985). If we look 

closely they suggest strategic ‘entry points’ (Trouillot 1995) into social injustice, 

depression, discrimination, hunger, in the same plate with wit and humor, and made more 

flavorful by their Dominican Spanish ways of speaking. Some fragments from 

participants narratives (used in Chapter III) were for me difficult to transcribe without 

crying and/or laughing accordingly. Passages here and there, hint at conflicts and 

situations for which it may be hard to patch the wounds. Yet we can not ‘de-claw’ these 

narratives, their fierce sincerity of expression is part of their poetic and political power. 

 
No, olvídate, puede divulgarlo, que importa que yo diga que muerdo... yo 
muerdo; e’pa’ que me cojan miedo... [No, forget it, you can divulge anything I 
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say, it does not matter that I say I bite...I bite, there, they can be afraid of me 
now...]  Elsa 
 

‘MINIATURE’  MIGRANT  NARRATIVES  AND ‘GIGANTIC’ PROJECTS OF HOME   
Narratives are important because they are accessible spaces from where we can see 

the engagement of the material and semiotic aspects of everyday survival as creative acts. 

Food narratives are useful to understand experiences of migration, and to interrogate the 

concept of ‘home’ shifting it from a ‘common sense’ notion to a ‘highly politicized 

space’ (Hayden 1995). Through food narratives we can map out a continuum of relations 

between the public gigantic (nation/states) and the domestic miniature home/ 

households), as mutually constitutive sites of material-discursive formations and 

historical negotiations.  

One of my foci in relation to gendered subjectivity, is how could we understand 

Dominican women food-narratives of home in NYC spatially and temporally, as 

revealing more than personal expressions? As a theoretic rest stop I propose to 

conceptualize briefly such food-narratives as miniature mediations between personal and 

collective experiences that speak of wider social fields, that both inform them 

discursively and through material limitations constrain the life projects of immigrant 

subjects that through such mediations express their perspectives.  

As has been most clearly proposed by Susan Stewart (1999) miniatures confer 

certain properties associated with scale, not in isolation but defined in relation to 

polarities58; such as the gigantic as the monstrous, and the miniature as the silly, 

nostalgic, almost invisible. Since most of this measuring and sizing are ultimately 

metaphors for scales of social relations, we can use such dialectic conceptualizations to 

explore migrant narratives and their relations to gendered experiences and histories.   

                                                 
58 Miniatures suggest an apparent fragility and vulnerable positions, but so do the precarious space of the 
gigantic; both are dangerous scales, both extremes play with unclear boundaries. Examples of such 
dichotomies, gigantic (states, empires, the collective-public, masculinities, the global, transcendence, 
change) against miniature (a plate of food, kitchens, the personal-private, marginal women, the local, 
immanence, traditions). See Fraser, Duncan and Ortner for discussion of these polarizations specifically in 
relation to gendered spatial regimes under capitalism. 
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  Miniatures could perform a work of mediation as artifacts and commodities (for 

example, a toy, a tiny gun, a doll, a doll’s house, a plate of food) but also as small spaces 

and expressions such a kitchen, a fragment of narrative, etc. Such mediations also 

function as signs, used to engage in exchanges of all kinds, serving sometimes as 

surrogates for self, and indexing larger scales such as places, and/or evoking past 

experiences.   In terms of the temporal and spatial aspects of scales, particularly for Afro-

diasporic populations, miniature space-time of personal experiences are inseparable from 

the nation and empire space-time that have conditioned their marginalization. These 

contrast game of scales, besides being pleasurable intellectually, could serve to examine 

how migrants position themselves according to the social locations experienced in the 

US.  

Thinking of comparative scales as related spaces of experience and representation, 

analogous in terms of certain features or relations--for example, plate as miniature, home 

as mid-scale, state as big, empire as gigantic-- could reveal food as a miniature artifact 

implicating not only social relations but also ongoing personal maps of cultural histories. 

A plate of food, for example for a Dominican immigrant woman in NYC may become, 

for a moment a "time capsule," an imaginative space to inhabit in memory, an index of 

their socialized body and the former relations to familiar place-experiences in DR. 

Narratives of home could become hence, critical miniature spaces from where to 

negotiate material-semiotic relations between personal projects in relation to public, state 

and institutional projects and narratives.  

   Considering these miniature fragments of stories and what they seem to be saying, 

we get some glimpses of how theses migrants interpret their past and present 

‘seasonings’. By reading some phrases as arrows pointing to routes outside of the frame 

we might glimpse at the collective histories and social processes that give them meaning. 

Dominican food narratives, for example point to roots and routes in these family histories 

as they negotiate, like many other migrants, marginal citizenship and ‘minority’ status in 

the US.  

  Personal narrative memories, usually occur in fragments, are constantly re-

imagined and re-invented from the present, conditioned by concrete survival projects. 
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Such personal ‘minimal narratives’ (Labov 1972) within larger collective ones could be 

read as propositions, not contained in a coherent whole. As with meals, the ingredients 

are important, words and phrases offer charged synecdoche of great political and poetic 

force: “si ete e’la gloria, cual será el infierno...” [if this is heaven where is hell or if this 

is heaven, what must hell be like?]. This part for the whole, is a simultaneous critical 

statement and a sad realization of failed projects in both DR (former hell) and now US 

(present pseudo-glory). It points also in its remarkable and powerful brevity to an 

unmasking of the representations and narratives of migration that Flor was exposed to in 

DR. 

All collaborators expressed explicitly or implicitly a sharp awareness of their 

positions as social beings, and of the giant forces that condition their lives. The most 

recurrent food narratives speak of food gendered socialization and of the politicization of 

food through regional and national events they experienced. For example how they ‘had’ 

to learn how to cook, how to manage a household, and how to ‘resolbé’ (to find 

solutions) in times of food scarcity or crisis. They identify also cultural domestication of 

gender, class and implicitly of race and normative sexuality --imposed on Afro-diasporic 

populations to regulate their ‘pathological’ or ‘deviant’ practices—constantly challenged 

through their actions.  

 
No, yo no soy casada, no casamo pa’ pedirlo, pero me diborsié, yo no pierdo mi 
apellido por nadie...nadie e’ dueño mio... 
 
[No, I am not married, I married him to bring him here, but we have divorced 
since, I don’t loose my last name for anyone...no one owns me...] 

 

  Among all the women participants I heard similar expressions about marriage 

being a constraining arrangement for women, and not a necessary frame for family 

formation. All of them married after having their children, and in most cases due to the 

requirements of the migration process, and in order to reunite the family in the US. This 

reveals, in a way how a miniature narrative fragment like the one above point –as a 

holographic piece- to larger socio-cultural and even to colonial formations.  
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  The food-narratives of each individual point to particular events and contexts 

relevant to their personal migrant trajectories as they re-invent local home and cultural 

memory through new local food routes in NYC. There is much to read there, on the 

failures and gains of migration, on gendered contestations, on loyalties, ruptures and 

historical wounds and their attempts to suture them. They point also to migrant routes in 

the collective common histories of struggles for survival in relation to the Dominican 

state before they migrated.  

 
Allá soy india obscuro, mi mario e’ indio lavaito...aqui soy hispana. [There (in 
DR) I am dark india, mi partner is washed out indio...here I am Hispanic] 
 
Yo no sé, será dominicana o hipana...aquí me confunden con morena...me 
confuuunden... [I don’t know, it could be Dominican or Hispanic...here they 
mistake me for black...but it is them that mistake me...] 
 

 
  My collaborators’ migrant narratives include/exclude according to what they 

wished to share with me, but also because they are not produced outside larger collective 

discursive formations. For example, as seen in these fragments above, in relation to an 

erasure of race, common among most Dominicans in DR and the US, was also expressed 

by all of the participants, except one. The ‘gigantic’ formations that condition these racial 

contradictions have already been discussed in Chapter V. 

These Dominican narratives of ‘home’ point to miniature personal and domestic 

projects that establish a dialogue with gigantic migration narratives of the state in both 

NYC and DR, conditioned by memories, but also in some cases by direct routes they still 

maintain with DR localities. For example, their realization of being part of a large 

disposable citizenship in DR and finding themselves now in NYC within one of the most 

marginal immigrant population. The food-narratives passages refer to migration as site of 

many struggles, from displacement to legal status; struggles for shelter and economic 

opportunities, and the ambivalence and discourse of return (a nostalgic rupture at times 

fueled by anger at not being able to make a living in the land they love) among others.  

Dominican women as main cooks in charge of food material and memory-work 

express different narratives of ‘home’ than a male cook. In spite of the affective and 
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embodied relations to cooking and food socialization in their household, these women 

express a greater sense of rupture and marginalization in relation to both DR and the US 

nation. Their sharp understanding of their condition as disposable citizens, even though 

shared with some Dominican men, contrasts with the active attempts of most Dominican 

men to claim political and economic spaces in relation to DR, even if their actual 

activities take place in NYC.  

I noticed that for first generation Dominican men in these families (especially 

ones that have not learned English and are in their 60s or older) the narrative of return is 

very strong, and there is a need to travel to DR at least once a year. I wonder if their 

marginalized masculinities in this new society makes them want to have a familiar 

environment where once they were perceived not only as persons, but as men, in charge 

of their lives and those of their families. Progressing in their economic condition, they 

would be listened to and could engage in fulfilling conversations, regodeándose (taking 

much time and pleasure) in their verbal and gestural mastery of Dominican expressions. 

 

COOKING AND SPEAKING: FOOD-WORK AS CULTURAL WORK 
Recall from the present happens through ‘active memory’ (Ball 1999) as an 

exercise of imagination, and is integrated within life projects of re-invention of past, 

present and future agendas. Food ‘memory-work’ (Kacandes 1999) through cooking and 

remembering helps those that prepare and consume Dominican foods to re-interpret and 

re-invent their narrative histories in relation to DR in terms of former local regions of 

home, and also through a former relationship to the Dominican state, as this apparently 

helps them now to position themselves in the local maps of their neighborhoods in NYC, 

and on the citizenship maps of the US as a nation. This work of hands, senses and 

narrative memory is done especially through the labor needed to earn their food and 

afford shelter, and through cooking practices.  

Through domestic maintenance work, whoever cooks the food is in charge of the 

main memory-work. Regardless of gender, through cooking a Dominican may be 

perceived to occupy a ‘woman's’ place as main nurturer of bodies and of histories. Food 
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as the quintessential ‘gift’ (Mauss 1990) is not selfless giving. Much is at stake in such 

sharing, even though it is for others that the work seems to be done. Preparation and 

sharing of foods through actual labor and memory-work generates future story-telling and 

more narrative memory-work. These food gifts are ultimately invested with potential 

narrative capital for ‘future memories’ (Sutton 2001) that may affirm someone’s 

usefulness, worth and knowledge, and create future spaces for new forms of alliances.  

Remembrance ‘as active cultural memory recalled from the present’ (Bal 1999) 

implicates complex sites of re-inventions of gendered subjectivity and notions of home, 

and it may point to how specific memories mark the personal projects and aspirations in 

maintaining, or not maintaining, translocal networks, and more importantly in forming 

local communities in NYC. As with all cultural productions, food narrative memories 

play with inclusion-exclusions, choosing according to the context and who is listening, 

which traces and silences they re-call. In this gendered testimonial praxis, remembrance 

of past food relations from the present is a way of re-inventing and re-imagining their 

lives through ‘nostalgic, traumatic and critical memory’ (Spitzer 1999, Brison 1999), as 

this is experienced through migration.  

What happens when memory investment rests on food, which are the implications 

for Dominican migrant narratives and histories? Foods as sites of ‘commemorative 

vigilance’ (Bardenstein 1999) for these individuals is understandable, since providing for 

basic needs and everyday survival was at the center of their struggle before migration.  

Just as Bardenstein identified how for Palestinians and Israelis, trees as index of 

land/struggles became a contested commemorative site, so for Dominicans food has been 

an index of survival of body, of gender and class reproduction, and of historic 

imagination. Food was a key site of struggle in the emergence of DR as a nation, and 

even further back in time food production and distribution, and the reclamation of 

freedom through food, were crucial in Afro-Caribbean socio-cultural and racial 

formations, as Mintz has pointed out in discussing the emergence of Afro-Caribbean 

cuisine (1996).  

Unlike disputed trees in the occupied territories, which index public spaces that 

are mostly inaccessible to Palestinians (that can only be consumed through visual and 
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poetic representations such as paintings and poems), food as domestic labor, nutrition and 

commodity is handled and consumed everyday by Dominican immigrants in NYC. In 

transforming foodstuffs into culturally specific meals, a grounding process of 

representation is accomplished, with repercussions in all aspects of a cook’s life; from 

sustaining bodies to re-inscribing in their memories re-invented versions of the same 

foods. This hand-mind-memory work is indeed powerful, because of the synergy of all 

the senses involved in such work. Through cooking and eating cultural histories are re-

seasoned, even in a different geography, and daily food narratives become with it central 

to daily ‘memory-work’.  

It is however not as generically ‘Dominican’ that foods are prepared and narrated, 

but rather within specific family59 history contexts, for example with an emphasis on 

particular staples that have become meaningful to the cooks (as seen in Chapter III). Food 

practices and narratives as memory-work serve also in re-imagining personal histories 

and gendered subjectivities. For working-class individuals, especially first generation 

migrant women, this memory-work is a site of historical imagination, the means by 

which they produce traces of their own histories. Through such daily actions of cooking 

and remembering they re-inscribe also the value of their lives. 

As Meredith Abarca has proposed with her concept ‘charlas culinarias’ (2006), 

kitchen narratives become an accessible artistic and literary genre and a site of practical 

theorization for Mexican and Mexican-American working-class women. Psyche A. 

Williams-Forson (2006) has more explicitly called food related practices ‘cultural work’ 

in her social history examination of African-American women's use of chicken in the US 

South from past to the present “for economic freedom...and community building” 

(2006:2). Due to the orality and contrapuntal aspects of Dominican food-talk this creative 

space is not only bound to kitchens; it becomes a food-centered poetic and political 

narrative site that spills over domestic/public spaces whenever food is mentioned. Such 

                                                 
59 In referencing family here, it is important to remember that blood relations are not necessarily 
the most important markers of kinship. As is the case for Afro-Caribbean populations and 
African-Americans in the US, extended families include both kin and fictive kin relations. This is 
why focusing on networks of survival may reveal more clearly the perceived boundaries of home 
through food relations.  
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occasions are in a sense narrative re-mapping of individual (and thus cultural) histories, 

memory re-seasonings of an ambiguous migrant sense of home.  

Narrative memories, like versions of a dish, need practice, reiteration, polishing, 

choosing, tasting and testing them with others to see if they are still relevant; if they are -

first to ourselves- edible, if we still recognize ourselves in them, then we perform them 

for others. If others, in turn, listen and understand us through them, we may use them as 

vehicles for relating and for the work of community building through shared codes. As 

we age and change, as we move about, and as people leave and enter our lives, so do the 

actual performances of narratives. Parts are dropped, others incorporated, and we get new 

audiences for them. I had the opportunity to notice these multiple memory-reworkings of 

narratives through my mother's and grandmother’s narrative performances. In a shorter 

time span during fieldwork, I noticed, especially with Elsa, this parallel testing of food 

and narratives according to mood changes and contexts. 

In the case of the participants as immigrants in a new society with a different 

linguistic and cultural universe, how can they perform their longings and their 

subjectivities in this new place?  In the new space-time of NYC their Dominican 

narratives are at risk not only of getting lost in translation, but also of losing relevance for 

the narrators themselves and for those closest to them, their offspring. Hence without 

constant re-seasoning, updates, and finding of practical soportes (foundations), these 

narratives may become obsolete, unless they can be re-anchored ‘sutured’ or ‘stitched’ 

(Hall 1996) to something, to some concrete ‘acts of memory’ (Ahmed 2000) such as 

preparing and consuming foods. Such memory-work mediated by material culture around 

a particular site such as food, seems to generate the necessary space to re-imagine their 

personal histories through laborious everyday practices.  

   Migration experiences mark home as a cultural continuity space of family 

‘tradition’, as shared ground through repetition of practices and meanings, but are also 

areas of continuous innovation and difference. Food seems to be one of the major 

organizing principles (time, labor, transit, body, health, affective needs, etc) of the 

everyday and in this community seem to be a site of daily ritual renewal of cultural 
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histories. In these imagined belongings food’s affective qualities become key to 

community formation, as it also help maintain coherent narratives about cooks’ lives. 

Eating and speaking about foods help maintain a semblance of familiarity in these 

families helping stitch the perceived boundaries of their cultural specificity, but in the 

slow, yet sure changing of food seasonings (for example, through the introduction and 

deletion of condiments) and through the ‘Americanized’ diets of the new generations, 

food also becomes a site of transformation.   

Food and migration, memory of DR and speaking about DR from their present 

relations; these are a constant in all the collaborators' stories. It is like an extended 

cultural and personal map that includes simultaneously NY-DR side by side. Even those 

that have lost contact with DR share here and there once a day, a memory, usually in the 

kitchen. Food-centered narrative memories seem crucial in the relations and shared codes 

between first, second and third generation migrants in extended families.  Food practices 

as narratives sites contain emotional codes beyond words, but need also certain verbal 

explicitness. Through verbal exchanges in the kitchen Dominican Spanish may be full of 

translation gaps, but through the tasting of foods and the precise naming of foods certain 

remaining cultural and affective ties (especially between mothers and offspring) are 

salvaged.  

Food narrative memories can be considered ‘devices of invention and inversion of 

scale, between self and collective, past and present’ (Stewart 1993) that feed quite well 

through the actual handling and consumption of food, helping articulate daily migrant 

narratives of home. Migrant testimonial practices then feed on food narratives and are 

expressed and shared through foods and more food narratives. This seems particularly so 

for first generation Dominican women who do not speak English, and for whom the only 

means of inscribing their histories is orally (they don’t keep even written recipes). This 

need to update narratives that retain a core-seed of who they were seems urgent, 

especially if the environment and power maps they encounter as racialized immigrants 

tend to erase them, and to further re-inscribe their former marginalization in the DR. How 

institutions and labor locate their presence in the new nation seems to make these food 

counter-narratives urgent, in order to keep at least a semblance of dignity and self-worth. 
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  Food, then, is a crucial element in the cultural encoding of narrative, experiences 

and histories. Dominican foodscapes are sites of cultural, economic, socio-historical 

encounters and of exchanges that help migrants to accept their inevitable transformations. 

Such food ‘migrant seasonings’ result from the way immigrants consume and are 

consumed as ‘social foods’ and through the way they produce their own ‘difference’. 

 

NARRATING MIGRANT HOMES AS BODIES-IN-MOVEMENT  
 
“Our bodies store everything we know about this world... 
I keep thinking about how the body is our first homeland” 
Wura Ogunji 

 

Experiences of ‘home’ create narrative boundaries for the way individuals express 

their life projects, and for the kinds of alliances and networks they participate in through 

foods. Forms of navigating the City can be seen as ways of ‘narrating’ home. For 

Dominican migrants food narratives point to ‘home’ through relations to place-memory 

in local, translocal and ethnohistorical routes of migration movements both in NYC and 

DR. Food practices index domesticity in very clear ways.  Households as concrete spaces 

of relations are not natural but culturally produced contexts where eating, 

remembering/forgetting and speaking happen.  

Relations of production (both cultural and material) are crucial for defining where 

home is. This is to say the household in its connection to intimate embodied practices, yet 

as a rest site of reproduction of labor force, becomes emotionally charged private space, 

yet remains entangled with -very public- collective and historical forces that condition it. 

Home is an affective notion and a desire (a project); it is not necessarily a place, and it 

does not necessarily coincide with either household or kinship locus, but rather is based 

on shared spaces and historical relations carved out of trajectories of survival. Home as 

affective experience seems to be primarily a portable narrative site through which 

personal and collective histories find confluences and divergences through individuals’ 

body-place narrative memories. 
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Home is proposed here as a passageway and as a site of negotiations between 

individual and collective ‘boundary projects’ (Haraway 1991). As I hope my previous 

analysis has revealed, boundaries of ‘self’, ‘home’ and ‘community’, implicated in food 

relations do not begin or end with individual histories and families, but extend to shifting 

collective maps across private/public dimensions. Some clarifications are necessary in 

my use of the word ‘home’. The translation in Spanish, ‘hogar’ was rarely used by 

fieldwork participants and I have noticed it is also rarely used among working-class 

Dominicans in general. ‘Casa’ is the word used to designate both hogar y residencia 

(home and shelter); the place where one lives and the experience of sentirse como en su 

casa (to feel at home). Sometimes it even implies family, as in en mi casa no se usaba 

eso (my family did not participate in such and such). The participants ‘narratives of 

home’ were expressed explicitly and implicitly through practices, such as cooking and  

food-related networks, for example through cooking and feeding of others which seems 

to help all the cooks create and support social relations.  

Afro-diasporic working-class women have a different relation to home as political 

sites of multiple struggles (hooks 1992, Lorde 1987). For Dominican working-class 

immigrant women, experiences of home are crossed by further ruptures of displacement, 

marginalization in a new society, and linguistic and cultural tensions between 

generations.  I suggest that the migrant body (and its grounding through familiar foods) 

becomes in itself a mobile home, and in its problematic self-containment (since it is also 

the racialized site that marks it as foreign) it is re-appropriated as a embodiment of home, 

a ground that no one can take from under them. Implicit in many of the narratives of 

‘home’ (and shared by many other Dominicans I have encountered in the US, myself 

included) are former place-home-seasonings. Labor migration seems to be experienced as 

no different --in psychological terms-- than any other form of forced relocation.  

For example, for some there is sense of veiled anger and impotence (especially 

those of us relocated by our parents) because of a displacement not only to a different 

land but to the very belly of an empire (that was one of the sources of oppression and 

humiliation before migration) where one is not wanted in any case. It takes decades to re-

learn to feel a sense of physical ease on the grounds we stand as immigrants; this 
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becomes an ongoing process of re-inhabiting place from the place-memory of who we 

were to where we are now.  

A sense of longing lingers for a long time through the ruptures of migration. For 

example, in spite of the freedom of movement and independence the migrants might feel 

in the City, this same place is but a reminder of not there, not DR, where freedom of 

movement meant constant socializing and expressing themselves fully in words and 

gestures, on the streets of their neighborhoods, a pata suelta as Elsa puts it. There are 

also concerns for safety in their new land, the corrupt and dangerous atmosphere of NYC, 

especially for their children.   

   As I hope this dissertation has shown, ‘home’ as a personal and collective project 

responds to specific subjectivities and cultural histories that shaped the experience of 

these individuals, and that the present re-imagining of such personal histories condition 

the kinds of communities of practice they form in the new society. This specificity of 

home-making practices has to contend with new geographical place-language 

experiences, and it is home as a narrative site that helps maintain the illusion of personal 

and ‘imagined community’ (Anderson 1986) continuity.  Cooking, eating or even only 

the remembrance and occasional sharing of familiar foods (as consuming memories that 

index people, former households and environments), feeds the longing for familiar 

relaxing grounds. Foods in a way re-season migrant perceptions for re-creating a map in 

which they could again find themselves.  

A sense of home, as a space of relations and place to feel at ease, and to engage in 

familiar practices, is not a given, not a finished project, dare I say, for any human, but 

especially not for Dominican working-class immigrants, and women in particular. Each 

of my collaborators had immediate conflicts to negotiate during their daily journeys; 

worries about their families, conflicts in relation to mates, offspring, and/or job 

conditions. They are all are strong individuals who create through their personal cooking 

rituals sources of consolation and centering to keep them going. But I still wonder if they 

ever feel it is too much struggle...especially since all their children are grown-up already. 

The impression I get from witnessing their daily survival practices and from witnessing 

their food narratives is that they find strength in their struggles, pride in their self-
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reliance, and hope in the memory of experiences of injustices they survived in DR.  It 

seems to me these immigrant cooks feel a bit like Alice in Wonderland; running as fast as 

they can, just to be able to remain in the same place.  

 

RE-TURNS: AFRO-DIASPORIC NARRATIVES?  
Emotionally and physically households as social spaces, condition (especially 

through food and language) the way we are shaped and continuously socialized, 

enculturated, and turned into consumable labor force (Brah 1996, Mohanty 2003) and 

consumable gendered social food (Marte 2002). For example, Dominican food practices 

as sites of narrative performance reveal gendered technologies of ‘self-making’ (Hall 

1996, Allen 2005) in public/private spheres of actions. These narrative sites generate also 

contested political and emotional reclamations of where and when, and in relation to 

whom, home and self are defined, experienced and narrated. These gendered food 

narrative performances (through cooking, eating and speaking) figure prominently in the 

way Dominican migrant subjects lay claims to cultural difference and create alliances in 

local communities.  

  Most Dominicans (be they natives to DR or new generations that claim DR as 

their nation) appear to be in love with their cultural forms in a way that seem to go 

beyond patriotismo. Food, music and dance seem to complement their gestural 

expressions marking flavors and movements. These expressive modes appear not only in 

public culture or special ritual occasions, but in daily communication and non-verbal 

interactions in domestic spaces, where all the above counterpoints are played. This 

particular emphasis on instrumental survival as expressive resources has a shared history 

among African descended populations in the Americas.  

 The gusto for daily life has been interpreted (as for other Afro-diasporic 

populations) as a merry-go-happy natural disposition of dark and ‘primitive’ humans and 

even of marginalized groups of any color. As this document is an academic work, 

probably read by anthropologists only, I may not need to debunk at length such biological 

and racial ideologies (such essentialising stereotypes sometimes held even by the subjects 
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that are so classified), yet is important to clarify a point that to me has theoretic 

significance. ‘Culture’ as a concept seems to be less and less separable from history (not 

the inscription, but the process - in a dialectic materialist sense), so in understanding how 

humans come to behave and express themselves the way we do, and how we transform 

such ways of relating constantly, Afro-diasporic populations offer a remarkably clear 

example of devenir histórico—and the reveal the usefulness of using the term cultural 

histories.  

As Mintz contended for African descendant slaves in the Caribbean, immigrants 

coming into the US from such Afro-diasporic roots and routes are in a way re-inventing 

their food practices, still claiming through food a space of pleasure, autonomy and 

freedom. Such ‘freedom’ before and now could only be partial, conditional and 

provisional, which does not diminish its political and poetic power. Re-claiming a certain 

degree of autonomy is especially important for first generation immigrants that still retain 

the memory and trajectories to re-imagine ‘home’ out of a displaced history. Such partial 

autonomy to keep practices that help them produce a sense of home and of self-worth 

become crucial for them to relate to their Dominican-American children, who engage 

with them from their parents’ present -more marginal- positions  in relation to the US.  

Dominican food practices are not articulated directly by Dominican cooks (except 

for Rafa) as sites of resistance. For most of them, especially the women, national 

belonging implicated in cooking practices is oblique; cooking seems more relevant as 

individual empowering ‘site of affirmation and personal resistance’ (Abarca 2006). Food 

knowledge, and the associated memories of struggles and survival are used as 

reclamation of strength and self-worth. It was particularly clear to me that cooking and 

eating Dominican foods become personal grounding devices for the women, serving in 

part as meditative practices that might provide daily a space for self-recognition.  

In thinking about Dominican food practices as narrative ‘sites of resistance’ I 

don’t see it necessarily as a concerted, fully consciously articulated ethnic discourse, nor 

as representing Dominican public articulation of such as a migrant population in NYC. 

However, at the individual and family levels, these food narrative performances seem to 

function as sites of situational resistance in certain contexts, as I have pointed to in 
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previous paragraphs, and in previous chapters. Food related narrative practices, in my 

opinion, function more clearly as reclamation of presence, visibility and cultural 

‘difference’ necessary maybe in a place like NYC where institutional maps mean for my 

collaborators marginalization not only as working-class but now also as immigrants.  

‘Forms of consciousness’ (Gramsci (1927-2003-) of marginalized groups could 

become counter-hegemonic regardless if they are implicitly articulated as such. 

Dominican foodmaps (as actions and narrations through food) can be considered then as 

simultaneous sites of resistance, accommodation and contradiction, important for the way 

Dominican immigrants carve new cultural maps out of the marginalized points they 

occupy in the urban power maps of New York City.  

As other scholars have asserted of subjects in African-American, Afro-Caribbean 

and other marginalized communities (Allen 2007, Kelley 1996, Scott 1985, Cohen 2004), 

power for marginalized subjects is negotiated through everyday ‘infra-politics’ even 

within extremely constrained situations. The practical theorizing expressed through 

Dominican food-narratives points to how through food immigrants manage to claim 

‘small spaces of pleasure and autonomy’ (Kelley 1996) that give them a certain agency in 

molding their life projects and in establishing partial provisional communities.  

  Food practices and narratives as powerful political and poetic sites are crucial to 

reveal cultural histories in the present and in the ethnohistorical formation of Dominican 

communities. Ways of seasoning foods can be proposed as alternative sites of 

personal/collective traces and cultural re-invention of expressive resources. These 

communicative and performative choices share remarkable similarities with other Afro-

diasporic expressive interactions.  

  Returning to the linguistic counterpoints that Dominican narratives exhibit; I am 

suggesting that Spanish speaking Caribbeans share some commonalities in their Afro-

diasporic narrative practices and uses of food, specifically as responses to shared histories 

of slavery and colonization. In the case of the participants in this study their expressions 

need to be contextualized in Afro-Caribbean expressive cultures both in their 

contrapuntal styles and metaphoric repertoires and in the historical conditions within 

which Afro-diasporic populations have struggled for food and places of home, the right to 
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speak themselves as subjects and the need to forget/remember as a re-inscription of their 

history.  

  A recognition of food as a site of narrative performance is useful in considering 

food's shifting meanings and metaphoric situational uses that also serve as narrative 

“vehicle of interpretive activity” (Reisman 1974:121). I consider that such performativity 

points to specific Afro-diasporic ‘self-making’ acts (Hall 1996, Gilroy 1995, Allen 2006) 

that in their display go beyond communicating to an engagement with what Reisman 

(1974) suggests is an ‘assertion and claiming of presence’.  

  Abrahams (1974) identifies in ‘black vernacular expressive culture’ the 

importance of displaying competence in communicative strategies but also this constant 

performativity, interpretive-argumentative functions and artistic improvisation. African-

American ‘signifying’ practices when further investigated reveal also gender specific 

ways of signifying, particularly in kitchens and associated to food-related events and 

contexts. The concept of ‘signifying’ has a correlation to Dominican relajo (joking) and 

doble sentido (double meanings). Doble sentido is one example of the play with foods’ 

multiple metaphoric meanings that are usually inflected with class, gender-sex, and race 

overtones. Abrahams and Reisman do not explictly identify ‘Afro-diasporic’ 

commonalities as an aereal feature of African-American and Caribbean expressive 

culture, nor do they explicitly offer a racial analysis. It seems to me, however that such 

implications are easily deducted from their insightful descriptions and discussions of 

these populations communicative practices. 

         Williams-Forson’s (2006:46) foregrounds a gendered analysis of such practices 

among African-American women in Virginia, which points specifically to how black 

women engage in food-related signifying in interactions to evaluate other women with 

respect to racial/class representations and senses of belonging. This food signifying (for 

example, “this is not KFC chicken”, (as a woman referred to her home-made chicken) 

evidences gender, class, and race self-affirmation of value and claims to certain power. 

But I think it also indexes -in her reference to the restaurant chain- collective, place-

specific memory-history contested from this woman’s personal history.  
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  This emphasis on contextual performativity through food is helpful in 

understanding how individuals become particular subjects while relating to others but 

also to themselves by creating specific spaces in relation with certain artifacts. These acts 

extend beyond information exchange, as in the case when a sender-receiver may perhaps 

be the same person performing to herself without witness (to make ‘counter-noise’ and 

keep the ‘tune’ going, especially when cooking). Through such emergent negotiations of 

subjectivity, narrative spaces are produce from where gendered, racial and class 

categories are engaged in a dialectical ‘fields of actions that frame... [such] practices’ 

(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1995:34).  

  Personal food-narrative memories, as parallel sites of historical inscription, are 

important because they are not separate from ‘public’ social processes, but are directly 

linked through individuals, families, and communities to neighborhoods, regions, states 

and global forces that condition people’s lives. As Trouillot (1995) points out, before 

historical sources can be created we need traces, and it is through people’s experiences 

and interactions with material culture, place-environments, and each other that such 

traces are created. Conceptualizing narratives in Trouillot’s sense as sites of historical 

imagination could be a good complement to post-colonial feminist theory on women’s 

testimonial praxis (Mohanty 2003) as parallel sites of both personal and collective actions 

and histories.   

   Black expressive cultures in the Americas share certain grounds not necessarily 

because of African culture survival, but out of a shared emergence within colonial racial 

formations (Omi & Winant 1986). Particularly, Afro-diasporic narrative performance 

emerged as a claim to subjectivity and personhood within the oppressive circumstances 

of slavery and later racist institutional and spatial practices (Gilroy 1993). Through food 

relations we can appreciate some of the ways in which Afro-Caribbean narrative 

performance tell as well as make histories, and this infra-political poesis is inseparable 

from creative survival strategies and cultural production.   

   Mintz’s assertion (1996) that through ‘tasting food’ (working in food production, 

distribution and preparation) slaves and their descendants in the Caribbean also produced 

for themselves ways of rehearsing and ‘tasting freedom’, acquires special resonance in 
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Dominican food practices and narratives (through paid and unpaid labor) which claim 

simultaneously freedom (even if only in the form of partial and contingent autonomy and 

value) and the right to speak-perform their narrative histories. Such embodied narratives 

claim also places and spaces in the local cartographies of power in NYC. 

  The way Dominican narratives of home are performed, their contents and their 

implications as migrant narratives that speak of and to citizenship locations, point to 

collective and personal ‘boundary projects’ (Haraway 1989) with specific roots and 

routes intersecting colonial social formations of gender, class, race and sexuality. Such 

labor, language, and place-memory seasonings were and are common grounds of African 

descended populations in the Americas, and have been part of past and present struggle 

for places and sense of ‘home’.  
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CHAPTER VII 

RE-CLAIMING PRESENCE: 

AN EVALUATION OF THE EXHIBITION COOKING & REMEMBERING 

AS FIELDWORK RECIPROCITY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC TOOL 

 

 

CONTEXT AND MOTIVATIONS  
Because ethnographic fieldwork research is very intense in itself, rarely do 

researchers include in their project design an extra mini-project that will require 

completion in the ‘field’. However, in the changing and contested atmosphere of the 

practice, it is more common now, especially among some ‘native’ (or insider) 

anthropologists, to integrate reciprocity events in their fieldwork engagements. The idea 

of an ethnographic exhibition as integral part of my approach to fieldwork for this project 

was already present in my dissertation prospectus. As an insider and feminist 

ethnographer, and as a visual artist, my methodological approach was carefully designed 

to not only respect my field collaborators' presence, but also to render them visible.  

Nevertheless, the importance of this event did not become clear to me until I 

began long term research in New York City in 2006. Once I got a chance to explain all 

facets of the project to the participants they became not only interested from the outset 

but the focus on this concrete outcome (unlike an abstract academic analysis they would 
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be unable to read) became an organizing principle to which they felt committed to help 

me bring to fruition.  

The Dominican families I was working with, and even the Dominican public 

culture in NYC more generally, had been exposed to community events and occasional 

art exhibits, but they had never heard of ethnographic exhibitions. For working-class 

individuals it was also intriguing to think that a show could be produced from ordinary 

people’s lives. As with other marginalized communities, there exist no tradition of 

museums, collecting, or local histories that take their ordinary experiences into account. 

As Dominican and other working-class immigrants who left their homeland with little 

more than the clothing they were wearing, they may think they have nothing of value to 

be represented.  With this context in mind (and having no actual ‘artifacts’ to display) it 

was important to shape the event for an uninitiated audience, making it accessible 

through diverse media displays that could focus on the food’s emotional qualities.  

In this chapter I discuss the exhibition from conception to implementation, since 

I consider these aspects to be relevant in evaluating the usefulness of this tool. I close 

with an evaluation of the exhibition and film as ethnographic research tools, as events of 

reciprocity, and also as additional narrative sites for production and sharing of foodmaps.  

 

THE EXHIBITION: CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The ethnographic exhibition Cooking & Remembering: Dominican Foodmaps 

in NYC opened at the Rio Penthouse Gallery in Washington Heights, December 2-29, 

2006, by the end of my fieldwork. A press release was sent to El Diario La Prensa, e-

mails and postcard invitations were distributed two weeks before the opening. Associated 

with this event, a short film that I had produced, Versions of Mangú, was screened on 

December 24th, at Hermanas Mirabal Cultural Center, also located in Washington 

Heights.  
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Fig.7.1: Exhibition’s bilingual invitations and newspaper announcement, El Diario, NYC. 

 

The gallery space for the exhibition was a small room on the 4th floor belonging 

to a residential building, property of The Broadway Housing Communities Inc (an 

organization providing affordable housing to battered women and elderly homeless 

individuals). It was secured with the help of one of the participants in the study. The floor 

where the room was located was used as office space area for this organizations 

management, and the gallery itself was a multiple use room even during the exhibition's 

running time. In spite of this limitation all went well.   

One of my challenges was to bring innovative ways to produce exhibit materials 

without the support of what we did not have, 3D objects. The main focus of the study 

thus became the primary sources in the form of food narratives, the participants’ hand-

drawn maps and visual documentation of food that I collected during fieldwork. My aim 

was to create a collaborative exhibition in which participants helped in the fabrication of 

actual display elements. This was not entirely possible because all participants worked 

full time (whether paid or not) and had additional housework responsibilities.  Moreover 

they were worried with the perception of not having the skills needed to produce 

materials for public display. However in the process of production I maintained constant 

consultation with participants, showing them the elements I chose, and requesting their 
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feedback,  including any objections they might have to images and words chosen. I 

wanted also to use the process of the exhibition as one more tool of research, and to 

utilize the resulting event as one more narrative space for analysis. 

 

Exhibition design and installation: ‘Big idea’ and display elements 

          After countless brainstorm sketches, outlines and ‘treatments’60 to arrive at a 

coherent structure, I came to the conclusion that the exhibition could only suggest food’s 

importance in Dominican immigrant experiences. But it could still be useful to bring to a 

public sphere Dominican experiences of food-memory and narratives of home as 

expressed by those that cook and eat Dominican food staples. The aim was not to propose 

a representative national cuisine, but local food practices through personal histories and 

experiences of some families as part of the Dominican population in NYC. Due to time 

constraints and lack of funding,61 it had to be a small exhibition, inexpensively produced 

with only volunteer help. I printed the contextual display panels and the books in a visit 

to Austin, and shipped them to Brooklyn. The mounting of display, catalog and invitation 

were done in NYC with help from participants and other volunteers. 

          I used visual and graphic means to convey food related cultural memory, maps of 

food routes, and personal narratives to address this question: How are Dominican cooks 

negotiating local histories as expressed in their food narrative performances? Whose 

foods, memories and histories are these? Which trajectories made possible these lives in 

NYC? This exhibition ‘big idea’ (Serrell 1996) or main goal, took a great deal of work, 

and it became very challenging (similar to labels, as explained below), but in the end it 

                                                 
60 Term used in filmmaking and visual arts for a detailed proposal describing a project, motivations to visual 
elements, materials for fabrication to be used, and target audience. 
61 Initially I looked for advice and assistance with some contacts offered by Suzy Serif in NYC, I did not get 
any response after e-mails and one meeting. Then, I approached some ‘official’ Dominican organizations in 
NYC to request support, or even sponsorship of the event in term of promotion, but they did not return e-mail 
request for meetings. It was disappointing to get the indifference of the Dominican Studies Institute, once 
more. In my few pilot projects at this site in 2003-5, I had approached the director and the staff, while doing 
archival research at their library; I never got a response or even feedback or suggestions, and was received 
with a mix of indifference and suspicion. Maybe showing up to their clean offices with a greasy bag of 
yaniqueques (Dominican fritters) in my hand, gave them a bad impression? 
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helped me to arrive at a focus and a bilingual title that I could actually express through 

the production of the display elements. I thought the concept of foodmaps (graphic 

representations of the way Dominicans relate to and perceive NYC through food 

experiences) was useful to explore how food practices and memories are used to 

negotiate new social relations in families and neighborhoods.  As I will discuss in the 

conclusions this focus may not have been completely clear to visitors at first, yet it 

greatly helped organize the primary sources and contextualization in terms of display 

production.  

           Selecting some key narratives (in assorted media) from the documentation I 

gathered, I created –in consultation with participants in the study- display elements to 

share with them and their communities some aspects of their immigrant food histories. 

The materials for display were taken from a corpus of primary sources including oral 

histories, sound, video and photographic documentation that I collected during fieldwork. 

The main display-panels had text in Spanish with English translations. Interpretive labels 

are as important as the ‘big idea’ since they could help point to the main theme or 

obscure it. I dedicated as much energy as I could to the composition of labels, but this 

aspect requires more thought and time (and trials within the space to be used) than any 

other element of display. As Serrell points out so well “it can make or destroy an 

exhibition” (Serrell 1996:34).  

Five main display areas featured food-centered histories of five Dominican 

women and two men, showing food preparation and consumption of main Dominican 

staple dishes. Primary sources in the form of narrative quotations, hand drawn maps, and 

handmade books were the main focus or ‘meat’ of the displays.  Visual elements and 

maps were used to show spatial aspects of the subject addressed.   
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Fig. 7.2: Views of entrance and hall of Rio Gallery, where the exhibition was held, Manhattan. 

 

          In the main entrance hall by the elevator, a title poster introduced visitors to the 

'what?' of the exhibition, gave a definition of ethnographic exhibition, and clarified from 

where the contents were taken. Three 30 X 40” photographic posters (with identifying 

labels) showed close-ups of Dominican foods to entice visitors to explore further.  

 

 
Fig.7.3: View of main room posters, a plate as cultural map, versions of mangú contrasted. 
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           There were two larger posters centered in the main room.  One, What is a 

foodmap? (showed a large image of a plate-surrounding text defined foodmaps and how 

to use them). The other, Versions of Mangú, grounded this question by showing six 

different preparations of the same staple dish, accompanied by narratives related to the 

meaning of Mangú for each of the collaborators migrant histories.   

 

 
Fig.7.4: View of main exhibit room-green arrow: Sesoning Language poster, close-up detail. 

 

            

Close to these posters was a smaller panel, Seasoning Language: Dominican food 

sayings and metaphors (text only), showing a list of phrases and words used by the 

participants when speaking about food. High up on the wall of the room were sprinkled 

food-narrative memories (narrative transcriptions in large fonts giving a more intimate 

‘voice’ to the room). These participants' food memories were left anonymous (but some 

appeared in the books ascribed to each person individually).    
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Fig.7.5: Views of display area  with participants’ books--books closed showing maps, open. 

 

 

        Seven Bookmaps (handmade accordion books depicting food histories of each cook 

in their domestic spaces, utilizing their own narratives as texts) were placed on a set of 

wooden benches by the hand-drawn map wall display. Each book had a title page with a 

blank space for signatures, to identify the person whose foodmaps were depicted. I 

decided at the last minute about the book format since it was a suitable way to show each 

separate individual food history in an intimate way, and within its own context of words 

and visual documentation of kitchens and home spaces. The front page of each book 

required the collaborators to sign their name, nickname, or pseudonym if they agreed for 

me to show these intimate portraits of their lives; they all signed; one person chose a 

nickname.  The books became a gift that was given to each participant after the exhibition 

ended.  
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Fig.7.6: View of area display for the hand-drawn memory-maps by collaborators, side, 2 posters. 

 

 

           The back wall area of the room space had an area (Memory Maps: Boundaries of 

‘home’) dedicated to 50 food-centered hand-drawn memory maps made by my 

collaborators, depicting their food routes, kitchen spaces, community networks and 

country maps for both NYC and DR. Two large posters framed these hand-drawn maps. 

One, Public Foodscapes: Dominican Food Routes in NYC. on a North America map with 

an overlapped image-quilt, showed translocal food paths (from grocery stores and 

restaurants to actual food exchanges between DR-NYC), tracing the connections between 

suppliers and consumers based on participant’s specific food paths.   
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Fig.7.7: View of display areas, Shared foodmaps poster, and Dominican foodscapes poster. 

 

 

In the other one, Shared Maps: Seasoning Foods, kitchens & Memory, visual elements 

showed food preparations, main seasoning ingredients, and narratives expressing their 

usage and memories associated with certain preparations. These (placed across the public 

food routes poster) functioned as private versions of ’public’ Dominican cuisine in NYC.  

          For the interactive elements my guiding question was: What could visitors do with 

the information they are exposed to in this exhibit? The aim of these areas was to offer 

ways for them to question their own experiences of food, memory and sense of home, 

and to learn how to appreciate their own and their neighborhoods' local histories.  
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Fig.7.8: Display areas for interactive elements of the exhibition-at the end of suggested path. 

 

One poster (Please, share your foodmaps) invited visitors to become users by drawing or 

writing their own foodmaps, and to pin them to an empty special wall area as an ongoing 

display. In the center of the room there were tables and chairs where visitors could sit to 

write or draw. Two other areas (Please, leave your feedback of exhibition) invited visitors 

to respond to any display and to evaluate the exhibition. An 8 x 11” handout and a sign-

up book were provided to leave their freeform feedback. These interactive elements, 

besides giving me feedback to evaluate the exhibition reception, produced more primary 

sources in the form of hand-drawn foodmaps by the visitors which are now in my 

archives.  

A summary poster by the exit, finished the path of the exhibit. This final panel 

explored what ‘difference’ does food make? for the way Dominicans experience NYC 

according to where they come from, where they live now,  and the food relations and 

memories they maintain with Dominican staples. This area also summarized the main 

theme of foodmaps, asking follow-up questions, listing the production credits and 

thanking participants, volunteers gallery sponsors.  
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           I designed the displays with the intention of helping the space and the elements 

support the content and each other.  I felt it was important to highlight through first 

person narratives, the poetic and political value of the struggle of immigrants' everyday 

re-invention of themselves. A struggle that helps them survive with some sanity, 

autonomy, and pleasure in a foreign land. Through this personal process immigrants also 

bring food labor and food establishments as employment resources, giving specific 

cultural flavors to local neighborhoods.   

         Each of the display areas highlighted the food narratives using participants' own 

words and hand-drawn memory maps. Each individual sub-theme panel was used to 

reinforce the main focus sentence, yet I thought they could also be approached 

individually. The intention was to use them to interpret each aspect of food relations: 

whose foods, memories, and whose homes were presented? The use of interactive panels 

were ways of provoking thoughts on food, memory, and home, but it was also aimed at 

encouraging the creation of more primary sources to be collected for a future food-

centered Dominican local history archive.   

 

CURATORIAL VOICES AND PEDAGOGIC AIMS  
        The materials for the display were produced from the experiences and perspectives 

of some Dominican migrants, (including my role as curator),  not as representative, but as 

some of the life histories that are found in this population in NYC. Many levels of 

curatorial voices, were present in this exhibition. The main voices consisted of  the 

primary source narratives and the hand-drawn foodmaps. Using food narratives in diverse 

display shapes preserving the phonetics of Afro-Dominican Spanish, I wanted to give the 

audience emotional access to some invisible cultural aspects of migrant lives. I explained 

my choice to participants and asked for permission to quote them this way, instead of in 

standard Spanish. This consultation was necessary, since some Dominicans may feel 

ashamed to be considered ‘brutos’ (dumb) because in main stream culture their 

vernacular is perceived as incorrect or uneducated.     
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         As another curatorial voice, I used my own visual documentation of food and poster 

graphics to contextualize the stories of fieldwork participants within wider socio-cultural 

and historical situations. In the posters I adapted base-maps of NYC and the Dominican 

Republic to locate migrant routes from and to particular neighborhoods, to show food 

paths navigated by participants, and as spatial context for the kitchens and homes.  

          I intended for the tone of the exhibition to be as meditative as storytelling, yet also 

celebratory and critical. The collaborative character of the exhibition consisted in part of 

choosing the materials for display in consultation with the participants. There were also 

participatory elements for audiences to have a chance to leave their feedback as they were 

invited to draw their own foodmaps to hang on a separate wall of the gallery space. I 

created the visual contexts, made the transcriptions and translations, and fabricated the 

display posters, and built the panels from which they were hung with help from 

volunteers.   

         In terms of pedagogic aspirations and significance of the event, I wanted the 

participants, their communities, and other visitors to have access to a shared space of 

representation. In general, my aim was to create awareness of food’s power, the food 

plate as a cultural map and as part of the narratives of who we are. My wish was for 

individuals to at least become curious about using food to think with and to appreciate 

aspects of migration, for example the pleasures and conflicts of finding senses of home in 

a new geography.   

 

OUTCOMES AND RELATED EVENTS  
        The opening night was the first public event associated with the exhibition. In a cold 

December night, a delicious buffet of Dominican foods was served (and cooked 

especially for us by Dulce, a Dominican woman that works for this organization). The 

foods were donated by Broadway Housing Communities, and Dominican rums and beers 

were donated by me and the participants.  
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Fig.7.9: Opening night event for the exhibition Cooking & Remembering, Rio Gallery. 

 

           An unexpected request for an oral presentation by the curator was complied with, 

in which I explained the exhibition's purpose and dedicated the event to the participants. 

Questions were welcomed from all present, and many eagerly participated. At one point 

the discussion became a heated debate among visitors and participants about which were 

the most ‘authentic’ Dominican foods. This made the curator quite happy, although 

disappointed at not being able to record such exchanges on video, since I was busy 

‘participating’.  

          Through personal contacts made during the opening, two teachers arranged to have 

educational tours of middle and high school classes from public schools in Washington 

Heights with predominantly Dominican students. I could not determine how many 

visitors passed by the exhibition unless they left maps or feedback, which many did not 

do. The building was not easy to find, and the gallery space was not a store front location. 

There were day-time gallery hours which made it difficult for many to attend. Also many 
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City residents (including Dominicans living in other boroughs) if not already familiar 

with the area did not usually venture that far uptown into Mangú City.   

 

AUDIENCE: RECEPTION AND FEEDBACK 
          The exhibition was addressed, in principle, to a general audience but especially to 

those interested in food, migration and/or local histories. The participants, their networks, 

and Dominicans in the City were of course a main target audience. Presenting local 

Dominican histories could serve also as a bridge between first, second, and third 

generation of Dominicans within families and neighborhoods. Since Dominicans become 

who they are in NYC by claiming a cultural difference in relation to others in their 

diverse neighborhoods, I thought the exhibit could be also instructive for such a diverse 

audience. I was hoping some non-Dominican people would get lured by the invitation, 

becoming curious about what foodmaps may be, and would come in to check the 

exhibition. 

         Even though the focus was on Dominican immigrants I though there was a larger 

appeal and significance for the multicultural population of the City, since food, home, 

and memory are basic processes that inscribe specific cultural experiences in all humans. 

One main exhibition audience addressed were the fieldwork collaborators, I gathered 

their responses to the exhibition in generalthrough a separate form I created, and filled 

these out from their oral responses: 

 
Me gutó ver mi bandera [rice+bean]con lasaña, esa e’la que yo entiendo, pero 
trae contradicione con la gente...a mi si me gustó lo enfrentamiento [durante la 
apertura]. [I liked seeing my Dominican flag with lasagna, that is the one I 
understand, but it brings contradictions with other versions...I enjoyed the debate 
during the opening] 
 (Elsa)  
 
Quisá debió presentarse de forma diferente el arroz y la habichuela, [ya que] la 
bandera dominicana representa un desafio completarla, acompañada de la carne... 
[maybe the presentation of rice +bean could have been explained better...to make 
clear it was a challenge to complete that Dominican flag with the accompanying 
meat...] 
 (Luis) 
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Si, los libros y los mapas estubieron bien organizado, uno podia ver cada pueblo 
de las diferente persona...[yes, the books and maps are well organized, one can 
see each town of the different people]  
(Flor)  
 
Me gustaria que se hubiera presentado la preparación de comida en formato mas 
grande...[I wish that the food preparation have been shown in larger format]  
(Rafa) 

 

     Overall the exhibit was received well by a broad audience (as expressed during the 

opening, in the sign-up book, and in many e-mails requesting more information), it was 

prized for choosing a subject usually 'taken for granted' such as food, and for being 

‘original’ by making an exhibition about it. The feedback form yielded a range of 

interpretations about the theme (‘big idea’) of the exhibition, which will be very useful 

for how to design clearer exhibits in the future. I am pleased that at least food was a 

central theme in all the reactions: 

 
I feel the show tells of connections of smell, touch, taste and nourishment for 
what it means to become a particular human being... 
 
I think the exhibition is about the importance of food as a medium of 
remembrance, memory-making and community... 
  
Making people aware of their little known greatest pleasure…food...the human 
condition uniting everyone... 

 

 

Some students from public school PS-Juan Pablo Duarte (in Washington Heights, where 

the Gallery is located) came to the exhibition, some left comments:  

 
Eto e’ un certamen alimenticio [de la gente pobre], a lo rico no le interesa comé 
de eto...[this is food contest-for poor people, the rich are not interested in eating 
these foods] 
 
I didn’t know that one could do a study or a show about food...now I can value 
more my mother and grandma’s foods... 
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           Some visitors pointed out that the blue of the walls and the small blue benches 

reminded them of DR houses and environments, which I welcome even though it had not 

been my conscious intention when creating them. I had thought of the blue associated 

with maps, ocean, flows, and Feng-Shui recommendations. The overall impressions from 

the feedback forms and the sign-up book expressed that the visitors were provoked to 

become aware of the place of food in their lives, especially with respect to memory and 

the foods they grew up eating. I was particularly interested in the emotional responses: 

 
Me ha traido muchos recuerdos de mi familia y mi pais (yo soy boricua) porque 
tenemos mucho en común...it has brought many memories of my family and 
country, (I am from Puerto Rico), because we have much in common] 

 
I see in my mind my foods like a picture, as if seeing it for the very first time... 

 
I remember that in times of hunger the woman that took care of us in DR (when 
my mother migrated to NY) would give us a piece of plantain with chocolate 
water...I will never forget...  

 

          Many visitors thought the point of the exhibition was mangú, Dominican foods, or 

food in general. Others understood it as related to place and family traditions. Many liked 

the visual elements, the books especially, and the photographs of food preparations: 

 
I enjoyed the photographs, especially of people preparing foods, it made me think 
about my favorite foods... 
 
Me gustó el área de mapas culturales compartidos...lastima no poder probar tanta 
comida rica!...[I like the map area, and the images of food, too bad I could not 
taste the many rich foods!] 
 
I like the narratives, they are necessary to produce personalities behind the 
project...I love the photographs and the books, and the design concept... 
 

 

          It seems that most visitors were more familiar with art shows. It was a bit 

confusing to them to see the more contextualizing and explicative aspects of this 

exhibition.  I should have had a bigger label introduction explaining the difference, or the 

approaches more clearly. Some visitors misinterpreted the exhibition aims as trying to 
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represent Dominican cuisine, and accordingly complained about the absence of some 

dishes.  In the introduction panel, and during opening, however, it was clearly stated that 

this was not the purpose. Some Dominican-Americans, seemed concerned with their 

reputations and public image, they left feedback (in English) disapproving of the use of 

Afro-Dominican Spanish in the narratives.  Yet the majority of working-class visitors, 

and most importantly, the participants whose narratives were used, were comfortable 

with the choice, and indeed expressed that the ‘flavors’ of the words and foods would be 

lost otherwise.  Now I realize that the labels should have been huge for the interactive 

areas. The sign-up book, at least during the opening, seems to have been a more familiar 

practice for the visitors, so I got many long entries.  

            By far the most prominent areas, in term of visitors' attention, were the images at 

the entrance, the bookmaps in the main room were very popular (to the point that I had to 

place a large label indicating that the books were not to be taken away, but were part of 

the exhibition), and the short food-narratives sprinkled around the room walls. My 

favorite display area, the hand-drawn maps, visitors did not spend much time looking; 

nor did they read the labels or use the loupes provided. The poster Seasoning foods and 

language showing text listing Dominican food sayings, metaphors and ways of speaking 

about food, was by far the area that Dominicans seemed to like the most, (individuals 

spent more time in front of it and read it out loud, laughing) which pleased and surprised 

me greatly (since it was pure text, no visuals).  

           The most ignored area (which hurt me as a personal failure), were precisely the 

interactive ones that I had put so much energy into thinking through. I forgot the 

peculiarities of my main target audience. They were oral-centered communication 

groups, such as Dominicans, Latinos, some of my friends and family, and many other 

visitors. This should have been so obvious to me! No one wanted to write down in their 

own handwriting. Asking them to draw was already a lot! An oral-centered expressive 

culture is responsible for this only in part. Besides that factor, there are self-

consciousness and educational levels, and the fact that people, (especially immigrants) 

are suspicious of any information requested, especially in writing. Also most visitors are 

rarely asked to leave such detailed feedback, and the small setting of the exhibit may 
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have been inappropriate for such requests. I obtained feedback from fieldwork 

participants orally, which I recorded or took notes of, but not even them, invested in this 

event as they were, used the forms I created.   

 
Fig.7.10: Visitors to the exhibition  –adult and children- creating foodmaps. 

 

         The panel-wall for visitors to leave their foodmaps, did not work well initially 

(especially for adults; children left many maps) because people would not read the 

invitation, and the label asking them to hang their maps was not very visible (I modified 

this few days after the opening). Nonetheless, eventually I got a nice harvest of visitors’ 

foodmaps and comments about the experience:  

 
The invitation to make a foodmap related to a childhood memory made me 
realize how powerful memories of food can be, and not necessarily positive or 
fond memories... 
 
I discovered in my drawing the importance of certain foods in my life... 
 
It is strange to draw a personal map of our past through a food-memory, of where 
we have been, instead of where we are or want to go... 

 
Wow! I haven’t draw since I was a child!... 
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PARALLEL OUTCOMES: VERSIONS OF MANGÚ 
           I edited a short demo film Versions of Mangú, showing preparations of a 

Dominican staple dish through diverse cooking styles, narratives, and the migrant 

histories that informed its flavors and meanings. The piece features six separate vignettes 

of different preparations of mangú by Dominican participants in my fieldwork.  

This short piece does not pretend to be an ‘ethnographic’ documentary, a genre 

currently being debated in the anthropological literature and elsewhere. No voice over 

tries to explain what is going on; rather the cooks’ narratives weave together the sequence 

in multi-sensory ways; explaining their cooking actions, sharing memories and theorizing 

their life’s perspectives as they go through each step. The cooking process had to be 

edited to keep the vignettes under less than ten minutes each. There are plenty of close-

ups that show the foods, hands and kitchen tools, and Afro-Dominican Spanish voices 

pervade in all their humorous glory.  

I got a chance to screen the film for three of the participants, individually, before 

the public screening, to get their feedback and permission. The other three cooks gave 

permission but due to work and family illness could not meet with me in advance or 

attend the screening. Their feedback was favorable, even though some of them felt 

slightly shy to see themselves in video. I offered to edit out any material they felt 

uncomfortable about, but none had any objections:  

 
Ta’ bien como presenta como cocinamo lo dominicano, diferente ingrediente y 
utensilio, pero usan casi lo mismo...todo son hogare pobre, pero con 
posibilidades... [it is ok. the presentation of the way Dominicans cook, different 
but with similar tools almost the same...all are poor homes, but with potential...] 
 
No, no dije ná malo...a mí no me importa que lo vea el mundo entero, y el que no 
le guste que se lo aguante... [no, I didn’t say anything wrong...I don’t care if the 
entire world sees it. If someone doesn’t like it that is his problem] 
 
Me veo, como un poco cohibida, pero normal...yo no tengo inconbeniente...soy 
pobre, y a mucha honra... [I look self-conscious, but normal...I don’t have a 
problem with that...I am poor, but with honor] 
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Fig.7.11: View of invitation and screening night at Mirabal Cultural Center, Manhattan. 

 

            

This film was screened fro the public on December 24th, 2006 at Hermanas 

Mirabal Cultural Center62, also located in Washington Heights.  Flyer-invitations for the 

screening of Versions of Mangú were distributed in the Washington Heights area, 

through personal contacts and sent by e-mail. I asked the participants to cook their mangú 

versions to serve after the screening. The Center's organizers of the event, myself and 

Luis (one of the participants and member of the organization) introduced the film as a 

related event to the exhibition. Three of my fieldwork collaborators that appear in the 

film spoke briefly to the audience about their experiences collaborating with this project, 

and about mangú meanings in their cooking practices.  

 

                                                 
62 A Dominican local grassroots community organization, that offers educational, cultural and advocacy 
programs for the Washington Heights area, in Manhattan.  
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Fig.7.12: Flor, Josha and Elsa, engaging with the audience. Left, Mangú brought by collaborators 
to share with audience. 
 

 

In accord with most Dominican cultural events, a poem composed by Luis for the 

occasion was read. The showing coincided with a Dominican holiday, Nochebuena, and 

it was jokingly baptized by some as Mangú being the Dominican Nochebuena in NYC. 

This important night is an occasion for a Christmas dinner with family, so we were glad 

to get a room full of people in spite of that, especially considering the small space for the 

projection. Each participant that appeared in the film was given a dvd copy; and in 

appreciation for the solidarity and support the Cultural Center had offered to this event 

and to the exhibition, a copy of the film was donated for their archives.  

The reactions to the Versions of Mangú film were very productive. In general 

terms all participants liked the representation of their version of mangú (mashed green 

plantains), and enjoyed seeing themselves on video, even though some felt shy, 

especially about their voices: 
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Mi mangú se ve diferente a lo demás...me guta mi version...[my mangú looks 
different from the others...I like my version...] 
 
El retrato de mangú que se presenta e’ adequado, pero faltó má de cuando tamo 
comiendo, ninguno se ve comiéndo...[the portrait of mangú presented is 
adequate, but I wish we could have seen more of when we are eating it...] 
 
La preparacion entre hombre y mujer no hay mucha diferencia, él laba todo como 
la mujere, pero pela el plátano diferente., no sabe...[the preparation of mangú by 
women and men does not have much difference, the man washed all his 
ingredients, just like we do, but he doesn’t peel plantains well...] 
 

Participants said they appreciated especially seeing their own food preparation in 

contrast to other versions of mangú, and noticing how the other versions differed from 

theirs. They showed great interest in tasting the other versions they did not know about. 

There is a subtle gendered knowledge evaluation above and in the following reaction:  

 
De lo s’otro mangú me gustó ma el de Fifa, con carne de puerco, lo hiso sencillo, 
sin tanta cosa...el del hombre no me gustó porque nunca lo habia visto así, el de 
Fifa me gustó, me gustaria probar ese mangu con plátano amarillo y puerco... 
 
[I like Fifa’s version of her mangú, I have never seen it prepared that way...I 
didn’t like the man’s version because I have never seen it prepared that 
way...Fifa’s one I liked, with pork and one ripened plantain, I want to taste that 
one...] 

 
 

          The audience present during the screening seemed to have enjoyed all the versions 

of mangú presented in the film. They did not wait for the screening to finish, but were 

interacting as the film unfolded63, shouting direct comments at each of the cooks 

preparing the food. There was much laughter, and clapping at moments when they liked 

the narratives the cooks shared as they prepared mangú or when a particular procedure 

was different from  their own cooking practice:  

 
I thought I was the only one that did that!!![I thought I was the only one that 
prepared mangú that way!] 

                                                 
63 This constant call and response polyphonic, contrapuntal engagement, as Gilroy (1993) has pointed out 
are some of the ‘jewels brought from bondage’ by Afro-diasporic populations. It may this secular 
screening, it activated, at least for me, a sort of church-like sacred space. 
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Ay!, eso e’nuevo!...echándole verdura al mangú?...[ah! that is new to me, putting 
herbs into the mangú?] 

 

        Both participants and those attending the screening paid special attention to three 

main things: how the person peeled plantains, how they mashed (and the tools used for 

mashing), and what compaña [side dish] they chose to serve mangú with.  They also 

wanted to know about the type of cebolla (onion) each chose to use, and about the 

kitchen utensils, how old or clean they looked. The audience paid attention to each step 

of preparation and shouted their disagreement at particular moments: 

 
Oye, pero ese hombre tá asesinándo ese pobre plátano...y no sabe pelá cebolla... 
[that man is killing that poor plantain, and he doesn't know how to peel onions] 
 
Qué rico se vé eso, acabemo pronto pa’come mangú!...[that looks so tasty, lets 
finish soon so we can try the mangú] 
 
 

           There were gustatory sounds at the close-up scenes of cooking and of the foods. 

They voiced their appreciation of the cooks’ narratives in Dominican Spanish accents, 

suggesting this was part of the cooking flavors. Most shouted approval sounds to the 

contents of each cooks’ narratives, especially the political references that arose64.  

 
Esa mujer e’ fuerte, y pa’ colmo chavita...hay que aplaudila...[that woman is 
strong, and also chavista [Chavez-Venezuela]...we have to applaud her] --
Applause from audience ensued-- 

 

        After the screening we had an hour or so of discussion. Three fieldwork 

collaborators were present, and they and I took questions from the audience. The 

audience asked very few questions, they mostly made comments, told their own stories or 

memories related to mangú.:  

 

                                                 
64 The Mirabal Center (named after the three sister killed by the Dictator Trujillo in the 1950’s) is a 
‘progressive’ community organization, being a left wing, proletarian agglutinator whose mailing lists show 
similar principles, so this was a progressive crowd.   
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Eta pelicula e’un documento importante de nuetra tradición cultural, en 100 año 
se preguntan qué comian lo dominicano en nueva yor, y aqui tá la prueba...[this 
film is a document of our cultural tradition, in a 100 years if they wonder what 
Dominicans ate, here is the proof...] 
 
En 1962, le preguntaron a Marechal qué el comia que podía meté tanto inin, el 
digo mangú y arró y habichuela...[in 1962, the baseball player [Dominican] 
Marechal was asked what did he eat to be able to get so many innings, he 
responded mangú and rice and beans] 
  
Sí, pa’ lo que creen que aquí el dominicano na’ má bebe ron y baila merengue, 
aquí ta’ un prueba de la gente trabajadora, lo que nunca sale en television...[yes, 
those that think Dominicans in here only drink rum and dance, this film is proof 
that there are hard working people, those that are never shown on TV...] 
  
El plátano era o má barato que podiamo comprá, y llena mucho, pero se ha 
decubierto ahora que e’un buen alimento tambien... [plantains were the cheapest 
food to get, and is very filling, but now they discovered that it is also nutritious] 

 
Por eso e’ que la mujer dominicana e’ fuerte, a puro mangú...[that is why 
Dominican women are so strong, eating pure mangú] 
 
En mi barrio decían que el que comé plátano se pone bruto...[they used to say in 
my neighborhood in DR that plantains make one stupid] 
 
 

          Through the eating and drinking time after the main discussion, there were also 

individual and small group conversations about Dominican foods more generally. Many 

approached me to exchange contact information, I got many names of Dominicans that 

wanted their versions of mangú included in a sequel of this film65, many of them men that 

wished to redeem the perception that men did not know how to cook mangú.  

 

REFLECTIONS ON PROCESS AND OUTCOMES 
        In re-thinking what I wished to do, against what was possible to do within the 

existing limitations, I relied on an assortment of transdisciplinary works (Aberley 1993, 

Frisch 1990, Hayden 1997, Karp & Lavine 1991, Lassiter 2005, Prosser 1998, Serrell 

                                                 
65 I plan to continue gathering versions of this staple (maybe until I get 50 or so) in NYC, DR, Puerto Rico and 
Miami. These version will be incorporated as separate vignettes in DVD, which will also offer ethno-historical 
and ethnographic contextualization within Dominican and Caribbean cuisine.   
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1996) which were congruent with my methodological concerns for this project. Even 

though only Hayden, Serrell, and Karp & Lavine explicitly deal with the production of 

exhibitions (however focused on museums and established gallery spaces), they all 

helped me reconsider which elements are important in designing interpretive exhibitions, 

and they gave a theoretical support to using image-based approaches in my research.  

           My critique below is based on the kinds of audience-centeredness and clarity of 

main idea criteria that Serrell stresses for evaluating the success of an exhibition, and on 

Hayden’s production of local history projects. I evaluate first what did not work well, 

move then to the best outcomes, and close with a discussion of the usefulness, 

implications and contribution of exhibitions and films as tools for fieldwork and as 

reciprocity gift/event to share with the communities we work with. 

          As I finished the last displays too close to the opening time, I did not get to walk 

around and get an impression of what was done. Visitors came in and there was no time 

until few days later.  Even though I had the help of many wonderful people along the 

way, including during the day and a half of the installation, the core responsibility for the 

design, production and display decisions was mine, so I was caught up with finishing on 

time, without enough distance or possibility to make changes. This kind of project 

definitely requires at least a team of three, as well as much more time, planning and 

distance between production and opening. 

       I was too excited and busy interacting with visitors during the exhibition’s opening 

to document the show. When I finally made it back to the gallery a few days later, I was 

concerned with checking to make sure that the posters and display element did not fall off 

the walls.  I did get to walk around documenting displays, and tried to follow the path 

that I initially thought the exhibition suggested: entrance, narrow hall with title poster, 

areas with the large photo-posters of food, and the menu & appetizers small posters. Then 

to the room gallery space: the main mangú-foodmap posters, the hand-drawn maps, the 

seasoning language poster, the shared seasonings poster, and the books on the benches. 

On passing, one could see the food-narratives sprinkled around the room, and finally (not 
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as prominent or clear as I wanted) there were the feedback areas posters, sign up 

notebook, and the blue panel area for visitors' foodmaps.   

        This was obviously not a clear path, even to me. In the rush, I had forgotten  to 

shift the focus from what I wished to see, to making an exhibition for others not 

intimately familiar with the material. There was an overall impression of blue, and way 

too many displays for such a small space; yet it was pleasing visually, if maybe a bit 

scary in terms of the amount of text. In spite of many sketch-drafts of the labels, I ended 

up using too much text, which was, of course, ignored by most people. If even frequent 

museum goers avoid text, imagine the reaction of oral-centered Dominicans and Latino 

groups. I should have been more careful not to alienate anyone. In my head this project 

was so connected to fieldwork that maybe it made it hard to let go unconsciously of an 

academic audience in Austin that was present in my head.  

         The focus on foodmaps was a bit confusing, I don’t even know if that concept, as 

a ‘big idea’ of the exhibition became clear at all.  This reveals to me that we can’t make 

exhibitions for ourselves or for the staff producing it (or even for an audience already 

knowledgeable about the subject), but rather we must remember to think of users/visitors 

that may not be as embedded in the topic, and that will have perspectives from the other 

side of production.  A good way to do this is by testing each display--and a general 

overview of ‘big idea’ and path suggested by the exhibition--with volunteer audience 

ahead of the opening, and with enough time to make changes to display elements and 

labels. 

           The gallery room was multiple-use space available to an office staff; sometimes 

elements of the display (mostly the books) were moved when they needed the room for 

staff meetings and for a once a week yoga class. The exhibition was housed in a 

particular work space, with a group that was not familiar with the museum like 

exhibitions, and in that sense I am glad that such a model (that filtered without my 

permission in my approach) was defeated. The place was definitely not a ‘gallery’ space 

in the traditional sense, but it worked well for traditional shows of paintings or 

photographs hanging on walls. Had I been more aware of the movement within it, I 
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would have provided other means to display the books, for example, and even 

incorporate such movements into the design.  

            Even though I was planning the exhibition a year before fieldwork, I only began 

sketching and making concrete timetables for it in September 2006, and the actual 

production happened in November. This is obviously, too short a time to produce 

materials, and to evaluate displays and labels before the opening. Yet, maybe this timing 

was right, since the re-framing of my methodological approach to the dissertation project 

around the foodmap concept became clear to just around that time, and influenced the 

way I approached the production of this exhibition.   

            I wanted to screen the film, as an event associated with the exhibition, on the 

night of the opening, but that was not possible for lack of proper equipment at the gallery. 

Nevertheless, the delayed screening became a chance to announce the exhibition to other 

audiences and to explain the connections of the content addressed in both. The public 

screening at the Mirabal Cultural Center, got a good reception to judge by a packed room 

with people standing at the back, by the lively reactions of those present, and by a very 

moving discussion after the screening. Many shared their descriptions of their own 

versions of mangú preparation, talked to me individually about many others related issues 

on food, Dominican culture, and especially the importance of food, labor and the 

necessity to make visible the story of ordinary Dominicans in NYC.  The atmosphere tha 

the interaction generated during screening became an additional narrative space of great 

interest to me. The constant call and response, polyphonic, contrapuntal engagement, as 

Gilroy (1993) has pointed out are some of the ‘jewels brought from bondage’ by Afro-

diasporic populations. These voices, gestures and critical evaluation and prize, activated 

such a secular event (at least for me), as a sort of sacred space.   

For both the exhibition and the film, my initial didactic aspirations were to entice 

a focus on food as a basic need, and on foods multiple relations that mediate our senses of 

home, the places where we work and how we survive.  As a bonus, I wanted to point to 

the question of where and how immigrants define boundaries of home, and how they 

create maps of relations through food in a new society. This was obviously too large a 

goal to be achieved from such a small and short lived event. Overall I think the 
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importance and power of food was not lost on anyone that came in contact with these 

pieces.  

          It seems hard to reconcile all the research and brainstorming I did for this event 

with what one can actually transmit through the actual exhibits, even after producing each 

element carefully, with an intentionally critical awareness of the interpretive labels and 

tone I wanted for it. This is frustrating, but it is worthwhile going through the process. I 

keep learning what not to do next time, learning to dedicate more time to planning, and 

making sure the place I get will become a site specific space. This project helped me to 

get closer to creating not only representations for an ethnographic exhibition but, most 

important how to produce ethnographically informed narrative spaces that, even though 

academically informed, are also ‘trans-media’, allowing for different ways to process 

information. The film,66  as a portable narrative space, also helped me reaffirm my belief 

in the need to use diverse media to digest our research as a challenge to our own 

scholarly growth, but also for wider audiences, and most important to offer, in a 

compressed form, immediate reciprocity to our fieldwork collaborators. 

           One of the major lessons for me of these mini-projects is that understanding and 

research about the audience, and collaborative engagement during the production should 

be primary (and anterior even to interpretive label design), especially if one is interested 

in reaching particular communities, and in creating critical yet accessible opportunities 

for discussion and cultural participation. Designing such projects with such vision from 

the onset will nurture and make visible the multivocal quality we are after. I did use, for 

example, used an ‘academic tone’ for my contextualization, and that may have been not 

fully appropriate for the space and audience; but I am contented with the use of the 

primary sources, which were (in spite of my curatorial voice) the center of attention. 

What could be done with these more ethnographic contextualization (that I still consider 

                                                 
66 Digital video, and the product of a dvd to disseminate ethnographic knowledge is not only an affordable 
alternative to textual-only based products, but offers great possibilities to combine diverse primary and 
archival sources that we collect during research. This format, when used also as an interactive dvd to be 
navigated by individual users, can have great potential for educational diffusion. I have since fieldwork 
tried a dvd format as a way to deliver conference intervention. I am very pleased with the result since the 
actual presentation takes about 7-10 minutes and there is more time for interactive discussions. I am also 
working on a dvd post-exhibition catalog for the exhibition.   
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are needed) is to lift small junks from such compacted labels out of larger posters, to use 

them as side labels for visitors that wish to spend more time reading and finding out more 

information. 

           It is important to consider not only which kind of audiences we want to invite but 

also which kinds of audience we want to create; viewers, readers, users, visitors? Of 

course a bit of all this is a given, yet I think is possible to use some pointers, labeling and 

tools to address a particular aspect according to the ‘ethnographic’ insights we want to 

share with people. Maybe creating emotional experiences and spaces for provoking 

thought or for people to want to know more can shift the weight from individual display 

elements to the central theme using these for concrete examples.   

          What can make an exhibition ‘ethnographic’ seems to be negotiated in the 

individual displays, but making this perspective explicit in an introductory label (in big 

fonts!) does help a lot.  But how can we suggest what it means to read the theme and 

examples ethnographically? How can we –as curators- help visitors address the contents 

and the media used critically without adding more noise to our already saturated public 

sphere? These are questions for future research and hands-on experiments. 

          How did the exhibition and film function and benefit my dissertation fieldwork? 

Once I explained to the collaborators the idea of the exhibition, they got very interested 

and eager to see it happening. I think it became a concrete outcome and deadline to work 

for, even for me. In retrospect, I think it helped them participate in the study with the 

clarity and satisfaction of knowing that they were going to see a tangible use of the 

information I was gathering.  I am not sure participants would have given me as much of 

their already restricted time as they did, had this focal point been absent. Realizing this, 

made me even more committed to making sure it was a quality product, but also 

manageable enough to be feasible within our time-resources constraints.  

I intent to design short workshop to use throughout fieldwork as a way of 

facilitating a ‘transferencia de medios’ (as the Zapatistas suggested), a transference of 

media knowledge with collaborators, respecting the limit to such engagement they may 

have, by not only offering training, but allowing for space for them to create with 

whatever knowledge and artifacts they may bring at least some of the display elements. 
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Suzy Seriff and Linda Ho’s work, especially their current long-term production of an 

exhibition about immigration histories in Texas, offers evidence and inspiration about the 

productivity of such a workshop-oriented model67.  

          These representations became, in production and public display, sites of encounters 

through which a confluence of voices came together, including mine as an ethnographer-

curator. Even though I wish these products could have been created in even more 

collaborative ways, it was too much to ask of my collaborators to participate in the actual 

fabrication of display elements and implementation, in addition to the narratives they 

shared, and the maps they had already so kindly drawn for me. However, at every step 

they all gave me feedback, and offered support in diverse ways including feeding me 

their delicious foods, calling me if I disappeared for few days, and asking some of their 

family members to help me set-up if they could not make it to the gallery(the two male 

participants helped to set up the plywood panels). The most important collaboration for 

me was their approval of my choice of narratives and media for displays, their presence at 

the opening and the screening, as well as their final feedback about these events.   

          The exhibition and film as hands-on parts of my media-based methodological 

approach during fieldwork, gave this study not only an invested ‘motor’ for my 

collaborators participation but also made concrete the ‘field’ as generator of immediate 

research outcomes. By bringing the domestic (already produced by public forces) into 

public spaces, it placed in conversation individual and collective narratives, poetics and 

politics of food. It also helped generate a brief site of reclamation of visibility and 

presence for ordinary migrant lives, which blurred the hegemonic boundaries between 

memory and history. 

          The contribution of these tools as pedagogic praxis and as public anthropology 

resides in offering shared spaces of representation for a research project in dialogue with 

the communities where it is produced, offering alternative public learning environments. 

The exhibit displays as such, including the posters I created as contextualization to the 

food narratives have some pedagogic value; it exposed diverse audiences to the cooking 

                                                 
67 The fruits of Seriff & Ho’s work can be experienced in 2009 through the Texas State History Museum 
exhibition titled: Forgotten Gateway: Coming to America through Galveston Island.  
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knowledge and cultural history of a local community, the gallery became a temporary 

space of cultural encounters with food as a galvanizing theme that inspired visitors and 

participants to think, remember and ponder about their food histories and the importance 

of food in their lives. The debate during exhibition opening about ‘authenticity’ of 

Dominican foods, and the exposure many Dominicans and Dominican-Americans had to 

the diversity of food experiences in their communities was also very productive.  

 
Aunque la idea fue exhibir alguno platos de la comida dominicana, no sirbió de 
encuentro, para adquirir conocimiento de diversa comida, y diferente forma de 
preparar la comida dominicana; bí plato que yo desconocia, la bersatilidad de 
todo...ay! ese arró con cebolla me impresionó, eso no ‘taba en el programa mio y 
de mi mamá... 
 
[Even though the idea was to present some Dominican dishes, we learned of the 
variety of Dominican cooking, I learned about dishes I didn’t know, all that 
variety...Ah! that rice with onions impressed me, my mother and I did not have 
that tradition...]  

 

          These tools helped create, even if briefly, bridges between private-public histories 

and helped me to address the implications of sharing local places of home among diverse 

groups. In my approach to fieldwork practice, in particular, the exhibition helped greatly 

to test, define and share through academic and more informal venues68 the usefulness of 

ethnographic mappings in general and of food mappings in particular. In terms of private 

ethnographic engagement, through the exhibition and film production and through their 

presentation as public events, I gained valuable skills and insights that would have been 

absent otherwise.   

           I am considering for future ethnographic studies, making these methodological 

tools a central focus of fieldwork research in ways that can become truly collaborative. 

These tools can be used not only with food or some other material culture focus, but 

could also be used to explore events, relations, and local conflicts, as a way to mediate 

debates at community levels, as a space for discussion and exchanges. I obtained also two 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

68 I got many inquiries from cultural organizations in NYC about foodmaps, and through e-mail exchanges 
came in contact with very supportive academic colleagues that invited me to present at conferences and to 
publish in two journals. 
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additional narrative sites to compare which food-narratives the participants felt were 

adequate to share in public, showing me with their choices, which kinds of personal 

testimony they needed to share with their communities and with strangers. Some of these 

feedback narratives offered new information, not present in other sources I already 

gathered. The uses of such tools as another way to engage privately with our fieldwork 

collaborators yielded benefits to them and to this dissertation project. They 

complemented fieldwork interaction and offered a mutual learning space for 

ethnographer and participants.  

 
El evento me sirvió para yo aprende cómo, que cuanta cosa se pueden hacer con 
una cámara, hacer una foto con nada...lo libro tenian má de lo que yo esperaba, 
eso e’ un trabajo fuera de lo común...me sorprendió, yo creia que era un libro má 
ordinario...  
 
[the event helped me to learn how many things and how could be done with a 
camera, one can do a photo with anything...the books had more than what I 
expected, an uncommon work...it surprised me, I thought they would look more 
ordinary...] 

 

         A new awareness by participants and audience about the value and necessity of 

preserving Dominican Spanish vernacular forms was also achieved. Seeing their words, 

sayings, metaphors and food-memories (and those of their mothers in some cases) gave 

them a new appreciation of the poetics and human worth of their cultural lives.  

 
El área que más me gutó es la parte del lenguaje, porque presenta una alternativa 
para recuperar lo nombres, y me gutaron los mapa, como memoria histórica del 
espacio...las narrativas resumen bien la entrevista que hicimos...muy emocional, 
lo mapa y lo libro; yo me lo queria llevar esa misma noche... [the part I liked the 
most was the language, because it is a way to preserve those words, and the maps 
as spatial historical memory...the narratives summarize well our interviews, very 
emotional, I wanted to take the maps and the books with me the night of the 
opening...]  
  
Lo que má me gusto fueron la foto grande del biscocho dominicano... pero lo 
mejor fueron lo refrane, sasonando el lenguaje...y me impresionó lo de mi mamá-
[sus palabras]...todo eso dicho, la cita, lo plato mio que no sabia que iban a 
estar... [what I liked the most were the large images of Dominican cake...but 
especially the seasoning of language part...I was also moved by seeing my 
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mother’s words, all the sayings, and my dishes, the images of foods I didn’t 
know would look like that...] 
 
Eto presenta el bínculo entre la comida y el emigrante...ete evento ha tenido 
efecto en mi memoria, se activaron lo recuerdo, olfato, paladar, el elemento 
visual, el lenguaje, el lugar (mapas) de donde partimo...[this presents a link 
between food and the immigrant. This is an event had an effect in my memory; 
my remembrances were activated, smell, taste, and the visual elements, the 
language, the place-maps from where we came...] 
 

 
         One of the most important outcomes of using exhibitions and films for this project 

has been their suitability as reciprocity exchanges with fieldwork participants and their 

communities. The participants felt their experience and knowledge to be validated by the 

study in general, but especially by the exhibition and film: 

 
Sí, me sentí orgullosa de ver mi comida, ahora la valoro má, porque aunque soy  
dominicana, pude observá algunas comida que todavia no he cocinado...[yes, I 
felt proud of my food, now I value it more, and even though I am Dominican, I 
learned of many other foods I have never cooked...] 
 
Estoy satisfecha con el retrato que se presentó lo que hay se trabajó en la marcha  
e’ autentico...[I am satisfied with the portrait presented, what is shown is a work 
that was done in the process of interaction, and is authentic] 
 
Sí, se conbirtió en algo generacional, con mi hija Abril, e’ una cadena que tiene 
que epandirse...la presentación es exageradamente adequada...un concepto 
popular que presenta la estructura  individual y colectiva de la cocina...ver esto 
en público e una sensacion extraordinaria porque le hace reafirmar a otras 
personas tambien lo que ello hacen en su casa...  
 
[yes, it became for us a generational link with our daughter Abril, this is a chain 
that has to expand...the presentation is overly adequate...a popular concept 
presenting individual and collective structure of cooking...to see this in public is 
an extraordinary sensation because it also reaffirms the value of what others do in 
their homes] 
 
De que eto se comparta en público, bueno siento orgullo, revalorización, 
nostalgia y satifación de intercambiar eta eperiencia tan importante en la vida del 
emigrante y de cualquier ser humano... 
 
[about this being shared in public, well I feel pride, re-valuation, nostalgia and 
satisfaction to exchange such an important experience in the life of an immigrant, 
and of any other human being...] 
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Participants appreciated the gift of the books and copies of the film not as research 

documentation but as sources for their personal and family archives. I think these events 

helped point to the importance of marginalized populations local histories and immigrant 

experiences in NYC. As Luis expressed to me: “Ete libro e’ pa’ mi s’ijo, cuando yo me 

muera se lo dejo...” [this book is for my children, when I die I will leave it for them...].  

 

RE-APPROPRIATING HEGEMONIC FRAMES  
There are some challenges that could be posed to the use of hegemonic frames (such as 

exhibitions, book formats, and films) to render visible marginalized histories. These 

challenges are welcome, since it will help me re-consider how to rescue more vernacular 

modes of knowledge and creative production that are more familiar to individuals and 

communities that I will engage with in future projects. The need to design workshops to 

train our collaborators on production of public intervention is also necessary if we are to 

design truly participatory events. 

The questioning of museum and exhibitions with attention to how they engage 

communities represented is a relatively recent debate undertaken by scholars and 

museum professionals (see for example, Karp, Dubrow and Goodman 2003, Gluck and 

Patai 1991), yet issues of representation have been engaged in a long history of debates 

ranging from social and art movements in the Third World to academic works crossing a 

range of academic fields.  

 We may need to question first what is a hegemonic frame, and who has a right to 

use it. Consider, specifically, how Western master tools and knowledges have been 

created on the backs on colonized populations, some of which have been stripped of most 

of their vernacular historical continuity –the case of the Caribbean, for example—that 

had to re-invent their theoretical and practical knowledge through bricolage and 

syncretism. Additionally, many ordinary individuals coming from Latin America have 

had the experience of creating artworks, poetry and letter writing (in some cases as part 

of school activities), and some still maintain such practices in the US, as ways of making 
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gifts for dear ones, and for reflecting about their lives. Where do the tools of the masters 

begin or end is hence problematic.   

Most working-class populations in the Americas, have been properly seasoned to 

consume and read representations through exposure to institutional systems, such as 

school and mass media. I got very clear feedback from one collaborator, for example, in 

relation to the exhibition display of the hand-drawn maps; she suggested that these 

primary sources should be copied in standardized ways for all of them to look more 

uniform, instead of showing the original wrinkled papers that, to me, have all the poetic 

charge and beauty of artworks. 

The purposeful reversal of literate Western frames to create critical counter-public 

might be indeed the main departure here; the usage of these frames to subvert hegemonic 

versions of public histories or at least to offer parallel and alternative versions from 

subaltern subjects. Initially participants were indeed skeptical that their food, narratives 

and lives were valuable enough to create public events based on them. Yet such doubts 

arouse (in my opinion) from the domestication they have suffered into accepting a 

common sense public culture that excluded their cultural productions, and from their 

marginal positionings as citizens in DR and now as immigrants in NYC.  

The way that participants reacted with -enjoyment and pride- to the events 

evaluated here, how they treasured the books (in their hegemonic bindings) and the 

DVDs given to them, re-assures me that I was not imposing a value on these products. 

My collaborators understood new marks of ownership through re-appropriation; petite 

liberated territories we have created, out of narrative modes and frames that previously 

were used to either exclude or classified them. 

The use of mapping as tools to gather data during fieldwork and as participatory 

elements during exhibition could also be questioned as ‘imposed’ hegemonic frames. Yet 

based on the reaction of my collaborators and of visitors to the exhibition, the act of 

simply drawing was not alien to ordinary individuals (even if they had only basic 

schooling). Initially people were taking aback by such request, especially because they 

might have felt their drawing skills were going to be judged, but once they overcame this 

concern –again born out of hegemonic domestications that exclude spontaneous 
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expressions usually restricted to professional or trained individuals- they enjoyed the 

process, many putting great care in the drawing of the maps. Others expressed the 

pleasure of engaging in an activity that took them back to childhood landscapes, a time 

when doing, feeling, thinking were not questioned as spontaneous creativity. 

I consider fair game any tools we could use, as scholars, cultural workers and 

activists to re-claim space and presence for the ordinary lives, experiences and narratives 

of our communities. The re-appropriation of previously restricted modes of 

representation could help us organize local history archives, but also the use itself of such 

tools become small liberation acts of place and memory making.  
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CONCLUSION 

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES FOOD MAKE? 

 
         

We are now at the last ‘landing pad’ of this document which, as with any project, 

is a point of arrival and departure simultaneously. There is no closure to the kinds of 

interpretive descriptions and analytic speculations I can keep making about Dominican 

experiences of food, memory and home, since this is a work in progress that will occupy 

the rest of my life. As I warned in my introduction, I don’t claim this to be ‘an 

ethnography’, más bien, this is an ethnographic account, through which I have shared 

findings of research as well as critical interpretations, and some passages from primary 

sources, showing some of their contradictions and grace.  

            Gathering some of the proposed ethnographic readings of previous chapters I 

discuss in this section how this dissertation offers possible answers to my research 

questions and what implications foodmaps have for the types of migrant seasonings 

shaping Dominican social formations and cultural histories in the US. I discuss the 

outcomes of this study and some methodological-theoretical and practical contributions 

and challenges to my approach to this research, as well as future research agendas opened 

by this dissertation.   

           Even though this research has produced data to answer my initial research 

questions about the transformation of food practices, gendered performance of food and 

how food is used to navigate local landscapes, it is clear to me now that the central 

question this dissertation is addressing is the role of food practices and narrative 

memories for the way Dominican immigrants find a sense of ‘home’ in a new society. 
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Through the use of foodmaps I have attempted to show the myriad entanglements of food 

for the majority of working-class Dominican migrants daily lives, through the particular 

experiences of those individuals that participated in the fieldwork research.  

           Foods can be viewed as time capsules to re-member (this is ‘suture’–restore) the 

ruptures of displacements, as a vehicle to navigate local environments, offering spatial 

and temporal transitions for re-locating and re-imagining where ‘home’ may be, even if 

such location is emotionally and materially unstable. I have shown how food-labor in 

cooking practices implicates both grounding in present conditions and through place-

memory helps transcend marginalization through food-narrative memories that aid in the 

re-invention of migrant trajectories of survival.  

TRANSFORMATIONS OF DOMINICAN FOOD, MEMORY AND HOME IN NYC 
          As a ‘case study’ this dissertation offers some concrete findings about Dominican 

food practices and their implications for cultural memory and narratives of ‘home’. 

Dominican cooking practices and uses of food among the participant families are diverse, 

yet they have some shared grounds that serve to point to their ‘Dominicanness’, both 

according to my analysis and from the narrative perspectives of the women and men that 

cook. The use of fresh ingredients, and some key condiments such as garlic, lime and 

oregano are identified as responsible for the particular taste of Dominican home cooking.  

           The ‘traditional’ Dominican food cycles have been adapted to the new ‘diasporic 

temporalities’ (Laguerre 2001) in NYC, as food related domestic and public labor serve 

to organize the routines and cycles of the day, weeks, months and year. The desayuno, 

comida, y cena [breakfast, lunch, dinner] which in DR have set times, is more flexible in 

NYC, and it has come to depend on who earns the income and cooks the foods in each 

household. These times have been particularly altered by school food availability and 

scheduling particularly in relation to new generations of Dominican-Americans.  

          The traditional Dominican staples are not cooked with the same regularity as in DR 

due to the different life rhythms experienced in the City. Yet these staples help shape the 

spatio-temporal organization of weekly cycles, and require extra effort  in other respects. 

For example, in procuring the ingredients, which at times may require traveling to 
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specific stores to get the right kinds and best priced produce. As we saw in Chapter III, 

food-labor is not restricted to the material production of income to purchase ingredients 

and the work-time required to prepare it. It also involves intense emotional-labor and 

memory-work. Such ‘cultural work’ (Williams-Forson 2006) is done mostly for others, 

but as can be teased out from the narratives of women cooks in particular, there is a re-

affirmation of self-worth, and a creative choice in the cooking of particular foods, as if in 

seasoning of flavors they could experience a re-seasoning of a familiar place-memory.  

           Dominican food practices in NYC have been transforming both in domestic and 

public spaces. Individual cooks introduce new ingredients through their exposure to other 

cooking practices in the City, and the availability of new ingredients not found in DR. 

Cooks make an effort, however to maintain a fidelity to ways of cooking they had in DR, 

or learned from their mothers (which is part of the ‘commemorative vigilance’), 

especially for the preparation of beans, in the use of oregano, and in the preparation of 

mangú. In relation to the three main staples, la bandera is the most frequently cooked 

staple meal, (despite or maybe precisely because of its similarity to other Latino rice and 

beans dishes?), yet this entree does not have the same prestige as in DR. This dish 

appears in narratives as a contested map of national negotiations, as many participants 

remember not being able to complete the culturally appropriate triad (rice & beans with 

meat) in DR.  

         Mangú, in spite of not being cooked as frequently (maybe due to his wide 

availiability ready-made in restaurants) as we have seen is held in great esteem among the 

participants, and it has become a more representative dish of Dominican immigrants in 

the US, unlike its marginal place in DR.  Sancocho was the least often cooked dish 

among participants, and it is only occasionally mentioned in their narratives, which may 

be partially due to the different geographic and social conditions in NYC which make its 

preparation less meaningful.  

          I found that even though these staples are important, family and region specific 

dishes may hold a greater significance in the memory-work and cooking repertoire of 

each cook. In many cases such dishes were low prestige and associated with times of 

crisis, as in the case of chicken legs. The domestic food practices are changing also 
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through consumption of fast foods, as is especially evident in second and third 

generations which are exposed in school and media to more ‘American’ fare. Also the 

complementing of home-cooking with take out food reveals in these families diet the 

presence most prominently of Chinese and Mexican restaurant foods (the American 

versions of such national cuisines, of course).  

           In public spaces, small grocery stores in specific neighborhoods are part of food-

networks of survival for their regular clientele, giving credit (fiao) for emergencies (In 

NYC even Dominicans call these bodegas or el groseri, not colmados as in DR). These 

small grocery stores are also ‘watch’ towers for neighborhood blocks, both in terms of 

social gossip and security. Dominican restaurants are sites of standardization of 

‘Dominican’ marketable staples for a diverse clientele, and they are also sites of cultural 

encounters through food-labor work force and clients, and this makes them landmarks in 

local neighborhoods.  Restaurants are also regular food paths for Dominican families, as 

supplemental fare and/or for special celebrations. These places too are meeting venues 

for socializing, especially in Washington Heights. 

Food paths are clear landmarks by means of which working-class first generation 

Dominican immigrants navigate NYC and find a sense of place. Through food-paths 

(from food shopping to work-sites), individuals gain a sense of orientation in a huge City, 

finding familiar language and speech, forms of interactions, and atmospheres that help 

them feel a sense of belonging in an urban space where they may otherwise feel 

anonymous and outcasts. Having left behind the public spaces of interactions so common 

in the streets and neighborhoods of DR, food landmarks function for them as points of 

contact in the perceived maps of the City.  

           Food sites help Dominican immigrants not only navigate a foreign City, claim 

presence and visibility, and establish networks of survival; through the power of food to 

encode past and present homescapes, they produce also gendered experiential maps that 

point to past and present boundary projects in the way these immigrants re-imagine their 

personal and collective histories. Such foodmaps reveal the political and poetic narrative 

memories that allow them to claim small spaces of pleasure and autonomy, and, in some 

cases, of resistance. 
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          Even though this study addressed only tangentially second and third generation 

Dominican-Americans, I can venture some observations pointing to the need for further 

research in this respect. The gendering practices through cooking, household 

maintenance, and parent-offspring relations, have undergone radical transformations, at 

least among the families that participated in this study. Both boys and girls, maybe due to 

the different social and educational system in NYC, are not trained early on to help with 

housework, with cooking, or by contributing to the family income.  

          In NYC, first generation immigrant women continue to be in charge of the 

functioning of households and family relations, and also in maintaining networks of 

survival outside the home (or as in the case of Flor, have learned to deal with multiple 

social services to assist in the functioning of household and family). They are however 

alone in these tasks, since --even when they try-- the gendered socialization of their 

daughters does not assure that they would want to learn the skills so that their mothers 

could delegate the tasks to them. With very few exceptions, male partners, husbands and 

offspring don’t help with housework to maintain ‘home’ spaces; not even washing their 

own dishes, cleaning their rooms, or doing their laundry, etc.  

           As seen through all the women collaborators' experiences, women in DR are 

trained (in most cases expected, and in some cases forced) while still quite young to 

develop skills in doing the household tasks considered ‘proper’ for their gender, and they 

are especially socialized to inhabit and master kitchen spaces, not only as sites of 

cooking, but as index of administrative knowledge for the reproduction of bodies, 

relations and homespaces. This includes juggling income, apportioning of finances to 

food and rent, covering of most other household basic needs (cleaning and hygienic 

products for example), knowing how to shop efficiently and bargain, and knowing how to 

interact in private and public spheres in gender and generational ‘appropriate’ ways.  

          Many daughters among the participating families (when still living with their 

parents) refuse to learn what were in DR gender specific tasks. New generations of 

Dominican-American women (and even first generation that arrived as children and are 

now ‘americanizados’) are not expected to help manage the household or help with 

cooking. They have a choice, and usually they learn in their twenties, depending on how 
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their life paths develop. Second generation Dominican-American women and men 

engage in more flexible gender performance, so the transmission of family cooking 

practices is not only restricted to women. They tend to develop an interest in cooking 

according to the disposition of those individuals and the relationship with their mothers. 

This is due in part to their particular domesticating seasonings which reveal contrasting 

foodmaps intersected by different networks and citizenship locations. 

PRODUCING HOME THROUGH FOOD RELATIONS 
        Food practices in the daily tasks of making home function not only to organize daily 

cycles. It also creates for individual cooks in each household a space of grounding or 

meditative practice, pleasure and autonomy in the briefly liberated territory of a kitchen.  

In the form of unpaid labor within the domestic space it gives a cook a sense of self-

worth as obligation and commitment to others' survival and to the maintenance of family 

cohesion through the non-verbal communicative spaces that food creates.  

In the personal history of each cook, (enculturated as such in DR), re-producing a 

practice that organized their lives before migration, seem to help them suture disruptions, 

and facilitates re-inventing a sense of continuity between who they were and who they 

are becoming. The foods in themselves as emotionally charged ‘artifacts’, generate 

familiar poetic spaces (through smells, textures, tastes and visuality), easing in the 

process their sense of displacement. Confronting a society in which they are marginally 

placed in the local power maps, may require rescuing any ritual practice that could 

restore a sense of independence and self-mastery. Cooking knowledge is also, in practical 

ways, a set of skills to earn a living and gain employment, and not only for the cooks that 

had a history of such employment in DR.   

          Food as a source of basic exchanges among reciprocity networks of survival is 

crucial in the formation of communities; such networks start within the family and can 

extend to other US regions and/or as far back as DR. These networks are created and 

maintained through direct and symbolic food-centered means such as preparation and 

sharing of meals (and/or food memories) within a family, use of a backup system of 

resources and income to procure food among extended families and fictive kin, and 
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occasional sharing of food through local public events. Translocal food exchanges with 

family and friends in Dr and in other US states happen through direct shipment of food 

items, remittances and/or even the mere sharing of food memories.  

           Dominican food businesses are in particular nodes for navigating place through 

foodscapes, but also concrete networks of exchange and back up systems for fiao (credit), 

besides being sites of socializing and cultural encounters with other local residents. Such 

nodal points of community formation include friendship and relations with local 

Dominican food businesses from grocery stores to restaurants that can provide a safety 

net in case of emergency, and are also part of cultural landscapes and communicative 

spaces that give familiar flavors to their lives. These food paths are not exclusively 

Dominican but can include Latino, Mexican, Chinese and any other trans-ethnic network 

that can help cooks procure the ‘right’ ingredients and good prices for the preparation of 

their ‘Dominican’ dishes.  

          Food is also a site of cultural encounters and an index of alliances through love 

partnerships and formation of new families for first and second generation Dominican 

immigrants across diverse communities. This is achieved through direct exchanges of 

meals and cooking knowledge, but also more symbolically through exchange of gendered 

bodies, of ‘social food’. This generating of new foodmaps across ethnic boundaries 

extends the fields for action, pleasure, conflict and belonging of all generations of 

immigrants in the same family and their survival network.  

For the Dominican population at large, food related businesses are one of the 

fastest growing economic sectors, employing many Dominican and Latino immigrants, 

providing services to diverse city residents, and creating a network of neighborhood, city 

wide and translocal economic, political and social relations that allow them to claim not 

only cultural visibility but bargaining power as small and medium enterprises with a large 

consumer base. 

           The difference that food makes for survival, through paid and unpaid labor, makes 

a difference in two more respects. For example for women like Fifa and Bienve who earn 

their living as cooks, Dominican staples permeate not only their personal choices in 

domestic space, but they are key elements of their job skills to earn the income to feed 
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and shelter themselves and their families. In the US there are more available jobs to 

procure resources and food is more affordable, as contrasted with experiences and 

struggles to earn one's plátano in DR. Almost all participants in this study expressed that 

one of the greatest changes from the conditions of life before they migrated is that they 

don’t go hungry in the US, in spite of their daily struggles to secure income to support 

their families. These gendered labor food paths also mark a difference on how individual 

cooks use and re-signify Dominican foods, depending on the types of work necessary to 

prepare meals.  

CULTURAL MEMORY AND NARRATIVES OF HOME 
           Asking what difference food makes, for producing and narrating migrant senses of 

home (which is never really separated from self-making and community-making), is a 

question with many possible answers. If we take it to question the practical importance 

that food has for creating spaces of home, then I hope this has been answered above. 

Emphasizing what kinds of cultural difference does food makes, I suggest it makes a 

strategic difference. It is important however to ask when, for whom, and how such 

difference is utilized within the Dominican population in NYC.  

           For first generation Dominican immigrants food markers and the Spanish language 

used to name them foods serve in some cases to find a pan-ethnic commonality under a 

‘Hispanic’ label through shared use of similar foodstuff. But also, through specific ways 

of preparing such common ingredients, it helps them claim a cultural difference in 

relation to other ‘Latino’ and Hispanic Caribbean inhabitants in the City (e.g. Cubans and 

Puerto Ricans). Furthermore, through food they claim a racial difference in relation to 

African-Americans and Caribbean immigrants from the West Indies. Finally, through the 

‘covert prestige’ (tastiness) of their own DR derived stapes, they claim a difference in 

relation to what they perceive as bland-pale mainstream ‘American’ foods as index of 

‘whiteness’. A more over practice and discource is generated around these same foods by 

some Dominicans becoming sites of racial identification (re-affirmation of ‘blackness’), 

and such foods continue also to be used as tools for political actions and radical 

engagement in their communities to claim rights and social justice.  
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          Regionally specific ways of naming, remembering and using foods also help some 

Dominican individuals and their communities to contest and claim a difference (class-

status-education-based difference) in relation to emerging hegemonic sectors within the 

Dominican population in NYC who they perceive discriminate against them and who 

appear to wash themselves out of ‘Dominicanness’ as part of a  strategic route to power. 

The ‘difference that food might make’ in the lives of each of the cooks is marked and re-

invented through their own specific roots and routes.   

           I want to reiterate that besides such collective ideological difference of subjectivity 

and forms of community (entangled with gender, class, race, citizenship, age), food 

makes a more important difference as well; it gives a personal and politically grounded 

historicity to the body-place-memory of migrants as they re-imagine a sense of their 

place in the world. It can be inferred from the food-narratives that what gets re-imagined 

through active interpretation of cultural memory is not necessarily an abstract national 

community belonging or performance of ethnic identity, but experiential socio-cultural 

relations to former local places, people, and landscapes.  

           Such remembrance-work that seems to occur daily for first generation immigrants 

(that arrived to the US as adults) includes forgetting as well as re-membering, and is full 

of tensions and uneasy relations to national Dominican hegemonies that marginalized 

them. The embodied memory of events, movements and sentiments of a past regional 

history from where they experienced national conditions, since such ‘seasonings’ have 

deeply marked their personal histories. The historical context indexed through present 

foods is a space of no return even if migrants go back to DR, since both their localities 

and themselves have changed.  

           As the analysis in Chapter VI has shown, ‘home’ as a personal and collective 

‘boundary project’ responds to the specific subjectivities and cultural histories that 

shaped the food experiences of individuals. The memory-work serves strategically in the 

present through food paths and food-narrative memories to re-imagine maps for their 

present histories, these new food routes condition also the kinds of family histories they 

produce for their offspring and the communities of practice they form in NYC.  
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         The struggles for food, shelter, and alternative memory-history have marked 

Dominican populations since their emergence as Afro-diasporic communities in 

Hispaniola. Through slavery and later through proletarization seasonings, the majority of 

the population were assigned a marginal place in the power maps of the Dominican 

nation and the global forces that policed (and still do) national and transnational borders. 

The power of food practices and food-narrative memory help Dominican immigrants in 

NYC today (as it helped their enslaved ancestors) to claim small degrees of autonomy 

and pleasure, and to ground themselves in a foreign land, while at the same time they can 

re-invent cultural strategies developed in former contested homescapes in DR.  

          Labor-oriented migration seems to be experienced as another form of forced 

relocation.  It takes decades to re-learn to feel a sense of physical ease on the grounds we 

stand as immigrants. An ongoing learning process of re-inhabiting place derived from the 

place-memory of former homescapes, becomes re-signified to where we are now. Hence 

cooking, eating, or even only the remembrance and occasional sharing of familiar foods 

(indexing of former relations to people, households and environments), feeds the longing 

for familiar relaxing grounds. Foods in a way re-season perceptions for re-creating 

cultural maps within which migrants could locate themselves. 

OUTCOMES, CONTRIBUTIONS AND CHALLENGES 
          This dissertation has responded to suggestions by Dominican scholars concerning 

the need to address neglected topics in Dominican studies such as foodways, and the 

production of Dominican localities in the US. Even though Torres-Saillant (2000) one of 

the few Dominican scholars that has suggested studying Dominicans in the US as 

‘diasporic’ populations has in some of his work addressed the problematics of race for 

Dominicans, this dissertation study is responding to such call by bringing African 

Diaspora paradigms explicitly into the analysis. Besides supporting the use of a diaspora 

framework to understand Dominican migration, I have shown the usefulness of 

examining Dominicans populations both in DR and US within hemispheric Afro-

diasporic social formations. Furthermore, this dissertation problematizes using ‘the 

community’ -in singular-to designate a very diverse Dominican population in NYC. Such 
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distinctions may at first seem divisive and unnecessary, but in my opinion the poetic and 

political riches of our differences is a resource that needs to be recognized, as well as a 

needed aspect of clarification for careful ethnographic studies. 

I have been also inspired to engaged and expand Sidney Mintz' insights by 

researching the ways that Afro-Caribbean descendants of slaves continue to ‘deal in food 

as a way of dealing in freedom’ by using foods as strategic negotiations to re-make “their 

lives culturally [and] to keep their humanity intact” (1996:47). Through the research 

design I used to produce this dissertation I have also attempted to respond to two other 

suggestions, the need for  “exploring the connections of Afro-American cultural history 

and everyday life (involving foodways)...to show how working-class women...as 

historical subjects and agents of change...have used food as a vehicle of autonomy and 

cultural work” (Williams-Forson 2006:119), and to produce “...more ethnography...that 

begins from the premise that food is not simply another topic that symbolizes identity, 

but one that challenges us to re-think our methods, assumptions and theories in new and 

productive ways” (Sutton 2001:170). 

          This dissertation problematizes the separation of memory and history in the 

experience of those that have been left out of official archives in the production of 

Caribbean histories. It has been one of my agendas during research and through this 

document to take on two of Trouillot’s suggestions. To find ‘re-entries’ into the gaps and 

silences in Caribbean historic production, his proposal to de-colonize Anthropology by 

challenging the ‘savage’ slot as we engage with communities that for too long have been 

the objects of study and rarely recognized as actors and producers of their own histories. I 

have done so by showing some complex food-place-memory maps implicated in 

Dominican gender, class, race and cultural formations, and through the narrative poetics 

expressing the  historical imagination that Dominican immigrants use to re-inscribe their 

version of their histories. I also pointed to tensions-frictions-ruptures-suturing of memory 

and experiences as marginalized Dominican immigrants (especially working-class 

women) negotiate power maps within the US, but also in relation to new Dominican 

hegemonies in NYC. 
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           My approach to food joins current food studies that bring an emphasis on place 

and imagination (Duruz 2005, Cook and Crang 2006, Bell and Valentine 1997), 

particularly those that propose creative ethnographic approaches such as ‘charlas 

culinarias’ (Abarca 2006) and ‘kitchen table ethnography’ (Ramona Lee-Perez p.c.) to 

engage in food research with Latino women. One main contribution of my research 

consists in proposing the importance of food-place-memory and space-temporalities as 

crucial aspects for Dominican and Caribbean migration studies.  

          This dissertation contributes to works on gendering practices in Afro-Caribbean 

communities testing the intersectionality model proposed by black feminist theory 

(Harrison 1998, Collins 1999, Crenshaw 1994, hooks 1989) by looking at situational 

subjectivities as they are performed in daily life. Examining multiple locations of gender, 

class, race, citizenship, age this study suggests looking at place-space experiences to 

address notions of home and subjectivity as passages, movements, and moments between 

personal and collective ‘boundary projects’ (Haraway 1991).  This research also expands 

on the insightful studies of Ahmed (2000) and Mohanty (2003) on issues of home and 

migrant narratives, by questioning naturalized and taken-for-granted migrant spaces and 

experiences. By foregrounding the poetics and politics of food-narratives, I contribute to 

this body of work which suggests the necessity for oral and life histories that preserve 

and re-inscribe the linguistically specific testimonial practices of working-class third 

world women. My emphasis on linking closely my theorization and methodology tests 

the proposal of feminist anthropologists to find suitable ways to engage in fieldwork and 

analysis attending to the political implications of our research choices. 

          One of the most significant contributions of my dissertation research has been the 

development of an experimental, image-based theoretically informed methodology, 

foodmaps. This ethnographic framework entails tracing local migrant histories and 

experiences of home through food relations. One of the core collaborative aspects of this 

framework is to produce immediate outcomes of research to be shared within the 

communities we work with. This framework has been greatly productive for my project 

and could be used to conduct research among other Afro-Caribbean, Afro-diasporic 

communities, and among working-class Latino communities in the US. It could offer 
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also, with due modifications, fresh ways to approach any community for researchers 

interested in micro-studies focusing on food-place-memory. Foodmaps have such 

potential because the point is to trace food relations (not ethnic or traditional foodways) 

across domestic-public spaces, focusing on whatever people eat, how they earn their 

bread and the uses of food in the formation of networks and communities 

          The foodmaps framework (even though it needs still more refinement as it is 

tailored to specific projects), has been useful not only for this dissertation project. 

Through conferences and publications I have shared the potential of this approach and 

received favorable responses that helped me realize its implications and value, since it 

has inspired some senior and new food study scholars to incorporate it in their fieldwork 

approaches and teaching (Counihan c.p, Lee-Perez c.p, Salazar c.p). A related 

contribution is my proposal to engage ethnographic mapping methods, that can be 

utilized beyond food studies, as collaborative fieldwork engagement to produce more 

place-space centered academic studies and community projects.  

         Some challenges that can be posed to the foodmaps framework and to the findings 

of this dissertation are among others, the staggering amount of detail that I attempted to 

manage, which seems to dilute the potential for more forceful and clear ‘facts’ and 

analyses.  These challenges I accept, as they are usefully directed, yet I would remind the 

reader that as a pioneer research on the anthropology of food, memory and migration, this 

project and this document are marking with its shortcomings the trail for future and more 

precise studies.  

          In evaluating my topic and research questions, I feel they were the weakest points 

of my research design; I did not wait for clarity in these areas and became impatient to 

start fieldwork. I probably became also too ambitious in my desire to cover so many 

Afro-diasporic entanglements of food relations. However, this novice impatience had a 

productive outcome, and revealed to me how much of our initial visualization of a project 

changes from proposal to implementation. As I look at my data emphasis during 

fieldwork I recognize how my research documentation was channeled to an exploration 

of the role of food practices and memories in the way Dominican immigrants produce 

and narrate a sense of home in a new society. This narrowing scope was very important 
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not only in helping me re-direct my fieldwork data gathering approach but it helped me 

recognize that I was already using a 'foodmaps' framework before I formulated explicitly. 

         The research design, the practical outcomes (such as the exhibition and film), and 

my careful attention to ethical fieldwork engagement are primary contributions of this 

dissertation, but offers also valuable lessons for future work with Dominican and other 

similar communities, even for ethnographers that are not ‘insiders’. The production of 

concrete outcomes to share during fieldwork and offering some products as reciprocity 

gifts enriched this project greatly, and opened up venues for further work with immigrant 

communities in NYC.    

           A contribution to ethnographic approaches particularly, has been to show through 

this research more suitable tools to generate data among Afro-Caribbean working-class 

and especially immigrant communities; communities that don’t respond well to formal 

interviews as such tools are associated with institutional frames and discourses already 

impinging in migrant lives. Participant-observation as ‘deep hanging-out’ yields richer 

primary sources and promotes more harmonious interactions. This may be seen as a 

return to classical ethnography, yet I also introduce other multiple ways of gathering 

fieldwork documentation that allows us to collect more in-depth primary sources. This 

could also be a way of ‘main-streaming’ feminist anthropologists' emphasis on life and 

oral histories, and visual anthropology focus on media-based ethnography. This 

methodological proposal and my attention to ethnohistory as necessary aspects (not as 

background) of both research and analysis could be also considered a contribution to 

cultural anthropology more generally. 

Even though I don’t claim that this study has policy implications, since I 

recognize the most important implications of this study are for academic, cultural and 

community based-projects, this dissertation might be a useful source for institutions and 

individuals working among Dominicans in health, nutrition and other social services to 

become aware of the complexity of their migrant condition. In terms of food practices it 

may dispel some of the generalizations about their unhealthy eating habits. It may also 

suggest ways to relate to this and similar populations in more appropriate ways. I hope it 

has become clear my collaborators (and of course the population they are part of) high 
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degree of awareness, sophistication and evaluation of issues that pertain to their lives and 

survival, and the political implications of institutions that condition their lives in the new 

society. I would also hope this work can help local Dominican organizations in NYC, 

especially those that are in official positions at City and State levels to pay more attention 

to these potential constituent and their material and cultural needs when designing 

community outreach projects and allocating funding. 

FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDAS  
           In spite of the in-depth and detailed intentions of this study, I have only skimmed 

the surface of areas that need much more examination.  Around domestic kitchens and 

the dialectics of household food-labor relations much needs to be done to understand, for 

example, the contested generational food socialization among first, second and third 

generation in the same family, establishing comparative scenarios across self-assigned 

class/race and national identification.  

          Regardless of what types of jobs Dominican immigrants have, families with a 

lower income level are more likely to preserve more ‘traditional’ food practices. If, as 

Rafa put it, ‘la dominicanidad se pierde con la clase social no con la ditancia’ 

[Dominicanness is lost with a change in social class, not with distance], then this 

suggestion points to the connections between food practice maintenance class, education 

and/or income level, which could be a productive area for future research. In relation to 

gendering practices research can be addressed to the role of education in shaping life 

projects and class-race identifications which may have an effect on transformation of 

domestic gendered food practices and narratives.  

           For example, second generation US born women, who do not continue their 

education, and who marry Dominican men are more likely to engage in Dominican 

cooking than DR born women who migrated to NYC as children, and have managed to 

finish their studies, become citizens, have jobs in the service sectors, speak English 

fluently and form communities outside of Dominican networks.  

Research on the extensive networks of Dominican food-business and public 

foodscapes could yield a whole new dimension of understanding about the Dominican 
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population processes and cultural formations in NYC as well as elsewhere in the US. 

Exploring the gendered landscapes of Dominican migration through food is very 

productive, for example, the management by teams of women of family restaurants in 

Washington Heights is a particularly interesting area, as also are women street food 

vendors, food-labor as cooks in restaurants, and the roles of women restaurant owners 

and employees in facilitating the survival of many families through social networks.  

           Careful historical research of DR food systems and national cuisine within Afro-

Caribbean ethnohistory are needed that can trace the buried archival data dispersed as far 

back as Columbus' diary and through time until the present. Such monumental work does 

not need to be gathered in one single book or project.  It could be approached by tracing 

the socio-cultural histories of specific foods in particular regions. Another area for 

Dominican study within regional and hemispheric context, that I did not explored fully in 

this project are Dominican racial formations. This is one of the most promising 

developments in Dominican studies and an overdue work of great importance, especially 

in relation to Haitian-Dominican conflicts and shared histories. Since there is so much 

work to do in this area, my suggestion is to explore such formations taking as departure 

specific issues grounded in material and/or public culture (for example food, place, and 

concrete and symbolic borders in Hispaniola), that a researcher wishes to explore, 

examining in the process how racial formations are implicated in generating specific 

shapes to Dominican lived experiences, cultural histories and cultural productions.  

          Another related area of research is to continue the anthropological examination of 

regional DR food practices, separately or in comparative contrast to food practices of 

Dominican populations in the US. I have already started sporadic pilot projects of 

Dominican food practices in NYC, Miami and Puerto Rico, which I can now approach 

with more clarity through a foodmaps framework. Parallel to this ‘salvage’ research, 

other ethnographic food-place-memory studies are needed, grounded in the local 

experiences of Dominicans. For example, my research only examined a small area of 

Manhattan, Bronx and Brooklyn, and did not cover communities in Queens and Staten 

Island. Due to entanglements of language and food seasonings, these areas of research 
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might be faster advanced by Dominican scholars or individuals that are familiar with 

Afro-Dominican Spanish dialects.  

         There is still much work needed addressing ‘Latino’ food practices in the US, and 

their place-specific food cultural histories. This approach is needed in particular to 

address ‘ethnic’ food histories beyond continuity and change, nostalgia and tradition. 

Another exciting area of research is to develop ethnographic fieldwork across ethnic 

lines, to trace food relations through survival networks. Food, memory and home 

explorations with a focus on race/gender are needed about Dominican-Haitian, Hispanic 

Caribbean and ‘Latino’ communities' relations in the US to examine their conflicts, 

ruptures and alliances. 

There is a need for ethnographic studies focusing on the changing ways of 

speaking and expressive culture specifically of Afro-Dominican Spanish dialects that can 

be conducted through food-memory-place centered projects. Besides the need for this 

ethnography of speaking and representation research, there is also a need to pay attention 

to women migrant narratives by designing oral history and local history projects. At the 

suggestion of two of my collaborators, I will be working in future pilot projects, mapping 

out intergenerational gender negotiations among first, second and third generation 

Dominican women through food relations, as well as through the transformations in their 

narrative performance and life histories. 

A fruitful interdisciplinary project could also be designed to document and 

examine first generation Dominican immigrants in NYC that are now between the ages of 

60-80 and whose life histories have been the cultural grounds of formation of new 

generations of Dominican-Americans. Many of these individuals have claimed through 

their struggles and community work not only the material and affective support for their 

own families, but in many cases helped to gain spaces, rights and recognition now taken 

for granted by many Dominican-Americans.  

AFRO-DIASPORIC  SEASONINGS? : USEFULNESS OF AFRICAN DIASPORA PARADIGMS  
Coming back to the first spiral outlined in the Introduction through another route, 

I ask, are these Dominican ‘migrant seasonings’ examples also of ‘Afro-diasporic 
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seasonings’? My answer is yes, with some clarifications. It has become obvious 

throughout this document that I recognize a commonality of histories, struggles and 

expressive cultures among Dominicans and other African-descended populations in the 

Americas, however I have also shown the reluctance of most Dominicans to claim an 

overt racial identification as blacks. Regardless of Dominicans ambiguous racial 

performance, they share with other African-descended populations a historical struggled 

for food and places of home, and for a right to memory-history to re-inscribe their 

humanity on the ‘map’. 

          Through my dissertation research, and through thinking and examining the 

complex Dominican racial formations and processes of racial identification I had come to 

question the usefulness of African Diaspora frameworks. Currently I conclude that indeed 

such paradigms, when utilized flexibly could offer great insights into Caribbean social 

formations and present lived experiences. In fact, my exposure to these frameworks 

helped me to re-configure my approach to my dissertation research at a point of great 

confusion. An Afro-diasporic approach allowed me to give coherence to an unwieldy 

array of materials amassed through my desire to examine ‘holistically’ how food was 

implicated in every aspect of Dominicans ethno-historical and present survival. These 

frameworks expanded the political possibilities in my work with Dominican communities 

and made me aware of my own former situatedness within DR society and now in the 

US.  

      I consider that an Afro-diasporic focus can offer new insights and possibilities for 

the anthropology of Hispanic Caribbean populations and their diaspora in the US.  Such 

critical angles offer some of the most exciting and cutting edge thinking to help us 

conduct ethnographic studies of these populations. I find the insights of black feminist 

thought and post-colonial feminisms with their varied contributions, crucial for the 

African-Diaspora approach I wish to develop. These perspectives can help us bring a 

global perspective to these experiences yet pay attention to locality, communities and 

subjects in their situational immediacy. The black feminist recognition of 

‘intersectionality’ (Crenshaw 1994, Collins 2004, Lorde 1984) of race in the assignment 

and articulation of other social categories can help us explore the field of historical and 
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present oppressions but also the ‘forms of resistance’ of marginal subjects (Cohen 2004, 

kelley 1984, Scott 1985) in contesting such power regimes.   

    For most societies in the Caribbean, for example, racialization, gendering and class 

systems where weaved all at once during and after slavery and kept transforming as many 

areas of the region such as DR, Haiti and Cuba became neo-colonial nation-states in the 

19th century. I think by looking at such intersections in the context of emergence of 

colonial and racial global formations (Omi and Winant 1986, Connell 1989, Mohanty 

1995) and its present repercussions we can get closer to understanding their effects in 

particular communities today.  

James Clifford has some complementary thoughts that are helpful in this respect. 

He proposes thinking of diasporas as “…responses to dwelling in displacement” across 

nations...as forms of community, consciousness and aesthetics, and as historic 

subjectivities at once deterritorialized in relation to nation and localized in relation to 

family” ( Clifford 1994). By focusing on dwelling and re-articulation, and on the specific 

histories of displacement of such dwellings, we can point to overlapping fields in the 

process of home-making and the spheres between domestic-public. 

I suggest also to incorporate other interdisciplinary perspectives such as the 

anthropology of place and space (Low & Lawrence-Zuñiga 2004), social history (Hayden 

1997) and feminist political ecology (Fraser 1993, Duncan 1996) to bring a sense of four-

dimensional temporal materiality to Afro-diasporic contexts and histories. Incorporating 

insights and methods from feminist political ecology and social history, may help us 

research for example, the politics and poetics of home in the formation of Afro-Caribbean 

communities. I find this work very useful to understand the gendered spatial distribution 

of race and class in US and the Third World, intrinsic to the colonialist and capitalist 

projects. Additionaly a focus on vernacular knowledge and relations to both built-urban 

and natural environments helps us inscribe other knowledges from marginalized subjects’ 

perspectives.  

African Diaspora processes have been by definition entangled with geopolitical re-

structuring of territories, lands and population movements, hence place, space, resources 

and environments need to enter into such re-conceptualizations. Raciatialized 
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environments have forced Afro-diasporic people to privatize politics and publicize the 

private, in order to expose the mess, the horror of de-humanization. This forced 

internalization and externalization of racialized subjects took place in the specificity and 

particularity of each locality and through very specific relations to material and semiotic 

of production. New projects of development, urban renewal and labor re-structuring are 

been mapped on top of previous distributions of poverty across geographic locations. The 

study of place and political ecology focus is thus important, because these populations 

have been no just marginalized geographically, but the imperial racial maps evidence 

how they have been kept from the best land, property, and pushed to the most barren-

toxic regions that restrict physically and socially their mobility.   

A focus on moments of ruptures and alliances among Afro-diasporic populations 

is also necessary to re-theorize African Diaspora approaches for the Hispanic Caribbean 

in terms of place-memory, as instances of relations among populations that to us as 

researchers may appear as if they should have a solidarity agreement as African-

descendant, but which is not necessarily occurs. A focus on individuals and small groups 

through micro-ethnographies reveal how unpredictable such moments of reclamation of 

blackness and strategic moments of solidarity might be for such culturally diverse 

communities (from language to histories) to claim alliances.  

For example, the pre-eminence of nation over-riding race, class, and even gender 

is a main agglutinator of great force, in part responding to language and cultural memory 

that has been marked in opposition to race, but may be also due to these populations 

intimate relations to place. Similar complex entanglements of place, history and memory 

seem to occur, for example through the misrecognition by Dominicans in NYC of 

‘morenos’ as any dark person that does not speak Spanish. As Allen (2005) has discussed 

in his research in Cuba, blackness is already a contested space, and Cubanidad with all its 

problematics seems an easier frame through which certain subjects can claim space for 

their life projects. Unlike what is usually thought for Dominicans or Cubans in relations 

to this strong cultural nationalism above race, it seems to point to a shared historicity, a 

cultural long durée of sorts.  
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    Afro-diasporic populations have diverse life projects, and their own racial logic and 

political aims. Accepting their classifications and identifications as the starting point is 

important if we want to work in some of these communities. Not respecting what people 

perceive or wish to ignore, is doing violence to our ethnographic interactions (Gordon-

Anderson 1990). If individuals and groups don’t want to engage overtly with race, they 

have powerful reasons and concrete experiences of the price they pay when they assert a 

racial identification and project. Racial consciousness can be a life-long process because 

it is (as Franz Fanon so brilliantly exposed) a psychological process with aspects so 

deeply internalized that may not be directly accessible to subjects.  

    Even when specifying my focus on a particular region of indisputable African-

descended populations, such as DR, I am aware that any afro or black prefix raises 

resistance and concerns in the communities I work with.  Because of these complexities, I 

prefer to study racial formations not in itself as the central axis, but intersectionally with 

other categories. Any narrative, be centered on gender, migration, food, etc., can be 

analyzed discursively and semiotically to discover its racial inflections. By paying 

attention to which social categories are salient and how they are articulated with race 

there is more room for individuals to express freely their identifications and experiences. 

This does not preclude my use of racial concepts in my textual analyses, and in my own 

process of personal and political reclamations of blackness.  

 The need to refine our tools towards an Anthropology of Afro-diasporic processes 

is suggested by Mintz & Price (1976) and Gordon & Anderson (2000); my research aims 

to contribute to develop specifically ethnographic tools for researching and engaging with 

such populations. This for me needs to include ethnographies of representation and a 

focus on relations, contexts and histories. Stuart Hall (1994, 1996) insights into cultural 

identity processes in Afro-Caribbean diasporas is very useful to approach particular ways 

of knowing and experiencing race. Moving from an unquestioned and assumed oneness 

of identity to multiplicity of ongoing socializations, Hall questions how we use, display 

and exchange identities through representational practices.  

          The intersection between self and we, functions as points of identification and 

attachments in the constitution of social identities, acts of power routed through 
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narratives and technologies of self (Hall 1992). I particularly like how Hall poses the 

question in terms of how becoming is about using resources of history, language and 

culture to position self and others in the present. Hall’s definition of cultural identity as 

“constituted within not outside representation” (Hall 1994), problelmatizes the 

transparency of experience, authority, authenticity and essences. However, as proposed 

by critical and black feminist theory (see for example, Mohanty 2003, Scott 1999, 

McClaurin 2001) I do think that experience is important, not as ‘raw’ foundation, 

assumed as unmediated and natural, but in all its performative richness and 

contradictions.   

  A recognition of such performative experience through representation, is offered 

by Jafari Allen’s ethnographic analysis of marginal individuals “subjective intentions” as 

they negotiate their lives struggling on the streets (luchando en la calle) of Cuba. Allen 

offers a nuanced appreciation of the “strategic locations of individuals and their 

sophisticated awareness of [their] performativity (Allen 2005:19). This way of unpacking 

Afro-Caribbean subjectivities as they emerge in relational contexts takes into 

consideration the contingency and perception of what ‘survival’’ may mean to marginal 

subjects.  It rescues the political charge of ‘private’ engagements in the everyday, as it 

reveals the beauty and contradictions in identity performances. Allen’s approach help us 

interrogate private/public dichotomies of spaces, narratives and experiences revealing 

intersectional and situated oppressions but also the creative ways in which marginalized 

subjects perceive and re-claim their personal aspirations and collective life projects.  

 Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1995) examination on how historical accounts are 

produced, consumed and used by particular audiences, groups and individuals also 

complements my Afro-diasporic focus on place-memory and situated subjectivities. His 

focus on actions/narratives, actors/narrators place subjects between discourse and 

practice, validating the variety of overlapping sites of historical production beyond 

professional historians/scholars. This attention to narrative production points also to how 

we learn history through multiple sites of socialization, the creation/invention of sources 

and archives, and negotiations of cultural memory in specific historical contexts.  For me 

the most important aspects of a focus on narrative performance and representation (as 
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historical imagination and cultural memory, but also as a form of practical theorizing) are 

the opportunities such frames offers to look beyond textual discursivity and scholarly 

production of a few to the everyday fields of action of ordinary people, as actors/narrators 

(Trouillot, 1995) of their own histories.      

          A simultaneous production of traces and silences (presence/absence) and the 

transforming of events into facts, shares conceptual correspondences with Hall’s attention 

to representational practices and with Mohanty’s ‘politics of location’. The production of 

a memorial and discursive space (Lefebvre 1992) to predicate a group’s power project 

requires spatial access and resources to produce the coherent certainties of images and 

historical archives. The play of public memory, in remembering and forgetting, is less 

abstract and more tied to concrete means of producing the public/private as simultaneous 

spaces of the nation and the home. A good example of this is how Dominican 

hegemonies have indeed embedded their racial project in all Dominican spaces and 

history/memory production reaching even into the diaspora in the US.   

Because experience, performance and narratives are so important to understand 

social formations, I find very productive a foregrounding of representational practices, 

expressive and public culture (Hall 1996/1994, Kobena Mercer 1994, Gilroy, Allen 2005) 

to arrive at more nuanced Afro-diasporic studies. This emphasis is necessary in my 

opinion for re-thinking cultural politics and citizenship when researching migrant 

communities. Such an emphasis is crucial precisely for African Diaspora, not only 

because of the lack of historical visibility in hegemonic past and current archives, but 

also because of the kinds of derogatory representations produced parallel to those 

silences.  

A focus on narrative performances and narrative memories, could help us 

examine, for example, the diverse and contradictory practices of engagement with racial 

labels (in intersections with other social categories) among Dominicans and Dominican-

Americans. Working within this umbrella I see great potential in using racial as an 

adjective, that as an aspect of subjectivity surfaces or is submerged according to 

individual aspirations and agendas. How actual people in their lived experience use, 

contest, consent and reconfigure these categories to navigate their concrete places and 
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social relations is an important ethnographic focus that can reveal the creative survival of 

these populations and their historical self-making (Hall 1994, Gilroy 1988, Mintz 1992, 

Allen 2005).  

   My final thoughts on the usefulness of African Diaspora frameworks is to suggest 

we continue refining our tools, open to both professional and ordinary productions of 

knowledge that can expand and challenge our theories, methods, and engaged scholarship 

praxis. Diasporic frameworks are already, of necessity, interdisciplinary areas of research 

and practice; we do not need to rush to reduce it to one single canon. Each of us could 

tailor it to our needs and dispositions, and cook it up according to our own ‘Afro-

diasporic seasonings’. 

“PERO CUÁL E’LA  IMPORTANCIA  DÉTE  ETUDIO?” 69 
   I would like to close by sharing what has become for me a passed test of validity 

for my dissertation research, by sharing a narrative fragment taken from a video 

recording of Luis (one of the fieldwork collaborators) speaking before the screening of 

the short Versions of Mangú, presented at the Hermanas Mirabal Cultural Center, in 

Washington Heights, the night of nochebuena, December 24th , 2006: 

 
Cuando veo un proyecto como ete pa’ la comunidad, para lojémigrante, yo lo 
apoyo...sobre todo me guta ete etudio como dije en la galeria, porque eto llega en 
un momento muy epecial pa’ la comunidad dominicana, porque a la hora que se 
regitre nuetri’toria como pueblo, ete etudio tiene mucha importancia, porque 
independientemente de lo defile y esa cosa, eto rebite gran importancia...si utede 
han vito documento que se tan pasando por el canal trece sobre una ecabacione 
en Méjico, donde a trabé de la comida se sabe como bibieron eso s’indio, qué 
comian, que le pasaba...o sea, mañana eto formará parte del archibo de lo 
s’emigrante dominicano aqui, y me guta, porque hay ese intercambio, se ha 
traido mangú para compartir, eso e’una manera de conbibir, algo tan necesario 
que se tá perdiendo no solamente entre lo dominicano sino en toda la humanidá... 
 
[When I see a project like this one for the community, for the immigrants I 
support it...above all I like it as I said in the Gallery [during the opening] because 
this comes in a very special moment for the Dominican community, because 
when the time comes to register our history as a people, this study has a great 
importance...because independently of the parades and that type of things, this 
study has great importance...if you have been watching those documentaries in 

                                                 
69 [Which is the importance of this study?] Luis fielwork question leit-motif 
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channel 13 about excavations in Mexico, where through food they know how 
those indigenous people lived, what they ate, what happened to them...so in a 
similar way, tomorrow this work will form part of the archive of the Dominican 
immigrants here...and I like it also because there is that interchange, for example, 
mangú has been brought to share, this is a way to co-exist in harmony, something 
so necessary that is being lost, not only among Dominicans but also among the 
whole of humanity... 

 

Even though I think Luis is exaggerating about the repercussion of this project 

(since the documents produced don’t have the import and durability of ‘material culture’ 

sites) a statement like this, coming from my most skeptical critic among the participants 

in fieldwork, means a lot to me, in two main respects: 1) it is the creation of not only 

‘data’ for research, but of primary sources (that can be archived and used by Dominican 

communities and by researchers or cultural workers) that I consider one of the most 

tangible outcomes of this project (a salvage of sorts). And 2) It was the concrete 

immediate outcome of the exhibition/film shared during fieldwork what helped Luis, my 

other collaborators, Dominicans and other visitors exposed to it, to understand what my 

project was attempting to do.  

These sites of encounters made somehow clear to them the importance of food for 

migrant histories, and gave legitimacy and relevance for paying attention to such ordinary 

matters. It was this ‘public’ inscription (the creation of a brief counter-public narrative 

space) and the reaction from the people, which gave a collective relevance to what would 

otherwise be my private completion of an academic program. It has been my gratefulness 

to the fieldwork collaborators (that made this research possible), what has helped me the 

most to finish this document. The flavors of their words and foods are now part of my 

new food-memory maps.  
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 APPENDIX 

 
Sampler of food-centered tools used during fieldwork 

This appendix contains a sampler of some of the fieldwork tools I use to complement 
participant-observation. I include abridged and translated versions of the food profile 
questionnaires (originals are very detailed and in Spanish), including some of the 
questions I asked the participants in the study. A Spanish version of Questionnaire #4 is 
provided. The full questionnaires had 20 questions each, and were aimed at compiling a 
more systematic corpus of data for further analysis and comparison. I include other 
fieldwork aids such as public foodscapes questionnaires for Dominican food businesses 
and other field data worksheets. 
 
Food-Questionnaires for each participant 
Questionaire #1 
Name 
Age 
Gender 
Head of household? 
Place of birth/place where you grew up 
How long have you live in NYC? 
How often do you visit family in DR? 
How would you describe who you are in terms of gender, race, socio-economic and 
cultural categories? How do you thing others would classify you?  
 
Questionaire #2 
Which staples do you and your family cook/eat daily? 
When and where did you learn how to cook Dominican foods? 
Where do you do your food shopping, how often do you get provisions? 
What are your feelings in relation to your role as a cook? 
 
Questionaire#3 
What food categories do you and your family use to classify foods? (for example, what is 
considered to be breakfast, any taboos?)? 
Are there foods, food practices, and food meanings that express gender distinction or 
associations related to women and men? Please, explain? 
Why do you consider cooking Dominican meals important and necessary in yours and 
your families live?  
 
Questionaire #4 
How would you describe a typical Dominican meal? 
Which dish do you consider represents Dominican national cuisine? 
Which dish do you consider authentic Dominican cuisine?  
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Questionaire #5 
What is your definition of home (hogar)? Where and when do you feel most at home?  
Where is your main home located right now?  
What kind of food-related networks do you have in your neighborhood, City, state, 
country (in DR, in US)? 
How do you feel in the kitchen in relation to the rest of the house? 
What is your relation to the chicken as a cook? 
Do you feel this is your space? 
 

 
Sample Questionnaire from the Original in Spanish 
 

Perfil Culinario/ Questionario # 4 
Gracias por su tiempo y por aceptar ser parte de este estudio.  El propósito de este 
questionario es explorar el significado cultural de ciertos platos dominicanos para usted y 
su familia, la memoria personal y colectiva asociada con estas comidas, y la importancia 
que ellas tienen en su definición de la identidad dominicana.  Por favor, conteste en el 
espacio en blanco, si necesita mas espacio puede usar el lado de atrás de la página, o 
engrapar hojas adicionales.  
 
1. Como definiria usted la comida dominicana? 
2. En que se parece y se diferencia de otras comidas caribeñas (tales como la cubana, la 
puertorriqueña, la haitiana?) y con las norteamericas, y con la de otros grupos cerca de 
donde usted vive? 
3. Cuales son los ingredientes indispensable a su ver, que le dan el sabor caracteristico a 
la comida dominicana?  
4. Cual cree usted es el plato típico dominicano? Explique 
5. Cual cree usted es el plato auténticamente dominicano? Explique. 
6. Cual cree usted es el plato nacional dominicano? Explique 
7. Que otros platos usted asocia con identidad dominicana, por que? Explique nombre, y 
en que consisten. 
8. Cuenteme algún episodio de campaña política o movilizaciones, etc. donde se haya 
usado la comida como intermediario? 
9. Que eventos, sucesos personales, sociales, culturales y políticos dominicanos (ya sea 
en RD o NYC) en su memoria y sus experiencias se relacionan con estas comidas? 
10.  Qué tipo de comidas o plantas alimenticias considera usted que se usan como 
símbolo en la música dominicana (explique el tipo de música a que se refiere, y dé un 
ejemplo)? Que representan en ese caso? 
11.  Quien es para usted Mamá Tingó, que representa en su vida, en la de sus hijos, y 
familia en general? 
12. Que cree usted que ella representa en la historia dominicana? 
13. Antes de emigrar alguna vez su familia tubo que buscar “fundita” de las que distribuía 
el gobierno? 
14. Que papel (si alguno) jugó la seguridad alimenticia en su decisión (y/o la de su 
familia) de emigrar?  
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15. Que importancia y significado tiene para usted cocinar/comer estas comidas en NYC? 
 
Public Foodscapes Questionaires  
(for Dominican Restaurants) 

 
Name/location & hours open:   
Number of employees   ____Rent/own the premises_____Prices 
 
Main menu (see actual menu) 
 
1.¿Cuánto tiempo hacen que abrieron como negocio, y por qué se situaron en esta 
calle/zona, los dueños son Dominicanos? ¿Donde compra los ingredientes? 
 
2.¿Quien cocina, y de qué region son, quien decide como sazonar los platos 
dominicanos? ¿Cuantos y de dónde son los empleados, si dominicanos de que pueblo y 
provincia? 
 
3.¿Cuáles son las comidas principales del menú, las que más se venden (emphasis on 
Dom staples here)? ¿Por qué sirven tanta variedad de mariscos?  ¿Cómo decidió que 
precios cobrar? 
 
4.¿Qué variedad de clientela tienen, son la mayoria dominicanos, clientes regulares, que 
variedad de dominicanos compra a diario aqui (mujeres, hombres, mas o menos 
generación)? 
 
5.¿Por qué hace sentido económico servir por ejemplo, mangú y la bandera, sancocho si 
lo ofrecen, morí soñando, etc? ¿Qué importancia tiene para usted este tipo de negocio y 
los platos para la comunidad dominicana en este barrio?  
 
Spatial arrangements & decorations, flow of interactions, clients, usw (as described or 
photographed by ethnographer) 
 
 
Public Foodscapes Questionaires  
(for Dominican grocery stores, adapt for supermarkets) 

 
Name/Location/hours open: 
 
Number of employees ______Rent/own the premises ____Prices_____ 
 
1.¿Cuánto tiempo hacen que abrieron como negocio, y por qué se situaron en esta 
calle/zona, los dueños son Dominicanos? ¿Dónde compra sus productos? Suplidores. 
 
2. ¿Cuantos y de dónde son los empleados, si dominicanos de que pueblo o provincia? 
¿Quien decide que productos se venden, especialmente los productos dominicanos?  
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3.¿Cuáles son los productos que más se venden, y de los productos para preparar comida 
dominicana (sazones, aguacate, viveres, cosas para desayuno, bebidas alcohólicas, etc? 
¿Cómo decide que precio cobrar, hay regulación por la Ciudad? 
 
4.¿Qué variedad de clientela tienen, son la mayoria dominicanos, clientes regulares, que 
variedad de dominicanos compra a diario aqui (mujeres, hombres, mas o menos 
generación)? 
 
5.¿Por qué hace sentido económico para usted vender productos dominicanos? ¿Qué 
importancia tiene para usted este tipo de negocio y lo que venden para la comunidad 
dominicana en este barrio? 

 
 
Public Foodscapes Questionaires  
(for Dominican street food vendors) 
Gender/Location/hours serving: 
 
Rent/own the cart ______Items sold& prices ___________P/T job?_____ 
 
1.¿Cuánto tiempo hace que vende en esta zona, y por qué se situaron en esta calle, es 
usted la/el dueño, es usted Dominicana(o) ? ¿Necesita licencia para situarse en este 
pedacito? ¿En que zona de NYC vive, y que transporte usa para venir a trabajar? 
 
2. ¿Cuando emigro a NYC? ¿Si es dominicana-o de que pueblo y provincia? ¿Es esta su 
forma principal de ingreso, como usted se gana el plátano? ¿Vendia comida tambien en 
RD?  
 
3.¿Donde compra los ingredientes? ¿Cuáles son los productos que mas se venden, que 
tipo de clientela tiene? ¿En que época del año esta mejor el negocio? ¿Sale a vender en 
invierno? 
 
4. ¿Cómo decidió vender esta comida en especifico, son comunes en su región, se venden 
bien en esta zona, etc? ¿Cómo aprendió a cocinar estos manjares? ¿cocina usted comida 
dominicana a diario en su casa, si es así cuales, y por qué? 
 
5.¿Por qué hace sentido económico para usted vender estas comidas dominicanas? ¿Qué 
importancia tiene para usted este tipo de negocio y lo que venden para la comunidad 
dominicana en este barrio? 

 
 

Sample of Ethnographic Worksheet-guides 
 

Ethnographer’s food-centered mapping  
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Date: 
Sites  
Domestic/public  
(indoors/outdoors) 

 
Aspect to be mapped (circle one)     
food shopping          food stories                            food preparation  

(as they arise)              
 
food (eating out)           serving display              food (eating in) 
 
staple dishes                                       name?                   flavors 
 
Food division of labor (who does what where, when, and how) 
 
earn the plátano    labor to prepare the meals         food shopping & storage 
kitchen clean-up         household maintenance                  decorations 
 

scheduling & sharing of tasks 
 

Ways of speaking about and through foods 
(expressive and performative food interactions, stories and memories that arise during 
meal preparation and sharing, associated words, comments on flavors and cook’s prize) 
 
Food Preparation 
(chopping, washing, marinating, actual cooking, serving, who, where, how, implements, 
cultural space such activity creates in the home) 
 
Distribution (procuring and sharing food) 
(where do they shop, budget for food, relations of families to food businesses, prices of 
items, fiao practices, where are the tropical basic ingredients for Dom. food imported 
from, regularly used food stores with their locations, is it a landmark-same for 
restaurants, distance to the household, mode of transportation to get there) 
 
Food Consumption 
(eating spaces, serving display, hour of day, meal category, portion sizes served to each 
family member with attention to age and gender, or does each person serves itself as a 
buffet, any difference in status for occupying space, table, etc, taboos before /after, 
moods prevalent, narratives and speech shared). 
 
Public cooked-food consumption  
(how do public foods enter the home, (from markets, street vendors, colmados, 
restaurants, other households, holiday and special events). 
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Mapping Domestic Spaces 
(spaces & interactions in households, give names, not letters) 

 
 

Whose Household? _____________________ 
 
Location 
 
Kind of shelter 
 
Size & spatial arrangement:   
 
Household divisions of labor  
 
Relational map of household 
 
Family conventions 
 
Domestic choreographies 
 
Relations of family and household to neighborhood both in NYC/DR? 
 
Relations of family and household to networks in NYC/DR? 
 
 
Narrative performances 
Linguistic, gestural and other performative interactions in the home, especially around 
foods, and while women are shopping, cooking, serving and when eating. This includes 
spontaneous situations, everyday speech, stories, action/interactions. Take note of any 
pointers to specific and recurrent genres, topics, tones and styles, duration, meta-
comments and how narrative spaces are co-created, incidence of situational context, 
public/private, in the kitchen, in the sala, how this change according to who is present, 
communicative routines, situational boundaries, accident markers, apologies, leave taking 
and greetings, requests, verbal play, terms of address, contrapuntal turn-taking, etc. 
 

Whose household? ______________ 
 
Area of the house/date (a.m. / midday / night) 
 
Individuals present/occasion 
 
Situation and initial main topic 
 
Ramifications 
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Stories, expressions & memories  related to food 
 
 
Local neighborhood & community  
(Participants contact with Dominican & local organizations) 

 
Organization (name & type , history, services, etc.) 
[gather their brochures, if any] 
 
Date 
 
Location & contact person 
 
Purpose of meeting (explain) 
 
Services offered 
 
Other 

 
Exploring public foodscapes  
(Participants public food routes such as groceries, restaurants, etc.) 
 
Date & time 
 
Location and map 
 
Contexts 
 

 
 

Fieldwork & interactions 
 (Methods and tools-circle ones that apply) 
 
Free form ‘hanging-out’  
(just present, not active documenting) 
Mappings & Questionaires 
Witnessing, oral history sessions 
Training/workshops for using equipment 
Viewing and digitizing family archives 
 
Format (mark all that apply) 
Video 
Sound only 
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Fieldnotes 
Still photographs  
(Exa or digital? ) 
 

 
Checklist for ethnographic meetings  
(one per meeting/per family) 
 
Date                                                      Location 
 
Food events 
 
Food shopping                      Food preparation                              Food consumption 
supermarket    desayuno       casa 
colmado/bodega   picando     evento publico                               
restaurante     comida         al aire libre   
en la calle            cena                       calle       
 
Neighborhood_________________________________________________ 
 
Familia______________________________________________________ 
 
individuals-present  
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Specific context of meeting  
 
Comments 
 
 
Place/time of next meeting 
 
 
After meeting/ evaluation form 
 
Date__________________ 
 
Where am I, how are ethnographic interactions so far, general impressions? 
 
Which areas seem to need immediate revision? (explain) 
 

 
Family History Folders 
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These folders are dedicated to organize each cook family history. Fieldnotes pertaining to 
each day I participate and document appear, speaking and narrative observations and 
insights, plus copies-transcriptions of primary sources, questionnaires, oral histories, 
maps, and notes on informal interactions around food.  

Organize folders thusly ... 
1. Household & family basic info & contact 
 
2.Questionaires 
 
3. Documents, oral histories and fieldnotes on main staples, women that prepare it, the 
households where these kitchens are (plate to mouth, domestic foodscapes). 
 
4. Results from One day food trails (food day/week/month-cycles, routines from 
preparation to consumption) 
 
5. Main staples: la bandera, sancocho and mangu (three to five versions of each, if 
possible) 
 
6. Mapping kitchens & domestic spaces (my documents + their maps & photos) 
 
7. Neighborhoods & food routes maps 
 
 
 
 

*** 
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